
early Quacernary tl.tte. Ln a proc~ss chat continu~s today, nurnel"OUS small 
shifts in the posit'ons of channels of ephemeral washes occurre'i dur,ing the 
Quaternacy, as sho1; 1 by the diatributloo of various types of Quaternary 
alluvial deposi.ts (1\oove.r et al., 1981). 

Deep entr-enchmtont, low rates of erosion, and preaa.lr topographic divides 
make it unlikely t·,',J.t the largeHt probable cllmatic c~--.nge, from arid to 
setuiarid, would ctmHe a significant change in the lacat on or the size of the 
draim1gc syst~ID at 'iuccs Mountain. Such climatic chen@~"-8 would not produce 
1.-,ng-terro. water impoundments clo~>er. tban Death Vall: y, which is 30 to 
40 kilometers (20 to 25 miles) awuy. 

There is n·1 evidence at Yucca Mountain of surface--water i111poundments 
formed by landslides. Eolian sands may have clogged some drainages ac Yucca 
Mountain duting early Quaternary tituo, but SlJCh sands are very permeable and 
also easily eroded. ~o ov:{.denc~ of water impoundment by eolian sands is 
known. 

Concl usio'1 

Surface-water systema in the region and at the Yucca Mountain site have 
changed little during at least the last several hundred thousand years of the 
Quaternary Period. The expected effects of predicted climatic changes on 
geohydrologic processes are not significant; no new water impoundments 
(lakes) nor significant changes in surface drainage are expected. No adverse 
effects on waste. isolation IU'e likely to re~i~ult from climatic, changes in the 
surface-water Sy$tema. ;Ln the next: 100,000 years. Th,erefore, the evidence 
indicates that this favorable condition h present at Yucca Mountain. 

(2) A geologic setting in which climatic changes have had little 
effect on the hydrologic sy!Ptern throughout the Quaternary Peri_od. 

Evaluation 

Ev.idence of climatic ~;:hanges during the Quatt;>.rnary comes from the g~o
logic and plant-fossil r~xords. A variety of types of deposits of Quatornary 
age occur in the region, including debris flows, fluvial sand sheets, eolian 
dunes, and coarse fl.uvta.l depoaita (lloover et al., 1981; Swadley, 1983). 
Theaf~ unite represent various environments of deposition that in turn 
reflect, in part, fluct:uating clhtat:ic conditione. Although specific cli
mates cannot be def:l.ned, the evidence is consistent with an arid to semiarid 
climate (Hoover et al., 1981). In addition, climatic chsngee c:;;n be inferred 
from the development of various landforms and rocks in the area and fro~ the 
occurrence of three regional unconformiti.es. 

Vegetative covers varied in type during the past 45,000 years, as indi
cated by variations in the assemblages of plant macrofossils contained in 
pack-rat middens. These variations reflect changes in -climati;!, in the sense 
that the assemblages are indi.catora of the effective moisture available at 
the time the plants W"ere growing. Exaro.in'a.tiona of pack-rat middens show 
that, at different times during the last 45,000 years, the regional vegeta
tive cover varied from a well-developed juniper woodland to modern desert 
scrub at intermediate elevations of about 1,200 to 1,800 meters (4,000 to 
6,000 feet), and from a subalpine conifer woodland, to a pinyon-juniper 
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woodland, and to a \1/<•odland-desart scrub roo sa ic at higher e levat.lons above 
1,800 meters (6,000 \:'-~et) (Spllulding, l983). 

Quate.tnary hydl'tl\of:ic c.onditiona that cltfferc.d the 1-~,">qt from modern con
ditions probably ~>•ere those that occurred during severE.I.l pluvi~l periods of 
rresumably wetter Ctll ,_!!tiona. These pluv1.als 8lternated t].th 1nterpluvials, 
rerlods during which c.l.t.mntic and hydrologic conditions I•Pre similar to those 
of today. Most erid-ence £or estimating the nature of p." ·J.'-":.al clirnatas in the 
reg ton is baned on pluvial.s of late Wi!>conain age; in seq· hern Nevadfi, there 
ls virtually no f":viden-~e for estimating early Wisconsin . nd pre-Wis(!on.s:l.n 
paleoclimates, except 10r the qual.ltativll evidence of landforms, paleosols, 
and unconformit.ie.,. Therefore, the reconstruc.tion of cl1.1'l.atea that existed 
before late Wisconsin time in southern Ncv~da is t~nuO\.lS• How~ver, some 
evidence indL:ates that the climate in Nevada during each ::Jf the pluvi.als was 
similar; therefore, <lll analysis of the li:tte Wi!>consin pluvial climates and 
their hydrolog"ic effects provides a sound basis for estimating the maximum 
effects that occurred during the entire Quaternary. For e:<ample, on a global 
scale, similar climatic conditions probably prevailed during each of the 
major glacial erochs that occurred du"ing the Quaternary (Spauldi.ng, 1983). 
Mifflin and Wheat (1979) suggest that: the pluvial lakes of Latwntan 
(Wisconsin) age that occurred in central and northern Nevt~da were generally 
as large as the lakes of pre-Lahontan times. This suggestion is based 
primarily on. the ~;~.bsence of evidence of older lake shorelines at higher 
elevations (although such evidence may have been destroyed by erosion). On 
the other hand. the latest Wisconsin pluvial is believed to have been wetter 
and warmer than the ont! that preceded it during the Wisconsin full-glacial 
time {Spaulding et a~., 1984). Because Jf the higher temperatures, greater 
precip.Ltation would have been required to maintain lake levels at elevations 
stmilar to those at which lakes OCC\1t"red during t!arlier 1 coole.t· pl1-1viale. 

Winograd et al. (1985) hypothesize that a progressive and continued 
upllft o.E the Sierra Nevada and Transverse ranges d1-1ring the Quaternary may 
have led to a long-term trend of increasing aridity in Nevada. Huber (1981) 
auggests that the Sierra Nevada have risBn about 1,000 me~era (3,300 feet) 
since the Pliocene, and Hay (1976) postt1lates a t'lse of 1,800 meters (5,900 
feet) in the. last 4~5 mill1.on years. The rising mountain ranges w-ould have 
produced a rainshadow effect that w-ould have modified the distr.i.bution and 
the amount of precipf.tat.ton in Nevada and resulted in increasJ.ng aridity 
(Winograd et al., 1985), 

Most investigatqrs believe thatJ even during pluvials, semiarid con
ditions persisted 011 the valley floors of 6outhern Nevada and that conditions 
no wetter than subhumid prevailed on the highest mountains (Winograd and 
Doty, 1980; Thompson and Mead, 1982; S);'aulding et al., l984i and Mifflin and 
Wheat, 1979). A review of l.ttarature relevant to pluvial climates i.n 
southern Nevada and studies of pack-rat middens in the region indicates that, 
at the time of the global glacial max:J.mum dut:ing late Wisconsin time (18,000 
+ 3,000 years ago), temperatures in the region averaged 6 to 7°C (11 to l3°F) 
below- the modern. mean annual temperature (Spauldf.ng, 1983; Spaulding et al., 
1984). Average annual precipitation was probably 20 to 30 percent above the 
modern. value. Winter precipitation was 60 to 70 percent above the modern 
average, while summer precipitation wa.s 40 to so. percc.nt below. Mifflin and 
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Wheat (1979) alGa concluded that full-pluvial climates in Nevada .Ud not 
differ greatly from m dern climates. From the results of climatolCJgic and 
hydrologic analyses, ·hey estimate that the statewide full-pluvif.ll mean 
annual Lernperature wa.o about 3°C (5°F) lower and the mean annual precipi
tation waa about 68 JH•rcent higher than modern values; th ~~ further conclude 
that the absence 0f 'Jhysiogrsphic evidence of pluvial i.~kes in southern 
Nevada supports the < .mc.ept of aridity in that area durin\'. t.•luvial climates. 

Although the estimated departures from modern annc.ul and seasonal 
precipitation m3y appear substantial on a percentage btq:s, they are minor 
when calculllted on an .'lbRolute basis, If the percentage d~part.ures presented 
by Spaulding (1983) art: applied to estimates of the avet:a, ~ precipitation for 
1964 through 198, at an elevation of 1,200 meters (4,0(.,) feet) in the 
vicinity of Yucca Mountain, the estimated precipitation l'or full-glacial 
near-pluvial condi Lions hi as follows: 

Annual 
Cool season (Oct.-Apr.) 
Warm season (May-Sep.) 

Estimated 
1964-1981 

ISO (5,9) 
108 (4.2) 

42 (1,6) 

precipitation 1 ~.J.!E:) 
~·pluvial 

195-ZIO (7.7-8.3) 
173-184 (6.G-7.2) 

21-25 (O.B-1) 

The estimates for 1964-1981 are based on maps presented by Quiring (1983). 

After the full-glacial (Wisconsin-maximum) pluvial, a trend Loward 
wanner and drier conditions began (Spaulding et al., 1984). The drying trend 
was interrupted by a pluvial pel"iod tbat occurred during the latest Wisconsin 
time (12,000 to 10,000 years ego) 8nd early Holocene (10,000 to 8,000 years 
ago) times, The climate during this pluvial probably differed substantially 
from the preceding full-glacial pluvial and from modern conditions. Compared 
with conditions during the Wisconsin maximum, the average annual temperatures 
during the latest Wisconsin pluvial were 4 to 6°C (7 to ll°F) higher, Rnd the 
average annual precipitation was probably gt"eater, The greater rainfall 
occurred dut"ing both the winter and the summer half years. Compared with 
modern conditions, a11erage annual temperatures were probably only about 2 °C 
(4°F) lower, and the a11erage annual precipitation may have been as much aa 
100 percent greater. These conclusions are based on the distributions of 
11egetation assemblages during the late Wisconsin and early Holocene; they are 
consistent with predictions of climatic change and with e11idence of fluctua
tions of lake levels in the Great Basin (Spaulding et al., 1984). 

If precipitation during the latest Wisconsin pluvial had been 100 per
cent greater than modern, the average annual precipitation at that time would 
helle been about 300 millimeters (11.8 inches). Such a relati11ely high rain
fall would have been required to maintain the high stands of Searles Lake and 
Lake Lahontan under the warm (near-modern) average temperature that probably 
prevailed (Spaulding et al., 1984). This estimate of the precipHation 
increase is the highest of any reported in the studies reviewed by Spaulding 
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(1983) or identified elsewhere, Thun, it provides a conservative estimate 
that can be used to xa.mine potential climatic effects on the hydrologic 
system at Yucca Mount. tin, 

Evaluation for hydro~~~c effects 

Climatic change'_. resulting in pluvial conditions dL J.ug the Quaternary 
probably had the fo.~low:l.ng effects on the hydrologic 1 "Stem: increased 
recharge, increa[led altitude and gradients of the wate~. table; upgradient 
shifts in discharge points; and changes in surface-wat•r drainage systems. 
Field evidence in the immedi.ate vicinity of Yucca Mount '<"in is not yet avail
able to determi.ne the 3ize of these effects, 

During the pluvial climates of the Quaternary, ground-water recharge 
rates were r•robably higher than modern rates, Claassen (1983) reports that 
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen isotope data indicate thnt: major recharge 
occurred in the area at the end of Pleistocene and thrt}ugh early Holocene 
time. Probably the recharge came principally from snowmelt and occurred as 
downward infiltration of surface runoff in major was hen (Claassen, 1983), 
such as Fortymile Wash. During the span of this recharge period, two 
diRtinct climatic changes occurred, one at about the IHAconain maximum 
(1!:1,000 + 3,000 years ago) and one in the latest Wisconsin (12,000 to 
10,000 ye8rs ago) (Spauld:l.ng et Ill., 1984). The specific pluvial climatic 
conditions in the Yucca Mountain area that reBulted in these recharge 
conditi.ons are being !'!•Jalueted by analyzing plant macrofossUs in pack-rat 
middens in the area. 

An increase in ground-water recharge would have been accompanied by 
increaaeA in moisture flux through the unsaturated i!lone in aome portiona of 
the ground-water basin. The mechanisms and controls on the rates and distri ... 
button of recharge are not well known, either for modern or for pluvial con
ditions; therefore, the magnitudes of recharge during the laat half of the 
late Wisconsin are not known at this time, but they may have been substan
tially greater than those of modern recharge (C~arnecki, 1985). Investiga
tions to assess thi.a condition are underway. 

The increa~ed flux may have been sufficient to affect the potential for 
developing perched-water conditions in the unsaturated zone and to modify the 
hydrolog:i.c sy~tem in the underlying saturated zone. However, hydrologic 
tests and measurements of core samples of unsaturated rock units underlying 
Yucca Mountain indicate that the fracture and matrix permeability is 
generally high enough to transmit water not only at the low modern fluxes 
(less than 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year, as di&cussed in Section 
6.).1.1), but also at the higher fluxes postulated for pluvial times. Thus, 
the increase in recharge that is posLulated for pluvial climates may not have 
affected Bignificantly the potential for developing perched-water conditions. 
However, it is likely that the increased flux may have affected the hydro
logic conditions in the saturated zone (see evaluation of potentially adverse 
condition 2). 

An evaluation of the effects o-f Quaternary climatic changes on the 
altitude of tha water table is difficult, because tectonic and erosional as 
well as climatic factors could have affected the position of the water table. 
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Some evidence of Qoaternary hydrologic conditions is found in the region 
around Yucca Mov.ntRin. Ellen though the ellidence is g~nerally not within the 
flow system under..t··ing Yucca Mountain, the interpretations from this evidence 

• can be used as gt! .era! indicators of the effects of Quaternary climatic 
changes on the reg.,onal hydrologic. Bystems, as described in the following 
paragraphs. 

Jones (lf)82) 'iKBmined cores of fine-graJned alluv 1.<.~m from a borehole in 
Frenchman Flat (lnL'ated in th~ Ash Meadows ground-wat :· basin) for minera
logic evidence of former higher water tables. In thf\ : 1terval 0 to 50 meters 
(0 to 165 feet) above the present water table, the a ~.'.uvium contains an 
abundance of zeolHNI and smectite clays with expan1J.~ ~ basal spacings and 
relatively uniform \lay hydration propertieso These .:conditions suggest 
posoible forme:. saturation, but they may also be relalfid to d:Lfferences in 
the primary environments of deposition. Jones (1982) concludes that the 
relatille u>dformity of clay hydr1.1tion is c.onsi13tent w.Hh an interpretation 
that the water t~ble hae been within approximately 50 meters (165 feet) of 
its present posit ion fo1.· a long time, perhaps throughout roost of the 
Quaternary. 

Death Valley and the Amargosa Desert are the principal diacharge areas 
for both the Ash Meadows ground-water basin and the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek 
Ranc.h ground-water basin (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; and Waddell, 1982) 
as shown in Figur.e 6-17. Winograd et al. {1983) reported that calcite veins 
fn the Ash HeaJ,)ws discharge area h1.1ve been estimated to be 0.8 to I million 
years old by uranium-thorium dating ::echniques. Thus, these regions probably 
were ground-water discharge areas during most of the Quaternary. Within the 
Ash Meadows ground-water basin, however, discharge from the carbonate aquifer 
occurred as much as 14 kilometers (9 miles) northeast (up gradient) of the 
modern discharge line during the Pleistocene, and the water table may have 
been 50 meters (165 feet) higher than its present elevation (Winograd and 
Doty, 1980). In central Frenchman Flat, 58 kilometers (36 miles) northeast 
of Ash Meadows, the maximum water·-table eleiJation in the carbonate aquifer 
probably did not exceed 30 meters (100 feet) above the modern level (Winograd 
and Doty, 1980). This estimate, based on theoretical studles, is consistent 
with the 50-meter (165-foot) maximum increase estimatt:!d in the Dellils Hole 
area of the Ash Meadows ground-water basin. Preliminary modeling indicates 
that during pltl'lials, similar upgredient discharge pointe and increased water 
table altitudes could dellelop in the future in the Alke.ll Flat-Furnace Creek 
Ranch ground-water basin in which the Yucca Mountain site h lO('J!ted 
(Czarnecki, 1985). 

Quaternary climatic changes probably produced cyclic fluctuations in 
both the altitude of the water table and the positions of the ground-water 
discharge pointe of the Ash Meadows basin, but Winograd and Doty (1980) 
postulate ~ net direction of change io both of these hydrologic conditions 
during the Pleistocene Epoch. They suggest that the highest water-table 
posit1.on occurred in the early Pleistocene and that a net downgradient 
migration of discharge sites and a net decline of the water table occurred 
from early to late Pleistocene time. They attribute these changes to the 
progressive integration of the Amargosa Valley and the Death Valley 
watersheds, coupled with period:Lc faulting along the modern spring lineament 
in Ash Meadows. A long-term trend of increasing aridity, if it occurred, 
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Figure 6-17. Location of Yucca Mountain site with respect to the relevant basins of 
the Death Valley gronnd-water system. The Amargosa Desert ground-water basin is a 
governmentally administrated area designated by the State ~ng1neer in order to 
~ievent over appropriation of ground-w~ter resources. Modified from Waddell (1982) 
and information from the State of Nevada. 
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could also have contribu,ted to theae hydrologic changes. ~Hmihr changeR 
would be expected to h<Jv .~ occurred in the Alkali Flat-Furnaee Creek Ranch 
ground-water basin. 

In the tuff and alh.dum of the Alkali Flat-Furnace Cre·:·111". Ranch ground
water basin, no direc.t t!"idence has been observed for a water table that waa 
bi.gher during the Qua.te1·rtary than it is :1ow. Depth to wat( ,. in the Yucca 
Mountain area is generaUy 500 to 750 meters (1,650 to 2,45\ .feet) (Robison, 
1984). To estimote t.he effects of increased recharge on tile altitude of the 
water table in the baijin, 11 two-dimensional flow model /{ :•arnecki and 
Waddell, 1984) was modified and anAlyzed at various re1 .. r-.rge rates. 
According to Czarnecki (l'J85), preliminary modeling hoe been 'lble to simulate 
a maximum rise in wt.cer-table altitude wtthin the Alkali Plat-Furnace Creek 
R9.nch ground-water basin of 130 meters (430 feet) during plnvial conditions. 
This value of lJO meters (430 feP.t) resulted fn1m assumi.ng a 100-percent 
increase in precipitation ovqr Yucca Mountain (probable max~mum incre~se in 
next 10,000 years) which in turn was assumed to produce a recharge. rate of 
7.5 millimeters per yeat· (0.29 inches) beneath the primary repository area. 

The prediction of a LJO-m~ter (430-foot) rise in the water table at 
Yucc~ Mountain in response to a 100-perc.P.nt increase in precipitation during 
a return to pluvial conditt9~S (Czarnecki, 1985) is highly uncertain and maY 
be very conservative. The use of a two-dimensional model to simulate three
dimensional flow and uncertainty tn appropriate boundary conditions for 
modeling are inherent sources of uncertainty in predictions of water-table 
altitudes. 

The amount of increase in precipitation during a full pl!,avial is 
uncertain. Spaulding (1983) indicated that in the moat recent full pluvial, 
precipitation was probably on the order of 50 percent greater than modern 
amounts, while Spaulding et al. (1984) reviaed this estimate to 100 percent 
above the modern precipitation values. Czarnecki (198'5) assumed thllt a 
precipitation increase of 100 percent would cause recharge to increase by a 
factor of 15. To examine the accurncy of this assumption. modeled recharge 
estimates were compared to field measurements of recharge in an area with 
altitudes that are similar to Yucca Mountain and precipitation about 100 per
cent greater than tl->at at Yucca Mountain today. ThiEl comparison suggests 
that the recharge estimates for Yucca Mountain may be too high by about 
two-thirds due to runoff (Czarnec.ki, 19.85). No correction for runoff \ro'Ss 
applied to the recharge estimates for the preliminary predictions of water
table changes at Yucca Mountain; the effect would be to decrease the 
effective recharge to much less than the computed volumes used in the 
snalyses (Czarnecki. 1985). 

Anocher source of uncertainty in the simulation of water-table changes 
during a pluvial period is the method used to simulate recharge in the 
modeled area. The largest b.aaeline fluxes were assigned at the northern 
boundary of the modeled area and along Fortymile Wash. The flux multiplier 
of 15 times baseline flux was applied simultaneously to all areas. 
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Sensitivity studieE; b;> Czarnecki (1985), show that the I.'::'!Sulting chanee in 
water-table position teneath the primary repository area was prima.rily caused 
by the increased flux s.i.mulated by applying the multiplh:r at Fortymile Wash. 
Although it is true t".·•at washes are likely to be sources of major recharge 
during wetter cl!mati". pariods, applying the same rechar,;.~ multiplier over 
the entire modeled arJH ls probably overLy conservative bacause uplands are 
unlikely to exper!en.:-._~ inct"eaaC!d infiltration relative t,J p-recipitation in 
the same proportion .\1.'l washes. 

A final aour~.:e of uncertainty on the modeling of •ater-table rise is 
related to the system reaponlie time. The Czarnecki (19~. J' model is not time 
dependent; it impltcit'y assumes that recharge is instan .::meous and thnt 
water-table response is instantaneous. The rate at W'hich the water-table 
altitude would change tn response to increaaed precipitatf.on is unkno~ro. 

This suggests that with the onset of a plu11iat, it is unc~rtain how long it 
would take for changes in water-table altitude to occur. 

With ail of the above uncertainty on the effects of ~~.umatic changes on 
the hydrologic system, a conservative position is warranl.ed for this favor
abLe condition. 

Conclusion 

Yucca Mountain is in a geologiC'. setting in which the maximum departures 
from modern climatic conditions during moat of the Quaternat·y were probably 
not substant.ial. Howaver; changes in the weter ... table altHude and posoible 
modif!cationB of flow paths to discharge areas cannot be ruled out. There
fore, the evidence indicates that this favorable condition is not present at 
Yucca Mountain. 

6.3.1.4.4 Potentially adverse conditions 

(1) Evidence that the water table could rise sufficiently ovar 
the next tO,OOO years to saturate the underground facility in a 
previously unsaturated host rock. 

Evaluati.QJ!. 

Several lines of evidence indicate that the water table will not rise 
enough during the next 10,000 years to saturate a repository in the Topopah 
Spring welded unit beneath .Yucca Mountain. Climatic changes and their 
effects on the regional ground-water system are discussed under favorabLe 
condition 2. The discusst.on thae follows addresses the potential for a 
water-table rise beneath Yucca Mountain. 

The proposed repository is closest to the water table at its north
eastern edge. Here, the repository w_ould be at an elevation of approximately 
915 meter~ (3,000 feet), or approKimately 185 meters (605 feet) above the 
preaent water table (altitude 730 meters (2,395 feet)). TherefQre, ehe water. 
table would have to rise about 185 meters (605 feet) before any part of the 
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proposed repository would be flooded. As discussed in favorable ·condition 2, 
flow modeling (Czar lPrld and Waddell, 1984; Czarnecki, 1985) sungests that 
the maximum rise t, water-table altitudes during pluvial conditione is 
unlikely to exceed 130 mete.rs (430 feet). Even if extnme pluvial conditions 
developed, the addf.t:lonal 55 meters (180 feet) shoult' provide adequate 
assurance that the ':'epository could not become saturatf··--• It should also be 
noted that the rep Jaitory midplane dips to the east s: that the 185-m.eter 
(605-foot) distan<:~1 is a min.imum thick.ness for the un· .. ,turated zone beneath 
the repository. l?igure 6-4(A) in Section 6.3.1.1 shv,,s that the average 
distance from the repository to the watfH' table b flbout 250 metera 
(820 feet). In addttion, Winograd et al. (1985) su~.g·.•at there may be a 
long-term trend tovard increasing aridity in the Yucca buntain areu. 

Vitric pumice does not remain unaltered for long periods of time in the 
saturated zone (Hoover, 1968). Beneath the central portion of Yucca 
Mountain, nonwelded tuffs containing abundant vitric pumice occur at 
altitudes that range from 120 meters (400 feet) at boreholes USW H-5 and USW 
G-4 to 250 meterri (820 feet) at borehole USW H ... 3 abo1re the present water 
table. rheae altitudes are 24 to 120 meters (80 to 400 feet) below the 
repository horizon (Bish et al., 1984). Therefore, the rocks in the 
repository horizon were probably never below the water table, at least not 
for any substflntial length of time. 

The hydraulic '=onducthity of the densely welded, saturated Topopah 
Spring Member beneath Portymile Wash ia rolathdy high, approximately 
l meter (3.3 feet) pet day (Thordorsoa, 1983) and may partly account for the 
very low hydraulic gradient in the saturated zone between Yucca Mountain and 
Fortymile Wash. An increase in recharge would cause an increase in hydraulic 
gradient approximately proportional to the increase in recharge; the gradient 
would be partly controlled by the distance to the discharge area. In areas 
where the gradient is now low, an inc.rease in gradient would !'J>Sult in only 
small increases iu hydraulic heods. ln the Yuc.ca Mountain area, the altitude 
of the water table ia about the same (within OGS meter (1.6 feet) as the 
composite hydraulic potential of the upper few hundred meters of the 
saturated zone (Robison, 1984); the hydraul:l.c potential m.ay therefore be 
equated with the position of the water table. 

An alternative approach for estimating potential changes in altitude of 
the water table is based on the following reasoning. In the discharge area 
near Alkali Flat and upgrt<dient, the \!later tabl(~ is within a fev meters of 
the land surface. Therefore, a small increase in the hydraulic gradient 
would cause springs to develop upgradient. Approximately 15 kilometers 
(9.5 miles) north of Death Valley Junction, the hydraulic gradient is greater 
than it is immediately up and down gradient, which indicates rocks of lhwer 
permeability in this area. Springs would develop upgradient of this area if 
recharge increased appreciably, thereby permitting water to leave the ground
water system. If recharge increased enough (for example, three to four times 
the present rate) to cause springs to develop in these potential discharge 
areas (altitude 760 meters (2493 feet)), the vater-level altitude at Well 
J-12 could be expected to increase in time to between 790 ar;d 825 meters 
(2,590 and 2,700 feet). Because cf the high trausmissivit.y in western 
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Jack.af.\R FJ.9.ts, the wnu.r level beneath most of the repository would also tM! 
800 to 825 meters (2,o;s to 2,707 feet), but the lowest part of th~: reposi
tory is estimated to l"k more than 900 rneters (2,950 feet) ttbove sea level. 

Conclusion 

There is no evidence that the water table was as hl("'• ns the proposed 
repository level d·,Jr:f.ng the Quaternary Period, and it is ~C•ry unlikely that 
climatic changes during the next 10,000 years could caoee •:he water table to 
rise sufficiently to s~turate the underground facility Therefore, the 
evidence indicates thal this potentia::.ly adverse conditil.ti is not present at 
Yucca Mountain. 

(2) Evidence that climatic changes over the next 1_0,000 years 
could cause perturbations in the hydraulic gradient L the hydraulic 
conductivity, the effective porosity, or the grouo.~l:water flux 
through the ho~::t rock and surrounding geohydrologic un!E.!..t. 
sufficient to significantly increase the transport <,£ radionuclides 
to the accessible environment. 

Evaluation 

Likely climatic changes over the next 10,000 years probably w-ould be 
driven by increases in the global atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide 
and by changes in the earth's orbit. In the near future Yucca Mountain might 
experience summer temperatures at least 3°C (SnF) higher and summer rain
fall as much as 100 percent higher thnn today's value (Spaulding et al., 
1984); these changes could be caused by :Increases in carbon dioxide 
concentrations. On the other hand, changes in the earth's orbit could 
eventually override the effects of carbon dioxide and lead to a glacial stage 
in about 23,000 years and culminate in a glacial maxtmum about 60,000 years 
into the future (Spaulding, 1983). Pluvial conditions, which may coincide 
with the glacial stage, but do not necesssr:l.ly do so, are considered possibll! 
within the next 10,000 years. 

As explainP.d in the evaluation of favorable condition 2, conservative 
and preliminary computer modeling results by Czarnecki (1985) simulated a 
maximum increase of about 130 meters (425 feet) in o;.7ater-table altitudes 
below the repository during a pluvial period. The minimum distance between 
the repository midplane and the water table is presently 185 meters 
(605 feet) in the northeastern corner of the primary repository area (See 
Figure 6-4). Over most of the primary area, the water table is more than 250 
meters (820 feet) below the repository midplane. The uncertainty in the 
prediction of the 130-meter (425-foot) water-table rise is reviewed in the 
second potentially adverse condition above. 

Even with the onset of pluvial conditions soon af<:o::t· repository closure, 
the response time for changes in hydrologic conditions and increases in water 
table altitude is like,ly. to provide a lag time of many hundreds, and perhaps 
thousands of yl!;ars before a maximum water-table altitude could occur, no 
matter what that maximum altitude would be. Furthermore, the retardation 
mechanisms that would be effective in both the saturated and unsaturated zone 
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under conditions of l,tghe.r flux and pt'edondnantly fractL\re flow, at'e likely 
to provide a facto!: of 100 (Sinnock ot al., 1984) and ~·o!rhapa a frtctor of 400 
(Travis et al., 19f,!l) increase in travel times foe radionuclidea over 
ground-water travel times. This argument suggests that there is a very low 
probability that clLnate changes in the next 10,000 yea~·;J could be sufficient 
to induce significa1t increaaetl ill transport of radi<l'Hiclides to the 
acceasible environrn,1nt. 

Conclusion 

The climatic cha.•.1ges that are possible during the , JXt 10,000 years at 
Yucca Mountain may cause chang~ a ln the hydraulic gradient; changes in flux 
could alter the moisture content in th~ unsaturat~d hydrogeologic units; 
particle velocities in both the saturated and the unsac11rated zones could 
increase if flux is greater; and the water ... tab.le altitut.e ma.y increase. The 
extent of these changes is uncertain. Howover, these- chang•~ a are not likely 
to significant] y increase the transport of radionuclide.'J to the accessible 
environment. Thereiore, the ellidence indicates that thJ.1 potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca MountAin. 

6.3.1.4.5 E'!.uluation and conclusion for the climat-e changeg qualifying. 
condiHon 

Evaluation 

The effects of predicted climatic changes on geohydrologic processes are 
not expected to be large; no new lakes or significant changee in surface 
drainage are expected. Climatic conditions during most of the Quatero.ary 
Period probably did not depart substantially from modern conditions and pro
bably bad minor effects on the rnatn featunls of the present hydrologic 
system. There ia no evidence that the water tablo was as high aa the pro
posed repository level duri.ng the Qua;;:ernary Period, and ic is extremely 
unlikely that the water table will rise sufficiently to saturate the reposi
tory in the next 10,000 years. Considering the most extreme pluvial con
ditions and the m.:lximum increase in water-table altitude beneath the reposi
tory, radionuclide travel times from the disturbed zone to the accessible 
environment should still be a factor of at least 100, and perhaps 400 longer 
than the ground-water trave.l times. This retardation estimate relies only on 
matrix diffusion as an agent for retarding radionuclide transport. It 
appears likely that the Yucca Mountain site will comply with the U.s. 
Environmental Protection Agency release limits under all possible climatic 
changes over the nexc 10,000 years. 

Conclusion 

Future climatic conditions during the next 10,000 years would not be 
likely to lead to radionuclide releases from a repository at Yucea Mountain 
greater than those allowable under the requir~ments Sp!!cifi.ed in the post
closure system guideline (10 CPR 960.4-1, 1984). Therefore, on the basis of 
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the above evaluation, tht: ~!Vidence does not support a finding that the ~lite 

ia not likely to meet thr' quali.fytng condition for postcloP~r~ climatic 
changes (level 3). 

6.3.1.4.6 Plana for sHE. ~haracteriz:ation 

Gomputer modelin~ efforts will be continued to gain a be ter understand
ing of facto"ts controlling water-table Bltitudea in the AU a.' t Flat-Furnace 
Creek Ranch ground-watf!r baaf.n. Paleohydrologic, paleocl11nologic, and 
geologic studies will focu .. 1 on the Yucca Mountain site to d•l f!.rmine whether 
conclusive evidence f·)r past water-table positions can be obt~,i.ned. Further 
evolution of the 1:onceptual model for flow in the unsaturated zone will lead 
to an improved -Jefinition of the relationship between prr·,dpitation, 
percolation rate, and recharge. 

6.3.1.5 ]!asian (10 CFR 960.4-2-5) 

6.3.1.5.1 Introduction 

The qualifying condition for this guideline is as follows: 

The site shall allow the underground fad U ty to be placed at a 
depth such that erosional processes acting upon the surface will 
not be likely to lead to radionuclide releases greater than :hose 
allowable under the requirements specified in Section 960.4-l. 

The objective of the erosion guideline is to ensure that erosional 
processes wilt not degrade the waste-isolation capabilities of a repository 
site. In evaluating the potential effects of erosion on waste halation) the 
thickness of overburden above the host rock ia moat important. 'rhe site 
should allow the underground facility to be placed deep enough to ensure that 
the repository will not be uncovered by erosion or otherwise adversely 
affected by surface processes. 

The erosion guideline consists of three favorable conditions, two poten
tially adveree conditions, one disqualifying condition, and one qualifying 
condition. The evaluations reported below are summarized in Table 6-31 for 
all conditions exC'.ept the disqualifying condition. 

6.3.1.5.2 Data relevant to the evaluation 

Summary of available data 

The sur(icial geology of the Yucca Mountain area has been mapped (Scott 
ard Bonk, 1984) from which the nature of erosional processes operating during 
the Quaternary Period can be interpreted. Measurements of the depth of 
stream incision in dated alluvial deposits and in tuff in the vicinity of 
Yucca Mountain have been made, and the maximum rates of stream incision have 
been calculated (USGS. 1984). Average e-rosion rates for Yucca Mountain 
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Table 6-31. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.1.5; erosion (10 CFR 960.4-2-S) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS 

{~; ·::.· ... , ..... J. ...... .l.OIH> -:h.;,;t pe'Fl'"'tt the emplacement 
of was~~ at a d~pth of at least 30~meters 
below the directly overlying ground surface~ 

(2) A geologic setting where t:he nature ac.d_ rates 
of the erosional proDesses that have been 
operating during the Quaternary Feriod are 
predicted to have less than one chance in 
10,000 ove~ the next 10~000 years of leading 
to releases of radionoclides to the accessi
ble environment. 

(3) Site conditions such that waste exhumation 
would not be expected to occur during t:be 
first one million years after repository 
closure. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is not present at Yucca Mountain: the preferred 
repository horizon cannot accommmodate all waste at 
depths greater than 300 meters within the primary 
repository area. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain: minimum depth to the 
repository is about 230 meters; there is only one 
chance in 10,000 of removing S.S meters (18 feet) of 
overburden in 10,000 years. Erosional processes are 
not expected to affect ~ast~ containment and 
isolation. 

Ihe evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain: a waste repository iu 
Yucca MoWltain would not be exhumed dui"ing_ ·the first 
one ~illion years at the fastest credible erosion 
rate. 

POTENTIALLY ADVgRSE CONDITI~S 

(1) A geologic settit~g that shows evidence of ex
treme erosion during the Quaternary Period. 

Ihe evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: there 
is no observed evidence of extreme stream incision 
rates during the past 300,000 years; little change 
has been observed in Quaternary erosional processes. 
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Table 6-31. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.1.5; erosion (10 CFR 960.4-2-5) (continued) 

Condition 

(2) A geologic setting where the nature and rates 
of geomo.rphic processes that have been oper
ating during the Quaternary Period could, 
d~ring the first 10,000 years after closure, 
-:.~: ~:....-:...1 .u::fect the .e.biJi.ty of the geologic: 
repos! ... ,_,J.·y to isolate. tbe waste. 

Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: no 
credible geomorphic process has b-een identified that 
could be expected to adversely affect the isolation 
capabilities of the proposed site in the next 
10,000 years. 

QUALIFYING CONDITION 

The site sba!l allow the undergrouad facility to 
be placed at a depth such that erosional processes 
acting upon the surface will not be likely to lead 
to radionuclide releases greater than those allow
able under the requirewents specified in Section 
960.4-1. 

Existing information does not support tl;e finding 
that the site is not likely to meet the qualifying 
condition {level 3): erosional rates and proceSses 
at Yucca Mountain during the Quaternary Period 3re 
expected to coctinue; about 2 million years is the 
minimum credible time to exhume the repository. 
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during the Quaternary P~riod have not been determined, beca.nac the field data 
necessary for such calc ·,lations are not yet available. The potenti.Jl host 
rock in the Topopah Sp1 ing Member haa been identified (Johnstone et. al., 
1984) and the thicknesf\ of overburden has been analyzed (Menaure and Ortiz, 
1984). Water-tab1e al t ~tudes are available from Robison (I :o614). 

Assumptions and data u1 .. ~ertainties 

ln evaluating the site against thia guideline, the rst ... s of stream inci
sion in alluvium and tuff are as~umed to represent the av ·rqe rates of ver
tical erosion for the tt ffs at Yucca Mountain. This assLII'·:";tion leads to over 
estimates of the pt·obability of exhumation by erosion beet ·.1ae the average 
rntl'!a of vertical erosion will always be much lower than tJtream·~indsion 

rates. It is also assumed that the erosional rates and procesaea operating 
during the Quaternary Period will continue during the pnsr:closure isolation 
period, This assumption appears valid because climatic conditions are not 
likely to change significantly (Section 6.3.1.4), and local uplift or 
subsidence is not likely to be significant (Section 6.3.1.7), 

6,3,1,5.3 Favorable conditions 

(l) Site conditions that permit the emplacement of ~.,aste at a 
.depth of at least 300 meters below the the directly overlying 
ground surface. 

Evaluation 

Figure 6-18 shows contours of the overburden thickness above the mid
plane of the repository envelope (45 meters (150 feet) thick) and the 
position of the cross section in Figure 6-19. Figure 6-19 shows profiles 
across Yucca Mountain at the 200- and 300-meter (656- and 984-foot) depths 
below the surface along an east-west cross section (Mansure and Ortiz, 1984). 
It also shows the depth of a plane representing the preferred horizon for the 
repository. This horh,on is located in a portion of the densely welded 
Topopah Spring Member that contains less than 15 to 20 percent lithophysae 
and lies above the basal vitrophyre. ln the primary area, on which site 
investigation has been focused, approximately 50 percent of the waste could 
be emplaced below 300 meters (984 feet). To emplace all the waste below 
300 meters (98tl feet) would require emplacement in the vitrophyre and lower 
units or the use of a higher thermal loading (i.e., placing the waste dis
posal containers closer together) than that currently used ag a design basis. 
Other units deQper in Yucca Mountain have been considered as alternatives to 
the Topopah Spring Member (Johnstone et al., 1984). 

Preliminary surface-mapping and borehole data suggest that the use of 
expansion areas adjacent to the primary area may allow the emplacement of 
additional waste below 300 meters (984 feet), while remaining within the part 
of the Topopah Spring Member that is relatively free of lithophysae (see 
Section 6.3.1.3, Figure 6-14). Further study of the areas adjacent to the 
primary area is necessary before their auitabillty can be established to the 
same degree of certainty that has been estabUshed for the primary area. 
There are no current plans to use the vitrophyre and the units below the 
Topopah Spring Member. 
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Figure 6-18. Contours of the overburden thickness dbove the midplane Of 
the repository for primary repository area. See Figure 6-19 for cross, 
section A~A'. Modified ... from M41nsu+:e and Orth (1984) .• 
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Conclusion 

The data evaluated to date show thnt the potential host rock fn the 
lower part of tha Topop ..• h Spring Member cannot accommodate. all of the waste 
at depths greater than 100 meters (984 feet). Therefore. the evid~nce 
indicates that this L:IV\lrable condition is not pr.esent at ) .. eca Mountain. 

(2) A geologic SHtting where the nature and rates o~ .:he erosional 
processes that. have been operating dur!_ng the Quaterr; "Er Period are 
predicted to have less than one chance in 10,000 ov~!.. the next 10,000 
years of lead~ releases of radlonuclides to ~ f~·cessible 
environment. 

Evaluation 

It is possible to postulate two mechanisms by which erosional pro~esoes 
operating at Yucca Mountain could adversely affect the pcJtential for radio
nuclide releases to the accessible environment: (1) a gradual uncovering of 
the repository and (2) an alteration of the ground-water :Jystem. 

The surface in the portion of the site that would contain the repository 
consists of densely to moderately welded tuff of the Tivu Canyon Hombor of 
the Paintbr-ush Tuff; the tuff dips 5 to 8<) eastward, resulting in a rela
tively planar. eastward-sloping land surface. 'I1le welded cuff along the 
crest at the western edge of Yucca Mountain is resistant and essentially 
undissected by drainage channels. but to the east the T!va Canyon Member is 
dissected by !loutheaaterly draining channels. with equilibrium profiles that 
are steeper than the dip of the tuff. Residual patches of tha ~eakly con
lc\Olidated Rainier Mesa Member of the Timbet· Mountain Tuff oceur in the Tiva 
Canyon outcrop area (Scott and Bonk~ 1984). Alluvium occurs. in modern washes 
and fault valleya in the area. 

The depth of stream incision has been measured by using dated strati
graphic horizons as reference points at several pl~ces in the vicinity of the 
site, and the maximum rate of incision has been estimated (USGS, 1984). 
Estimates based on two measurements in allu~\um and one in the Tiva Canyon 
tuff show a mean rate of incision of 5 x 10 ~eter per year. The ti•e 
spans represented by the rn~tsurements suggest that the average incision rste 
has been lower than_! x 10 meter per year during the last JOO,OOO years. 
At a rate of 1 x 10 meter per year, erosion in the next lO,OOO years would 
remove only 1 meter (3.3 feet) of overburden. 

In order to affect hydrologic conditions in the vicinity of the site, 
erosion would have to cause a relocation of ground-water discharge to areas 
nearer to the repository site or expose rock units that would allow more 
infiltration. Erosion .is unlikely to increase the potential for local infil
tration. because the rocks in the overburden are already capable of passing 
fluxes well in excees of current and future percolation expected under the 
possible climatic changes during the next 10,000 years (favorable condition 
2, Section 6.3.1.1). Therefore, at some locations all of the overburden that 
overlies the water table downgradient from the repository would have to be 
removed before the isolation potenti.al of Yucca Mountain could be affected by 
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erosion. Within 5 kilo'neter.s (3 mHes) downgrsdient of thP. repository, this 
would require the reJ•u .. ·tal of about ~~0 meters (920 feet) of overburden 
(Robison, 1984). At a rate of 1 x 10 meter per year, the time for erosion 
to this depth would be 2.8 million years. 

F'rom another P·HII 1·ective, the removal of 280 meters ( f}(l feet) of over
burden to the depth o· the water table in 10,000 years •·:.·uld require an 
erosion rate of about 2.8 centimeters (1.1 inches) par yf: r, which exceeds 
any rate kno\rm to have occurred anywhere on earth over f'1Y 10,000-year 
period. Using the measurements of stream incision (U' G'). 1984), t:.he 
probability of removal d 280 meters (920 feet) of overbu.~· o;)n in 10,000 years 
is less than 1 ehance in 1,000,000. This probabilily waR .Jerilled from the 
Student's t distribution, computed for a mean incision rate of 0.5 meter per 
10,000 years and a standard deviation of 0. 3 with 2 degrer•1.> of freedom. The 
same method gives 1 chance in 10,000 over 10,000 years of ~;n:oding to a depth 
of 5.5 meters (18 feet). 

Conclusion 

-4 Average stren.m-inc:f.sion rates have been lower than I x 10 meters per 
year for the last 300,000 years. If continued at this rate over the next 
10~000 years, erosional processes would be expected to remove only 1 meter 
(3,3 feet) of overburden. This amount could not adversely affect waste 
containment and isolation, The probability of loss of isolation due to 
erosion is leas than I chance in I,OOO,OOO over the next 10,000 years. 
Therefore, the evidence indicates that this favorable condition is present at 
Yucca Mountain. 

(3) Site conditions such that waste exhumation would not be 
expected to occur during the first one million years after 
repository closure. 

Evaluat:\on 

The minimum thickness of the overburden above the underground facility 
ifJ about 230 meters (750 feet) at the eastern edge of the primary repository 
area (aee favorable condition 1). For about 50 percent of Yucca Mountain, 
the ov~{burden is greater than 300 meters (984 feet). At an erosion rate of 
1 x 10 meter per year, the time needed to uncover a repository at a minimum 
depth of 230 meters (750 feet) is 2.3 million years; for a depth of more than 
300 meters (984 feet), it would take at least 3.0 million years. 

Conclusion 

If rest average erosion rates continue in the future, a repository at 
Yucca Mountain would not be- uncovered in the next l million years. There
fore, the evidence indicates that this favorable condition is present at 
Yucca Mountain, 
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6.3.1.5.4 Potentially ad,•erse conditions 

(1) A geologic ~e~.:_.tng that shows evidence of extremr~ erosion 
during th~ Quaternary Period. 

E11aluation 

The measured ma_!'~mum stream-in~sion rate'S in the 11ici :.1..y of the site 
are bet.ween 2.2 ,.; 10 .and 8.2 x 10 meter per yenr; these ; aximum rates are 
inferred by measuring Lhe depths of incision in Quaterna, y, and in some 
instances Tertiary sur_!~c·~S l60,000 to 10 million years o. :1. The mean of 
these .Ettes is 5 x 10 meter per year, which is much lo(O. ·r than the 
l x 10 meter per year that ts used in the evaluation of t,;·,e qualifying 
condition end in favorabl~ conditions 2 and 3. Modern denudation rates at 
the site are not considered extreme, and evidence indicates that there were 
few or no periods of extreme erosion at the site during th~ past 300,000 
years. 

Conclusion 

Average stream-incision rates during the past 300,000 years were not 
extreme, and there was little change in the patterns of erosional processes 
at the site during the Quaternary Period. Therefore, the evidence indicates 
that this potentially adverse condition is not present at Yucca Mouotain. 

(2) A geologic sett~here the nature and rates of geomorphic 
processes tbat hsve been operating during the Quaternary Period 
couldt d1ning the first 10,000 years after closure, adversely 
~ffect the ability of the geologic repository to isolate the waste. 

Evaluation 

Geomorphic processes result when the combined effects of tectonic and 
climatic conditions create a local terrain that provides the potential energy 
for erosion. The ratef:l of tectonism during the Quaternary are so low (Sec
tion 6.3.1.7) and the magnitudes of expected climatic changes are small 
enough (Section 6~3.1.4) that significant changes in geomorphic processes at 
Yucca Mountain are highly unlikely during the next 10,000 years. Because the 
estimated past and present rates of erosion have been shown to be incapable 
of affecting waste isolntion for at least the next few million years, any 
credible change in these rates during the next 10,000 years would not 
adversely affect waste isolation. 

Conclusion 

No credible geomorphic process has been identified that could, in the 
next 10,000 years, adversely affect the isolation capabilities of the site. 
Therefore, the evidence indicates that this potentially adverse condition is 
not present at Yucca Mountain. 
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6.3.!.5.5 DisquBllfying condition 

The site shal1
_ be disqualified if site cond!tion.n do not allow all 

~~a uf t_he underground facility to be .. ~.!J:y~aced at least 
200 meters b•How the directly overlying ground sut'face. 

Evaluation 

A repoaitory nt Yucca Mountain can be poait:.ioned o that all portions of 
the underground facility can be located below 200 1·e ~rr:l (656 feet) and 
11pproximate.ly 50 percent of the fl:lcility can be loca e1 at leaet 300 meters 
(984 feet) below thE' directly overlying ground surfa>,'t; (Man sure and Orti:t, 
1984), The 200-me.tH (656-foot) over~urden requiremen\ is being used as a 
principal desir-:t constraint for locating the underground facility. Accordin~ 
to stratigraphic data obtained during preliminary inve.1tigations at: c.he Yucca 
Mountain sHe, the prefened interval of the densely ~o~ulded tuff of the 
Topopah Spring Membet· (the i'.One wit:h less than 20 per.;ent li.thophysae) is 
thick enough at depths greater than 200 meters (656 feflt) to accommodate the 
underground facility (Figure 6-19), 

Conclusion 

The densely welded tuff of the Topopah Spring Member i9 sufficiently 
thick and deep for all portions of the und~rground facility to be locftted in 
the zone of lo"' lithophysal content at least 200 meters (6.'56 feet) below the 
direccly overlying ground sut·face, Therefore, c.he evidence does not support 
a finding that the site is disqualified (level 1). 

6.3.1.5.6 Qualifying condition 

Evaluacton 

Geomorphic processes resuH from the eombined effects of tectonic and 
climat:f.c processes. The tat.es of tectonism are low (Section 6.3.1.7), and 
they are unlikely to induce changes in the erosional processes. As discussed 
in Section 6,3.1.4, the expected climatic changes are also unlikely to cause 
changes in erosional processes. 

Measurements of stream-incision rates in the vicinity of Yuc~~ Mount8in 
suggest that the average incision rate has be.en lower than 1 x 10 meter per 
year during the last 300,000 years. The water table at some point down
gradient within 5 kilomei:ers (3 miles) of the site would hsve to be uncovered 
by erosion before the isolation potential of Yucca Mountain could be 
affe~::ted, This would require the removal of Bbout 280 meters (920 feet) of 
overburden, and, at expected erosion rates, would take about 2.8 million 
years. In the next 10,000 yeara, eroeional processes are expected to remove 
only 1 meter (3,3 feet) of overburden from above the repository. Therefore, 
as shown by the measured depth of stream incision and dated alluvial 
materials, erosion could not uncover a repository at Yucca Mountain, nor 
could it alter the ground-water 9ystem sufficiently to adversely affect waate 
isolat.:.on. 
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For waste disposa'i. :;n the unsaturated zone, the potenU.ttl value of thick 
overburden should not be evaluated alone; equally important: for an 
unsaturated zone repositJI:."Y may be the vertical distance from the re~··DSitory 
to the water table. Thi··• thickness may bear more relationship to the waste
isolation capability of an unsaturated zone repository thom does the 
thickness of the overburden. 

Conclusion 

The erosional rates and processes that have operated ac Yuccs Mountain 
during the Quaternary Period are very likely to continut, for tens of 
thousands to millions of years into the future and will not .1dversely affect 
the waste isolation capabilities of the site. Therefore, on the basis of the 
above evaluatioP, the evtdenl~e does not support a finding ti'tae. the site is 
not likely to meet the qualifying condition for postcloaure aros!on 
(level 3). 

6.3.1.5.7 Plans for ~itc characterization 

During construction of the exploratory shaft at Yucca·MoUntain~ walls of 
the shaft will be geologically mapped and photographed and the stratigraphic 
characteristics of lithologic units will be re<.~orded. Field investigations 
will continue to improve the dating of Quaternary deposits and to better 
establish the local and regional geomorphic history of the Quaternary Period. 

6.3.1.6 Dissolution (10 CFR 960.4-2-6) 

6.3.1.6.1 Introduction 

The qual.ifying condition for this guideline is as follo\o!s: 

The site shall be located such that any subsurface rock dissolutiOfl 
will not be llkely to lead to radionue.lide releases greater than 
those allowable under the requirements specified :!.n Section 960.4-I. 

The objective of the dissolution technical guideline is to ensure that 
dissolution processes will not adversely affect the waste isolation capabili
ties of the site. The principal concern is that dissolul:ion of the host rock 
will adversely affect the waste isolation capabilities of the site by creat
ing new pathways for radionuclide migration to the surrounding geohydrologic 
system. The assessment of compliance with this guideline is to be based on 
evidence of dissolution in the geologic setting of the site during the 
Quaternary Period. The question of dissolution iR not expected to be of 
con1~ern at Yucca Mountain because the rock types present are considered to be 
insoluble. 

>• "I" 
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The diasolutio•. guideline contiiiUs one favorable ~onditlon, one poten
tially adverse cone.;~ t.ion, one disqualifying cond ttion. and one qualifying 
condition. The ev1t.luattons reported tn the following s~ctions arf! summarized 
in Table 6-32. ' 

6.3.1.6.2 Dat.a relevant to the evaluation 

Summary of the avail1ble data 

The host t?ck at Yucca Mountain has been extensi~E ~y studied by drill
hole sampling in and around the exploration block (Heil!en and Bevier, 1979; 
Sykes et a1., 1979; Carroll et at., 1981; Spengler et d., 1981; Water.s and 
Carroll, 1981; :Bish et st., 1982; Caporuscio et at.~ 1982; Byers and 
Warren, 1983; Maldonado and l(oether, 1983; LRvy, 1934a,b; Scott Rnd 
Castellanos, 1984; Spengler and C:hornaclc., 1984; Vaniman et al., 1984). Tha 
mineralogic characteristics of the host rock ara rev1.ewad in a current 
summary report (Bish et at., 1984). Kerrisk (1983) provides a discussion of 
reaction-path calculations of volcanic-glaos dissolution. The origin of 
lithophysal csvities in the tuffs has been reviewed (Byers et at., 1976; 
Lipman et at., 1966). No evidence of Quaternary dissolution fronts or other 
Quaternary dissolution features has been found. 

Assumptions and data uncertain-ties 

There is oome evidence of pre-Queterna~y hydrothermal systems in older 
end deeper roC-ks below the host rock at Yucca Mountain (Bish and Semarge, 
1982i Bryant and Vaniman, 1984), The assumption that these systems are no 
longer active ie based on: (1) the intergrowth of younger low-temperature 
clays over earlier high-temperature clays (Blsh and Semarge, 1982), and (2) 
the lower temperatures (60°C (140°F)) at whi.ch these clays now exist in rocks 
that were hydrothermally altered at high temperatures (180 to 230°C (350 to 
450°F)) (Caporusdo et al., 1982). The aesumption that solution does not 
occur tn the Topopah Spring Member at Yucca Mountain in low-temperature 
aqueous syste~~ is supported by the absence of any solution features in drill 
hole J-13, where the host rock is below the water table (Heiken and Bevier, 
1979; Byers and Warren, 1983). Uncertainties in these data are limited to 
the remote possibility that hydrothermal alteration syotems or 
low-temperature 
solution zones occur between the present distribution of drill holes and have 
therefore not been observed. Such sampling uncertaintieB have not yet been 
quantified but are expected to be very small. 

6.3.1.6.3 Favorable condHion 

No evidence that the host rock within the site was subjec:t to 
si$nificant dissolution d~ring the Quaternary Period. 

" '1 
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Table 6-32. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.1.6; dissolution (10 CFR 960.4-2-6) 

Condit: ion Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

FAVORABLE CONDITION 

No evidence that the host rock •~thin the site was 
sut>j~ct to .s1·-~lfiC':tnt disso!utivo. during the 
''-:;:.::.:.: .'ry Pq-:-i:>d. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain: no dissolution 
features have been found or are expected in the 
potential host rock. Minerals !n the host rock are 
not considered soluble under expected repository 
conditions. 

• 
POTENTIALLY ADVERSE CONDITIONS 

Evidence of significant dissolution within the 
geologic setting--such as breccia pipes~ disso
lution cavities. significant volumetric reduction 
of the host rock or surrounding strata. or any 
structural collapse--such that a hydraulic inter
connection leading to a loss of waste isolation 
could occur. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: no dis
solution mechanism is present that could develop 
hydraulic interconnections that could lead to a loss 
of waste isolation. 

QUALIFYING CONDITION 

The site shall ~ located such that any subsur
E-"ct:":. 1 ~.:."~: dissolution will not be likely to lead 
to radionuclide releases greater tban those 
allowable under the requirements specified in 
Section 960.4-!. 

The evidence suppo~ts the finding that the site 
meets the qu2lifying condition and is likely to 
continue to meet the qualifying condition (level 4): 
minerals in the host rock are considered insoluble, 
and dissolution is not a credible process leading to 
radionucllde releases. 
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Evaluation 

The host rock ll Yucca Mountain contains no dissolution fronts or other 
dissolution featureo.. This is true even to the east of the primary 
repository area, whe.~ the host rock is mostly in the s~furated 01:one (Heiken 
and Bevier, 1979; BycJl:"S and Warren, 1983). None of the l"r>ports listed under 
relevant datA in th.' 3 section cit;e any evidence of diS I' :lution io the host 
rock. The mineralouy of the host rock is simple (Dish t al., 1984); more 
than 98 percent 1.~oollists of feldspar, quartz, criatobA:J: t:e, aud tridymite; 
tt.e remainder consists of other edUcate and oxide m 1v::~als. Under the 
repository conditions expected at Yucca Mountain, non~~- }f thesa minerals 
dis~olve in water to ,'1ny meaningful degre~. 

Conclusion 

There ia no evidence that the ho~t rock at Yucca Mcn.mtain w-as subje~t to 
any diasolution during the Quaternary Period. None of the minerals in the 
host rock is conaide:red soluble under expected repository conditions. There
fore, the evidence indir.ates that this favorable condition is present; at 
Yucca Mountain. 

6. 3.1. 6. 4 Potentially ~dverse c.ondit.ion 

Evidence of dissoli.ttlou within the geolos:ic setting--au~ 
breccia pipes, dissolution cavities, sianificant volumetric 
reduction of the host rock or surr.ounding strat~ or any structura~ 
collapse--such that a hydraulic interconnection leading t_o ll loss 
of waste isolation could occur. 

Evaluation 

As stated under the favorable condition, the potential host rock at 
Yuc~a Mountain has no dissolution features. This is also true for other 
rocks at the site, as described in the reports listed under relevant data in 
this section. While there is some evidence of hydrothermal alteration in the 
older ~nd deeper rocks below the host rocks (lUsh ;Jnd Semarge, 1982; Bryant 
and Vanitnan, 1984) the evidence indicates that these hydrothermal systems are 
no longer active and did not result in significant dissolution (Bish and 
Semarge, 1982; Caporuscio et el., 1982). These deeper zonee of pre-Quaternary 
hydrothermal alteration are dense and nonporous because of secondary mineral 
precipitation (Caporuscio et al., 1982). The lithophyssl cavities that are 
present in the host rock were formed by the entrapment of gases during the 
crystallization of the hot volcanic material. about 13 million years ago 
(Byers et al., 1976; Lipman et a!., 1966); they are not Quaternary dissolu
tion featm·es. Some lithophysal margins exhibit cross-cutting or overprinted 
textures that were developed ae the lithophyase formed and do not represent 
Quaternary dissolution fronts (Caporuscio et al., 1982). 
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Conclusion 

At the Yuccn Mounta n site, then! is no evidence of. aig1~ificant rliaeolu-
tion that would provide hydraulic interconnection between the host r'ock and 
any immedi.ately surroun..: 1.ng geohydrologic unit. Therefore, the ev{dence 
indicates that this pobntially adversf:! condition is not p•:H3eflt at Yucca 
Mountain. 

6.3.1.6.5 Disqualifying condition 

The site shall _ _be di.squalified if it is likely thatt d._ .':!.~.t,h,_e"-'f:;,l:cr,_,s:.:t 
10,000 years after closure, active dissolution, as pr~~~cted· on the 
basis of t:he geologic record, would result in a loss ~f waste 
isolation. · 

Evaluation 

The host rol.!k of YuccFI Mountain consists of the der sety welded and 
devitrified portion of the unsaturated Topopah Spring MembE:!r. About 98 per
cent of the ho8t rock consists of slkalt feldspars, quartz, cristobalite, and 
tr!dymite. These minerals are not prone to dissolution in any s18nHicant 
quantities. No evidence of Quaternary dissolution fronts or other Quatet·nary 
dissolution features has been found, as discussed under the favorable 
condition. 

Conclusion 

On the basis of the geologic record, no dissolution is expected during 
the first 10.000 years' aftet repository closure, or thereafter. Ther-efore, 
the evidence supports a finding that the site is not di@qualified on the 
basis of that ell ide nee and is not likely to be disqualified (level 2). 

6.3.1.6.·6 Evaluation and ·co'riClltSi.on for the qualifying conditioi1 on the 
postclOsute diSSolution guideline 

Evaluation 

For all practical purposes the llOlcanic rocks of Yucca Mountain are not 
subject to dissolution. The &uideline on dissolution applies to I'JOluble 
rocks (such as salt) that c·an dissolve at much higher rates than the tuffs of 
Yucca Mountain. In p~rt·tcular, there is no evidence that the host rock at 
the site was subject to dissolution duting the Quaternary Period, nor is 
there any reason to suspect that dissolutidn within che site would provide a 
hydraulic interconnection between the host rock and the immediately 
surrounding geohydrologic units. The minerals that compose th2 rock i.n and 
around the site are considered to be insoluble, and no significant 
dissolution is expected t'o occur even at the elevated temperatures in the 
underground repository. Consequently~ the formation of active dissolution 
fronts is not credible for the conditions at Yucca MOuritain. 
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Conclusion 

The minerals .hat compose the tack in and around the Yucca Mountt~in site 
are considered in~.~luble, and significant subsurface tnck dissolution is not 
a credible procese leading to radionuclide releases gu.ater than those allol'l"" 
able under the req1d1·ements specified in 10 CFR 960.4-.~ (1984), Therefore, on 
the basis of the P.wve evaluatf.on, the evidence suppo·tff a finding that the 
sit~ meets the qu~ l.ifying condition, 11nd is likely tc ·~ontinue to meet the 
qualifying condition for pOstclosure dissolution (lev~. 4). 

6.3.1.6.7 Plans f.or site characterization 

Extensive sampling of the proposed horizon is planned during sinking of 
the exploratory shaft and in situ testing. Other in iloitu te8ts will deter
mine the amount of host rock dissolution/precipitation that i.s poss:tble in 
the high-temperature zones of the underground facility. 

6.3.1.7 Tectonics (10 CFR 960 1 4-2-7) 

6.3.1.7.1 Introduction 

The qualifying condition for this guideline is as follows: 

The site shall be located in a geologic setting where future 
~nic processes or events will not be likely to lead to 
radionuclide releases greater than those allowable un~et the 
~equirements specifted in Section 960.4-1. 

The objective of the postclosure tectonics guideline is to ensure that 
tectonic processes do not adversely affect the waste-isol!Ltion capabilities 
of a potential repository at the site. This guideline te4uires that the 
tectonic history of a site be carefully examined to determine whether the 
likeli!tood for future tectonic activity is acceptatJly small. The tectonic 
processes that might adversely affect waste isolation after closure are 
(1) faulting and ground motion, (2) uplift or subsidence, and (3) volcanic 
activity. 

The prediction of future geologic snd tectonic processes and correspond
ing events is uncertain and difficult. The tectonic hiatory of a site, par
ticularly during the Quaternary Period, must be thoroughly examined, and the 
results of this examination roust be used to forecast future tectonic activity 
and the possible effects of that activity on the isolation capabilities of 
the site. 

The postclosure tectonics guideline consists of one favorable condition, 
six potentially adverse conditions, one disqualifying condition, and one 
qualifying cond-ition. The eva~uations reported below are summarized in 
Table 6-33 for all condit:iono except the disqualifying cond.1.tion. 
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Table 6-33. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.1.7; postclosure tectonics (10 CFR 960.4-2-7) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

FAVORAiLE CONDITION 

The '-3ture and r~tes of igneous activity and tee
:.~;._.!,: ;· ..:_.,.,;:: ... (suer.~ uplirt~ subsidence~ 
faulting, c~ folding), if any, operating within 
the geologic setting during the Quaternary Period 
would. if continued into the future, have less 
than one chance in 10,000 over the first 10,000 
years after closure of leading to releases of 
radionuclides to the accessible environment. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is not present at Yucca Hountain: the higher bound 
on the probability of a basaltic event is estimated 
at slightly greater than one chance in 10.000 over 
the next 10.000 yearsj consequences of other 
tectonic processes or events are not expected to 
increase pot€ntial for release because low ground
water flux and long ttavel times are expected to 
prevent release at the accessible environment for at 
least 10,000 years fol~owing closure. 

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE CONDITIONS 

(1) Evidenee of active folding, faulting. 
dLapir1sm, uplift, subsidence, or other 
tectonic processes or igneous activity within 
the geologic setting during the Quaten.ary 
Period. 

{?) :q-:_"'"!'a.rlcal earthquakes within the geologic 
setting of such magnitude and intensity that, 
if they recurrtd, could affect waste contain
ment or isolation. 

(3) ~ndications, based on correlations of earth
quakes with tectonic processes and features, 
that either the frequency of occurtence or 
the magntr".ude of earthquakes within the geo
logic setting may increase. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is present at Yucca Mountain: Quaternary 
volcanism 230.000 years and older and recurrent 
Quaternary faulting are found in the vicinity of the 
site. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucc;l Mountain: the 
historical record and geologic evidence indicate no 
large earthquakes that would be e·xpected to affect: 
containment or isolation if they recurred. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is present at Yucca Mountain: future 
increase in frequency or magnitude of earthquakes at 
or near Yucca Hountain cannot be ruled out on the 
basis of available information. 
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Table 6-33. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.!.7; postclosure tectonics (10 CFR 960.4-2-7) (continued) 

(4) 

Condition 

MOre-frequent occurrences of earthquakes of 
~1" ... .,__.,.,. ,._!' ~.~.itnde t~.an .a .... e :representative of 
~·~ r· --~n in Which ~he geologic setting is 
located. 

(S) Potential for natural phenomena such as land
slides~ subsidence~ or •.rolcanic activity of 
sudh magnitudes that they could create large
scale surface-w2ter impoundments that could 
change the regional ground-water flow system. 

(6) Potential for tectonic deformations--such as 
uplift~ subsidence~ folding, or faulting-
that could adversely affect the regional 
ground-water flow system. 

Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: the 
earthquake frequency and magnitude for the geologic 
setting are the same as or less than the frequency 
and magnitude of the region. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: land
slides, subsidence, and volcanic activity are not 
expected; even !f they occurred. they would not be 
expected to cause surface-water impoundments or 
change the regional ground-water flow system. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Hountain: large
scale structures control the ground-water system, 
and tectonic deformations of a magnitude or scale to 
affect the regional flow system are not expected. 

QUALIFYING CONDITION 

The eite shall be located in a geologic setting 
where future tectonic processes or events will not 
be likely to lead to cadionuclide releases greater 
than those allowable under the requirements speci
fied in Section 960.4-1~ 

Existing information does not support the findi•g 
that the site is not likely to meet the qualifying 
condition (level 3): potential tectonic events are 
not likely to cause radionuclide releases greater 
than allowable; low warer flux and travel times 
greater than 10,000 years in the unsaturated zone 
are expected to prevent dissolution and transport of 
radionuclides~ 
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6.3.1,7.2 Data rele1•aut to the evaluation 

_Summary of available cl. ·1ta 

Hud1 of the backr·round data for the tectonic apprab!'l of the Nevada 
Test Site area has bef'n developed through many years of -.pJrface and sub
surface geologic and l'''ophytdcal studies related to nuclefl'. -weapons testing. 
The present investigltUons of Yucca Mountain and its vici1 ty have built upon 
this data base by addressing specific subjectll, such ae f :wlting (Swadley 
et sl., 1984; Dudlt::·y, 1985), regional tectonics (Can, 1~-1.q, stress measure
ments (Hesly et a!., 1984), and volcanism (Crow-e et sl., ·::982, 1983; Link 
et al., 1982). Data arf~ also avsilablt! on the special tl?!ch liques used in the 
cvalut~tion, such as thermoluminescence dating (Wintle sud Huntley, 1982). 
However, much of tile published data bearing upon the tectonic stability of 
the Yucca Mountain region ere in the form of progress or preliminary reports, 
and much w-ork remains to complete the data base. Data are also available on 
the sur.ficial geology of the site (Scott and Bonk, 198lq Chrietianaem and 
Lipman, 1965; Lipman and McKay, 1965) and on ground-water flull rates and 
chemical and mechanica.l retardation in the host rock (WUs.)n 1 1985; Sinnock 
et al., 1984; Travis et al., 1984). 

Seismological data of consistent quality have been obtained for only the! 
last few yee.re (Rogers et al., 1983), but two previous reports (Rogers et 
al., 1976, 1977) provide preliminary data applicable to Yucca Mountai.n. The 
historical record of earthquakes within about 10 kilometerB (6 miles) of 
Yucca Mountain has been summarhed (USGS, 1984; Rogers, 1986). Seismic data 
and evaluations for the western United States are also available (Smith, 
1978; VanWormer and Ryall, 1980; Thenhaus, 1983; Thenhsus and Wentworth, 
l9fl2) and prF!d:ll"tions of regional rec.urren£'e ihtervals arp t.eken from 
Greensfelder et a!. (1980) and Ry£111 and VanWorro.er (1980). Information about 
the damage to be expected in underground structures is also available (Pratt 
et ill., 1978. 1979). The acquisition of geodetic data was begun in 1983, but 
several years of observat.i.ons will be required before sufficient data are 
available for analysis. 

Workshops were held to r~view- ground motion and related issues for the 
Yucca Mountain &itt!. A report from these workshops ia availablll! (SAIC, 
1986). 

~ptions and data uncertainties 

The principal assumption is that the geologic history, particularly the 
history of tbe Quaternary period (approximately the last 1.8 mUHon year a), 
can be used as the basis for predicting the course of future events. Uncer
tainties in determining the Quaternary history of th~ geologi-c setting of the 
site arise from the scarcity of precise data on Quaternary.deposits and from 
the difficulty in determining the current tectonic state of this setting with 
respect to cycles of activity. 
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6.3.1. 7.3 Favoroblf~ '~ondition 

The nature and ~·ates of igneous activity and tect,:;_oic processes 
.<such~upli_U .t subsidence, faulting, or fold ins). if any, 
oper!!.~~~thi1··- the geologic oetting during the Qu•.• ':_!-rnary Period 
would, if co~t£}.1 :ued into the future, have less thar~. C!ne chance in 
10,000 over t~~ .. Urst 10,000 years after closure t·.:':. leading to 
releases of rad:lonuclides to the aceessibl~ envirof· i!nt. 

The conditional probability that a basaltic msgm .tic intrusion will 
occur in the future fl:ud will interseet a repository at [•.nca Mountain ~~ring 
the lO,OQg ye~r .:l.aolaLion period is bounded by th!! rang of 4. 7 x 10 to 
3.3 x 10 (base1l on calculations by Crowe et sl., 1982). Th~ upper bound 
probability was calcuLated on the basis of extremely conservative assump
tions, end for this reason, preliminary approximations of mC!an probability 
values were calculated from the data presented in TableEI IV and V in Crowe 
et al. (1982), assuming a Gaussian data distribution. The mean pr_ggability 
value CSlC.ulated on the baaiB Of snagma produetion rate iB 7. 7 X 10 With a 
Btsodard deviation of 0.11 x 10- (Table ~y); the mean probability value 
baaed on ~glcanic cone counts is 2.0 x 10 with a standard deviation of 
1.28 :< 10 (Table -"4); and the combined m~an using all calc_~lated probability 
values is 1.3 x 10 with a standard deviation 1.33 x 10 Additional 
investigations nre needed to tnore accurately evaluate the proba'bili'ty of 
volcanic activity in the Yucca Mountain region. 

Probability c.alculntionB are no[ yet available for other tectonic pro
cesses. Various investlgations are in progress to evaluate more fully the 
tectonic Btability of Yucca Mountain and the surrounding area; they include 
long-term seismic monitoring, geodetic measurements, and studies of Quater
nary faulting and erosion rateB. Preliminary Btudies suggest that the 
average rate of faulting in the region of Yucca Mountain during the last 
2 milH.on years has been leBa then 0.01 meter (0.03 foot) per 1,000 years 
(Carr, 198l!). Investigatibns to date covering a 1,100 square-kilometer 
(425 square-mile) area around the site have found 32 faults that offset or 
fracture Quaternary deposits. Quaternary faults h~:~ve been divided into 
3 broad age groups as ·follows: 5 faults last moved between about 270,000 and 
<'iO,OOO years ago; 4 faults last moved about 1 million years ago; and 
23 faults last moved probably between 2 millioo years and 1.2 million years 
ago (Swadley et al., 1984). However, work is ongoiog to more accurately 
determine the detailed history of Quateronry fault movement for faults at and 
near the Bite. Without this more detailed data, there is uncerta1..nty regard
ing the expeeted rate end amount of faulting over the next 10~000 years. 
Recurrence intervals for earthquakes in the region have been estimated by a 
number of approaches and are reviewed in the evaluation of the disqualifying 
condition, Section 6. 3. 1. 7. 5. The reported recurrence interval is on the 
order of 25,000 years for earthquakeB of magnltude M ~ 7. 

Information about the potential effects of earthquakes on underground 
atruetures is reviewed in Section 6.).).4.5 and indicates that damage in 
mines is generally less than that at the surface. Damage is not likely to 
occur unless the mine is very close to the earthquake epicenter. The primary 
cause of earthquake-induced failure in underground excavations is apparently 
movemen~ along preexisting faults or collapse at the portol of the tunnel or 
~;haft. 
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After repository :::losure, the effect of earthquakes and fault movement 
on release of radionur lides to the acc~ssible environmen'' is expected to be 
minimal becauso very .1lttle water is e)(pected to be ava1Jt1ble to dissolve and 
transport radionucl.icles (Wilson, 1985). Usin~ the travel···time estimates from 
Section 6.3.1.1.5, eV(J,l if a waste disposal container wer • breached by fault 
movement that occu~~re•1 immediately after closuTe, no wate: C'Ontaining radio
nuclides could re.ach .. he accessible €!nvironment for at le,sl 10,000 years and 
as shown in Section t,. 3. 1. 2 .~, chemi(~al and me.chanical r< :Hdatlon processes 
are expected to e'l<te1\d the travel times for radionuclf.c;,:;. by at least a 
factor of 100 (Sinnock. et al., 1984; Travis et sl., l9L'!}. It is unlikely 
that seismic activity •tould cause increases in the fluJC through the unsatu
rated r.one hecauac> flu·;, is controlled by the percentage v. precipitation that 
infiltrates to become percolation. New fracturea 11.re U\olikely and, if 
formed, are alAo unlikely to significantly alter flow conditione because the 
area is alre:~dy highly fractured. In addition, care wi~l be tllk.fln dur1.ng 
waste emplacement to carefully consider the consequences ,>f emplacement in or 
near recognizable fault Zones. It is therefore conaidere<:i extremely unllk.ely 
that fAulting could :,ead· to radionuclide reloaaes to the accessible environ
ment over the first 10,000 years after closure. 

Conclusion 

During the Quaternary PeTiod, VaTious tectonic processes occurred within 
the geologic setting of Yucca Mountain. The prohabll:lty of a magmatic intTu
sion that intersects the repository is on the order of l chance in 10,000 
over the next 10,000 years. Numerical probabllities ar-e not available for 
other tectonic processes and events. Low water flux and long tTavel times 
should ensure that if radionuclides were released AS the result of tectonic 
activity, they could i1ot reach the accessible environment for at least 10,000 
years. Nevertheless, a conservative position is appropriate because of the 
absence of probability values for most tectonic processes and events and 
because the upper bound on volcanic event probabilities ta larger than the 
value specified by this condition. Therefore, the evidence indicates that 
this favorable condition is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

6.3.1.7.~ Potentially adverse conditions 

(1) Evidence of active folding, faulting, diapirism, uplift, sub
sidence, Or otheT tectonic pTocessea o-r ign~ous activity within the 
S!..ologic set!t:lng dUTtng the ·QuaternsTy Period. 

Evaluation· 

There is evidence of gentle regional tilting to the southeast of about 
4 meters per kilometer (20 feet pe-r mile) during the last few million years 
(Carr, 1984). At the time of publication of Swadley et al. ( 1984) there was 
no unequivocal evidence that surface fault displacement had occurred within a 
1,100 square-kilometer (425 square-mile) <:..-ea around the Yucca Mountain site 
in the past 40.000 years. However, preliminary dates of a displaced silt 
horizon obtained by thermoluminescence methods may indicate surface fault 
displacement on the OTder of l to 10 centimeters in the eastern part of 
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Crater Flat more 1'r!cently than about 6,000 yP.ara ago (Dudley, 1985). Thermo
luminescence ts a f 1ating tec.hnique that has been used in archaeology, but haa 
not yel been sho~1 tc p1ovide reliable dates in geologic applications (Wintle 
and Huntley, 1982), Ongoing studies to improve the dating of fault displace
ment in the area w.'ll determine the reliability of thef~·~ preliminary data. A 
new fttult map of the Yucca Mountain site has been prep.rred by Scott and Bonk 
(1984) and is sho'•"J in Figure 6-20. Continued surfacr, mapping and deter
mination of most 17 .~cent diBplscernenls on faults that o • i! located at and near 
Yuc.ca Mountain will be an important part of seismic Pa2~rd assessment during 
site characterization. For a more thorough discussi1 ,, 'lf plans for seismic 
and tectonic. evaluations, oee Section 6.3.3.4.5. 

Detection of earthquakes in the msgnitude (M) reng~e 11 • 4 to 5, M • 5 
Lo 6, M ~ 6 to I, and M ~ 7 to 8 is complete for the most recent 40, 50, 60, 
and 130 yea~s, ~espectively, according to USGS (1984). The earthquAke reco~d 
prior to 1978 shows thaL within about 10 kilometers U.1 miles) of Yucca 
Mountain, 7 earthquakes occurred; 2 had magnitudes of H ""' 3.6 and M • 3·'•; 
magnitudes were not reported for the remaining 5 earthquakes. They were 
apparently very smt~ll or had magnitudes that could not be determined due to 
instrument problems. Prior to 1978, standard errors of most locations were 
+ 7 kilometers (+ 4.2 miles) or more (USGS, lg84). A new seismic network has 
recorded 3 microearthquakes in the same ares between August 1978 and the end 
of 1983; the largest magnitudes (M

1
, R~chter scale) were approximately M = 2 

(Rogers, 1986). 

Within the 1,100 square-kilometer (425 square-mile) area around the 
Yucca Mountain site~ 32 faults have been identified as having some evidence 
of at least a small amount of movement during the Quaternary Period that 
probably occurred before about 40,000 years ego. Five faults are thought to 
have last moved between abOllt 270,000 and 40,000 years ago. The remainder of 
the faults are thought to have last mov-ed between 1 and 2 million years ago 
(Swadley et al., 1984), 

Basaltic eruptions of Late Cenozoic age in the Yucca Mountain area are 
listed in Table 6-34. Basaltic eruptions occurred periodically in the Crater 
Flat area west and south of Yucca Mountain during the Quaternary Period 
(Crowe et al., 1982), 

Conclusion 

There is evidence of faulting and basaltic volcanism during the 
Quaternary Period within the geologic setting of Yucca Mountain. There is 
regional tilting which results in very slow uplift and subsidence. There
fore, the evidence indicates that thhl potentially adverse condition is 
present at YuC'.ca Mountain. 

(2) Historical earthquakes within the geologic setting of such 
magnitude snd intf!.nsity thst, if they recurred, could affect waste 
containment or isolation. 
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Table 6-34. ages of late Cenozoic basalts in Yucc11 

--------·---------

Lathrop Wells 
Volcanic Center 

Western Rift, 
Crater Flat 

Bas11lt of Sleeping 
Butte 

tiasalt of Buck
board Mesa 

Age 
(million years) 

0.29 + 0.2 
0,23 + 0.02 
o.Jo • o.to 

l.l4 + 0.3 
[,07 + 0.04 
1.09 + 0.3 
1.07 + 0.4 
1.11+0.3 
1.50 + Q.l 

0.29 + 0.11 
0.32 •• 0.[5 
0.24 + 0.22 

2,82 + 0.04 
2. 79 + 0.10 

a 
Data from Cro~ et al. (1982), 

Evaluation 

Mean Age 
(million years) 

o. 27 

l. 16 

0.26 

2.81 

The peak historical ground acceleration at a location 20 kilometers 
(12 miles) east of Yucca Mountain is estimated to have beert. less than 0.1g 
(Rogers et al.J 1977). Pre-1978 hi&torical seismic activity within 10 kilo
meters (6 miles) of Yucca Mountain shows only 2 earthquakes with Richter 
magnitudes greater than M "" 3, Detection of earthquakes in the magnitude 
ranges M ~ 4 to 5, M = 5 to 6, M = 6 to 7, and M = 7 to 8 is complete for the 
most recent: 40, 50, 60, and 130 years, respectively, according to USGS 
(l98ll). Although surface faulting has been observed at Pahute Mesa and Yucca 
Flat in response to nuclear exploGions (SAIC, 1986), the closest historical 
surface faulting accompanying natural earthquakes occurred in 1872 with ·a 
magnitude of M "" 8+ in Owens Valley, California about lSO kilometers 
(90 miles) west of Yucca Mountain (Rogers et al., 1977, 1976), This gre.--t 
earthquake occurred on the western margin of the Basin and Range Province, 
along the Sierra Nevada-Great Basin Boundary Zone (VanWormer and Ryall, 
1980), which is a fundamental discontinuity between two contrasting 
structural domains. The Yucca Mountain area, in contrast, lies on the edge 
of the East-West Sei_sm~.t: Belt between an area of mq<;l.er~te seismicity on the 
north, and an area of lower seismit:ity to the south (see Section 6.3.1.7.5). 
Two earthqua~es with magnitudes of M • 6 have occurred within about 200 kilo
meters (125 miles) of Yucca Moul\tain;. one occurred in 1908, 110 kilometers 
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(68 miles) southwest of ·ucce. Mountain, and one occurred in I966, about 
210 kilometers (130 mile,1) to the northeast. If the historical earthquakes 
recurred, they would not ·lle large enough or close enough to \'ucc.a Mountain to 
have any demonstrable e!.~ect on waste containment ot isola~ion (see the 
qualifying condition ~vlf<uat!on in Snction 6.3.1.7.6). 

Conclusion 

The historical record does not show any earthquakes wit,in the geologic 
setting of Yucca Mountain that, 1f they recurred, could . .::l'!'!rsely affect 
waste containment or !solution. Furthermore, the historicr.I recot•d discloses 
no evidence of damaH-ing grounrl motion or. faulting at or near Yucca Mountain. 
Therefore. the evidence indicat~s that this potentially ~dverse condition is 
not present at Yucca Mountain. 

The potential repository site at Yucca Mountsln and a large area to the 
west and south have had a reln.tively low level of seismicity throughout the 
hi!Jtori<'.al record (Rogers et al., 1983). The historic earthquake record 
prior to 1978 shows that within about IO kilometers (6 miles) of the site, 
there were 7 earthquakes; 2 had magnitudes of M • 3.6 and M • 3.4; magnitudes 
were not reported for the remaining 5 earthquakes. They were apparently very 
small or had magnitudes that could not be estimated due to instrument 
pr.oblems. A new seismic network has recorded 3 minor earthquakes in the same 
area br,tween August 1978 and the end of l.983; the largeet magnitudes 
(Mv Ric.hter scale) wen. approximat~ly M • 2 (USGS, 1981*). 

Geologic evidence available to date indicates that J2 faults within a 
l,IOO square-kilometer (425 square-mile) ares around the site offset or frac
ture Qu&ternary deposits. Five faults are thought to have last moved beto;,reen 
about 270,000 and 40,000 years ago. Four faults last moved about I million 
years ego; and 23 faults are thought to have last moved be.twe~n 2 and 
1.2 million years ago (Swadley et al., 1984). 

One of the results of ongoing studies is an indication that fault orien
tation may be more important than ev:l.dence of recent movement in determining 
the potential for renewed activity (Rogers et al., 1983). Microaeismic data 
for Yucca Mountain and a large area to the west and south indicate that 
faults with strikes from approximately north to northeast appear to be more 
active than faults of other orientations (Rogers et al., 1983). At present, 
a preliminary conclut~ion could be made that the north-trending faults at 
Yu~ca Mountain should be considered potentially active even though the 
absence of fault scarps and the near absence of seismic nctivity suggest that 
they are not active (Rog~rs et al., 1983). It ahould be noted that the age 
of moat recent surface displacement on a fault does not necessarily correlate 
with the degree of present seismicity on the fault. This lack of correlation 
is indicated by the abundant seismicity on fault zones with no record of 
Quaternary displacement and by the absence of seismicity in some areas of 
Quaternary faulting (Rogers et al., 1983; USGS, 1984). 
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From the historir.al seismicit.y of th~ southern Great Basin (t>fo earth
quakes of M "' 6), ard length of active faults, a maxtrno.~m mAgnitude of 
H "' 7 to 8 is inferrc,·l for earthquakes in the Yucca Mounta.in regi •. m (USGS, 
1984). The w-ide t'anv.e o.f focal depths (0 to 10 k.ilometeu (0 to 6 miles)) 
indicates that some taulta in the ~outharn Great Basin e~·end to considerable 
depth and thus have ~arge surface areas that w-ould mak·.·: them capable of 
producing large eart 1.quakes (USGS, 1984). 

The nature of seiSmic cycles f.lnd the relat:.ion betw-f. o the potential for 
seismicity and the age of most recent movement on fa1.1 1 t. · in the Basin and 
Range Prov 1nce are no\: resolved (see Thenhaus ( 1983) f\ l' ;.\ summary of v iewe). 
Until there :La a better understanding of why some arear. ,~;e stable and other 
areas are unstable in the same region, it is not posaiblt· to rule out future 
seismic ncti.vity on faults at Yucca Mountain (Rogers et a.l., 1983). This 
position is taken partly because (l) interpretation of '~tress measurements at 
Yucca Mountain could indicate that certain faulta may b·'E! potentially active 
(HealY et al., 1984) and (2) faults similar in orient alton end style to those 
at Yucca Mountain (Utiat on Pa~ute Meaa, whete large nuclear teet~ have 
resulted in displacement on faults for a distance approaching 10 kilometers 
(6 miles) in length. Although movement on the faults at Pahute Mesa W&S 

induced by nuclear explos.tons, the extent of faultingl the aize of fault 
displacemants, and thP.. magnitude and depths of the accom~anying aftershocks 
indicAte that these faults may have been tectonically stressed near the 
failure point and that alip was triggered by stress changes produced by the 
exploe.tons (USGS, 1984). It should also be noted that in situ stress 
measurements alone do not allow quan~;itative statements about earthquake 
probabUity and magnitude (SA,IC, l98Sb), 

Available informatiou is insufficient to determine whether future 
seismic activity is likely to be more fLcquent, or of higher magnitude than 
historic seismicity. In order to provide u consistent interpretation of this 
potentially adverse condition, the maximum earthquake roagnitude in the 
historical record and the record of Quaternary faulting within the geologic 
setting are <tSsumed to be the snongest indic&tors of 1uture earthquake 
potential for the poatclosure time frame. Difficulty in inte.tp['eting the 
Quatarnary faulting record leads to the conclusion that the historical record 
tnay not reveal the largest earthquake that could occur at Yucca Mountain. 
Given this i.nterpretation. a conservative position is that the geologic 
setting of the. Yucca Mountain site may experience earthquakes of higher 
magnitude or frequency than have been historically obscrvad. 

Conclusion 

The record of Quaternary faulting and the nature of earthquake 
occurrence in the geologic setting of Yucca Mountain is not understood vell 
enough to perm.tt reliable correlations of earthquakes with tectonic processes 
and features. In the absence of such correlations, the consetvar.ive 
assumption is that earthquakes larger r.han those that have historically 
occurred in the geologic setting of Yucca Mountain may occur in the future, 
Thare.fare, the. evidenc~ indicates that this potential.ly adveTee condition is 
present at Yucca Mountain. 
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(4) tt~-hequent o·:currences of e,arthquakes or earthquakes of 
higher magnitude t~_?·~ are representative of the r::egion li1 w-hich th~ 
gool~ic setting ~ .. :,ocnted. 

Evaluation 

The Yucca Mountain 11ite is located within the Basin an· gange Province 
and is adjacent to a 201~e of seismicity considered part of d1e E<HJt-West 
Seismi~ Belt in !wuthern Nevada (sec Figure 6-21). This bE t connects the 
north-trending N£!Vada Seismic Belt, about 160 kilometers ("1 0' miles) weKt of 
the site, with the north¥trending Intermountain Seismic e!_t mora them 
250 kilome te re ( I 56 mi las) eae t of the a i te. Each of t helP! ~~ones of se h
r.licity spans large areas that are heterogeneous in their geclogic and seis
mologic propert~.es (Thenhaus and Wentworth, i9B2). There flr~ two lf!;t~.rthquakea 
in the historical record withl.n about 200 kilometet:s of Yu.'_·.~a Mountain with 
magnitudes of M"" 6; one at Death Valley in 1908, 110 kilofl.etors (68 miles) 
southw-est of the site and the second in 1966, ubout 210 kilometers 
(lJO miles) to the northeast. 

The evaluation of the previous potentially adverse con.l1,tion reviews thto 
historical record of seisl'!licity for the Yucca Mountain site. The evaluation 
indicates that it is not 'possible to rule out future aeisnl~c. activity on 
faults at and near Yucca Mountain. How~ver, there is no r~.'~son to belie\l'.e 
that this seismic activity is lik.ely to be more frequent.'· Or of higher.:
magnitude than is typical for the southern »asin and Range Province. . . .. ,,, __ ; 

Conclusi.on 

The frequenc-y and nu=tgnitudP. of earthquakes at and near Yucca Mountaf.n 
during the aev~ral years of close monitoring i.a the same as or less than that 
for the southern Basin and Ra.nge Province. There is no reason to expect that 
future seismicity at the site is likely to be more frequent or of higher 
magnitude than ia representative of the region in which the geologic setting 
is located. Therefore, the ev ide nee indicates that this potentially adverae 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

(5) Potential for natural phenomena such as landslide a 1 subsi
dence, or volcanic activity_ of s.uc.h ma_gnitudes that they could 
create large-scale surface-water impoundmente that ('.auld change the 
regional ground-water flow BY!~· 

Evaluation 

There is no evidence that subsidence related to dissolution of rocks has 
occurred, nor are the-re soluble rocks at the surface or within at least 
1,200 meters (3,940 .feet) o.f the surface of Yucca Mountain. Geo.l_ogic and 
geomorphic evidence of landslides (Christiansen and Lipman, 1965; Lipman and 
McKay, 1965; Scott and Bonk, 1984) is limited to relatively small rock slumps 
along steep erosional alopes of Yucca Mountain. The largest o.f these slumps 
is on the .northeast side of Yucca Mountain along Yucca Wash, where a set of 
blocks 500 meters {1,6/tO feet) wide is slumping into the wash along a complex 
of 14 ro.inor normal faulta that strilte pacallel to the wash, There is no 
g2omorphic evid!!nce of :~;apid movement of these blocks, and lateral movement 
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Figure 6-21. Historical seismicity in the western United States showing the 
Nevada Seismic Belt, the Intermountain Seismic Belt, and th~ Southern Nevada 
East-West Seismic Belt. It should be noted that sorue of the seismicity in the 
western end of the East-Weat Seismic Belt represents underground explosions at 
the Nevada Test Site, For California, the minimum-magnitude earthquakes 
plotted were Richter M- 1; for the rest of the western United States they 
were Richter M _. 3, Modified from Smith (1978), 
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seems to be limited to th<~.t obaerved alor.g normal fault planes that dip 6J to 
f30°. There i9 no geomot')>t tc evidenee that pe.Bt slumping of blocks has dammed 
major drainageways. Furtl.ermore, the alopea do not have a thick cover of 
soil or colluvial materin:,_, that could slide down and create Odms. 

If basal tic eruptiotnl were to occur at or near Yucca M'••mtain, they 
might temporarily dam wa.•'nes. The most recent nearby volcan!sm occurred at 
sever<:.! small basaltic cr;.nea that are about 2.70 thousand to 3 .. 7 million years 
old and located 8 to 15 kilometers (5 to 9 miles) west and , ·.t;thwest of the 
site. See Table 6-34 for ages of basalts in the area. 

Sites of active basal ':ic and subordt.nate silicic volcad 1llt progressive! y 
ohifted to~(lard the m.•rgi.na of the southwestern Great Basin b ·ginning about 
liJ million years ago (Crowe et al., 1983), and the likelihood of future erup
tions at Yucca l<iountain during the time important to waste :f.aolRtion ie srnall 
ns indicated by the evaluation of favoruble condition I. 

Under expected climatic conditions over the next 10,000 years (see 
Section 6.3.1.4) it ia unlikely that sufficient surface r11noff could be 
impounded by any of the above tectonic processes, were the/ to occur, to 
change the regional ground~·water flow systems. 

Conclusion 

The creation of large-scale surface-water impoundments by natural 
phenomena such as landslides, subsidence, or volcanic activity is not likely 
in tho:; Yucca Mountain area. No effect on the regional ground-water flow 
system is expected from landslides, subsidence, or volcanic activity. 
Therefore·, the evidence indicates that this potentially adverse condition is 
not. present at Yucca Mountain. 

(6) Potential for tectonic deformations--such as uplift, subsi
dence, folding, or faulting ...... that could adversely affect t!he 
regional___&!2und-water- flow svAtr-''"!1.• 

Evaluation 

Calculations of tha amount and the rate of subsidence, uplift, or 
faulting in the southern Great Bas·in show that over the last few million 
years Yucca Mountain and adjacent areas have been relatively stable, 
particularly in comparison with tectonically ac.t:ive areas, suc.h as Death 
Valley and Owens Valley (Table 6-35} (Carr, 1984). Folding has not been 
ac.tive in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain for millions of years, although 
tilting and folding have occurred in the Death Valley region during Pliocene 
and Quaternary time. Work in progre,ss suggests that gentle warping of 
Quaternary deposits might have occurred as close to Yucca Mountain as the 
west side of Crater Flat. An assessment of t~ctonic warping will be a part 
of the site characterization proceas. A level line was run through the Yucca 
Mountain area in the winter of 1982-1983, and the following winter it was 
rerun without evidence of change. During November 1985, the line will be 
upgraded and extended through Mercury, Nevada, to create a level loop 
originating and terminating at a first-order National Geodetic Survey line. 
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Table 6-JS. Appt·oxinH:.;te rates of relative vertical tectonic adjuntment or 
burial at. selected locations in the southWfJi!.tern Great Basin 
during tl.i late Neogene and Quaternary8 

Rate 

Location 
(metcun per 1,000 years 
or m.ilUmeters per year) 

s. Amargosa 
Desert Valley 

Crater Flat, 
central 

Crater Flat, 
eastern 

Crater Flat, 
aoutheaa tern 

Crater Flat, 
USW VH-2 
drill hole 

Yucca Mountain 

No w. Frenchman 
Flat 

S. Yucca Flat 

Searles Valley 

(0,01 

(0.01 

<0.01 

(0.02 

0.03 

0.03 

Comml:ll'-c 

Baaed on a 3-milU.c . .,_year old ash bed 
in lake deposit~ ~'bout 5 meters 
below the surface. 

Basalt dated by potassium-argon 
method at I. 2 mi.llion years is at 
the present surface and has not been 
deformed or aubstded into the basin. 

Based on an offset in alluvium 
(allowing for 0.6 meter of erosion) 
of 3.0 meters in 1.1 million years. 

Offset of alluv:t.um in ·a minimum t-ime 
of 40,000 years, Actual tiDe was 
probably closer to 260;000 years. 

Burial of basalt about ll million 
years old. 

Baaed on maximum of 460 ·me tat'S of 
offset of Tiva Canyon ·Member' ·in last 
12.8 million years. For the 
Quaternary, a very conservative. 
estimate is (0.01 meters per 1,000 
years • based on maximum· ·credible 
amount of displacement ( 10 meter·a) 
in Quaternary time. 

Burial of 3-million-year old ash bed 
at depth of 195 meters; not in most 
active part of the Frenchman Flat 
Basin. 

Based on amount of displacement of an 
8.1-million-year· old baaalt in drili 
holes. 

Burial of 3-million~year old ash bed., 
in core at depl!h of: 691· meters• 
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Table 6~35. Approxime.te rates of relative vettical tectonic adjuBt:ment or 
burial a selected locations in the southW.H4tern Gre:at Basin 
during tr.~ late Neogene and Quaternarya (continued) 

Location 

Rl<te 
(met~rs per 1,000 yeat"s 
or millimeters per year) COil'· mt 

--------------------
Death Valley, 

foot of Black 
Mountains 

Sierra Nevada
OWens Valley
White-Inyo 
Mountaina 

Coso Range
Rose Valley 

~Data from Can (1984). 
Maximum rate. 

0.3 

0.4 

!. 8 

Rased on ast:'..r ".ted displacement of 
Artist's Dri ·e Formation of 
1,525 meters in 5 million years. 

Average of 9 ruJttmates (range 
0.2-1.0 rnet(H'S per 1,000 years). 

Qffa:et of 2._5 million-year-old 
lava flow. 

The available data on several specific faults in the Yucca Mountain area 
seem to show generally decreasing rates and amounts of offset through about 
the last 10 millton years (Carr, 1984). The data for older faulting are. 
obtained at locations where the offset of several volcanic units of known 
ages can be determined. Control for dating events of the last 8 rulllion 
years depends mainly on understandi-ng and dating alluvial-stratigraphic units 
that have limi\:ed vertical exposures. The absolute ages of some of these 
units are. not well known at present. Approx1.metely 180 scarps or lineaments 
that are presumed to be fault related have been identified within 100 kilo
rnetHS (62 miles) of Yucca Mountain (Carr, 1984). About one-fourth of these 
are linear or c.urvilinear mountain fronts; the remaining 135 are actual fault 
scarps or lineaments in the alluvium. M.oet of the alluvial ecarps are lo~ 
and subdued by erosion. Ages of movement on faults that Gffaet Quaternary 
deposits are reviewed in the above evaluation of potentially adverse 
condition 3. 

The rates of uplift, subsidence, or faulting in the paet have been very 
low; 1t is postulated that similar rates will prevail in the future. If the 
rates of uplift, subsidence, or faulting in a portion of the ground-water 
system were significantly changed relative to those of other portions of the 
system, the ground-water flow path between the repository and the accessible 
environment could be affected~ Ground-water flow could be either retarded or 
accelerated. However, the scale of t.he effects on ground-water flow are 
expected to be small because the present ground-watet' sy$tem is controlled by 
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lat·ge regional stn:·\~tur~~> that probably could not be a-ltered significantly by 
tectonic events durLng the time perf.od important to weste isolat:f.on. 

Conclusion 

The Yucca Mountain site has a very small potential tor tectonic deforms
lions like uplift~ subsidence, folding, or faulting of o magnitude 0r scale 
that would affect regional ground-water floW'. The r. ;ional ground··lJaler 
system ts controlled by geologic structures of such corr nlexity and scale that 
it could not he significantly modified over short Lv~ periods by any 
expected tectonic event. Therefore, the evidence .tdicates that this 
potentially adverse .~ond:ition is not present at Yucca M. untain. 

6.3.1.7.5 Disqualifying condition 

0J.te sha.lJ. be disqualified if, bl!sed on the geologic record. 
during the Quaternary Period, the nature and r~.oles of fault 
movement or other ground motion are expected to be such that a 
loss of waste isola-tion is· l'ikely to occur. 

Evaluation 

The potent:ial repository site at Yucca Mountain and a large area to the 
west and south have had a relatively low level of a~ismicity throughout the 
historical record (Rogers et al., 1983). The historic earthquake recOrd 
prior to 1978 shows that within about 10 kilometers (6 miles) of the site, 
there were 7 earthquakes; 2 had magnitudes of M = 3.6 and M"' 3.4; magnitudes 
for the remaining 5 were not reported. They were apparently very small or 
had magnitudes that could not be estimated due to instrument problems. A new 
seismic network has recorded 3 minor earthqullkes in thE! same area between 
August 1978 and the end of 1983; the largest magnitudes (ML' Richter scale) 
were approximately M = 2 (RogerH, 1986). Within about 200 kilometers 
(124 miles) of Yucca Mountain, there have been two historical earthquakes 
with Richter magnitudes of M = 6. One earth~uake occurred in 1908 at Death 
Valley about 110 kilometers (68 miles) southw-est of Yucca Mountain, and the 
other occurred in 1966, about 210 kilometers (130 miles) northeast of the 
site. The Owens Valley, California, earthquake of 1872, which is estimated 
to have had a magnitude of M .. 8+ on the Richter scale, represents the 
closest historical surface faulting. It was located about 150 kilometers (90 
miles) west of the site in a differer.t seismic zone (see Section 6.3.1.7.4, 
pot~ntially adverse condition 2). 

Geologic evidence available to date indicates that 32 faults within a 
1,100 square-kilometer (425 square-mile) area around the site offset or frac
tu~e Quaternary deposits. Five faults are thought to have last moved between 
about 270,000 and 40,000 years ago. The rema.inder of the faults are thought 
to have last moved between 1 and 2 million years ago (Swadley et al., 1984). 
At the time of publication of Swadley et al. (1984) there was no unequivocal 
ev!d8nce that surface fault displacement had occurred within ll 1,100 squat'e
kilometer (425 square-mile) area around the Yucca Mountain site in the past 
40,000 years. However, preliminary dt1tes of a displaced silt horizon 
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obtained by thermolttN: .. nescence methodA may indicate surface fault displace
ment on the ordC!r of ' to 10 centimeters in the eastern part of Crater Flat 
more recently than ab<!'lt 6,000 yeat·s ago (Dudley, 1985). Thermolumtnescence 
is a dating techniqu~ (.hat has been use~. in archaeology, b11t has not yet been 
shoWTl to provide reli:J:-le dates kn geologic applications ·ylintle and Huntley, 
1982). Ongoing st,idi.(-·6 to .improve the dati.ng of fault d·.!;placemC!nt in the 
area will determine t•,e relia.bi.l.ity of these preliminary l-lt.a. 

Deformation rates at Yucca Mountain during the las.: approximately 
IO Htilli.on rears have been about '• times leas than those i:->. adjacent parts of 
the Basin and Range Prcwince. Preltminary estimates sur,g-:st that a rate of 
0.01 meter (0.03 foot;) per 1,000 years ls a realistic mtUP-:IUm for f&ult dis
placement in the ~-vaternary Period at Yucca Mountain (Can-, 1984). 

A number of different approaches have been used to ea.tim.ate recur_rence 
intervals for earthqua~es in the region. Reropture timeR (tecurrence inter
vals) estimated for various portions of the Basin and ~l-Oge Province are 
assembled from the Pterature in Table 6-36. The estimates range from 
25,000 years for M > 7, 2,500 years for M > 6, and 250 xeart:; for M > 5. 
Recurrence interv£118 shown in Table 6-36 demonstrate the variabilitY in 
estimates, resulting from possible real differences for differing regions. 
The table shows that recurrence intervals for M > 7 earthquakes for the 
region south and east of Yucca Mountain are longer-than those for the Nevada 
Test Site (NTS) t"egion by about a factor of 7. At this time, recurrence 
estimates can only provide insight regarding possible recurrence intervals 
for faults near Yucca Mountain. Until detailed fault studies are fully com
pleted, thl:'re ie l~rge uncertainty regarding the appropriate recurrence 
intervals for these faults. However, the available da~a (Swadley et al., 
1984; Dudley, 1985; and USGS, 1984), furnish no evidence to suggest that the 
recurrence interval would be sho!.'ter than on the order of 25,000 years for 
major (M > 7) earthquakes. It should also be noted that there is no 
informatiOn currently ~vdlable on the eeismogenic potential of faults at or 
noaar Yucca Mountain, so that the occurrence of a magnitude 7 earthquake in 
the area can neither be anticipated nor can it be ruled out. 

As noted above, the NTS region occupies an intermediate position between 
a large area of higher estimated seismicity to the north and an area of lower 
seismicity in the Las Vegas region to the south (see Figure 6-22). Except 
for a cluster of seismicity due to the water load of Lake Mead, Figure 6-22 
shows a fan-shaped region extending southeast from the repository site that 
is virt_ually f-cee of earthquakes of M"" 4 or larger. USGS (1984) calls 
attention to the near absence of seismic-ity at approximately the M > 4 level 
in some parts of a 100-kilometer (60-mile) radius surrounding the site. 

Rogers et al. (1983) and USGS (1984) conclude that the seismic evidence 
suggests that faults of north to northeast trend are most susceptible to slip 
in the current stress field, citing ev-idence from stress measurements at 
Yucca Mountain (Healy at alG 1 1984) and from faults of similar orientations 
at Pahute Nesa, where fault movements have been induced by nuclear 
explosions. For purposes of a preliminary evaluation, the sei.smic hazard. for 
Yucca Mountain was estime.tod under the assumption that Yucca Mountain faults 
were not active. The most likely peak deterministic ground acceleration at 
Yucca Mountain was estima,ted to ba p.4g. This acceleration would r~sult from 
a full-length fault _rupture (length l7 kilometers (10 miles), T!tagnitude 6.8) 
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Table 6-36. Rerupture. times f(.,r faults in the aouthern Basin 
and Range Province 

Reference 

Ryall and 
VanWormer 
(1980) 

Greensfelder 
et al. 
(1980) 

Area 

Western Great 
Basir. a 

Eaat-Wcst 
Seismic Belt, 
including 
Neva~a Test 
Site 

Las Vegas 
Region8 

Rerupture time 
for M > 7 .. o 

unless otherwise noted 
(years) 

7,000-lO,OOOb 

25,000 

2, sood 

250d 

190,000 

Comments 

,r, 'Hll instrumental 
da~a for 1932-1969 
and 1970-1974 

Lt;garithmic mean of 
tW·J data sets 

For earthquakes· with 
H > 6 

For earthquakes with 
M > 5 

Logarithmic mean of 
two sets 

• bEntire 225,000-square-kilometer region containing Holocene scarps. 
Values were calculated on the assumption that a typical rupture zone has 

an area of 1,000 square kilometers, and that such rupture zones are contained 
within the subject region. 

c 
Ba~;~in and Range Seismotectonic Subprovince 4 of Greensfelder et al. 

(1980), a 34,000-square-kilometer area containing the Nevada Test Site. (Log 
N "" 2.60 - 1.0 M, where N • number of earthquakes of magnitude greater than 
or e3ual to M..) 

Recurrence interval esti1nates based on data in Greenafelder et al. 
(1980). ,. 

·Basin and Range Seismotectonic Subprovince 5 of Greensfelder et al. 
(1980), a 73,000-square-kilometer area of very low seismicity north of 34°N. 
(Log N- 1.72- 1.0 M, where N • number of earthquakes of magnitude greater 
than or equal toM.) 

on the. 
site. 
(1984) 

Bare Mountain Fault, which is 14 kilometers (9 miles) west of the 
The probabilistic results discussed by Rogers et al. (1977) and USGS 
demonstrate that uncertainties exist in the evaluation of seismic 

ha~::ard. Different assumptions regarding the appropriate recur"C"ence model, 
attenuation relationships, and the ident:ification of specific faults as 
seismic sources can result in widely different estimates of acceleration for 
a given probability. At this time, it is prem~t~re to place much confidence 
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Figure 6-22. Historic earthquakes of Mercalli intensity > V or magnitude 
) 4.0 within 500 kilometers (311 miles) of the Yucca MOuntain site 
through lS74. Those circles that appear solid indicate multiple events. 
Modified from USGS (1984). 
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in these estimatell, other than to use them to provide insight, until a more 
complete assessmen can be madE! of the various input par£1meters into a pro-
babilisUc seismic hazard analysis. During site chl~':acter.t~stion, the 
aeismogenic potential of faults at and near Yucca Mount~in will be evaluated 
to determine the m,,st probable earthquake and faultin,~ scenarios that will 
need to be consider:-ed for evaluaU.on of poatclosure r ~psi tory performance. 
Further discussiot. of the approech to he taken for tJ·. ·':IC! investigations is 
presentod in Soct.J.~n 6.3.3.4.5. 

The ground motton or faulting that is possible al ti;e Yucca Mountain site 
is likely to have Uttle effect on waste ioolation, :11 is knowtl that earth
quake damage to undt•:ground facilities is generally mnc·• smaller than surface 
damage (Pratt .tal., 1978, 1979). On the basis of detailed su~face mapping, 
faults that cut the potential rt>pository host rock a•~e expected to have 
easily ree.Jgnizable displac.ement if they are large em;ugh to be of concern. 
Care will be taken during repository development to avof.d recognizable foults 
that appear to have any possibility of renewed acti.vity. Forml:ltion of new 
faults, although n'lt likely, could affect the durability of the contain1:rs 
during the containment period, with the most serious c.)nsequence being con
tainer rupture. However, in order for radionuclides to be dissolved from the 
waste and transported from the repository a sufficient quentity of water must 
be l:lVailable. The expectad very low flux (less than 0.5 millimeter 
(0.02 inch) per year) at Yucca Mountain (Wilson, 1985) l:lae been shown to· be 
insufficient to transport udionucides in quantities that could exceect' 
release limits to the accessible environment (Section 6.4.2). Furthermore. 
calculations by Sinnock et al. (1984) show that the U.S. Environmental Pro
tection Agency (EPA) limits on cumulative curies released La the accesssible 
environment are not violated for waste package containment times as short as 
300 yeers and fluxes that a:re 40 times the upper bound of 0.5 millimetar 
(0.02 inch) per year. Flux limitations and long trflvel times of more than 
10,000 years (see Section 6. 3. I. 1.5), provide confidence that an earthqua_ke
or fault-induced disruption of the repository would be extremely unlikely to 
cause radionuclide releases to the accessible environment in excess of those 
allowable under 40 CFR Part 191 (1985). 

Conclusion 

The geologic record of faulting during the Quaternary Period suggests 
that the Yucca Mountain site could experience seismicity and faulting .tn the 
future. There is, however, no clear evidence that a major earthquake is 
likely to occur at or near Yucca Mountain. In addition. the consequence of 
fault movement on waste isoletion in this geologic setting is expected to be 
minimal. The very low water flux that is available for radionuclide trans
port ensures that ~:PA release limits are not likely to he exceeded. 
Confidence in this prediction is enhanced by conservative calculations show
ing that ground-water travel times exceed 10,000 yeo!'s. Therefore, the 
evidence does not support a finding that the Yucca Mountain site is 
disqualified (level 1). 
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6.3.1.7.6 Evaluation and conclusion for the qualifying condition on the 
poet closure t(<: tonics guideline 

'rhe available data fl •d interpretations indicate that silicic volc8nism 
ceased at least 8 million. years ago in the southern Great Ba.;ln, Basaltic 
volcanic activity hoe c•.>.;dnued during the last 6 to 8 1nillic~. ;,reara, but in 
episodes that are separat-ed by millions of years to hundred~ •If thousands of 
years (Crowe et al., 1.9a2). The most recent episode of ba· .. .J.tic activity 
near Yucca Mountain occutrad approximately 270,000 years agv, The rates of 
vertical tectonic adjust:me>nts during the last 5 million ye ·r.~, as evidenced 
by displaced rock units of Pliocene and fluaternary age, hav,, l)een much lower 
than those of older episodes (Carr, 1984). As displayed 1· Table 6-36~ 
recurrence intervals for major earthquakes (M > 7) in the re~ion have been 
estimated to be on the order of 25,000 years. -Recurrence intervals for M ~ 6 
earthquakes are reported to be on the order of 2,500 years, ~nd M > 5 earth
quakes have recurrence intervals on the order of 250 years. 

Future tectonic events, including volcanism and faulting, are unlikely 
to lead to loss of waste containment or isolation. The probabil!ty that 
basaltic volcanism will disrupt the Yucca Hountat.n site over a 10,000-year 
period is estimated to be about 1 chance in 10,000 (based on data from Crowe 
et al., 1982). The consequences of this basaltic event were assessed by Link 
et al. (1982). They estimate.: the expected radionucU:de release ovel' a 
10,000 year period, assuming that volcanism occurs between 100 and 10,000 
years, to be 1.8 curies or 0.038 curies per 1,000 metric tons of heavy metal 
(MT~~) for a spent fuel repository. Because the probability of this event is 
estimated to be less than 0.1 over the 10,000-year period, the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) release limits should be multiplied by ten 
according to 40 CFR 191, Subpart B (198.)). The isotopes with the largest 
expected releases under this scenario, relative to their respective EPA 
release limits, are plutonium.-239 and -240. Both are limited by the EPA to 
cumu\ative releases over 10,000 years of 100 curi.es per 1,000 MTIDt, or 1,000 
curies per 1,000 MTHM for unlikely events. Expected release under the 
volcanism scenario for each of these isotopes is 23 curies per 1,000 MTHM. 
AJ.l other isotopes at'e released in quantities that are much smaller relative 
to the EPA limit a • 

It iB fllso unlikely that faulting and strong ground motion could cause 
loss of containment or isolation. Fault diaplacement could rupture waate 
disposal containers intercepted by the fault; however. care will be taken 
duri[tg repository development to avoid recognizable faults that appear to 
have any possibility of renewed activity. Discussions in the previous 
section indicate that earthquakes associated with large displacements are 
likely to occur. on prominent fault zones that have already been recognil;ed; 
an avoidance strategy is therefore plausible during container emplacement. 
In addition, the unsaturated conditions at Yucca Mountain limit the water 
available to dissolve and transport radionuclides so much that the potential 
for loss of isolation is very small. Another concern is the ground motion 
resulting from a nearby earthquake. 1'h1s motion is unlikely to be severe 
enough at depth to cause container rupture, as indicated in the discussion in 
the preclosur~ disqualifying cotldition (Section 6.3.3.4.5). Strength 
requirements that wUl be imposed on the containers during surface handling 
will require that containers be able to ~ithstand impact velocities during 
drop tests that are much more severe than are likely to be experienced after 
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emplacement in the rt~pository. Furthermore, studies by Sinnock llt al. (1984) 
have shown that EPA limits on cumulative cur:les released to the .nccessible 
environment are not: lliolated for waste package containm'"nt times as short as 
300 years and fluxP.~·. that are 40 times the upper bound "Jf 0.5 millimeter 
(0.02 inch) per ye&: (see Section 6.3.!.1 for calculatJ')n of ground-water 
travel times to the scceaaibla environment cmd Section r,.4.2 for eat:lmates of 
releases of radiont\\lidea to the accessible environment'" 

At this time, no plausible scenarios have bean devf'loped th~tt auggest 
e~rthquakea, faulting, -or volcanic activity is likely o lead to unacceptable 
releases of radionucl ides. 

Conclusion 

On the basis of p1·esently available data and interpretations for the 
Yucca Mountain ai te, the rates and- magnitudes of tecto[1_\c processes during 
the Quaternary Period were relatively low. No mechanisms have been identi
fied w-hereby the eX>lected tactonio proces~;es or events could lead to unac
ceptable radionucl!de releases. Tharefo·1·e, on the basis of the above evalu
ation, the evidence does not Support a finding that the site is not likely to 
meet the qualifying condition for postclosure tectonics (level.3). 

6.3.1~7.7 Plans for ·site charac·tariz'-tion 

During site characterization, field investigations will continue to 
evaluate the tectonic actfvity of the Yuccs Mountain site snd surrounding 
region. Theae t.nvestigations will include (1) more trenching, including 
trenr.hing parallel to scarps as well as across scarps, to evaluate posRible 
strike-slip motion, (la) search for obscure fault scarps with low sun-angle 
aerial photography, (lb) more detailed geomorphic 9tudha of the faults ·using 
Btste-of-the-art ~:ttructural geomorphology techniques; (2) monitoring of 
~~arthquake activity at t!he site and in the surrounding region; (3) monitoring 
of ground motion in drill holee; (4) precise monitoring of geodetlc positions 
und elevations; (5) more studies of geomorphic history during the Quaternary 
Period; (6) additional measurements of in situ stress in drill holes and 
underground workings; (7) compilation of various types of structural 
syntheses of the geology of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) region; (8) compila
tion of combined geologic maps of Yucca t>tountain showing det!liled Quaternary 
fault distribution together with detailed distribution of Quaternary strati
grahic units; (9) compilation of earthquake epicentral plots by fractional 
magnitude intervals to evaluate conceptual models of the seismic quiet zone 
southeast of the NTS. In addition, more data on the geohydrologic system 
will be obtained, which will enable the local ground-water system to be 
modeled in detail. 1'hi'B modeling will then permit the effects of credible 
tectonic events on ground-water flow and rt~dionuclide tra.11r:1port to be 
described. 
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6.3.1.8 Hu!.fl~nterfe!_e!!_C'e technJ-cal_g_uidelinP. (10 CFR 96!).1~-2-8): ._Natural 
resources (lU ';FR 960,1~-2-8-1) and site ownership <md control 
(I 0 CI'R 96o:-(}-B-i)____ . 

6.3.1.8.1 Introductio~ 

ThlR gui.del.ine C<'.ltains two qualifying conditions. Jne is for the 
natural rcaourceR guttl.·'!line, and one is for the postclosu : site ow-nership 
and control guideline, The postclosure site ownership ar1ci ~ontl"ol guideline 
is dlscusRed in Section 6.2.1.1. 

The qualifying con.J::tion for this guideline is as fall -ws: 

The site shall be located such that·--cons_!:!lering perm_anent markers. 
and r·ecords an_d reasonable projeet.ions of value, sr.:_<~Fcity, and 
tec-hnology--the natural n~sourees, in<:.~ludlng ground wa~.!__!!.~.litable 
.!E.E..__~rop irrigation or human consumptio~_!thoul treat.ment, present 
at or near the site will not be likely to give rise to interference 
.!£_Livitiea thnt would lead to radiornJclide___!!~asea !ireater than 
those allowable under the requircm;:nts specified in Section 960.4-1. 

The human interf~renc~ technical guideline conaiats of the natural re
sources and poatr.losut·e site ownership and control technical guidelines. The 
guideline on natural resources addresses general concerns about surface and 
subsurface resources, inc.luding minerals, energy resources, and ground water. 
It considers these resources with respect to reducing or removing the incen
tives for economically motivated poatclosure human-interference sctivttles 
that could adversely .~ffect the isolation capabilities of a stte. The 
guideline on site ownership addresses the requirements of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission for the u.S. Department of Energy to obtain 0110ership 
and surface and subsurface rights to land and minerals W"ithf.n the controlled 
an~a of the repository. This section evaluates the Yucca Mountain site 
agninst the overall qualifying condition for human interference and against 
thl! conditions of the natural resources guideline. Section 6.2.1.1 pro'lides 
relevant data and the evaluation with respect to the site ownership and 
control guideline. 

The natural resources guideline contaf.ns two favorable conditions, five 
potentially adverse conditions 1 two disqualifying conditions, and one 
qualifying condition. The site ownership and control guideline contains one 
favorable condition, one potentially ad'letse condition, and one qualifying 
condition. Table 6-37 summarizes the evaluations for the natural resources 
guideline, except the disqualifying conditions. See Section 6.2.1.1 for the 
summat·y table for site ownership and control. 

6.3.1.8.2 Data relevant to the evaluation 

The energy- and mineral-resoorce potenti.al of Yucca Hountaln and sor
rounding areas has been evaluated by Bell and Larson {1982) and by Quade and 
Tingley (1983). Boreholes have bean drilled in and around Yucca Moontain for 
the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storagl! Investigations Project (Maldonado and 
Koether, 1983; Spengler et al., 1981; Scott and Castellanos, 1984), and core 
samples and drill cuttings have been rout_inely analyzed by geochemical 
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Table 6-37. Summary of analyses for- Section 6.3.1.8; human interference technical guideline 
(10 CFR 960.4-2-8): natural resources (10 CFR 960.4-2-8-1) and site ownership and 
control (10 CFR 96o~q-2-8-2) (see Table 6-2) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS 

(1) Nc k~wn natural resources that have, or are 
projected to have in the foreseeable future, a 
value great enough to be considered a commer
cially extractable resource. 

(2) Ground water with 10,000 parts per million or 
more of tatal dissolved solids along any path 
of likely radionuclide travel from the host 
rock to the accessible en~ironment. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
iE present at Yucca Mountain: no present or pro
jected uranium, hydrocarbon, or critical mineral 
resou~ces have been identified; potential develop
ment of ground ~ater for irrigation is not expected 
because of unsuitable topography and great depth of 
water table. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is not present at Yucea Mountain: ground water has 
total dissolved solids less than 300 parts per 
million. 

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE COHDITIONS 

(1) Indications that the site contains naturally 
oc~urrlng ::ate rials, whether or not actually 
:.:!.;:ntified in su('.h forta tbat (i) economic 
extractic,n is potentially feasible during 
t.he foreseeable future cr (ii) such mate-rials 
have a greater gross value~ net value~ or 
commercial potential than the average for 
other areas of similar size that are repre-
sentative of, and located in, the geologic 
setting. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condit.ion is not present at Yucca Mountain: no 
critical or unique energy, metallic, or nonmetallic 
resources have been identified in the site vicinity. 
There is no credible potential for the use of water 
re-sources for agriculture. 
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Table 6-37. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.1.8; human interference technical guideline 
(LO CFR ~60.4-2-8): natural resources (LO CFR 960.4-2-8-1) aDd site ownership and 

control (10 CFR 960.4-2-8-2) (see Table 6-2) (continued) 

Condition 

{.!;. :--.-- .• .._.., .:~ ... ;;ub6••rf~.:..e !P1.-::,fl,g or extracticm 
for reGJ~rces within the site if it could 
affect waste containment or isolation. 

(3) Evidence of drilling within the site for any 
purpose other than repository-site character
ization to a depth sufficient to affect waste 
containment and isolation. 

(4) Evidence of a significant concentration of 
any naturally occurring material tbat is not 
~dely available from other sources• 

(5) Potential for foreseeable human activities-
such as gro"od-vater withdra~l~ extensive 
~.~igation, subsurface injection of fluids, 
uaderground pumped storage, military activi
ties, or the ~onstruction of large-scale sur
face-water impoundments--that could adversely 
change portions o! the ground-water flow 
system important to waste isolation. 

Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: no 
evidence of subsurface mining or extraction for 
resources has been found at the site. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: there 
has been no drilling at the site except for evalua
tion for the potential repository. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at !ucca Mountain: 
resources in tbe site vicinity are also found out
side the vicinity where they are more abundant and 
can be extracted more economically. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not pn·sent at Yucca Mountain: ground
water development for irrigation is not expected 
because of unsuitable topogr3phy and great depth to 
the water tab!e. If extensive withdra~al of ground 
water lowered the water table~ improved waste 
isolation would result because of increases in 
unsaturated zone travel times. Limited energy and 
mineral resources limit the potential for human 
activities. 
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Table 6-37. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.1.8; human interfe~ence technical guideline 
(lO CFR 960.4-2-6): natural resources (10 CFR 960.4-2-8-1) and site ownership and 
control (10 CFR 960.4-2-8-2) (see Table 6-2) (continued) 

Condition Department of Energy (bOE) finding 

QUALIFYING CONDITION 

Ruman interference: natural resources 

The site shall be located such that--considering 
permanent markers and records and reason2ble pro
jections, of value, scarcity, and technology--the 
natcral resources, inclading ground water suitable 
for crop irrigation or human ~onsumption without 
treatment, present at or near the site w111 not be 
likely to give rise to interference activities 
that would lead to radionuclide releases greater 
than those allowable under the requirements speci
fied in Section 960.4-1. 

Human interference: site ownership and control 

See Table 6-2 for second human interference 
qua11LJo~g condition ~hich is the qualifying con
dition for postclosure site ovn~rship and control. 

Available evidence does not support the finding that 
the site is not likely to meet the qualifying condi
tion (level 3): no knowt1 valuable natu~al resources 
are present, and potential for future natural 
resources is low; permanent markers are expected to 
remain effective and discourage future huaan inter
ference. 
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methods. Field explrycation and geologic mapping have been conductod by the 
U.S. Geological Surve. (ChriBtiansen and Lipman, 1965; Up:nan and Mcf.ay, 
1965; Scott and Bonk, Ic:l84). Archaeological surveys hs1J·e been c011dUcted in 
the site area to deled historical evidence of resource extraction activities 
(Pippin et al., 1982; Pippin, 1984). 

Geothermal rea::.nr~.::es in the area 111ere inventoria(l ':ly Garside $Ud 
Schilling (1979), am\ evaluated by Trex.ler et al. (1979', The hot springe 
at>Jdted are northwest and south of the Yucca Mountain a -~· DR.ta from the 
aite-apecHic investigations were compared to the gen~r~l requirements in 
White (1973) in order to determine geothermal resour~.:12 r•:tential. Detailed 
discussions of the pvcential for energy and mineral I;.\1 <lUrces, including 
assumpti-ons and Jata uncertainties, are presented in Sec, ion 3.2.4. 

A ground-water resource potenttal map has been pu•pared by Sinno~K and 
Fernandez (1982). Data on water quality in the site vlcinity .. t}Bve bl!en 
obtained by Benson et al. (l98J) and Winograd Bfld Thor.darson 0975). The 
regional ground-water flow model for the site is discus9ed in S~ction 3.3.2, 
which also includes discussions of ongoing work. 

6.3.1.8.3 Favorable conditions 

(1) No known natural resources that ·have or are ro ej::ted to have 
in the fores~eable future a value steat enoua to be considered a 
cornroercially· ex,tl;act$b1,e resource. 

' 
Evaluation 

.• 
Present knowledge of the status of energy reaoutces at o't near the site.: 

suggests that (1) there is no potential for any commercially attractive geo
thermal or hydrocarbon r.e~onrces at or near Yucca Mountain and (2) there is 
no indication of uranium resources at Yucca Mountain. The Qnergy resources 
appraised by Bell and Larson (l9B2) include hydrocarbons (e.g., oil, gas, oti 
shale, and coal); low- to moderate-temperature sources of geothermal energy; 
and radioactive minetals (Le., uranium and thorium). None of the project 
boreholes hav~ shown evidence of the presence of energy or mineral resources 
(Maldonado and Koether, 1983; Spengler et al., 1981; Scott and Castellanos, 
1983). The area around Yucca Mountain is extremely well known in terms of 
heat flow. Hot springs and wells were inventoried and evaluated by Garside 
and Schilling (197Q) and Trexler et al. (1979). Data from more than 60 wells 
(some as deep na 1,800 meters (6,000 feet)) is available, and water tempera
tures range from 21 to 65°C (70 to 149°F). With present technology, this 
temperature range is insuffident for commercial power generation, which 
requires temperatures of at least 180°C (350°F) (White, 1973). Specific min
eral resources appraised include base and precious metals (e$g., sil,ver), as 
well as significant industrial minerals and rock materials (e.g., gravel). 
Detailed information supporting this evaluation 1s presented in 
Section 3.2.4, and a resource map ia shown in Figure·6-23. · · 

Although ground water {s used for irrigation in Ash Meadows and in the 
Amargosa Valley, it is unlikely to be used for irrigation at Yucca Mountain 
because of the rugged terrain and great depth to the water table (Sinnock and 
Fernandez, 1982). Supporting data for this evaluation are given in 
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Figure 6-23. Location of metallic ore deposits, industrial minerals, thermal 
waters. and mining districts ·in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Modified from 
Bell and Larson (1982) and Trexler et al. (1979). 
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Sectior1 3.6.3.3, which dltH:ussea the uses and sourcea of water in the 
Amargosa Desert. Othl•I pertinent .information Cllrl be found ir1 the h)•drology 
(Section 6.3.3.3) and h..:·cioeconomics (Section 6.2.1.7) guLlel1.nes. 

Conc.lusio.!l 

There aro no kuovr, natural resources that have, or an· projectt!d to have 
in the foreseeable future, a value great enough to be conE' ·.l·~red commerclally 
el!.tractable. Therefore, the evidence indicate~ that this J.Jvorsble condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain. 

(2) Ground wator with 10,000 partl'l per million or rom.. of total 
dis!>Olved soh<,ls along any path of likely radionudid.e~l from 
the host rock to the accessible environment. 

Most samples of l(rOtiOd water obtained to date from hrells and springs 
throughout the region, including the Yucca Mountain are.1, hcwe total
dissolved-solids (TDS) concfi!.ntrations of. less than 300 parts per million 
(Benson at al., 1983). Winograd and ThordQrson (1975) report a LDS value of 
886 parts per million for Well J-11 in Jackass F1Lits. Thus, ground water 
with 10,000 parts per million or more of total dissolved solids probably does 
not occur along any flow path. 

Cuncluajlon 

Reported analyses of lqcal ground water lndic.ate that it is unlikely 
that the .t;ot.al dissolveq ~olids could reach or f;!X(,'eed 10,000 ports per 
million in the ground water along any path of likely radionudide travel .from 
the host rock to the accessible environment. Therefore, the evidence indi
cntea that this favorable condition iR not present at Yucca Mountain. 

6.3.1.8.4 Potentially advorse conditioos 

(1) Indications that the site contains natnrally occurring 
materials, whether or not actually identified in such f9..E..m_that 
(i) economic extraction is potentially feasible during the 
foreseeable future (ii) or such materials have a greater gross. 
value net value, or commercial potential than the avera,ge for 
other areRfo of similar size that are representative of, and located 
in, the geologic setting. 

Evaluatior1 

Resource-potential surveys of the region (Bell and Larson, 1982; Quade 
and Tingley, 1983) are e¥plained in Section 3.2.4 (and briefly discussed 
under the favorable c.ondition o~ this guideline). No energy, metal, or non
metal resources unique to the s:l.te vicinity or critical to foreseeable 
r1ational needs have been identified. The resources identified within the 
site vidnity are of lower value than similar resour('es in surrounding 
regions. On the basis of t,he preliminary information discussed in sectlons 
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3.2.4.2 and 3.2.4.3, Yt:.·~ca Mounttd.n i13 not considered to have any P·otentlal 
for the development of natural resources under foreseeab}e economic con
ditions and extraction ''eC'hniques. As pointed out under potentially adverse 
condition 2, Section b.3.1.1 (Geohydrology), some water resources are 
present, However 1 depLhs to ground water, topographic c·. nditionst soil 
unsuitability, and lan·-1-use restrictions at the repositot 1 Elite limit the 
availability and attn:t. tiveness of this ground-water resou ."l'<'. now and in the 
future. 

Conclusion 

Yucca Mountain has no energy or mineral resources !c. which economic 
extrllction is poteiltially feasible in the foreseeable futu~·e, No resources 
are known to be preser.t <>t Yucca Mountain that have grenter commercial 
potential than other areas in its geologic setting. Tht:, site does not 
possess water resources that would meet the criteria w.:-llted in the 
potentially adverse condition, Therefore, the evidence indicates that this 
potentially adverse c,mdition io not present at Yuccn Mountain. 

(2) _E:vidence of subsurface mining or extraction foX' resources 
within the ~ite if it could affect waste containment or isolation. 

Evaluation 

The resource-potential survey of the region did not identify any 
evidence of significant mining-related operations at the Yucca Mountain site. 
The entire area has been mapped by the U.S. Geological Survey, and no 
evidence of significant subsurface mining has been reported. There is little 
likelihood that unknown excavAtions other than shallow prospecting pits exist 
at the site. 

Conclusion 

Til ere 
Hountain. 
eondition 

has been no subsurface mining or extraction for resources at Yucca 
Therefore, the evidence indicates that this p0tentially adverse 

is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

(3) Evidence of drilling within the dte for any purpose other 
than repository-site evaluation to a depth sufficient to affect 
waste containment and isolation. 

Evaluati.on 

Before waste storage investigations began, two boreholes existed in the 
area of the proposed site: Well J-13, which is 7 kilometers (4 miles) south
east of the site, and Well J·~t2, which is approximately 15 kilometers 
(9 miles) to the northeast. The site is in an area of federally controlled 
lands, most of which were restricted in the early 1950s to prevent public 
access, Furthermore, the entire area has been mapped by the U.S. Geological 
Survey. Consequently, there is little likelihood that unknown wells, bore
holes, or excavations other than shallow pro8pect1ng pita exist at the site. 
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Conclusion 

There has been no '.~rUling at 
of the potential repOilitory s:f.te. 
this potentially advers1': condition 

Yucca Mountain except tltllt for evll1uatioo 
Therefore, the e~ridence indicate~ that 

is not present at Yucca ,e,ountain. 

(4) Evidence of a significant concentration of any .. .!ll:lturally 
.£.££!:1rring materia:i. that is not widely available from , ·:..her sources. 

Evaluation 

The reaource-potenL:lal survey found no indication o. material or 
resources that are unique to the site or critical to national needs (see 
fa~rorable condition 1 for this guideline). Significant mixteralization does 
oot generally .Jccur within the type of volcanic rock present in the area of 
Yucca Mountain. Furthermore, the sur~rey indicated that any material 
resources found in the site vicinity are also found outside~ thls area. Those 
outside the area typic.slly have more economic value or art?. more easily 
extr<~ctable. 

Concl w>ion 

There is no evidence of any significant concentration of potenth'lly 
valuable natural resources at Yucca Mountain that are not widely available 
from other sources. Therefore, the evidence indicates that this potentially 
advt::rse condition is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

(5) Potential for foreseeable human activities--such as ground
water withdrawal 1 extensive irrigation, ,subsurface injection of 
~ds, underground pumped storage, military act! vities, or the 
construction of large-Scale surface-water impoundments--that could 
adversely change portiOns of the ground-water flow system i~portant 
to waste isolation. 

Evuluation 

The potential for extensive ground-water extraction at o~ near the site 
!a evaluated in detail in potentially adverse condition 2 of Section 6.3.1.1 
(Geohydrology). Although potable ground water is present beneath Yucca Moun
tain, future generations are not likely to drill and extract water from the 
top of Yucca Mountain, because drilling end extraction would be easier and 
more economical in the surrounding area. Extensive pumping of Well J-13, 
which is 7 kilometers (4 miles) southeast of the Yucca Mountain site in 
Jackass Fleta and draws water from the tuffaceous aquifers, has not resulted 
in measurable regional declines in the water table. This suggests that 
ground-water extraction in Jackass Flats would not likely induce significant 
changes in the ground-water flow ayatem. Furthermore, extensive pumping and 
drawdo1m of the water table would improve the isolation potential cf the site 
because it would increase the thickness of the unsaturated zone, resulting in 
lor1ger travel times to the accessible environment. The depth of the water 
table and rock conditions at Yucca Mountain would make underground pumped
storage schemes uneconomical. Also, because of the low er1ergy- and mineral
potential of the Yucca Hountair1 site, it is considered unlikely that any com
mercial or industrial development that would use water, or require subsurface 
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injections of fluids, Pould be located in the area. No mU:!.tary activities 
that affect the ground "Water Bystem are for-eseen. 

Conclusion 

Tht! Yucca Mountain area has very limited potential for the large-scale 
development of any ltL!d of water re&ources; consequently, ··c;udification of the 
ground-water flow ayst.em is uolikely. Water use or waste -:'luid production by 
commercial resourc·e development is not likely in the area. Furthermore, any 
changes that increase the thickness of the unsaturated ?. O(! are likely to be 
favorable to waste isolation. Therefore, the evidence ;n·!i.cates that thia 
potentially adverse condition is not present at Yucca Moutl ain. 

6.3.1.8.5 Disqualifying conditions 

A site shall be ~isquglified if--

(1) Previous exploration, mining, or extraction a<:tivities for 
resources of commercial importance at the site have created 
_!Jignificant pathw~s between the projected undergrou~acility 
and the accessible environment, or; 

Evaluation 

Thorough I'!Xarnination of the Yueca Mountain site and comprehenaive 
searches of literature and mining claim files have disclosed no evidence of 
ground-disturbing activities. searches have included the following: 

}, Archaeological field surveys over more than 28 square kilometers 
(11 square miles) for historical artifacts, prospects, or other 
indicators of resource extraction at the site (Pippin et al., 1982; 
Pippin, 1984), 

2. A resource-potential survey including searches of mlning literature 
aod claim files for recorda of past interest in, or activity at, the 
site (Bell and Lar.son, 1982i Quade and Tingley 1 1983). 

3. Geologic mapping of the entire area by the u.s. Geological Survey 
(Christiansen and Lipman, 1965; Lipman and McKay, 1965; Scott and 
Bonk, 1984). 

It is extremely unlikely that unknown excavations exist at the site. 
The site is in an area of federally controlled lands, most of which were 
restric-ted in the early 1950s to prevent public acceea and thereby excluded 
from the development of even small-scale mining operations. 

Conclusion 

1'here have been no previous exploration, mining, or extraction activi
ties for resources at the Yucca Mountain s:l.te. No significant palhwaya have 
been created between the projected underground facility and the accessible 
environment. Therefore, on the basis of the above evaluation, the available 
evidence does not support 8 finding that the site iS disqualified (level 1). 
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(2) Ongoing or likely; future activities to recover presei'ltly valus_!>le 
natural mineral ·,n-sources outside the controlled aT.(!S would te 
.!'!I'ected to lead t·;) an inadvertent loss of waste isol;;.·uoo. 

Evaluation 

As desc1·ibed in Jhapter 3, Bell and Larson (1982) 1 ,westigated the 
resource potenti8l around Yucca Mountain and identified n 'tlnergy, metal or 
nomratal reaource9 uniqm! to the s:f.te vicinity or critics)_ to foreseeable 
nt~tional needs. Figut'e 6-23 shows the location of metal ·If rosiu, industrial 
miner·als, and thermal IO:I'!I.tere in the vicinity of Yucca t~.il-,ntain. Minor 
amounts of uranium have baen reported west of Yucc11 Hom ~.;sin at Bare 
Mountain, but no uranium mines or prospect9 have been developed. The nearest 
mining setivily is about 5 kilometers (3 miles) west of Yucca Mountain. 
Industrial minet•ala are being extracted from shallow minell in that area. 

Conclusion 

Only shallow mining of industrial minerale: now exist£> in the vic.inity of 
Yucca Mountain. No resources have been identified that would be likely lo 
cause inc.relised mining activities. There are no ongoing or expected future 
activities to recover presently valuable natural mineral resources outside 
the controlled area that could be expected to lead to inadvertent lou· of 
waste isolation. Thsrefore, the e~idence does not support a finding that the 
site is disqualified (level 1). 

6.3.1.8.6 Evaluation and conclusion for the qualifying condition on the 
natural resources part ol the poatolosure humsn interference 
technieal guideline 

Evaluation 

A thorough examination of the resource potential for Yucca Mountain has 
been made, including geologic mapping of the area and a reeource-potantial 
survey. These studies indicate no known natural resources or naturally 
oecurring materials that currently have significant commercial value. 
Furthermore, they have not identified any resources or materials that are 
likely to become coDlDlercially attractive in the future. Evidence of subsur
face drilling, mining, Ot' exploration has not been found. Extensive ground
water withdrawal near or at the e.ite would be likely to improve the isolation 
potenti.al by increasing the travel times to a deeper water table. 

Permanent markers that would warn future generations of the danger of 
the repository can be installed at Yucca Mountain. Furthermore, aome of the 
characteristics of the site, such as the extremely arid climate and the low 
population density in the surrounding region, are favorable to the pre
servation of permanent markers. No site-specific factors that would be 
likely to compromise the effectiveneaa of such markers have been identified, 
and none are likely to be present. 
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Conclusion 

Currently, the ~:JCC'.a Mountain site halil no known valuable natural 
resources, and no na'.:>1ral resources have been identified chat. are likely to 
become sufficiently "'"'luable tn the foreseeable future ~.h<lt they would 
encourage interferenc.u acti.vit.-Les that could lead to unac:.eptable releases of 
radtonucl:ldeo. The ''.1ly resource of value i.s ground wa1 n-, and extensive 
withdrawal could fa\l't;rsbly affect portions of the grouml .>later flow system 
important to 1.sol1-1tion by increasing the thickness of tt,t unsaturated zone. 
Extteme aridity and low population density help to guai~tcee that an effec
tive system of permanent markers can be installed, The.·eto:re, on the basts 
of the above evaluatio1:, the evidence does not support t. finding that the 
9ita is not likel_l to meet the qualifying condition fat· f'Ostclosure human 
interference (levol 3). 

6.3.1.8.7 Plans for site characterizat:l.on 

The effects of ground-water wtthdrawal in various p!lC'ts of the area sur
rounding the Yucca Mountain site will be batter astabliahed by hydrologic 
information collected duri·ng oite characteri~ation. Addition~;~.! data on 
hydraulic gradients and rda·tlionshipa amoung ground-water basina and sub
basins will be particularly useful fior ,reftning J;egional hydro1ogic models, 
The need for Additional information on resource potential 'will be evaluated 
during site characterization, 

'i .'.: 

6.3.2 POSTOLOSURE SYSTBM,·GUI.DBLI~E ( lO CFR 960.4•1) 

6.3.2.1 Introduction 

The qualifying condition for thia guidellne is as follows: 

The geologic setting at the site shall allow for the physical 
separation of radioactive waste from the accessible environment 
after closure in accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 
191 1 Subpart B, as implemented by the provisions of 10 CFR Part 60. 
The geologic setting at the site will allow for the use of 
engineered barriers· to ensure compliance with the requirements of 
40 CFR Part 191 and 10 C~'R Part 60. 

The postclosure syatem guideline defines general requirements for the 
perfot"lllance of the entire waste d·ispoaal system after the repository has been 
closed. Theae performance requirements are based generally on the objective 
of protecting the health and sa.fety of the public until the radioactivity of 
the waste has decreased to s·afe levels (i.e., 1,000 years) and specifically 
on the requirements of.. the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
40 CFR Part 191 (198·5)·' ·and the Nuc·lear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
10 CFR Part 60 (1983). 
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The wastr~ disposal system consists of a natural barrhr subsystem (the 
geologic setting at tht site) and an engineered barrier t>Ubt~ystero (the waste 
package and the mined ~·epository excluding boreholes, ehtof.ta, and aeala)e 
The role of engineerea barriers as part of the total waste disposal system. is 
recognized by both the r~PA and the NRC; both of these age1·des have estab
lished specific pedo-mance r-equirements or objectives in 40 CFR 
Part 191 (1985) and lt' CFR Part 60 (1983), respeetively. How~ver, the 
objeetive of the str:ir,8 guidelines is to ensur~ the selec1 on of a site that 
has the required capability for waste isolation. For thi1:1 reason, the merits 
of the geologic setting at the site have been evaluated ~r.dependently from 
any engineered features that would be Ufled, and engineere .. : barriers have been 
considered only where uscessary to establish a refGrtmr.::e condition for 
evalua.ting the pot~ntial effectiveness of pst:ticular sitQ conditions (Se~c
tion 6.4.2). 

At this stage of site investigations, the data that have bee11 cqllect~d 
and analyzed are insufficient for assessing the performance of th~ total 
waste disposal system, itu subeyatems, and components or the uncertainties 
associated with each component. Such an assessment wUl ::le conducted aft.e1: 
site characterization find the final design of the repository hcwe been 
completed. Therefore, fi.nal conclosions about the sbili.ty of the Yucca 
Mountain site to comply with the postclo~;iura system guideline are neither 
possible nor expected at present. It ia, however, possib"l.e to malte judg
ments, based on the quantitative and qualitative evaluations reported in this 
section, about the degree of confidence that the site w-.ill indeed be shown to 
comply with the system ~uideline after site charscteri?.atiu~. 

6.3.2 .• 2 Evaluation of the Yucca Mo4nt.ain site 

The approach used in evaluating the Yucc.a Mountain site againet the 
poatclosure system guidel.ine is both quantitative and qualitative. The 
quantitative approach predicts the quantity of radionuclides that would be 
released fro1n the repository into the accessible environment during the next 
10,000 years if present site conditions persist. The assumption about pre
sent conditions persisting in the future is necessitated by the unavoidable 
uncertainty about specific future conditions at Yucca Mountain (or any site). 
The pr-edictions are based on limited i.nformation about the site and simple 
modeling techniques. Their sole purpose is to establish the general range of 
e.xpected site performanc~. 

The qualitat.lve appro~ch balancea the potential influences of the 
favorable and the poten~_ia).ly ~;~.dverse conditions in the technical guidelines. 
This approach is judgmen.~~l because the relative importance of, particular 
favorable and potentiall-y 1{1-,dverse conditions must be weighed i.n rel{ltion to 
their potential ~ffectl:j. "on t.h.e behAvior in the context of the over aU setting 
at Yucca Mountain.!,, Nonetheless, evaluations of the e.ite against these condi
tions can stronglyf ind~c.ate whether a site has the .. features needed for long
term waste iso~at~n. 

The data on which t;:~a quantita~i.ve and qualitative analyses ~re based 
are summarized in sections· 6.3.1.1 iqrpugh 6.3.1.8. The analyses of Sinnoc.lt 
et al. (1984) and Thompson et al. (1984) supplement the analyses in this 
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section snd provide ad 'itional detsil. Stnnock et al. (lq34) and Thompson et 
al. (1984) also used early estimates of ground-water :!:lux (Sasv and 
Lschenbruch, 1982) and estimates of matrix diffusion (Tra.\ds et al., 1984) in 
some of their calculat:~ons. 

6.3.2.2.1 Quantitstive anal'yses 

In Se(~tion 6.4.2, the predicted performance of sirr, .b system and sub
system models is infortLally compared with sh: regulatory "riteria specified 
by the U.S. Envir~,nmental Protection Agency (EPA) (40 CFR ;)art 191, 1985) and 
the Nucle11r Regulatory Commission (NRC) (lO CFR Part 60, 1983): the waste
containment. requirements of 40 CFR l9l.l3, the indivL~·Ial protection 
requirements of 40 CFR 191.16, the grollnd-watel.' protectiMi requirements of 
40 CFR 191.16, the ground-water travel time specified in 10 CFR 60.113, the 
performance objectivu for the waste package specified in 10 CFR 60.113, and 
the fraclional radinnuclide-release rate from the engine~red barrier system 
specified in 10 CFR 60.113 (see Table 6-51 in Section 6.4.2). The comparison 
shows that the Yucca Mountain site, as described by the simple model dis
cussed in Section 6.4.2, would meet all of these criteria. ln regard to the 
isolation requirements of 40 CFR 191.13, the cumulative release of radio
activity (in curies) to the acceasible enviromnent for the fir8t 10,000 years 
after repository closure is predicted to lie well below the EPA limits for a 
wide range of the fractional radionuclide-release rates from the engineered
barrier system. Aa a corollary, releases to the saturated zone under Yucca 
Mountain are predicted to be zero for the first 10,000 years, and the modeled 
system meets the ground-water protection requirements of 40 CFR 191.16. The 
expected ground-watet travel time is greater than 10,000, with an average 
travel time of 43,405 years; hence the modeled system also meets the perfor
mance objective of a 1 ,000-year pre-waste-emplacement ground-water travel 
time in 10 CFR 60.113. The lifetime of the model waste package is expected 
to exceed 3,000 years, which is substantially longer than the performance 
objective (300 to 1,000 years) of 10 CFR 60.113. 'Finally, for the upper 
bound flux estimate, time-a·veraged fractional radionuclide release rates from 
the eng·ineered barrier system are predicted to be 1 part in 100 million per 
yeRr or less, which is only one-thousandth of the limit specified in 
10 CFR 60.113, a release of 1 part in 100,000 of the waste species present 
1,000 years after repository closure. 

Other analyses that supplement the conclusions presented here have been 
made and described in detail by Thompson et al. (1984) and Sinnock et al. 
(1984). Thompson et al. (1984) completed their study before evidence became 
available that the upper bound on flux of ground water at the repository 
level is probably 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year (Section 6.3.1.1.5). 
They chose a vertical flux through the repository of 5 millimeters (0.2 inch) 
per year as the midpoint of the flux range (1 to 10 millimeter (0.04 to 
0.4 inch) per year) suggested by early 8tudies of Sass and Lachenbruch 
(1982). The release of radionuclides into this flux was assumed to begin 300 
years after waste emplacement. The release rate was assumed to be determined 
by an overall waste-dissolution rate of one part in 100,000 per year of the 
total mass of the waste (in the form of both spent fuel and high-level waste 
converted to borosilicate glass). Sorption waa the l)nly retardation 
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mechanism assumed to a feet radf.onuclide tranaport in the moving Wti.ter. In 
thia study, only two 'tadionuclides, carbon-14 and techr.etium-99 (both 
nonsorbing), were predicted to reach the accessible envirnnment (at that 
time, this was o point 10 kilometers (6,2 milea) horizont,..ily distant from 
the repository) wit~:l.n 10,000 years, The estimated quantithJs released from 
1,000 metric tons of hHJ.vy metal (MTHM) were about l curt,~ flf carbon-14 and 
8 curies of technetiuu;·-·99, The release limits establish. 1 by the EPA for 
these nuclides in l:.Q CFR Part 191 (1985) are 100 and 10,0u1, curies pdr 1,000 
MTH!ot, respectively. Thus, the early quantitative enolys· .'J nf Thompson et al, 
(1984) indicated that the site, in and of itself, could .':!lit r.;ldtonuclide 
releases to thll RCl~essible environment to about 2 percent r ~ those allowed by 
the EPA standards 1.•rovided that flow was in the rock matrbL, 

More recently, Sinnock 1.~l al. (1984) analyzed the sensitivity of 
releases (both from the waste form and to the accessible environment) to 
variations in the water flux through the repository and to waste-form 
solubility. Their ret.ults indicate that the Yucca Mountain s.Lte would comply 
with the egtabllshed EPA release limits even if the wat:~,:r flux reached 
20 millimeters (0.8 inch) per year, assuming that radionuc.Uda releases from 
the waste forms are limited by the solubility of uranium oxide and glass and 
the phenomenon of matrix diffusion (Travis et al., 1984) retards transport in 
fractures by a factor of at least 100, and perhaps 400, The results of this 
study aleo euggest that the NRC limits for the fractional radionuclide 
release rate from the engineered barrier system can be met without any 
engineered barri.ers other than the waste form be,~ause the amount of water 
likely to be in contact with the waste 1a insufficient to cause higher rates 
of waete dissolution. 

Three conclusions can be derived from the study by Sinnock et al, 
(1984). First, flux values up to 40 timee the cur~·ent upper bound of 
0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year are not expected to cause releasee to 
exceed limits. Second, the unsaturated zone ie favorable for waete isolation 
because waste dissolution is Hmited by low flux. Third, geochemical retar
dation (sorption) is not nP.cessary to satisfy performance objectives, and 
hence the presence of a zeolitized zons h~Lieath the repository horizon 
providee additional assurance that radionuclide release and transport will 
not occur even under extreme conditions. However, the study did rely on the 
pheno~nenon of matrix diffusion to meet etandarde at the higher values of 
flux. 

The performance studies summarized above are firer. steps toward 
do2-veloping confidence in the waete-isolation capability of the geologic 
setting at Yucca Mountain, They do not eubetitute for the detailed 
performance asseesment that will be made after data from site character
ization become available. These preliminary studies have used analytical and 
computational toole that are considered valid and reasonable, but have not 
R.ll been formally validated and verified. Furthermore, these preliminary 
studies have not considered disruptive events and processes that could alter 
the expected pattern of waste releaee (i.e., climatic changes, tectoniem, 
eroeion, and human interference)~ Although eome di.scussion of disruptive 
eventB is given in Section 6.4.2, a complete eet of disruptive-event 
scenarios pertinent to Yucca Mountain cannot be identified until site 
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characterization is c•>.:•pleted. Many of the favorable and potentially adverse 
conciiUons in the guiddines deal with potentially diMTUf't:.ive evenl:s. The 
evaluations :l.n section_~ 6. 3.1.1 through 6 .3.1.8 summarize the kpowledge 1 some 
of which iH quantitati?e, that hoe been gathered about thE'v. 

To componsate fo · uncertaintieo caused by limited in. ·J,7llBtion about the 
site and the desigo. o'i the repository, many of the aasump \one uced in these 
preliminary studtes aro conservative. In particular, thf· following coneerva
tive aaeumptions should be noted: 

1. 1n sol)le of the studies, no credit: was taken for ( ·lginesred harriers 
in evalunting the performance of the repoaitot'y, even though a 
real{stic evaluation cannot be made wichout c.':lnstdering the 
contribution of eng1t1esred harriers. 

2. In some of the studies, the percentage of the total water flux 
passing through the repository thdt actually re-f4ches and dissolves 
the waste was assumed to be much higher than iiJ likely (see the 
d.iscussion of the geohydrology disqualifying condition in Section 
6.3.1.1.5). 

3. In all of the studies, a uniform vertical downward fLux at the 
repository level was asaumed. No consideration was given to the 
possible diversion of some or of all the pe:rcolating· water along the 
generally longer, horizontal flo\11 paths by atratigl:'aphic or 
strm:tural features in the rock units belo-w the repository. 

l1. In some of the earlier studies, the thickness of the unsaturated, 
highly sorptive tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills was assumed to· be 
only 100 meters (330 feet) for the calculations of flow time ·and 
radionuclide cram~port. However 1 the thickness of the Calico Hills 
unit below the proposed repository horizon is 100 to 350 meters 
(330 to 1,150 feet) (see Figure 6-2). 

5. None of the studies took credit for the potential drying effoct of 
heat er.titted by the waste on the rocks around the \faste-emplacement 
holes or on water entry into waste disposal containers (see the 
discussion of the geochemistry second favorable condition in 
Section 6.3.1.2.3). 

In combination, the results obtain~d using these conservative 
aasumptione lend confidence to the conclusion that, after site charR."cteriza
tion, the Yucca Mountain site will be shown to meet the postclosure system 
guideline (10 CFR 960.4-l(a)t 1984). 

6.3.2.2.2 Qual1.tstive analysis 

The evaluations against the favorable and potentially adverse conditions 
of the poatclosure technical guidelines show that the Yucca Mountain site 
remains eligible under all of the poatc.losure technical guidelines and is not 
disqualified under any of the ftve postclosure guidelines that contain a dis
qualifying cond:!.tinn (sections 6.3.1.1 through 6.3.1.8). Conclusions about 
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site suitability will '•e reevaluated after site characterh:ation, when addi
tional site data and •_esign information are AVailable. These prellminary 
evaluations lead to dltferent levels of confidence about compliance with each 
postdosure guideline. The level of confidence is the hf\_hest for meeting 
the guidelines on {~ro:dont dissolution, and human interfc ence; it is only 
slightly lo~er for ti":r· guidelines on geochemistry and ro<!·: ::haracteristics. 
The potential of the ·;~ite to meet the guidelines on ge0' •drology, climate 
change, and tectonicu engenders the most uncertainty. r:. no instancet 
how~ver, is the level of confidence. low enough to just'f, a finding that 
Yucca Mountain does not qualify, or is disqualified, wi. h ~espect to any of 
the technical guideline<;. 

Remaining uncertainties in evaluations of the site against the 
postclosure t<::chnical guidelines stem from the scarcity ''·~ data, incomplete 
understanding of certain natural phenomena, and inabillt:.• to quantify the 
likelihood of humun intrusion in the dhtant future. Ge,lerally, the more 
important of these uncerta:f.nties are the potential for rapid ground-water 
flow through fractures and for large rises in the wnter tlble in the presence 
of other potentially adverse conditions at the site. The principal natural 
phenomena for which incomplete understanding leads to unc~rtainty are ground
water flow, expected climatic changes, oxidizing conditions in the un~atu
rated zone. and tectonic processes. These and ot:her phenomena that might 
significantly affect waste lsolation are evaluated in the appropriate 
sections in this chapter. The implications of the potential effects on waste 
isolation are not fully understood at present, although certain preliminary 
observations can be mads. 

Oxidizing conditions sround the wast~ might seem to indicate an 
increased potential for releases of rad ionuclidea from the engineered 
barrier syst:em. although these conditions are not expeeted to cause serious 
problems (see discussion of potentially adverse condition 3 in Section 
6.3.1.2.1+). On the other hand, the current infor::nation about the water flux 
and geochemical retardation at Yucca Mountain suggests that they will 
decrease the potential for releases of radionuclides to the accessible 
environment. As discussed below, the low flux expected for the unsaturated 
zone at Yucca Mountain would incre.aae travel times and limit waste
dissolution rates to extremely low levels. The presence of engineered waste 
disposal containers would provide additional assurance that the oxidizing 
conditions. in particular, will not result in unsatisfactory performance. 

The possibility of adverse effects due to tectonic activity can be 
examined by studying their effects on ground-water flow. The parametric 
analyses by Sinnock ~t al. (1984) included evaluations of performance under 
ground-water fluxes of up to 20 millim~Lers (0.8 inch) per year, which is at 
least 40 times higher than the maximum flux expected at and below the 
repository level. Even such high fluxes did not cause the predicted releases 
of radionuelides at the accessible environment to exceed the proposed 
u.s. Environmental Pt'otection Agency standards. Current estimates of the 
most likely flux passing through the host rock at Yucca Mountain indicate 
that fracture flow is pre."'ently not signlficant and further tectonically 
induced increases in fra,;ture density in the host rock W'ould not be likely to 
affect radionuclide migration. Furthermore, the rocks of Yucca Mountain have 
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been subjected to ac.t1Vrl tectonism for millions of years and are a1.ready 
highly fractured in th 1 units that are brittle enough to fract•.'lt'e, 
Therefore, any increasf' in fracturing is expected to be nlnor, llnle!!s the 
tecton:Lc regtme were tc change drastically, Overall, tectonic procea:ses will 
probably have negl igib~ e effects on flow mechanisms in the ,,bsence of extreme 
and rapi.d cl i.mati.c chnr·g(!!>, 

The effects of possible <:limatlc changes represent v tlrea of concern. 
Possible f.nereases on unsaturated zone flux, increased wa ... <.~:· table altitudes, 
and changeB in tranoport processes in both the unsatura:t:ri and saturated 
zones will be carefully evaluated during sitf'! characterhFlon, To date, it 
appears that poflsi'1le cli.mate changes over the next 10,000 years are unlikely 
to cause signi f'lcant changes in the potential for redionuc.d.de releases to 
the ncc~saibl~ environments, 

Human intrusion mf.ght seem to pre9ent a potential for release of radio
nuclidei:l that would exceed the regulatory limits. In principle, the presence 
of potable ground water beneath the site may induce fut11re generations to 
drilJ near the repository dte to obtain water. HOWt!Vf.. r, no m.ecban!ama 
whereby this drilling could significantly change the total amount of w'aBte 
released to, or transported by, the hydrologic system have been identified to 
date. Mor~over, concern about the potential for human intrusion is dimin
ished by the great depth to the water table. 

In summary, the hydrologi(: conditions alone are believed Co be suf
ficient to compensate for the potentially adverse conditione outlined above, 
Other favorable conditiona for rock characteristics, erosion, and human 
interference reinforce tbe belief tbat the waste-isolation capabilities of 
Yn<..:ca Mountain are not likely to be seriously impaired in the futut"e, 

Tlwl"efore, even though Yucca "Mountain possesses some potentially adverse 
conditi.ona, the current understanding of thes~ cond!lions leads to the ·con
clusion that they will not cause s{gnificant risks for future generations. 
Thifl <:onclusion must be mor.e fitl'illy established by quantitative analyses of 
both the likelihood (when possi.ble) and the coneequences of the potentially 
advenH! conditions. In addition, the satisfactory performance inferred from 
the presence of the favorable conditions currently thought to exist at Yucca 
Mountain must be confirmed with more comprehensive analyses, Proceeding in 
parallel with stte characterization, such analyses would identify the most 
important conditions for consideration and provide a documented and realistic 
assessm~nt of the risks posed by a repoaitory at Yucca Moun~ain. 

6.3.2.3 Summary and conclusion for the qualifying condition on the 
postclosure system guideline 

Preliminary quantitative performance studies support the conclusion that 
a repository at Yucca "Mountain qualifies for site characterization under the 
postdosure system guideline, 10 CPR 960.4-l(a) (1984), because 1t would meet 
the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency standards in 40 CPR Part 191 (1985) 
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if present hydrologi.c, plOlogic, and gC:!ochemical condition~=; (as prea;ently 
understood) persist fot the next 10,000 years. Furthermore, it is tikely 
that the Nuclear Regult~·:ory Commission limits on release ·tales from the 
engineered barrier sysum (i.e., l part in 100,000) could he met. These 
conc.lusions were drawn irom aeyeral indopendent preliminar .!' quantitative 
analyses and qualilativ" judgments basod on site conditiona. 

The effects of pot.ent.ially dlaruptive events or pro,·. $tJes, such as 
climst.e changes, tectonism, extreme e'l'osion, and human int.t.• .terence have not 
all been addressed by quantitative analyses, hut no real s:.ic and likely 
mechanhms for repos.ttory faHure through such events Ot' r .. :cceseea have been 
identified to date. Qualitatively, the Yucca Mountain sit(-. is judged to be 
qualified under all eight of the postclosure technicd guidf.·anes and is not 
disqualified under any of the five guidelines that contain a disqualifying 
condition. This concluBion is supported by the overall balance betW!:!I:!!\ th~ 

favorable and the potentially adverse conditions identified at Yucca 
Mountain. Although the level of confidence about the P.KLstence and the 
efhct of individual slte \'Onditions does vary) the favorehle llBpects of a 
very small water flux and good geochemical retardation con~· ribute to the high 
degree of confidence about th~ ability of the geologic setting to isolate the 
waate. Therefore, the ev.idance does not support a finding that the site is 
not likely to meet the qualifying condition for the postcloaure syst.em 
guideline (level 3). 

6.3.3 PRECLOSURE TECHNICAL GUIDELI~ES 

This section presents preliminary evaluations of the Yucc~ Mountain sit.e 
against the preclosure technical guidelines that require site character
ization for the demonatrati.on of compliance. These technical guidelines arf;! 
related to the preclosure system guideline on the ease end cost of repository 
siting, constructiou, opepJtion, and closure (10 CFR 960.5·-l(a)(J), 1984). 
They are concerned with surface and rock characteristics and hydrologic and 
tectonic conditions. 

6.3.3.1 Surface characterisU.cs (10 CFR 960.5-2-8) 

6.3.3.1.1 Introduction 

The qualifying condition for this guideline is as follows: 

The site shall be located such that, considering the surface 
characteristics and conditions of the site and ~nding area, 
includin surface-water a stems and the terrain the :r:e uirements 
specified iE Section 960.5-1 a 3 can be met during repository 
sit~, construction, operation, and ~losure. 

The surface characteristics technical guideline is one of several pre
closure guidelines under the heading entitled ease and cost of construction, 
operation, <tnd closure. The objectives of this guideline are to ensure that 
(1) adverse surface charac~eristics will, not require any technology other 
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than that reasonably ~vailable for siting, construction, operation, and 
closure of a reposittcy, a.nd (2) the associated costs will no!· be 
unreasonable relative !"O other available and comparable stdng options. 

The concerns to l'e addressed under this guideline an related primarily 
to topographio.:: featuT.t<!i that control placement of or othe~·,./'ise impact surface 
faeilities. Special ueasurea may be necessary for repeal :.oTy construction, 
operation, and o.::losuro in sites prone to period!..:: floodix v locllted in rugged 
ter...-ain, or w.tth other advE!rse surface features. 

This guideline corsists of two favorable cond!tion£1, :me potentially ad
verse condition, ~nd one qualify.tng condition. The Yucc~ Mountain site is 
evaluated with respect to each of these conditions in the tollowing sections, 
and Table 6-)S summarizes the pertinent findings for theA(; conditiomJ. 

6.3.3.1.2 Data relevant to the evaluation 

The candidate locationa that were evaluated as pote11tial sites for the 
surface facilities of the repository are on the eastern side of Yucca Moun
tain (Jackson, 1984). A reference conceptual site was selected for planning 
purposes (Neal, 1985). The data needed to describe Lhe surface character
istics were obtained primarily from 1:24,000 topographic maps with 6-meter 
(20-foot) contour spacing (USGS, 1961) and high-resolution aerial photographs 
(e.g., Figure 2-2). The topographic data were evaluated together with 
surface hydrography in order t:o determine the flood potential along the 
Fortymile Wash drainage basin (Squires and Young, 1984). Geomorphic obser
vations also have been made to determine the relative ages of surfaces and 
thereby allow an assessment of the general stability of these ourfacea during 
the operational period. 

Flood peaks have been estimated for the 100-year, the 500~year, and the 
regional maximum (most intense) floods for the eastern p~:~.rt of Yucca Mountain 
and Fortymile Wash (Squires and Young, 1984). The prediction of the regional 
maKirnum flood was based on data from floods elsewhere in Nevada and in sur
rounding states. The water depths predicted for major channels during flood 
peaks are based on the estimated runoff produced during eKtreme storm events 
and the capacity of the drainage system. 

Assumptions and data uncertainties 

Un(:ertalnty in topographic data originates in the accuracy of the photo
grammetric process and field survey data. The accuracy of topographic data 
requires an evaluation relative to the purposes for which they are used. The 
reference topographic maps (USGS, 1961) comply with National Map Accuracy 
Standards and are adequate for preliminary repository planning. The aerial 
photographs and as~ociated ground-survey control are sufficient to provide 
the higher-detail maps that will be required for construction. The flood 
predictions and regional geomorphic interpretations are partly qual:f.tative, 
but they are based on prevailing scientific methods. No site-specific flood 
or runoff data are currently available for Yucca Mountain. 
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TQble 6-38. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.3.1; surface characteristics (10 CFR 960.5-2-8) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS 

(1) ~aerally flat terrain. 

(2) Generally well drained terrain. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain: surface facilities 
and access routes will be located in areas with 
generally flat terrain. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain: there is a well
established drainage system; porous alluvial soils 
are present and the water table is deep; the area 
will not pond water. 

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE CONDITION 

Surface characteristics that could lead to flOod
ing of surface or underground facilities by the 
occupancy and modification of floodplains, the 
failure of existing or planned ma~de surfaCe
water impoundments, or the failure of ~ngineered 
components of the repository. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is present at Yucca Mountain: arroyo 
drainage system is subject to short periods of 
localized flooding during rare extreme storms; 
potential exists for minor flooding due-to she~ 
flow during infrequent extreme storms, although 
standard drainage control measures are considered 
adequate to protect surface and underground 
facilities. 

QUALIFYING CONDITION 

The site shall be located such that, conside~ing 
the surface characteristics and conditions of the 
site and surrounding area, including surface
water systems and !he terrain, the requirements 
specified in Section 960.5-l(a)(J) can be met 
during repogitory construction, operation~ and 
closure. 

Available evidence does not support the finding that 
the site is not likely to meet the qualifying condi
tion (level 3): surface facilities would be located 
on the flat eastern slopes of Yucca Mouotaia; areas 
are well drained but subject to short periods of 
localized sheet flow during rare extreme storms. 



6.3.3,1,3 Favorable C0 11ditions 

( 1) Generally f1 n ·:. terrain. 

Evaluation 

The reference co·,1ceptual site for the surface fad llties of the 
repository and exploratory shaft is on the eastern side - t' Yucca Mountain 
(Nebl, 1985), The site 19 generally flat And covered Wi':h alluvium derived 
from adjacent highlands. The surface slope 19 leeo thar ~. percent and, in 
several places, lese th\n 3 percent. Thus, even thougb '<!train directly 
above the ares p ... opoeed for the underground facility L rugged with 
established drainage channels, the surface facilities and access Loutes would 
be located in an area of generally flat terrain, 

Access to the surface facilities would be provided by rail and highway. 
Detailed descriptions of the characteristics of these acci!SS routes are given 
in Section 5.3. A major design consideration is protecti.on for the bridge 
piers and abutments that would be built across Fortymile Wash because large 
volumes of water and debris move down the wash during severe storms. The 
necessary drainage control measures are not major, but the bridge piers and 
abutments must be well designed to ensure protection against damage, 

Conclusion 

The surface facilities, shafts, and the access routes to them can be 
located in generally flat areas with alopes of less than 5 percent, 
Therefore, the evidence indicates that this favorable condition is present at 
Yucca Mountain, 

(2) Generally well-drained terrain, 

gvaluation 

The drainage sy11tems at Yucca Mountain are well developed; they ,have 
been identified from topographic maps (USGS, 1961) and aerial photogr6phs. 
The conditions that contribute to effectivt'!; and rapid drainage include. the 
porou~ alluvial soils and the eastward dipping slopes. The average depth to 
the water table is 500 to 750 meters (l ,640 to 2,460 feet) in the Yucca 
Mountain area (Section 6.3.1.1). 

Conclusion 

Yucca Mountain has a well-established drainage system. The consistency 
of slope direction coupled with the evenness of the surfaces, the depth to 
the water table, and the porous nature of the alluvial soils, suggest that 
the area will not pond watet". Therefore, the evidence indicates, that this 
favorable condition is present at 'Yucca Mountain. 1 
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6.3.3.1.4 Potentially .1dverse condition 

Surf ace char ac te r 1 'it ics that coul~d-"l~e~a~d_,t~o'--'t~h~ec-'f~l~o2o~d~i!Yz...~- surf f:t.s! 
..£.E._Underground hc._ilities by the occupancy and modifit.:1tion of flood 
plains, the failu::·..: of existing or planned man-made srface-water 
impoundments, or J_~e failure of engineered components:?_~ t_he reposi-

!£.1:1.. 

Evaluation 

The current reference location for the surfar4_ facil',t v (Neal, 1985) is 
entirely outside the malo-channel flood zones predicted fl.: the 100-year 
flood (Squires and l{oung, 1934). Parts of the referenl!e location would be 
affected by the 500-year and regional maximum floods predi.t:.ted by Squirea and 
Young ( 1984). However, these areas can be protected by 1Jt:andard drainage 
control measures such as channel lining and by diversion doring construction. 
Neither lining nor diversion is expected to be a major co6t. Moreover, the 
repository at Yucc11 Mountain is not expected to contain soy engineered com
ponents whose failure could lead to significant flooding of the underground 
facll.ity. 

The washes emerging from Yucca Mountain have generally steep elopes and 
are capable of moving large volumes of water and debris, including large 
boulders. The prOJ)OSGd ex:ploratory shaft site in Coyote Wash is within 
50 meters (160 feet) of a small colluvial slump debris-flow deposit. Similar 
deposits are probably present elsewhere at Yucca Mountain, and such deposi
tional sites will be avoided in choosing a location for repository structures 
and ventilation shafts. These facilities will not be placed in potentially 
adverse locations; alternatively, drainage control measures will be used. 
Relocation can be accomplished at minimal, cost; if any, likewise, !'rotective 
measures such sa channel lining or diversion are not expected to add signif
icantly to the cost of the repository. There are no nearby existing or 
planned man-made surface-water impoundments that could flood a repository at 
Yucca Mountain. The engineered components of the repository are not likely 
to fail because their design and specifications will be independently 
examined by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and adequate safety factors 
will be used during design, construction, and operation. 

The flooding potential predicted for the Fortymile Wash system is based 
on conditione that can be expected during the rare but extreme meteorological 
events that occur in the area (Section 6.2.1.4). Thea<! predictions are 
derived from data for similar events in the region. The flood-potential maps 
are reasonable first estimates that can be used in planning • and the maps 
will be revised on the basis of additional Ueld geomorphic data. To verify 
the flooding predictions, field inveatigations, including the collection of 
runoff data, are under way. These investigationo ~ill include the mapping of 
areas that were subject to flooding during Holocene time and a calculation of. 
the probable maximum flood (PMF) during site characterization. 

Conclusion 

The arroyo drainage system leading away from Yucca Mountain is subject 
to localized flooding and debriSI flows during rare extreme storms. These 
stcrms could result in floodin$ of the surface or underground facilities due 
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to possihle sheet flf,·~. However, the impacts of this infrequent locaU·..:ed 
flooding can he mit:tg 1ted during repository siting, const·ruction, operation, 
and closure. On tha basis of the potential for sheet ~low, the evidence 
indicRtes that this potentially advl3rSe condition Is present at Yucca 
Mountain. 

6.3.3.1.5 Evaluation and conduaion for the C]ualifying 1<.mdition on the 
precloaure surface characteristics guideline 

Evaluation 
~ 

The conclusions about the suitability of the surface chnractedsCics at 
the Yuc(~a Mountain site ate la['gely qualitative; they a['e baaed on tho engi .. 
neering nnd scientific judgment of the many proJ!esstonal civtl engineer·s and 
geologists who have examined the available topographic, geomorphic, and flood 
potential data for tie site, 

The alluvial area on the eastern side of Yucca Mount ... in is well drained 
but also subject to overflows of water from the existing arroyos during 
extreme storm events (100-year, 500-ye.'lr, Bnd regi.onal maxi.mum floods). As 
indicated hy thei[' tel:urretlc~ intervals, these floods are very infrequent and 
of such short duration that they would not significantly afllect the siting, 
construction, operation, and closure of a repository. The effP.cts of these 
extreme events, as well as debris flows and sheet flow, can be readily 
mitigated using standRrd drainage control mensutes. 

Conclusi_on 

The surface and underg['ound facilities can be located where the surfaoe 
characteristics would not adversely affect either the ease or the cost of 
repository siting, construction, operation, and elosure. The current refer
ence surface facility location is well drained but rnay be Hubject to infre
quent flooda and sheet flow whose impacts can be mitigated easily using 
standard drainage cont.rol measures without incurring major costs. Therefore, 
on the basis of ':he above evaluation, the evidence does not support a finding 
that the site is not likely to meet the qualifying condition for precloeure 
surface characterist.tcs (level 3). 

6.3.3.1.6 Plans for sit<! characterization 

Si te-speci fie meteorological data will be obtained and Rhould allow 
better planning for the drainage control measures chat are needed to ade
quately protect the surface and underground fac1littes, Field investigations 
and laboratory testing to determine soil and bedrock properties will -be con
ducted to determine improved locRtions for the repository surface facilities. 
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6.3.3.2 Rock characteristics (10 CFR 960.5-2-9) 

6.3.3.2.1 Introductic 1 

The qualifying co;Jdition for thiA guideline is as foLlows: 

The sjte shall b~ __ located such that (I) the thicknesf-... '!_nd lateral 
~xtent and the E":.':.araeterlstics and composi.tion ot'_!~c .. 2_•ost rock 
will be suitable_ for accommodation or thf:l undergrouu facility; 
i2) the rel?.ository construction, operation and cloa~_; ~ will not 
cause undue ha~ard to rrsonnel; and (3) the reguir '!l-?.nta specified 
_in Section 960.~-!Ll!)_L) can be met. 

The objecLiv<o of this guideline is to ensure that dul~ consideration is 
given to the host-rock characteristics that may affect (1) the ease and cost 
of repos:l.tory siting, construction, operation, and closuce, and (2) the 
safely of repository workers. Among those characteriatics are the thickness 
and lateral extent of the hoat rock, geomechanical properti.ea that are 
favorable for the sLlbility of unde1ground openings, anC conditi6ns that 
allow the construction of shafts and the underground faci.~.ity with reasonably 
av~ilable technology. 

The preclosure rock characteristics guid~line consists of two favorable 
conditions, five potentially adverse conditions, one dhqualifying condition, 
and one qualifying condition. The evaluations reported below are summarized 
on Table 6-39 for all conditione except the disqualifying condition. 

6.3.3.2.2 Data relevant to the evaluation 

~ummary of available data 

Available data indicl\te- that rock with acceptable characteristics for 
locating an underground 'faci-li·ty are present beneath Yucca Mountain (Sinnock 
and Fernandez, 1982; ,Si~nock et al., 1986; Man sure and Ortiz, 1984). 
Detailed surface mappiiJg. (scott and Bonk, 1984) and core samples from drill 
holes led to the initiAl identification of four potential horizons for the 
underground facility; samples from the potential host rock obtained from core 
samples have been analyzed for mineral conte~t (Blah et al., 1982, 1984) and 
for geoengineering prope{:"tii:!S (!..app:!.n, 1980a,b; Lappin et al., 1982; Dravo 
Engineers, Inc., 1984; Price et al., 1982a,b; Price, 1983). A 
three-dimensional geologic model of Yucca Mountain is presented in Nimick and 
Williams (1984). Additional data are available on borehole and tunnel tests 
and measurements in tuff. (Heafy et al.,·l984; Tyler and Vollendorf, 1975; 
Ellis and Ege, 1976; and Warpinski et al., 1978). 

The relativ_e suitabilities of the four potenti,al horizons have been 
compared on the ~asis of mfnab.ility, excav~t1on stab~lity, max:iimum cq.pacity 
for gross thet"mal loadt,ng, t'l).r-fie ld t;he.qnmiiechanU::~.) responses, Sod 
potential ground .. water. trt~ovel 't"imes (Johjistone .et .1,, ·u~.84). ~eoengtneer1ng 
properties of the four horizons are reported in Tillerson and Nimick (1984). 
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Table 6-39. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.3.2; rock characteristics (10 CFR 960.5-2-9) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS 
c 

(1) A ho~~ ~ock that is sufficiently thick and 
laterally extenaive to allow significant flex
ibility in selecting the depth, configuration, 
and location of the underground facility. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition f 
is not present at Yucca Mountain: significant 
lateral flexibility cannot be claimed until site
characterization data are available. 

(2) A host rock with characteristics that would 
r~quire .rnt.al or no artificial support fer 
underground openings to ensure safe reposi
tory construction, operation, and closure. 

The evidenc~ indicates that this favorable condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain: minimal artificial 
means are required to support similar tuffs at the 
NTS; a similar approach should ensure safe reposi-

• 
c 

tory construction, operation, and closure. ~ 

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE CONDITIONS 

(1) A host rock that is suitable for repository 
construction, operation, and closure, but is 
so thin and laterally restricted that little 
flexibility is available for selecting the 
~~pth, configuration. ~r location of an 
underg~ound facility. 

(2) In situ characteristics and conditions that 
could require e~~tneering measures beyond 
reasonably available technology in the con
struction of the shafts and underground 
facility. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is present at Yucca Mountain: significant 
lateral flexibility cannot be claimed. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: shafts 
and underground facility can be constructed using 
proven, standard methods. 
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Table 6-39. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.3.2; rock characteristics (10 CFR 960.5-2-9) (continued) 

(3) 

Condition 

Geomechanical properties that could necessi
tate extensive maintenance of the underground 
upE:nillg~ a·~ring repository operation and 
c_. _ ;rp. 

(4) Potential for such phenomena as thermally 
induced fracturing, the hydration and dehy
dration of mineral components, or other 
physical, chemical, or radiation-related 
phenomena that could lead to safety hazards 
or difficulty in retrieval during repository 
operation. 

(5) Existing faults~ shear zones, pressnrized 
brine pockets, dissolution effects, or other 
stratigraphic or structural features that 
could co~promise the safety of repository 
personnel because of water inflow or con
struction problems. 

Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

The e~idence indicates that this potentially 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: 
tiona! rock balta and wire mesh are expected 
provide adequate support and require minimal 
maintenance. 

adverse 
con~en

to 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: welded 
tuff is expected to have sufficient physical and 
chemical stability to ensure safety and retrievabil
ity; no potentially hazardous physical, chemical, or 
radiation-related phenomena have been identified. 

The evidence indicates thst this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: an 
unsaturated zone repository i~ not exPected to have 
water in flow, and stratigraphic and structural fea
tures are not expected to ccmpromise safety. 

QUALIFYING CONDITiON 

The ~ite shall be located such that (1) the 
thickness and lateral extent and characteristics 
and compcsition of the hose rock will be suitable 
for accommodation of ~~e underground facility; 
(2) repository construction~ operation. and clo
sure will not cause undue hazard to personnel; 
and (3) the requirements specified in Section 
960.5-l(a){3) can be ~et. 

Available evidence does not support ~he finding ~hat 
ehe site is not likely to meet the qualifying condi
tion (level 3): thickness and lateral extent of host 
rock is expected to provide aQequate, but not signi
ficant flexibility for the lateral layout and 
reasonable flexibility for vertic&! r2pos!tory posi
tioning; no rock characteristics ehat could cause 
undue hazards to personnel have been identified or 
are expected to be encountered. 
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Ground support requirements have been evaluated using mining expedence at 
tunnel excavations 01 the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in forr~ations similar to the 
devitrified, densely welded tuffs of the Topopah Spd•·og Member at Yucca 
Mountain (Dravo Engheera, Inc,, 1984; Tj.bba, 1985; Ortego1 1985)., Sq,all
diameter-heater e.xpf'>:"imenta have been conducted in tuff at one of tltese 
excavations to dete• mine the tharmomecttanical rock prc.1 erties (Zimmerman, 
1983). 

Information from Kendoraki et al. (1984) is used I evaluate the long
tf!l'ID stability oi shotcrete lining tn tunnels. Accide \t st~;~thtics from the 
hardrock metal-mining i.ndustry and from tlte Nevada Tea, :;.i.te excavations are 
used in the discusaic•'l of operation.:~l safety (Schueler, i.985). Infonuation 
on accident experience io. tunnels at the NTS is availabL,. in Dunnam ( 1985) 
and Tibbs (1985). The concepts of the safety orders ptf.lllented in ODE (1981) 
and the California Department of Mines safety orders h&·;s been incorporated 
into the safety standards and enforcement practices nw;.,> used fo-r tunnel 
construction at the NTS, 

Assumptions and datf~ uncettainties 

The analyses of the auitabili.ty of rock characteri~tica are baaed 
primarily on data from Sl,lrfuca reconnaissance and boreholes. No major 
excavations have been made at the Yucca Mountain site, and there is no 
experience with excavations in the proposed horizon elsewhere in the area. 
However, extensive tunnel systems have been excavated in the bedded and 
welded tuffs at Rainier Mesa on the NTS. As part of the Nevada Nuclear Waste 
Storage Investigations Project, in situ experiments have been initiated in 
one tunnel in Rainier Mesa (G-Tunnel) in a welded tuff unit with son:&e 
characteristics that are similar to those expected in the repository horizon. 
Data collected from drill holes have been used in the preliminary stability 
analysifl for the proposed eKploratory shaft (Huatrulid, 1984) which will 
penetrate the potential repositot·y horizons. Data obtained from th.e 
exploratory shaft end related boreholes will significantly expand the 
existing data base that is being used for conceptual design of the repository 
and design analyses, As part of the preliminary conceptual design and 
related work, a study was made addressing how variations in geologic _and 
geophysical properties impact repository planning and design (Oravo 
Engineers, Inc., 1984). New information obtained during site character
ization may lead to some changes in the design of the repository, but theoe 
changes are expected to be within the limits expresse-d in the original 
reference repository design (Jackson, 1984), The thermomechanical modeling 
of the potential repository horizons (Johnstone et al., 1984) is considered a 
preliminary evaluation. Validation of this model and additional modeling_ 
will be addressed during aite characterization. The degree of confidence in 
both the existing data for the site and the analyses made wich the data is 
considered more than sufficient for a preliminary evaluation against the 
preclosure guideline. on rock characte.rtstics. 
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6.3.3.2.3 Favorable c1.~nditions 

( 1) A host rock~ .hat is suffidenlly thlck and latel:,!llY ext en-· 
eiv~ to allow s~;,;nificsnt flexibUity in selectinz__5.,:~e depth, 
~c_9nfiguration. 812_·_~ location of the underground facili_~t· 

Evaluation 

Flexibility in locating the repository is important ,t·,cauae sufficient 
options should be available to construct the undergroun· 1 cacility away from 
areas of geologic anomalies. ahould they be found, N li.nomalies ar$ 
expected, except for mi-1or faults and associated brecciatl, None of these are 
lik{'.ly to have significant adverse affects on mine stabill ··y. Flexibility 
related to waste emplacement :l.n horh:ons other than the Topopah Spring Member 
was discussed tn Section 6.3.1.3 (Poetclaaure rock charac.l;eristics). Thte 
evaluation examines emplacement only in the part of the densely welded, 
devitrified Topopah Spring Member that contains lees than 15 to 20 per~ent 

lithophysae. 

The primary area for locating the underground facil.i.ty ls shown as 
area 1 on Figure 6-24, Area 1 contains relatively few feu.lts and rare fault 
breccias, Available data indicate that rock with acceptable character
istics is present in area 1 1 and could be present in area 2 and perhaps 
outside these areas (Sinnock and Fernandez, 1962; Mansure and Ortiz, 19:84). 
On the basis of detailed surf.ar.e mapping by Scott and Bonk (1984) of the 
possible repository expan&ion areas, area 2 has the greatest potential: of 
containing rock with acceptable characteristics. The surface and a·ubsurfade 
geologic exploration of Yucca Mountain has ca·ncentrated on area 1 and the: 
immediately surrounding area. 

Analysis of a three-dimensional computer graphics model of Yucca ~oun1 
ta.in (Nimick and Williams, 1984) indicates that area 1 contains approximately 
890 hectares (2,200 acres), although minor faults and breccia and blocks 
rotated to steep dips may occupy some of the area. Approximately 
749 hectares (1.850 acres) of area l are potentially usable on the basis of 
the disqualifying condition for erosion, which requires a 200-meter 
(656-foot) overburden. The acreage required for a repository that is 
designed to accomodate the equivalent of 70,000 metric tons of heavy metal 
(MTHM) is approximately 616 hectares (1,520 acres) (Mansure and Or~iz. 1984), 
suggesting that additional acreage outside area 1 may be needed for sig~iti
cant lateral flexibility in repository design. Area 2, a primary area for 
extending the underground facility from area 1, contains about 910 hectares 
(2,250 acres) and is similar to area 1 in fault density, Data for area 2 
are limited to those obtained from surface mapping e.nd extrapolation of drill 
hole data obtained mai.nly in and around area 1. If extension of the 
underground facility from area ! is required to provide lateral flexibility, 
additional geologic characterization will be required to determine how much 
of th:l.e area is usable. Area 3 contains approximately 162 hectares 
(400 acres). Small portions of this area could violate the disqualifying 
condition requiring zoo- metf!rs (656 feet) of overburden. Area 4 contains 
approximately 607 hectares (1,500 acres) and also may have rock character
istics similar to the other areas, but fewer data exist for this area. 
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Figure 6-24. Potential repository expansion areas. Area 1 is the primary area 
for the underground facility. See text for detailed discussion of areas 1, 2, 
3, q, 5, and 6. Cross section A-A' is shown on Figure 6-25. 
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Portions of area 4 •·rqld also violate the disqualifying condition for 
200 meters (656 fe(~t) pf overburden. Area 5 contains aho<~t 202 hectarea 
(500 acres), ~nd area, contRins 1,072 hectares (2,650 ac~es), Area 6 hae a 
very complex fault atr"cture with steeply dipping faulLs, end part of area 6 
may nol meet the 200-m:>tet• (656-foot) overburden requireme1 t, 

The repository en1elope is conservar.ively assumed to u.quire 45 meters 
(1.48 feet) (Mansure m.d Ortiz, 198l!), Basic requirement:.1 fl)r the potential 
host rock are the preHence of stiffictent overburden and ~ ouffldent. thick
nesf't of suitable host rock to contain this envelope. Ma''Eo 1re and Ortiz 
(1984) Ahow thttt thf! approximate thickness of the preEer. ~,1 host rock 1s on 
the order of 100 to 175 meters (330 tc 575 feet) W'ithin .:.: ·,a 1. The over
l>urden at Yucca Mo•mtain, as discussed in Section 6.3,1.5 (.~rosion), is more 
than 100 meters (9114 feet) over about 50 percent of area 1. tn area I, the 
thickness of t.he relatively lit:hophyaee-free part of tlh: densely welded 
Topopah Spring Member variea greatly; however, it is expe<:tad to be more than 
adequate for locating the underground facility. 

To dat:e, a value of IS to 20 percent hns been uaed tc differentiate be
tween the lower portion of the Topopall Spring Member, which is relatively 
free of lithophyaae, and the upper portion, where lithophyaae are more 
abundant. At loW' percentages, lithophysae have little effaet. At high per
centages lithophysae could change the thennomechanical properties of the 
rock, possibly to the point that roinability and ground-support requirements 
may be affected. Although the preferred horizon 1e expected to have less 
then 15 to 20 percent lithophysae, this does not imply that tbe underground 
facility must be placed in host rock W'ith less than 15 to 20 percent 
lithophysne, but only that host rock with lower lithophyaae content may be 
preferable. The effect of lithophysae content on thermal pi:'operties of the 
host rock will be investigated during site characterization. 

Figur.e 6-25 shows a cross section, A-A', through area 1 a-nd tb~ possible 
location of the underground facility, The preferred hO!H rock is near the 
base of the unit marked Tpt. The basis for choosing this unit and other 
borizons considered as potential repository horf.zons are discuaaed in 
Chapter 2 and in Section 6.3.1.3 (Postclosure rock characteristics). In 
locating a preliminary horizon that represents the underground-facility 
volume, Mansure and Ortiz (1984) considered the dip and thickness of the host 
rock, the lithophysal content, and cverburden requirements. The preliminary 
choice of ho~izon, shown in Figure 6-25, may change during site 
characterization. However, a single surface should be available that will 
satisfy all current design criteria. The strike and dip of the underground 
facility envelope (N 11° W, 5° E) will not result in grades too steep for 
wRste-handling equipment. The strike and dip of the fmrfe.ce assumes a 5° 
east slope and a 1° north alope. Data gathered during site characterization 
will be used to determine whether the lateral extent of the host rock is 
sufficient to allow the position of the underground facility to be 'more 
nearly horizontal. 

Conclusion 

The potential host rock at Yucca Mountain is sufficiently thick to 
provide slgnificant verti.cal flexibility in the placement of the underground 
facility. The prima~y repoai.tory area which has to date been the focus of 

' . 
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exploration, provides limited lateral flexibility. Contiguous arelhi appear 
to have some rock that may be suitable, but additional exploration Will be 
necessary t:o claim Edg1 ificant lateral flexibility. Then!fore, the evidence 
indicates that this f~<orable condition is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

(2) A hoat ro.ck_~-d.th~haracteristics that would reqt:: . .£E. .. minimal 
or no artificial, .mpport for underground openings to tr.sure safe 
repository constr:.~tion, operation, and closure. 

F.vaJuntion 

Artificial support for underground openings is routJ:.1 ty used to ensure 
the stability of tlJ.e openings and the safety of wot·kers. !'he requirements 
for such artificial support Dre estimated by engineering judgment, experience 
gained from eY...:.aval:ing rock types with similar characterL''ics, and calcuJ.a ... 
tiona that simulate the expectRd rock behavior. 'l'he analyrli!B and judgments 
used to support the conclusions of this section were developed from available 
core-property data, el(trapolattona based on rock-msss clallsification tech .. 
niques, finite-element analyses of the mine.d openings, and rninability 
asse~dme.nts. 

Techniqueea for classifying rock masses use compilations of existing 
underground-support practi-r-e~ categorized according to param~ters recognized 
as important, to estimate the required support for underground openings. 
These techniques are extremely useful in the preliminary design or 
feasibility stages of a project because they allow designers to make rationa..l 
and generally conservative judgments about expected conditions. The rocks of 
the Topopah Spring Member have been assigned a range of rock-mass quality 
values bused on available core data. Two widely used classification 
techniques were applied (Dravo Eugineers, Inc., 1984); (1) the Council for 
Sdentific and Industrial Research Classification System and (2) the Norges 
Geotekniske Institute Classification System. The rock-mass classifications 
dHrived from theae two systems cover a range of values. A conservative 
approach to support design was taken by choostng conservative ranges for the 
input parameters. Given the assumption of a 6-meter (20-foot) span and the 
classificat.ton values, ground-support requirements can be estimated (Dr avo 
Engineers, Inc., 1984) for the full range of expected conditions. The 
expected support requirements include (1) 2.5- to 3-meter (6- to lQ~font) 
long fully grouted rock bolts on a 1.5-meter (5-foot) grid spacing W'ith steel 
wire mesh covering the rock surface for safety; (2) possibly shorter supple
mental bolts added on a staggered grid spacing; and (3) in some instances 
5 to 7 centimeters (2 to 3 inches) of shotcrete applied to rock surfaces. 

There is no direct experience with excavation support requirements in 
the Topopah Spring Kember at Yucca Mountain. However, these support require
ments can be compared with experience in similar tuffs at the Nevada Test 
Site (NTS). The geologists and engineers familiar with tunneling and ground
support requirements for the welded Grouse Canyon Member at G-Tunnel at 
Rainier Mesa have suggested that the support requirements for the welded 
Topopah Spring Member at Yucca Mountain are likely to be similar (Ortego, 
198:5). The ground-support practice experience .~or the Grouse Canyon Member 
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haa been documented (Onego, 1985), and consists of 2.5-meter (8 ... foot) epoxy 
grout-anchored rock be;Lts on a 1 by 1.3 meter (3 by 4 foot) spac.ing, eupple
mented by wire mesh, ,~or the section of the tunnel that \1,a,s been documented, 
Ortego (1985) noted that this Bllpport practice has proven to be adequate to 
date -with no stabilitv problems in the three years since \ •,,nnel construction. 

The estimated g; ound-support requirements for a reF•E1~.tory at Yucca 
Mountain are con.side.red to be minimal in comparison with -::he ground support 
us~d in similar utlderground construction projects. For , tvil -works such as 
tunnels, underground rail stations, and po-wer plants, tIE support require
ments for excavation f!.tability are desi.gned with safet, factors that are 
several times lar~er tnan would be used for a mine or tt,~·,, .wrary excavation. 
Rock bolts .and 1o1ire mesh are typically considered to be t~oe minimal support 
for civil works projects, if for no reaBon other than wot·ker safety. Major 
support requirC'.ments, such as riteel seta or reinforced Cli•1crete, are not 
expected to be required at Yucca Mountain except perhapF.: in special areas, 
such as access ramps, shaft openings, end fault zones. The use of rock 
bolts, -wire mesh and, in some :f.nstanc.aa, shotcrete sprayed on walls haa the 
advantage of easy maintenance over an extended time, f1·rther ensuring the 
stability of mine openings through repository closur~. 

ln estimating the support requirements for a repository, it is neceaaary 
to consider variations in room size as well as the streasea and displacements 
expected to result from the heat emitted by the waste. Variations in room 
sizes directly affect the atresses around openings, HE!at-related stresses 
caused by waste emplacement have been predicted by numerical-analysis 
techniques. The preliminary analyses completed to date indicate that the 
~tresses and displacements that are expected to result from the heat emitted 
by the waste would not lead to significant stability problems in the drifts 
(Johnstone et al., 1984). ConEtdence in these analyses is based on mining 
experience and field tests in similar devitrified, densely welded tuff in 
G-Tunnel at Rainier Mesa. A conservative design approach might, however 1 

include additional rock bolts along the drift walls to offset the expected 
lateral expansion of the rock mass in response to the heat. 

Long-term stability considerations for excavations in tuff must also 
include possible detrimental effects of the emplacement environment on the 
elements of the support system. For the emplacement drifts at Yucca Mountain 
two such considerations could be important: temperature effects on the rock 
bolt anchor system or shotcrete and corrosi.on effects on the rock bolts. The 
temperature field induced by the -waste disposal containers could affect the 
stability of the epoxies t:hat are used at the NTS to anchor rock bolts. 
There are several approaches that could be used to deal with this sit:uation, 
should it be identified as a problem affecting drift stability. One approach 
-would be to use an epoxy with a higher temperature service rating. Other 
approaches i.nclude the use of a full-length-anchored-friction-driven, or 
expanded bolts (such as Split Sets or Swellex) as well as cement-grouted 
bolts (grouted dowel or Perfo) and cement-cartridge-anchored bolts developed 
in Europe where epoxy-anchorad bolts are not accepted as part of permanent 
support. Temperature effects on shotcrete lining, if any are used, would be 
manifested as strength reductions, particularly following a heating-end
cooling cycle. K(mdorski et al. (1984) note that suc.h strength reductions 
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could exceed 25 percent at 205°C (400°F); they indicate, however,. that proper 
mixture and composition can minimize these effec.ts. Any loss of stt<!ngth in 
the shotcrete can be c 1mpensated for by an equivalent prc•portional increase 
in thickness of the sh,·t:crete, 

Corrosion effects on the rock bolts are also a poseib;~ consideration in 
long-term suitability )f the emplacement drifts at Yucca ·•.cJlmtain. A steel 
rock bolt, if subject to condensation or expoaut'e to W'B1'.'l'r vapor, could 
corrode, Isogalvanic coated and hot zinc-galvanized rock ,olta are standard, 
off-the-shelf producte designed to minimize corrosion. 1~ is not clear that 
~inc-galvanized steE'll would prevent corrosion in the emp a.~.ement envirorunent 
at Yucca Mountain; in fact, it could enhance cor rison :llrough cathodic 
behavior of the steel. However, other continga such as n ,:kel, cadmium, or 
epoxy would not be significantly more costly than zinc galvanizing and would 
perform better in inhibiting corrosion. Corrosion is not always detrimental 
to a bolt-type support system; the friction-anchored or ex·panded bolts become 
more effective as the steel corrodes because cort'oaion effectively increases 
the frtctton coefficient. Also, the cement-grouted bolt types ar~ not very 
aensitive to corrosion, because their anchoring capacity is developed over 
the full length of the bolt and the grout protects the stJel from corrosion. 

Final decisions about elements to be used for the gt'ound-support system 
will consider potential chemical intet'actions with the waste disposal 
container components and waste fonu. Additional thermal and chemical 
modeling and testing will be completed during site chara'!terization to 
support .final decisions on ground-support requirements. 

Concluoion 

Excavation experience at the NTS and numerical analyses of the stability 
of repos:ltory-sized openings suggest that an underground facility in the 
Topopah Spring Member at Yucca Mountain will require minimal artificial 
ground support for safe construction, ope-ration, and closut'e. Therefore• the 
r~vidence indicates that this favorable condition is present at Yucca 
liountain, 

6.3.3.2.4 Potentially adverse conditions 

(l) A host rock that is suitable for repository construction, 
operation, and closure, but is so thin or laterally restric.ted 
that little flexibility is available fat' selecting the depth, 
configuration, or location of an underground facility. 

Evaluation 

The requirements for host-rock thickness and lateral extent have been 
discussed under favorable condition l in this section and under favorable 
condition 1 of Section 6.3.1.3 (Postclosut'e rock chat'acteristics). Theee 
discussions noted that most exploration has been limited to a portion of the 
Yucca Mountain site that is designated as area 1 in Figure 6-24. In most of 
the UBable portion of area 1, the thickness of the low lithophysal portion of 
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the potential hose rc··k averages mora than 3 times the value (45 ro.~t.ters or 
148 feet) uRed as t!. (·onset'Vative estimate of tl1e envelope needed for the 
underground facility. Such a thickneaa. .!.9 jlldged to p~:ovide significant. 
flexibilily in selecting the depth of the repository. 

The analyses further indic . .eto that area l has a usahle area of approxi
mately 749 hectares ( 1,850 acres). Present wasta invent;r' lea and repository 
design concepts (Mansura and Orliz, .\984) ind.icate tt,ct approximately 
616 hectares (1 1 520 .Jeres) 1a required for a repository, Gompariflon of theae 
areas shows that th(l primary area contains slightly mol. usable area than 
that required for a repository, but Lf cond.itlons are ~Cl .nd to be unaccept
able in some of t.h:la area, then fledbllit.y in the ht r.1t placement. of the 
repository could be c•)nsidered l.tm.Hed. Analysifl of w tsting site data 
prov.!.des confidence that several cont:lguoue areas (are."'~t 2, 3, and 4 in 
Figure 6-24) could also contain suitable host rock. Area 2, the prefened 
expansion tlrea, contains 910 hectares (2,250 acres). The auitllbility of 
these additional .areas can be confirmed only by site cha-:·actarization. 

Condusion 

The host rock at Yucca Mountain is sufficiently thick to provide signif
icant flexibility for selectf.ng the depth of the underground facility. The 
primary area, which h$6 been the t9cus of explq~ation, provides limited flex
ibility in lateral placement. Site characterization may expand the usable 
area, thereby allowing fledb:llity it1 latera.! placement of the repository. 
How-ever, considering only the primary area, this potentially adverae 
condition is present at Yucca Mountain. 

(2) In situ characteristics and conditions that could require 
!!!S.!.neering measures beyond r-easonably available· technology in 
the construction of ·the shafts and undergrou~;~d faciUty. 

l~valuation 

Detailed ground-stability studies indicate that the Topopah Spring 
Member has no known in situ characteristics that cannot be successfully con
trolled by proven mining methods. The rock characteristics, as well as the 
design layout and development plan, are such that t.he underground facility 
can be d«>vf"loped by con\7entional mining methods (Dra\70 Engineers Inc., 1984). 
From the limited work don~ so far, it appears that mechanical mining could be 
used for repository construction in the Topopah Spr:lng Member. 

As discussed under favorable condition 2, it is likely that the reposi
t.Jry drifts and underground openings can be adequately supported by conven
tional rock bolts and wi·re mesh. The discussions under potentially adverse 
condition 5 describe tunneling experience in similar de\7itrified, densely 
welded tuffs at Rainier Mesa that support this conclusion. The rock-bolt and 
wire-mesh support is minimal in comparison with the supports that are used in 
civ:U works projects such as highway tunnels or underground power stations~ 
Steel, shotc:rete, or both would be used at Yucca Mountain only if underground 
observations suggest t.hat euch support is nec.essary possibly, for example, at 
fault-zone interaections or drift interaeclions. The proposed ground support 
is w-ithin established technology (Dravo Engineers Inc., 1984). Shafts would 



be constructed by a'¥at•dard excavation techniques and lined with concrete 
(Hustrulid, 1984). 

Most of the repo<J!tory would be located more than 200 meters (656 feet) 
above the water t.ablH (Fig1,1re 6-26). Experience in tunn•!.A at the Nevada 
Teot Site (NTS) indicr,t~s that, if perched ..,.ater is encu1:ntered, the flow 
will probably be small and should diminish rapidly. Dril. nolea in and near 
the site have not idC! )tified perched water at elevat!oOfl .hove the base of 
the Topopah Spring Mer.~bcr (Section 6.).1.1.3), 

Cono.olusion 

There are no !nd!c~tions that the in situ conditions < .. Jd characteristics 
would require engiileering measures beyond reBsonably a~qilable technology. 
The shafts and undergrou(l.d facility can be constructed using proven 
technology anJ standard ,Jnethods. Therefore, the eviderJC\\ indic.F.Itl'!s that 
this potentially adverse .condition is not present at Yucca .Mpuntain. 

(3) Geornechanical eroperpea th~t could necessi~~_lxtensive 
maintenance of the 'underground openings during rerosito~y opera-
~ and closul':"e. '! 

':• 

Evaluation ,;i . ;~, 
,/·' '\:. 

The pot.ential ho'St ro~k is -more thBn 200 'meters (&'56 ~~eet) (see 
Figure 6-19) below the ground StfdBce. At this depth" it wo~ld not be 
affected by weathering or Surfsct! wn.ter. A rectangulS'·r underg~puod opening 
with an arch-shaped roof 1..s expected to provide a stable opening t.n the 
Topopah Spring Membet'. Localized, minor spelling may' oc.cur ncar corners and 
on ..,.alls beca1.1se of stress rel:f.ef or the intersection of joints.' Johnstone 
et al. (1984) noted that although modeling suggested that euch fractures 
could develop in G-tunnel,. none were, in fact, ob•erved. As shown in Figure 
6-25, most major faults occur outside the planned repository bound4ries. As 
discussed under potentially adverse condition 5, the eKperience in :a similar 
formation at Rainier Meu~.a suggests that minor fault zones at the Yucca 
Mountain site could be ti!:v,~;sed by using standard mining and ground Bupport 
technology. Ho..,.ever, considerable dati) from: site characterlzatt:on are 
required to confirm this conclusiQn. 

The shafts or access rBmpn of the·-.. ;-epodtory will penetrate the upper 
membera of the Paintbrush Tuff Formation. A study using the Council for 
Scientific snd Industrial Research and the Norgea Geotekn!ske !na.fitute rock
mass classification systems indicated ,<Jevl'!ral alternative schemes for 
ground-support arrangements (Dr avo Engineers, Inc., 1984); all of these 
arrangements use conventional techniquea and equipment. The in situ con
ditions are such that excavation stability can be maintained with con
ventional rock bolts and wire mesh. This type of ground support requires 
limited maintenance, end dry conditions in the repository will r~duce cor
rosion problems with the rock bolts or wire mesh sod • in poor rock con
ditions. shotc.rete. The use of an archedp·roof opening would reduce street~ 
and lends stability to the rock mass, further reducing support-maintenance 
requirements. Thust stable· conditione should ·.continue through. 'epoeitor.y 
closure. Because of the long operBting life of the repository (assumed to be 
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Figure 6-26. Total thickness of unsaturated zone from disturbed zone (located 
50 meters ( 164 feet) below ·repository midplane) to water table. Modified from 
Sinnock et al. (1986). 
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90 years), some mainr:anance of underground openings will be require.d. The 
maintenance would be routine and well within the limite of existing pract1.ces 
and tachnology. Tho .. herroal stresses resulting from he£\t.ing after waste 
emplacement are not e1 .. pected to significantly affect the ste.bility of the 
mined openings, althou'!(h som(l very localized deformation m~ght occux· (Section 
6.3.1.3). 

Conclusion 

The geomechan'i.cal behavior of the rocks at Yucca Mou·•toin provides an 
inh~:~rently stable condition thllt will not require exten: hn maintenance to 
keep the underground openings in a aerviceable condition ,·or the operating 
life of the repository. Therefore, the evidence indica es that this 
potentially advers. .. ~ condition is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

(4) Pot~ntial for such phenomena as thermally_~,l,!duced 

fracturing! the hydration and dehydration of m.i.neral.~~mponents, 
or other physical, chemical, or radiation-related ph~~~a that 
could lead to safety hazards or dHUculty in rett·itval during 
.!!.P.ository operation. 

Evaluation 

Johnstone et al. (1984) have evaluated the stability of underground 
openings in the densely weldEd tuff of the Topopah Spring Member, and the 
response of the tuff to excavation and thermal effects. These preliminary 
studies included near-field mechanical and thermomechanical finite-element 
code calculations, rock~·mstrix property evaluation, and rock-mass 
classification. They considered the physical, thermal, and mechanical 
properties specific to the Topopah Spring Member; the existence of individual 
sets of fractures; and the expected in situ stress. The results were com
pared with the behavior of existing underground openings in similar 
devitrified, denaely welded tuff at the N'I'S. The results indicate that 
( 1) the mined opetlings are expe.cted to remain stable through repository 
closure, and (2) the effects of thermally induced fracturing are very local
ized, being limited to the immediate vicinity of the waste emplacement holes 
and the periphery of the drifts. 

Preliminary estimates pred1.ct a potential for rock-matrix fracturing in 
the immediate vicinity of the waste emplacement hole, but this fracturing 
should extend no more than 10 centimeters (4 inches) into the rock. The 
potential for block movement along minor joints or faults intersecting the 
hole wall is currently under investigation. No structural degradation has 
been observed in two small-diameter-heater tests conducted in tuff at 
G-Tunnel (Zimmerman, 1983). The effect of localized sloughing of the hole 
walls on waste retrievability could be minimized by using a steel liner in 
the waste emplacement hole. 

No minerals present in significant quantities in the repository horizon 
are aueceptible to thermally induced dehydration, hydration, or radiation
related phenomena. Bish et al. (1984) summarize the distribution of minerals 
in the tuffs at Yucca Mountain a.nd state that about 98 percent of the pro
posed repository host rock is made up of alkali feldspar, quartz, tridymite, 
and cristobalite, which are not subject to thermally induced dehydration or 
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hydration, The prop(l3ed repository horizon contains 1 percent or less of 
smectite (Bish et al •. 1984) and is generally not zeoltti~~ed (Bish ~t al., 
1982), Thus, there :i.~ little pot~ntial for the hydratio~~ or dehydration of 
minerals that could l •."feet the safety of repository operation or cause 
problems with waste t'(~.rievd, Cristoba.l!te exhibite an ;"'.p-hB-to-bete phase 
transition between 23."· and 260°C (455 and 500°F) in conL led tests (Lappin, 
1980s), which is reLI-!ct~d by a slight increase in the i u~rmsl expansion 
coefficient. Becausr, of the transform..ation temperature this transition 
would be expected only in the very near-field of the ·aste disposal 
container, The thernomechanical studies us~ thermal e>. )10 o1sion coefficients 
that account for this behavior; they predict no additi• n.il rock fracture 
beyond the 10 centimetHS (4 inches) ;:oeported above. 

Conclusion 

The welded tuff at Yucca Mountain is a physically an-;1 chemically stable 
rock that will be little affected by repository condition~;, About 98 percent 
of the potential host rock consists of alkali feldspar, quartz, tridymite, 
and c.ristobalite, all of which are nonhydrous minerals~ <':urrently, the rock 
is frscr:ured, and any additional thermally induced fractu·ring will be minor 
6nd will not create a safety hazard or produce difficulty in waste retrieval, 
should retrieval be necessary. Therefore, the evidence indicates that this 
potentially adverse condition is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

(5) Existing fau.l ts, shear zones, pressurized brh~~ckets, 
dissolution effects, or other stratigraphic or structural 
features that could comeromise the safety of t·epository 
personnel because of water inflow or construction problems. 

Evaluation 

Artificial support for underground openings is routinely used to ensure 
the stability of the openings and the safety of workers, The requirements 
for such artificial support are estimated by engineering judgment, experience 
gained from excavating rock types with similar characteristics, and cslcula
t:lons that simulate the expected rock behavior. The analyses and judgment~ 
uaed to support the conclusions of this section were developed from available 
core-property data, extrapolations based on rock-mass classification schemes, 
finite-element analyses of the mi. ned openings, and minabtlity aseessments. 

The hydrogeologic conditions of the region and site: are described in 
Section 6.3.1.1. Data on water levels in drill holes within and near the 
site are shown on Figure 6-3. Naturally occurring perched water of any 
significance have not been identified in existing drill hole~, and no pres
surized water zones have been encountered. Only very small amounts of water 
are expected to seep into excavated drifts by gravity drainage. 

Even though faults and associated shear zones exist at Yucca Mountain, 
the preferred repository area is expected to be minable with standard 
equipment (Dravo Engineers, Inc., 1984) (see favorable condition 2). Rock 
with similar mechanical properties has been excavated at the G-Tunnel complex 
in Rainier Mess using comparable methods of excavation and grou·nd control. 
Tibbs (1985) haa documented tunneling eJCperience in the welded Grouse Canyon 
Member at G-Tunnel. A nearly vertical fault with at least 1 meter (3 feet) 
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of vertical diaplacement w-as encountered during tunneling sctivittes in the 
welded Grouse Canyon Memher in G-Tunnel. No comments were noted br the 
mining inspector in hi.G .Jaily log; the lack of comments htdlc~ttes t~hat 

tunneling conditions had not varied appreciably. The fauH zone was not 
noted until the tunnel h.ad advanced about 6 meters (18 fet1t) beyond the 
fault. Th~ fault brough~ welded and nonwelded tuff togethe~ along a nearly 
vertical contact; no wal<!r influx was noted. The inspecLi.: 1 record showa 
that the area of the tuJnel with the fault was initially m1;,~=.,~ on November 
19, 1981. Preliminary / .• 5-meter (8-foot) rock bolts were ; ··stalled in the 
fault~d area on Nove.tnber 20, 1981, and then on February 11 1982, r.oughly 
3 months later, 5-metor (16-foot) resin-anchored hardenint .lck bolts were 
installed on a t.J by 1.3 meter (4 by 4 foot) pattern acre. 8 the back in the 
nrea adjacent to th1~ fault. There was no record that th<'.! ~aulted area 
produced ground-support problems, and no special bolting Wi.HJ f.nstalled in the 
area of the fault. The conclusion drawn by Tibbs 0985) is that the crosein$ 
of the nearly vertical fault with fit least 1 meter (3 fe,~··) of vertical 
displacement did not result in the need for any special g·{ound support in 
excess of the standard methods used in the drift where no f.:~.ulting occurred. 

Because there may be a need to expand the repository bound$ries 
laterally to increase flexJ.bility (see fuV"orable condition l) 1 Dr avo 
Engineera 1 Inc. (1984) has evaluated the potential for mining thrQugh the 
faults and fault zones that bound parts of the primary repository area at 
Yucca Mountain. Limited data show that the boundaries of the primary 
repository area (area 1) could be traversed using standard minirig and 
support technology. However, considerable site characterization is required 
to confirm this analysis. According to Dravo Engineers, Inc. (1984) and 
confirmed by the Rainier Mesa tunneling experience described above, drifts 
across the minor fault zones found within the primary ate.a cai1 be excavated 
\~ithout uAing unuAUAl or unAA.fe c.onAtruc.tion prac.tic.es. lncreaaed ground 
support c.ould be provided in these areas, or in any areas with less stable 
rock. to further reduce any potential hazard to workers. 

Potential Hazards to Excavation Workers 

To evaluate the potential hazards to excavation workers at Yucca 
Mountain, excavation experience in the welded and nonwelded t•1ffs at the NTS 
that have been us~d for weapons-effect testing has been examined. The safety 
recorda show that such excavations can be carried out with min~.mum adverse 
effects on worker safety. The safety record can be quantified through the 
use of incidence rates for worker injury that were associated with time away 
from work. To assess the relative level of safety for tunneling operations 
at the NTS, the incidence rates for NTS operations con be compared to injury 
incirlence rates for similar mining operationfl. Such a comparison is 
presented in Figure 6-27. The industry category that 1.s most similar to 
excavation conditions in the tuffs at N'l'S is the category of hard-rock metal 
mining. The data preGented in Figure 6-27 are based upon industry average 
data compiled by the National Safety Council and data for NTS operations 
compiled by Reynolds Electric and Engineering Co., the U.S. Department of 
Energy contractor for excavation operations. The data presented in 
Figure 6-27 clearly indicate a significantly better safety record for NTS 
tunneling operations than is typical of industry practice. While the 
industry average incidence rate is lower now than it was 20 years ago by a 
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Figure 6-27 • Incidence rate of injuries in tunneling operations at the 
Nevada Test Site compared to industry averages for hard-rock metal mining, 
Modified from Schueler (1985), 
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factor of about 2, NTS operational safety record is still lower than the 
industry average by a btctor of about 3. For the pa.'lt 10 yee:rs, NTS practice 
which heavily emphasi:.>:c·~ worker safety, has resulted in an average injury .. 
incidence ratl'l of less ,.han 1 injury per year per 100 employees. 

Ther€! are aeveral possible reasons for the differencf-' between industry 
average and observed N~'S incidence rates. One possible re.~l3on is that safety 
standards and enforc•!r,,~nt practice ut the N1'S are probabl ;v more stringent 
than is typical of tbi! mining induBtry. NTS practice :i '.!ilrporates the 
conct~pts of Mine Sufety and Health Administration, Califol•lia Department of 
Mines safety orders, and DOE Order 5480.1 on safety ord€.:5 (DOE, 1981) and 
uses the most stringent governing standards from these re:._} lations. Another 
possible reason is that whereas standard mining pructice IT ;at be production 
oriented to be economi.ca.l, the tunnels at the NTS are dentgned and con
structed for long-tel·m l'lerviceability and stability. Yet another possible 
reason is that mining operations typical.l.y deal with pot~!ntislly unstable 
ground conditions because of the emplacement mode of tht! minerals being 
excavated. It is not possible to determine from the data .ln Figure 6-27 the 
relative importance o( theBe three possible reasons for the difference in 
safety at the NTS as compared to the industry average. Ho:.o~ever, it is cleat' 
that all or any of these roasons provide aupport for the conclusion that 
tunneling in the various tuff formations at NTS, following existing NTS 
practice, is signHicantly safer than hard-rock metal mining in the industry 
as a whole. 

Specific excavation experience in G-Tunnel at the NTS is of interest 
because part of the G-Tunnel experience involves a welded tuff, th~ Grouse 
Canyon Member. Engineers and geologists familiar with excavation in the 
welded Grouse Canyon Member have expressed the opinion that t.he ground sup
port that will be required in the Topopah Sprtng Member at Yucca Mountain is 
likely to be similar to that required in the welded Grouse Canyon Member 
(Ortego, 1985). Accident experience at G- and N-Tunnels at the NTS for the 
pBriod between 1975 and 1985 is summarized by Dunnam (1985). Dunnam states 
that none of the accidents identified in a search of tunnel records could be 
considered to be caused b.Y unstable ground, faulting, or other sucb geolog
ically related conditions. He further observes that this is consistent with 
h1s recollections of the period between approximately 1965 and 1985 for NTS 
operational ex:per::.ence. The one accident that involved the falling of a 
piece of t•)Ck was the result of an oversight in barring down loose rock prior 
to support installation. The accident report in question 5.ndicates that this 
accident probably would not have occurred if the correct NTS mining practice 
had been followed. It is important to note that the reported activities in 
the welded Grouse Canyon Member involved tunneling t.hrough a fault zone with 
l meter (3 feet) of observed displacement (Tibbs, 1985). 

Conclusion 

Faults and shear zones that could compromise the safety of repository 
personnel because of construction problems or water inflow are not expected 
in the primary repository area at Yucca Mountain. The design and layout of 
the underground facility will minimize contact with port.ions of the host rock 
where minor faults and t~hear zones are identified. There is no indication 
that pres~urized brine pockets, evidence of dissolution, or significant 
accumulations of water or toxic gases are present in the repository horizon. 
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!lenc.e, no other conditions that could compromisE: the safety of repc:-.sitory 
personnel are expected. Safety records for excavation 1:1 cuffs at the NTS 
show that s1.1ch work .as been carried out for more thsn 2:0 years with an 
incidence of tnjurief that is well below comparable industry averages. 
Therefore, the eviden.:e indieates that this potentially R•lverse condition is 
not present at Yucca •'U:luntain. 

6.1.3.2.5 Disqualifying condition 

The site shall be disqualified if the rock c~~:.~ ·~tics are 
such that the act.witias associated with repositor:i: ~_,.,ostruc
tion, operaLon, or closure are predicted to cause flil!.niflcant 
risk to the ~ealth and safety of personnel, taking ~~to account 
mitigat.l.ng measures that 1.1se reasonably availsbl~!'::~nology. 

Evaluation 

The current data base for the geoangineering properties of the potential 
host rock consiSts of the re8ults of lBboratory tests on core samples fr0111 
Yucca Mountain and Rainier Mesa (Lappin, 1980a,b; Lappin ~tal., 1982; Price 
et al., 1982a,b; Price, 1983). Rainier Meaa and Yucca Mountain are both com
posed of layered volcanic rocks, and recent measurements on core samples from. 
densely welded tuffs from both sites indicate that the mechanical properties 
of the rock matrix are similar; however, it should be not~d that a large part 
of G-Tunnel contains nonwelded tuffs. Excavations in G-Tunnel beneeth 
Rainier Mesa and planned excavstions at Yucca Mountain are similar with 
regard to overburden loadings, opening dimensions, and excavation methods. 
Becau~e of the~e similarities, field observations, tests and experience in 
G·-Tunnel can be used to support decisions related to the safe construction, 
operation, and closure of a repository at Yucca Mountain. 

The in situ stress state affects the stability of openf.ngs. Stress 
mi!Beurements from rock units below the water table at Yucca Mountain were 
uoed to calculate ratios of vertical stress to the minimum horizontal stress. 
The results show ratios of up to 1.1 (Healy et al., 1984), with a mean of 2.2 
fo!" 6 measurementn and a standard deviation of 0.4. No reliable stress 
measurements have been made on the unsacurated zone or on the potential host 
rock. The stress ratios for tuffs in G-Tunnel have a mean of 2.7 and a 
standard deviation of 1.3 for 67 measurements (Tyler and Vollendorf, 1975; 
Ellis and Ege, 1976; Warpinaki et al., 1978). G-Tunnel is generally supported 
only with rock bolts and wire mesh. In the more than 10 years of tunnel 
operation, the stresses have not resulted in problems in opening stability, 
even when augmented by severe ground mocion from nuclear teste in the tunnel. 

The selection of densely welded portions of the Topopah Spring Member as 
the potential repository host rock ~·as based in part on the average thermal 
and mechanical properties defined for each of the four horizons that were 
considered (Tilleraon and Nimick, 1984). Available data came from approxi
mately 75 thermal conduct!vlt:y tests, 95 thermal expansion tests, 35 
mineralogic and petrologic analyses, 60 mechardcal tests on jointed rock 
samples, and 120 tests of unconfined and 50 pressure-dependent mechanical 
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Johnstone et al. ( '.984) used nonlinear, fin:He-element analyses of ther
momechanical stresses, ~tsndard rock-mass classification oy1tems, and linear 
calculations for mine clesign and pillar sizing to evaluate t:he expected sta
bility of openings. Thir preliminary results indicate th.·1t eKisting mining 
technology can be used to develop stable underground open:l·;~fJ that will allow 
repository operations to be safely carried out from constT ction tht·ough 
cloE;Jre. The experience gained in G-Tunnel at Rainier '-1~:> ·a on the Nevada 
Test Site (NTS) supports this conclusion; it also indicat 'H that only minimal 
support for the opening~. (i.e,, rock b:>lta and wire mesh) '-r,uld be required. 
Minability ASsesstr".!nts (Tillerson and Nimick, 1984), alsl' supported by 
G-Tunnel experience, indicate that controlled blasting can be successfully 
used to excavRLe openings in the densely welded tuff. 

The only other significant physical or chemical phem~•nena known to be 
associated with rock characteristics are related to ventilation-system design 
11nd worker safety. 1'he temperature increases resulting from the .. emplaced 
waste are important in designing ventilation systems and in selecting the 
standoff distance between the drift and the emplaced waste. Excavations at 
the NTS show that explosive or other hazardous gases are not to be expeCted, 
The ventilation system primarily controls dust. Hazards associated with the 
dust will be mitigated by supplying adequate flow volumes and filters to meet· 
safety requirements. Similarly, estimates of low-level radiation from the 
naturally occurring radon released during rock excavation will .be ·used in 
establishing ventilation requirements. Techniques already implemented in the 
uranium mining industry .will be considered, The proper design and ·o'peration 
of a ventilation system based on current technology should readily mitigate 
dust and radiation concerns. 

Tunnel excavation experience in the welded and nonwelded tuffs at -the 
NTS has shown that such excavations can be carried out with minimum adverse 
effects on the health and safety of workers. The NTS safety record wa·s 
quantified and compared to safety records in a similar industry (hard-rock 
metal mining) in Section 6.3.3.2.4. The incidence rate of injuries··at the 
NTS is about a factor of 3 lower than the industry average for har<;l-·rock 
metal mining (Schueler, 1985), 

Conclusion 

Applicable laboratory data, field experience with similar excavations, 
and thermomechanical stress calculations show that activities associated with 
the construction, operation, or closure of a repository at Yucca Mountain 
will not cause significant risk to the health and safety of personnel. 
Therefore, on the basis of the above evaluation, the evidence does not 
support a finding that the site is disqualified (level 1). 
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Table 6-40, A"erage thermal and machanical properties of the 
'l'oJpopah Spring Member 

Propeny 

Thermal conductivity (saturated), W/m-°C 

Th~Hm.Rl conductivity (dry), W/m··°C 

Predehydration.lingar ~~pansion 
coeffichmt. w·· /°C 

Transitian-dehydr!-Gian linear expansion 
coefficient, 10 /°C 

Postdehydration ligear expansion 
coefficient, 10- /°C 

Young's modulus, QPa 

Poisson's ratio 0.14 + o.os 

Unconfined compressive strength, MPa 

Matrix cohesion, MPa 

Angle of internal friction, degrees 

Matrix tensile strength, MPa 

Joint cohesion, MPa 

Coefficient of friction for initiation of 
sliding on joints 

8 Data from Tillerson and Nimick (1984). 

~l<:lue 

J,B I· 0,4 

!.~ ' 0.4 

10.7 + 1.7 (to 200°C) 

31.8 (to 300'C) 

15.5 + J,8 (to 400'C) 

26.7 + ],] 

95.9 + n.o 

28.5 

26.0 

!2.8 + 3.5 

I 

0.8 

6~3.3.2.6 Evaluation and conclusion for the qualifying condition on the 
preclosure rock characteristics guideline 

Evaluation 

The lateral and vertical extent of the potential repository host rock at 
Yucca Mountain provides reasonable flexibility for the vertical placement of 
the repository, and somewhat limited lateral flexibility for repository 
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placement. Current rt"JOBitory design conct!pts require 616 hectares 
(1,520 acres), and the. primary repository area contains B90 hectares 
(2,200 acres) of which approximately 749 hectares (1,850 acres) are 
considered potentially , 'lable. It may therefore be necessa1·y to extend the 
repository outside the primary area of Yucca Mountain. Cuv·-~·ent information 
indicates that standan' mining and support technology woult· 'le adequate for 
this expansion. 

Previous experience and presently available data (sec' ! -wot·able condi
tion 2) suggest that artHicial-support requirements for 1 'w proposed excava
tion "l'l"ould be minimal an,\ would enable work to be p~rfor!!'f • without undue 
hazard to personnel and at reasonable cost throughout the e 1ti-re repository 
operations cycle, including retrieval, should retrieval be necessary. At 
present, there is no evidence that the geomechsnical pro:-,~rties of the 
Topopah Spring Member will respond to waste-emitted heat in any way that 
would lead to hazardous conditions in the repository that e.')uld affect worker 
safety or preclude was1:e retrievability. 

Conclusion 

The lateral extent of the potential host rock is adequate, but it has 
not been demonstrated to provide significant lateral flexibility for locating 
the underground facility. There is reasonable flexibility for the vertical 
positioning. Furthermore, information obtained to date suggests that lateral 
flexibility is likely to be demonstrated during site characterization. 
Preliminary exploration activities have not identified any rock character .... 
istics that would cause undue hazards t.o personnel. Repository siting, 
construction, operation, and closure can b€! carried out with reasonably 
aV'ai1able technology. Therefore, on the basis of the above eV'aluation, the 
evidence does not support a finding that the site is not likely to meet the 
qualifying condition for preclosure rock characteristics (level 3). 

6.3.3.2.7 Plan~ for site characterization 

Site-characterization actiV'ities will supplement the existing data base, 
both through exploratory borings, access to the proposed host rock, and addi
tional laboratory tests. Construction phase tests will provide in situ 
atress data and shaft convergence data that will be used for design and lay
out of underground facilities. Large-scale tests performed in the potential 
repository host rock during the ln situ phase of exploratory shaft testing 
will supplement the data base by providing information on the in situ rock 
conditions as well as effects, such as fracturing caused by stress and 
temperature. A large-scale heater test is planned to confirm the behavior of 
the host ro('.k in the V'ery near field where the highest temperatures and 
~tresses will be induced. 
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6.3.3.3 Hxdrology (lQ_ CFR 960,5-2-10) 

6.3.3.3,1 Introduct1.n.l 

The qualifying cll,~dititm for thie gu_1del1ne is as fo~_,ows: 

The site !:!hall ~~-.. located such that the geohydrologit. !letting of 
the site will U) be compati.ble with those activi~.!: :._ required 
for repoeitory__construc-.tion, oper~n, and closur~: (2) no~ 
comprom:tse the intended funct~.ons of ~tha shaft line ·s and aeah_L 
and 3 ermit tha re u.irementa tiJ. ec:lUed .in 
Section 960.5-1 a , 3 '0 be~. 

The preclosure hydrology t:.auhn;l.cal guideline is t:!.Ono~rned with t>urfsce 
and subsurfac,:;. water that could affect repoa.itory f!Urfaqe and undergr:ound 
facilit.t.es during construction, operation, and c,losure. Hurfaue waters have 
the potential for flooding the underground facility, ac,~ess raro.ps, and. 
shafts; they could alr<o affect the ease and coat of conatl"ut.:t!ng and operat
ing t:.he surface and support facilities, including trana 1Jortation accea11 
rout:.ea, 

Wat:.er liill be required· .for the conatr;uction, operation, closure, and 
deco~missioning of the rapQs!tory. The subsurface hydrologic conditions will 
have a bearing on the cost. and safett,- of construction, operation, closure, 
and decormnisa!oning. Subsurface wa·ter must not coruprom!l!le the i.ntended 
functions of tho shaft Unetrs a1\d seals. This guideline: relies on technical 
infonuation similar to that.:supporting the guiddine on geohydr;ology (Section 
6.3.1.1) 0 

This guideline consists -of three favorable conditions, one potentiaUy 
adverse condition, one disquaUf.ying condition, and -;>ne qualifying condition. 
The evaluations reported below are summarized in Table 6-41 for all 
conditions except the disqualifying condition, 

6.3.3.3.2 Data relevant to the evaluation 

Water-table altitudes at well·a near the potential repoaitory site range
from about 730 meters (2 1.400· feet) along the eastern edge to about 780 meters 
(2,600 feet) neat" the northwestern edge, along the ridge crest of Yucca 
Mountain (Robison, 1984). Hydrologic test holt!~ near Yucc!

2
Mountain have 

been tescad at yields ranging .from about 6 x 10 to 4 x 10 cubic m~ters 
per second (10 to 600 gallons par minute) (Waddell et al., 1984). Well J-13 
has intennittently 'produced, more than 0.04 cubic meter:-& per second 
(600 gallons per minute), bet.ween 1962 .and 1983 with no effect on watet'""ta.ble 
altitude (Thordarson 1 1983). 

Competing requirements for ground water have been cooaidered. Surface 
water has not been considered for repository or domestic use, because it is 
not generally available in this arid region. Well J-13 and the proposed 
location of repository surface facilities are at the Nevada Teat Site. If 
Yucca Mountain is selected for repository development 1 a per:-ruanent land 
withdrawal will be necessary, and a reservation of water rights is explicit 
in the withdrawal (Section 6.2.1.3), Estimates of water withdrawals and 

{.\ .. h -n 
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Table 6-41. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.3.3; hydrology (10 CFR 960~5-2-10) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS 

(l) Absenc _ _ i aquifers between ~he host rock and 
the land surface. 

(2) Absence of surface--water systems that could 
potentially cause flooding of the repository. 

{3) Availability of the water required for repos
itory construction, opetation~ and.closure. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain: the host rock is 
above the water table. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is not present at Yucca Mountain: there are no 
perennial stream channels that could potentially 
flood the repository; however, rare extreme storms 
could result in flooding of the repository surface 
facility and access routes due to sheet flow. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is present at Yucca Mountain: sufficient ground 
water is expected to be available from nearby wells. 

~QTENTfALLy ADVERSE CONDITION 

GrouGd-water conditions that could requiEe complex 
engineerl.ilg meas·•r-es th2.t are beyond reasonab"ry 
available technology for reposito~y construction, 
operation, and closnre. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: the 
potential repository is above the water table and no 
significant amounts of ground water are expected; 
shafts and boreholes are expected to be adequately 
sealed with available technology. 
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Table 6-41. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.3.3; hydrology (10 CFR 960.5-2-10) (continued) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

QUALIFYING CONDITION 

The s~L~ ~ha1l 9e loc4t~d su=t that the geohYdro
logic setting of the site will (1) be compatible 
with those activities required for rep_ository con
st~uction, operation, and closure; (2) not cOmpro
mise the intended functi~ns of the shaft liners 
and seale; and (3) pe~t the requirements speci
fied in Section 960.5-l(a)(3) to be met. 

Available evidence does not support the finding that 
the site is not likely to meet the qualifying Condi
tion (level 3): host rock is above the water table; 
wells are expected to provide adequate water supply; 
there are no surface-water systems that could flood 
the repository or compromise shaft liners and seals; 
aod transient runoff Will be adequately handled with 
routine drainage control measures. 
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consumption by countie~, and hydrographic regions are included in a ~:~eries of 
water planning reports by lhe Office of the State Engino:our (1971, 1974). 
These eotimates provf(l! a basis for projecting future wafl?r requirements in 
Nevada. Wot.er requiru1ente for the construction, operat:L1)n 1 closure, and 
decommissioning of Lh£- repository have been eatimated on tt·e baeis of the 
preliminary conceptual deaig'c'ISo 'I'he average annual consur, ·-tion of water for 
a 32-year period of r~·pository construction and operation '.,J estimated to be 
about 432,000 cubic '"'"'tera (350 a,".':re-feet) (Morales, 1985' 

Squires and Young (198ft) have made predictions for 1',0·-year, 500-year, 
and regional maximum floods; these predictions, describe L1 Section 6.).3,1, 
have been used in eat.b.liting the potential for flooding s ·dace and under-
ground facilities Fernanduz and Freshley (1984) evaluat·.•d the need for 
shaft liners and seals. Data on ground-watar conditione ~hat are routinely 
encountered a:-,d managed with available technology in mi.1~s is given by 
Loofbourow (1973), 

Assumptions and data uncertainties 

The altitude and configuration of the water table in the ~ucca Mountain 
areo are known rehttively well because numerous boreholes penetrate the water 
table, and water levela have been maaaured precisely (Robison, 1984). 
However, few moisture-content values or other hydraulic properties have been 
measured in the uns.)turated zone, whose characteristics are .therefore leas 
certain. There is uncertainty about the moiature distribution in the 
unsaturated zone, which could dfect sealing concepts. The occurrence of 
perched-water zones at Yuc.ca Mountain was considered in the sealing-concepts 
study (Fernandez and Freshley 1 1984) 1 but as explained in Section 6. 3, 1.1, 
its likelihood is very lmv-. 

Uncertainty regarding 
(Surface characteristics). 
condition 2) is covered in 

flooding potential is discussed in Section 6.3.3.1 
The analysis of surface-water systems (favorable 

Section 6.3.3.1. 

EstimatQS of water use during repository construction, operation, 
closure, and decommissioning are conservative. The effects of increased 
ground-water W'ithdrawal on regional ground-water supplies have some uncer
tainty but are consldered negligible. Even if the estimates for repositor-y 
activities were doubled, the effect on the available water at Yueca Mountain 
would be negligible. 

6.3.3.3.3 Favorable conditions 

(1) Absence of aquifers between the host rock and the land 
surface. 

Evaluation 

There are no aquifers between the host rock and th~ land surface. The 
potential repository horizon is located in the unsaturated· zone, 200 to 
400 meters (650 to 1,300 feet) above the water table (Figure ·6-..2) -(Robison, 
1984). Even if the basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Member were 
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included in the t·epow~tory, the water table still would be over l~O meters 
(J30 feet) below the ', .epository. 

There ia the pol:f::ntial for perched-water zones betwe~tn the host rock and 
the land surface. Ho•voever, it is unlikely that large pt:.I'"Ched zonea occur 
because they have •lot: been encountered in drill holes to .~ltte (over 30 drill 
holes have been co\Df-'~llted within llpproximately 10 kUoru€/t''t'(!l (6 miles) of Lhe 
site). 

Conclueion 

The potential hosi.: roek is above the water table at: ·ucca Mountain and 
there are no aquiters between it and the overlying land surface. Therefore, 
the evidence indicates that this favorable condition is preSQnt at Yucca 
Mountain. 

(2) Absence of surface-water systems that could pot.~ntially cause 
flooding of the 'repository. 

Evaluation 

The reference surface facility location is located entirety outside of 
the main-chllnnel flood zones predicted for the 100-year flood in the Forty
mile Wash drainage syatem (Squires and Young, 1984). Some portions of the 
surface facilities may he in areas t:hat could be affected by the 500-year and 
regional maximum floods predicted by Squires and Young (1984). A study Will 
be conducted during sHe •!haracterhation to determine the probable maximum 
flood (PMF) in the vicinity of the site. 

The washes on, and draining awcay from, Yucca. Mountain have generally 
steep slopes and during extreme precipitation events are capable of moving 
large volumes of water and debris including boulders. Structures and ahafts 
will be located to avoid such large volumes of water and debris. ln 
addition, standard drainage-control measures, such as channel lining and flow 
diversion, will be used where needed. For additional information, aee 
Section 6.3.3.1. 

Conclusion 

Surface-water drainage through the arroyo 8ysterns feeding Fortymile Wash 
presents a potential for localized flash flooding and sheet flow during 
extreme storm events. Some portion of the surface facilities might be 
located in areaa that could be affected by th~ probable maxtmum flood (PMF). 
Therefore, the evidence indicates that thi.s favorable condition i's not pre
sent at Yucca Mountain. 

(3) Availability of the water _required for repo~.r 
conatruction, operation, and closure. 

Evaluation 

Escimat~s of water needed for repository construction and operation ate 
given in Chapter 5. The &.\"ereg.e annual consumption for a 32-year period of 
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c.onetruction and open• ,ion is estimated to be approximately 432,000 cubic 
meters (350 acre-feet) (MoraleR, 1985), 

Hydrologic teet 'r.:)lc~4 near Yucca_ fountain have been !:ested at yields 
ranging from about 6 )( 10 to 4 x 10 cubtc meters per ! twond (10 to 600 
gallons per minute) (','addell et al., 1984), Well J-13 (:U~ore 6-2), which 
supplies some local Wllter needs in the southwestern part ··f the Nevada Test 
Site has yi~lded as much as 0.04 cubtc meters per secOR(· (600 gallons per 
min·,.&te) during pumping taste (Thordarson, 1983), Pump:'1! has lowered the 
water level in th<:~ well only slightly, and effects on t. a :egional ground
water system are probaUy negligible. The etatic watet ··.evel o;a:l 728.8 
meters (2,391 feel) shortly after the well was drilled ln 1962; 18 years 
later, after long periods of intermittent pumping, the I>Jater level was 
essentially t~te same, 728.9 metera (2,391 feet) (Thordauon, 1983). The 
excellent production capabilities of Well J-13, combined t.w'ith the equally 
good produetion from the deep regional aquifers under Yucca Mount11it\ (Section 
3.3), suggest that s•Jfficient quantities of water can bel produced with 
negligible lowering of the regional ground-water table. l':stimlltes of other 
ground-water withdrawals in the region are included in reports of the Office 
of the State Engineer (1971 ~o 1974). 

Conclusion 

The ground-water supplies available from nearby wells will be sufficient• 
to satisfy all requirements during the repository life cycle. Therefore, the 
evidence indicates that thia favorable condition is present at Yucca 
Mountain. 

6.3.3.3.4 Potentially adverse condition 

Ground-water conditions that could require complex engineering 
meauures that are beyond r~asonably available technology for 
repository construction, operation, and closure. 

Evaluation 

Because the potential repository at Yucca Mountain would be loc.ated 
entirely ~!thin the unsaturated zone, no significant amounts of ground water 
will be encountered in the underground workings. Furthermore, tunnels in 
tuffs below Rainier Mesa at the Nevada Test S.ite are in an area of greater 
Aurface recharge and probably of greater moisture flux in the unsaturated 
zone than in ch~ proposed repository horizon at Yucca Mountain. Inasmuch as 
extraordinary mining techniques have not been required at Rainier Meaa, none 
are expected to be needed at Yucca Mountain. 

Substantially more severe ground-water conditions than those expected at 
Yucca Mountain are routinely encountered and dealt with in mines (Loofbourow, 
1973), therefore, no engineering measures b~yond those presently available 
are likely to be needed. This expectation is based largely on experience. 
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A study has been mAde to determine the effects of the unaatutated zone 
environment on shaft :.iners and Aeals. 'l'he sealing cono:!epts dev~.:loped to 
date are based on dacr, obtained from boreholes. Preliminary calculations of 
seal performance wer~~ based on a conceptual understanding of the hydrogeology 
and supplemented by information from comrarable tuff seri""~nces at Rainier 
Mesa. Should seaUng be required, relatively simple an·t Atraightforward 
solutions are propoa.f.:l (Fernandez and "Freshley, 1984). T~">Hse include filling 
drifts and ramps with coarse-grained material, using dra·· .~~ where water sE:eps 
are encountered, <md using grout if more massive flows oj'-'!ur. For sealing 
borehole USW G-4 (the principal borehole for the exploJ 1/.ury shaft), which 
penetrates the propose(J repository hortzon, the use of :r.•! 'lite fill, slurry, 
or grout ~eals is proposed. The same treatment would be used for nearby 
boreholes that penetrate the repository horizon or the unrlerlying tuffaceous 
beds of Calle~ Hills. 

Conclusion 

The proposed re~ository at Yucca Mountain is entirely ~!thin the unsatu
rated tone, an(\ no significant amounts of ground water are likely to be en
countered in the underground workings. The ground-~ater conditions at Yucca 
Mountain will not require compl~x engineering measures. Sealing of shafts 
and boreholes is not expected to present any problems. Therefore 9 tbe 
evidence indicates that this potentially adverse condition is not present at 
Yucca Mountain. 

6.3.3.3.5 Disqualifying condition 

A site shall. be disqualified if, based on expected ground-water 
conditions, it is likely that engineering measures that are beyond 
reasonably available technology will be required for exploratory 
shaft construction or for repository construction, operation, or 
closure. 

Evaluation 

The repository at Yucca Mountain w-ould be located 200 to 400 meters 
(650 to 1,300 feet) above the water table. The evidence collected to date 
from boreh~les indicates a very low potential for encountering significant 
quantities of perched water during exploratory shaft or repository 
construction. Because the potential host rock is highly fractured 1 perched
water zones are not likely to be extensive, snd if encountered, the water 
would quickly drain aw-ay. Mines are routinely excavated in environments that 
are much more severe than thoee expected at Yucca Mountain. Current engi
neering and technology are more than adequate to handle the hydrologic con
ditions that are likely to be encountered during tbe construction of the 
exploratory shaft or during repository construction, operation, and closure. 

Conclusion 

It is highly unlikely that stgnificant amounts of ground water will be 
encountered during the construction of the exploratory shaft and during 
repository construction, operation, and closure. Currently available 
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engineering measures t.re considered more than adequate to guarantee that no 
disrupU.on of construr tion and operation will occur becauee of ground-water 
conditions at Yucca Mt,.mtain. Therefor~, evidence doee nr.t: support a finding 
that the site is diaqudlifi~d (level l). 

6.3.3.3.6 Evaluatiov and conclusion for the qualifying r 1dition on tl1e 
preclosun• hydrology guideline 

Evaluation 

The known cc 1ditions at Yucca Mountain indicate a bo.:lign hydrologJc 
s:ituotion w:Lth respect to conetruC'tion, operation, 01nd closure of a 
repository: 'he potential host rork h above the water .. :1ble; nearby wells 
will provide adequate water for construction, operation, M1d closure; Dnd no 
engineering measure!"! beyond those pres~ntly available wid be required by 
ground-·water conditit,ns. Because of the unsaturated condltions, se~ling of 
drifts is probably unnecessary, and routi.ne sealing mt!thqds are eKpected to 
be adequate for sealing shafts and boreholes. Although portions of the 
surface faci.lities may be located on a 500-year floodplain or within the 
region affoccted by the probable rnaK.tmum flood, eKiflting technology and 
standard drainage control measures are likely to provide adequate protection. 
Surface or underground facilities are unlikely to be inundated because of the 
small volume and transient nature of the sheet flow and flash floods that are 
typical of arid climatic settings like Yucc.a Mountain. 

Conclusion 

The unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain Dppears to provide s favorable 
hydrologic environment for underground facil i.ti.es, offering no e.urrently 
recognized conditions that would require complex technology or costly 
engineering measures. Reasonable drainage control measures will provide 
adequate protection against sheet flow and fl<~sh flooding, and adequate 
r;;ealing techniques are available. The needed amounts of potable water are 
EIVailable to supply projected repository requirements without affecting 
regional availability. Therefore, the evidence does not Bllpport s finding 
that the site is not likely to meet the qualifying condition for p~eclosure 
hydrology (level 3). 

6.3.3.3.7 Plans for site characterization 

Flood studies will be conduc.ted to provide information on flash-flood 
potential at the site and to assist in determining potential locations for 
repository surhce facilities. Tests to verify the behavior of shaft and 
borehole seals will abo be conducted. Additional information about 
subsurface hydrologic conditions will be obtained during exploratory shaft 
construction and in situ teati.ng within the potential host rock. Further 
snDlyses will be made of the possible impacts of water wilhdrawal for 
repository activities on local and regional ground-water systems. 
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6.3.3.4 Tectonics (U}_ CFR 960.5-2-_1_!.) 

6.3.3.4.1 lntroductior, 

The qUI~llfying eor1djtion for this guideline is as fol.i.ows: 

The site Ghall t:~ .. located in a geologic setting in }:<~l•.!.·~h any pro·· 
jected effects ol_eJCpected tectonic phenomena or ign•_ r~1a activity 
on repository construCtion, operat~on, or closure wiJr. be such that 
the requirement~ specified in Section 960.5-l(s)(3) ~~-1 be met. 

The objective of this guideline is to ensure that a : ::pository Rite is 
in a geologic setting in which nny projected effects of ~:<pected tectonic 
phenomena or igneous activity will be such that no unreasonable or unfeasible 
design festuro2s are required. The concerns to be addressf!d under this guide
line are ground motion or ground d'lsruption that might eause damage to 
repository or tranaportation facilities, injury to personnel~ or the inter
ruption of repository operations, lnclu(ling rctrievabilit;'• 

The guideline consists of one favorable condition, three potentially 
adverse conditions, one disqualifying condition, and one qualifying 
condition. The evaluations reported below are summarized in Table 6-42. 

6.3.3.4.2 Data relevant to the evaluation 

s~~ of available data 

Most of the data relevant to preclosure tectonics are cited in Sec
t.lon 6, ), 1. 7 (Postclosure tectonics). Information of special int~?:rest for 
the preclosure period includes an overview (Reiter and Jackson, 1983) of a 
study by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC, 1985) about probabilistic 
evaluations of seismic hazards. Reviews of the impacts of earthquakes on 
underground facilities have been prepared by Pratt et al. (1978, 1979), 
Carpenter and Chung (1985), Jackson (198Sb), and OWen et al. (1980), and a 
final report from a workshop on ground motion and tectonice- issuea at the 
Yucca Mountain site is available (SAIC, 1986). 

A number of sourceR were used to provide a basis for estimating the 
feasibility of constructing and operating a repository under possible earth
quake ground rnotion and displacement. Doser (1985) estimated the minimum 
magnitudes at which surface fault rupture is likely in the Great Basin. 
Jackson (I98Sa) reviewed the seismic design baaes for other nuclear 
faciliti~s. Meehan (19E!f:), Merritt et al. (1985> and Reed et sl., (1979) 
discuss designs that have been developed to accommodate fault displacements 
beneath structures. Brown et al. (1981), Owen ancl Scholl (1981)? and DOl 
(1972) discuss designs that have been employed where tunnels and pipelin~?:s 
cross active faults. The performance of facilities that were designed to 
accommodate and have experienced strong ground motion or fault movement is 
reviewed by Zeevaert ·and Newmark (1956), Ros~?:nblu~?:th (1960), ENR (1985a,b), 
Murphy (1973), Meehan, et al. (1973), Stratta et al. (1977), and Yanev 
(1978). Attenuation relationships for ground motion have been computed by 
Joyner and Boore (1981) and Campbell (1981). 
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Table 6-42. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.3.4; precloeure tP-ctonics (10 CFR 960.5-2-11) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

FAVORABLE CONDITION 

Tl:<! :.ature e!:ld :;ctee of faulting. if any~ within 
Lt • ..: ~e ____ _,g:~._ ... _ <ot"tt:ing a.:~ Bth.:1 that the magnitude 
and intensity of the associated seismicity are 
significantly less thaD those generally allowable 
for the construC'_tion and operation of n•.Jclear 
facilities. 

The evidence indicates that this favorable condition 
is not present at Yucca Mountain: the predicted 
magnitude and intensity of seismicity are expected 
to be acceptable but not expected to he signifi
cantly less than those generally allowable for the 
construction and operation of nuclear reactors. 

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE CONDITIONS 

(1) Evidence of active faulting within the geo
logic setting. 

(2) Historical earthquakes or past man-induced 
seismicity that~ if either were to recur~ 
could produce ground motion at the site in 
excess o~ ,:easonable design limits. 

(3) Evidence. ba~ed on correlations of earth
quakes with tectonic processes and features 
(e.g •• faults) w!thin the geologic setting, 
that the magnitude of earthquakes at the site 
during repository construction. operation. 
and closure ~y be larger than predicted from 
historical seismicity. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is present at Yucca Mountain: evidence of 
active faulting and ground-surface displacement is 
found within the geo~oglc setting. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially a~verse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: hte~ 

torical earthquakes ot past man-induced seismicity 
are not expected to canse ground motion at the site 
that would exceed reasonable design limits. 

The evidence indicates that this potentially adverse 
condition is not present at Yucca Mountain: no 
evidence exists to suggest that earthquakes larger 
than those predlc~ed from historical seismicity 
could occur during repository construction, opera
tion, and closure. 
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Table 6-42. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.3.4; preclosure tectonics (10 CFR 960.5-2-11) 
(continued) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

QUALIFYING CONDITION 

The site sbul~ ·~ loca~eci in a geologic setting in 
which any projected effects of expected tectonic 
or igneous activity on repository co'nsttuction·, 
operation, or closure will be such that the re
quirements specified in Section 960."5-l(a){J) can 
be met. 

Existing information does not support the finding 
that the site is not likely to meet the qualifying 
condition (level 3): tectonics-induced ground 
motion at the site is expected to be within reason
able design limits for a nuclear facility; there iS 
about a 1 chance in 10,000 for igneous activity over 
a 10,000-year period. The projected effects of 
either tectonic or igneous actiVity 'in a 90-year 
period of repository construction, operation, and 
closure are not likely to be significant. 
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Assumptions and date U!!; ertaintiee 

The principal assumption made in predicting the tectonism of the region 
during the preclosure p-:riod (assumed t() be 90 years) is •· 'at the present 
nllture end rate of tectonic processes, as represented by 'he historical 
record, will continue into the near future. The major unor~·!:ainties in data 
are attributable to t~Y~:) factors: the historical record t; asrthquake!l in 
Nevada ia relatively btief, and the regional instrumented ., d.amic network at 
Yucca Mountain has been operating only since 1978. Othe · ,ey uncertainties 
are 1·elated to estimot!.ng the surface acceleution~t, \ ·!··<iCities, and 
displacements likely to result from an earthquake of a g~.'J ··,:1 magnitude at a 
specified distance from a surfece facility. The relatlc.~ship between 
earthquake magnitude and fault length may be differ~nt for different types of 
faults (e.g., normal, oblique, and strilte-alip) (Bonilla ~t al., 1984), 
making this link tenuous for. purposeB of earthquake pred:"v.:"-tion and hazard 
assesament. Uncertainties are also associated with (l) pr(,cfse definition of 
seismogenic zones; (2i statistics of the seismic sources within the zones; 
and (3) appropriateness of attenuation relationships. 

6.3.3.4.3 Favorable condition 

The nature! end rates of faulting, if any, within the geologic 
setting ere such that the magnitude and intensity of the associated 
seismicity are significantly less than those generally allowable 
for the construction and operation of nuclear facilities. 

Evaluation 

Investigations to date covering e 1,100 square-kilometer (425 square
mile) area around the site have found 32 faults that offset or fracture 
Quaternary deposits. Quaternary faults have been divided into 3 broad age 
groups: 5 faults last moved between about 270,000 and 40,000 years ago; 
4 faults last moved about 1 million years ago; and 23 faults last moved 
probably between 2 million years and more than 1.2 million years ago 
(Swadley et al., 1984), Recurrence intervals that have been published for 
major earthquakes in the region are reviewed in Section 6.3.1.7.5 and 
summarized in Section 6. 3. 3. 4. 5. The historic.el earthquake record prior to 
1978 shows that, within about 10 kilometers (6 miles) of Yucca Mountain, 
there were 7 earthquakes; 2 had Richter magnitudes of M • 3.6 and M m 3.4; 
magnitudes were not reported for the remaining 5 earthquakes. They were 
apparently very smell or had magnitudes that could not be determined due to 
instrument problems. Prior to 1978 1 however, standard errors of most 
locations were+ 7 kilometers (+ 4.2 miles) or more. A local seismic network 
with significan'i.ly increased detection and location capability haa recorded 3 
microearthquakes in the same area between August 1978 and the end of 1983. 
The largest rnagnHude was approximately H. ~ 2. 0 on the Richter scale (Rogers, 
198&). 

The peak historic acceleration at a location 20 kilometers (12 miles) 
east of Yucca Mountain was estimated to be less than O.lg (Rogers et al., 
1977), Using similar methods, the seismic hazard for Yucca Mountain was 
estimated under the assumption that Yucca Mountain faults are not active. 
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The U.S. Geological s· rvey deterministically estimated t~1<'1t the moat l:l.kely 
peak acceleration at ·~ucca Mountain would be apprmdmatel~· 0.4g (USGS, 1984), 
This acceleration wafl eatimated to t'e~;mlt from a full length fault rupture 
(length, 17 kUometet·~:o (ll miles), magnitude 6.8) on the U.ue Mountain Fault, 
which is 14 kilomete:r:.; (9 miles) west of the Yucca Moun:., in site. Altar
native probabilistic 1ypotheaes (USGS, 1984) 1 formulated :t. the basis of his
torical rates of aei,~micity in surrounding regions, and. ··waumptiona that 
earthq~Jakes can O'!CUJ: anywhere in the region including ' cca Mountain, have 
rer:~ulted in estimates that o.4g has a return period on tl ,, order of 900 to 
30,000 years. The ranr:e of return per:l.oda are derived :I em the use of two 
different mod~ls for tt.e relationship between maximum 8(;.: lerstion and raturn 
period. The prol..ibility that 0.4g will be el'!ceeded in 90 )ears, t.he assumed 
duration of the precloaure period, under these hypothesetl is estimated to be 
between O.oo·,; and 0,1 (USGS, 1984), The probabilist.:l.c l'l•sulta di~cussed by 
Rogers et al. (1977) and USGS (1984) demonfiltrate that J.urge uncertainties 
exist i.n the evaluation of seismic.. hazard. Different as~umptior1s regarding 
the appropriate recucrcnce model, attenuation ralat;lonsh.tps, and the identi
fication of specific faults as se:l.sJDic sources can resull: in w:l.dely different 
estimates of Burface acceleration for a given probability, At this time, it 
is premature to place much confidence in these estimates, other than using 
them to provide insight until a more complete assessment can be made of the 
various input parameters that ai·e required for a probabilistic seismic hazard 
analy~is. The estimates by USGS (1984) are ;ln reasonable agreement with 
previously published estimates of recurrence intervals for major earthquakes 
in the region surrounding the Nevoda Test Site (NTS) which ere on the order 
of 25,000 years forM > 7 and 2,500 years for M ) 6. Recurrence intervals 
estimated for M .?.. 7 e"irthquakea for the re.gion -;outh and east of Yucca 
Mountain are longer than those for the NTS region by about a factor of 7. 
Until detailed fault studies are completed, it will not be possible to 
determine which of the recurrence intervals are most appropriate for the 
faults near Yucca Mountain (see se·ction 6.3.1, 7.5), 

Tbere are no present intentions to use the same seismic design pro
cedures for waate repositories as have been required for nuclear power 
planta. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) haB indicated that no 
seismic requirenenta have yet been establiahed for nuclear repositories 
(NRC, 1985), They note that all repository structures, systems, and 
components important to safety will be re11iewed to establish appropriate 
design requirements, and that all requirements will be developed to ensure 
compliance with 10 CFR Part 60 ( 1983) and 40 CFR Part 191 ( 1985). However 1 

in order to establish a consistent interpretation of this favorable 
condition, seismic dns1.gn values for commercial nuclear power plants th~:~t 

have been licensed by· the NRC were el'!amined (Jackson, l985a). Because most 
nuclear plants have been built in the east where peak Acceleration estima~es 
are low, this compils.tion shows that about 90 percent of reaetors have a safe 
Bhutdo1i!l earthquake .acceleration value that iB equal to o.r less than Q.20g. 
It should be noted that design limits of 0.75g and Q,67g for plants ltcenaed 
in areas of high seismic activity have been accepted (Jackson, l985a). 

A description of the approach to be used in establishing the appropriate 
seism.:l.c design requirements for a repository at Yucca Mountain is outlined in 
Section 6.3.3.4.5~ Using this approach, the seiamogenic potential of faults 
in the area will be established-, .... and the appropriate seismic design values 
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will be determined. \ece~uf!o the only acceleration estimate pree.enr..ty avail
able is for a fa\tl.t t 1 .at ts not fit or near the aite, a co<lservativ-a position 
on this (avoreblc col'• ition is oppro!)riate for the Yucca Mountain sl:f.te. 

Conclusion 

Preliudnary det-cnuinist;;lc e~timatea of the groqnQ -~ction that could 
result from the lar.r:.est eq.rthq1.,1ake assodatcd with a r •tt~ntially s~tive 
fault, 14 kilomet_I:!LH (~ miles) west of the Yucca Mount<. t). site, predict a 
pe.:k ground acceleration of about 0.4g. Acceleration "-fi' !mates for ground 
motion resulting from earthquakes on potentially acti e faults that are 
closer to the Yucca M•:.untain si.te are not available. ;~ ~h the assumpticn 
that 0~2.0g is th" pea,k acceleration that i~ generally .a.l.' ?Wahle for nuclear 
facilities, the probable peak acceleration that will be determined for the 
Yucca Mountain site is not likely to 00 significantly <'r.taller than 0.20g. 
Therefore, thtt evidence ittdicates that this favorable condition is not 
present at Yncca Mountal.n. 

6.3.3.4.4 Potentially adverse conditions 

(l) Evidence of active faulting within the geologic aetUng. 

Evaluation 

There is geologi~ .evidii!nce of Quatern~ry faulting in the r<ag;l,onal 
geologic setting of Yuc~a Mount:~d.n. Fau;l.t sc.arpe) nearly all small and 
considerably ero~ed, at:e 1pt;e_se_nt within t:he region (Caq:, 1984). The area 
has been mapped and studied ill sufficient detdl to rend~r it unlikely that. 
important fault scarps are undetect~d· .No conftrmed surface dispLacement 
younger than 40,000 years had been demonstrated at or near Yucc.a Mountain at 
the time of publicat;l.on of Swadley·et al. (1984). New data, available in the 
forrn of preliminary thermoluminesoenc<?- dates, may indicate on the order of 
1 to 10 centimeters of fe.\J.lt displac.ement in the ea~tern Crater Flat area 
more recently ~han about 6,000 years ago (Dudley, 1985) (see also Section 
6.3.1.7.4, potential~y adv~~ae condition 1). Thermoluminescence is a dating 
technique that has been used in archaeology._ but has not yet been shown to 
provide reliable dates in geologic applications. 

Thirty-two faults within a 1,100 square-kilometer (425 square-mile) area 
around the site offset or; fract1.,1re Quaternary deposits. Five faults are 
thought to have last moved be.tween about 270,000 and ~0 ,000 yenr11 ago; 4 
faults last moved ebout 1. m.illion years ago; and 23 faults are thought to 
have last moved between 1 and 2 million yesrs ago (Swadley et al., 1984). 
Published data on estimates of recurrence intervals for major earthquaked in 
the Baain and Range Province are compiled in Section 6.3.1.7.5. For the 
Nevada. Tetlt Site (NTS) region. the recurrence interval for M ) 7 earthquakes 
appears to be on the order of 25,000 years, and the average -for the area 
north of the NTS appears to be on the order of 7,000 to 10,000 years. For 
M ?_ 6, the recut;rence interva~ is reported to be on the order of 2,500 years 
for the NT~ regio_n. It should be noted that wide variability results from 
using differtmt asa)Jmptions ·El"Pd,,reg;l,o_ns in the estimation of recurrence 
intervals. 
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Within about \:) kilometer& (6 miles) of Yucca Mountain, hiator:t.c.al 
seismic records beft..re 1978 show that 7 earthquakes wen~ recorded; of these, 
2 had magnitudes of M .. 3.6 and M .. 3.4; magnitudes we·.::-e not reported for the 
remaining 5 earthqu·kes. They were apparently very small, or had magnitudes 
that could not be 1:'P:termined due to instrument probletl·.r,~ A local seismic 
network with signiflcantly increased detection and loc.ldon capability hao 
recorded 3 microea·r._hquakes in the same area between Aul_;tuE~t 1978 and the end 
of 1983. The largr.Bt magnitude (~), was approximate!: M"' 2 on the Richter 
scale (Rogers, 1986). 

Conclusion 

During the Quaternary Period, faulting occurred wlthin 10 kilomet~rs 
(6 miles) of Yucca Mountain. Historical seismic recorda and recent 
seismicity at and near the site indicate that faulting is an ongoing process 
within the geologic setting. Therefore 1 the evidence indicates that this 
potentially adverse c.ondition is present at Yucca MounUJin. 

(?.) Historical earthquakes or past man-induced se~smicity that, if 
either were to recur, could produce sround mol~.£!l.~Bt the Site in 
excess of reasonable design limits. 

Evaluation 

Calculations for the max:f.mum acceleration expected at Yucca Mountain 
from ground motion induced by underground nuclear explosions at the NTS give 
a mean acceleration of 0.06lg and s mean plus 3 standard deviations of 0.32g 
(Section 6.2.1.5). As discussed in the evaluation of the favorable condition 
uuder this guideline, the peak historical acceleration from a natural earth
quake at a location 20 kilometers (12 miles) east of Yucca Mountain was 
estimated tc be less than O.Ig (Rogers et al., 1977). 

Two earthquakes with a magnitude of H • 6 have occurred within about 
200 kilometers (125 miles) of Yucca Mountain: one occurred in 1908, 110 kilo
meters (68 miles) southwest of Yucca Mountain, and one occurred in 1966, 
about 210 kilometers (130 miles) to the northeast (USGS, 1984). If these 
earthquakes recurred, they would not be large enough or c.l.ose enough to Yucca 
Mountain to produce ground motion requiring designs in excess of reasonably 
available technology. 

There are presently no plans to apply the same seismic design procedures 
to waste repositories that have been required for nuclear power plants. The 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has indicated that no seismic require
ments have yet been established for nuclear waste repositories (NRC, 1985). 
They note that all repository structures, systems, and components important 
to safety will be reviewed to establish appropriate design requirements, and 
that all requirements will be developed to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 
Part 60 (1983) and 40 CFR Part 191 (1985). However, in order to evaluate 
this favorable condition, the maximum seismic acceleration values for 
reactors that have been licensed by the NRC for safe shutdown earthquakes 
(SSE) were reviewed (Jackson, 1985a). The maximum levels occur in California 
in high seismic activity zones where the Diablo Canyon reactor hss been 
licensed for an SSE of 0.75g, and the San Onofre untts for 0.67g. 
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It is important t.11 note that the safe shutdown requirements for a 
reactor are not relevl:l"t for a repoaitory. The inventory of primsry-systom 
cooling water in a rea: tor must be maintained after a seiE~mic. event in order 
to control core decay ,,eat, prevent meltdown, and prevent potential release 
of short-lived noble g. .. ses or particulates. In a repositoty, the short-lived 
isotopes no longer exht, and the heat that will be gene···<:ted is sevetal 
orders of magnitude h;·:;s than that for a reactor. This ht'1''• can be contained 
within the facility \d.thout dependence on complex mechan· ~~~~1 or hydraulic. 
systems operating after a seismic event. Section 6~3 3.4.5 reviews 
tec~.nology that has been used in other facilities to inc'1r'orate designs for 
both displacement and p:round motion from earthquakes. .;: \'en the current 
state of knowledge of the estimates for recurrence rate~ for large earth
quakes in the reg.~:>n which includes the Yucca Mountain sil'l 1 and the record 
of historiclll seismicit-y within the East-West Seismic Belt, there is no 
evidence that. suggests that ground motion at Lhe site du''":\.ng the preclosure 
time period is likely to be in excess of reasonahle des:l.g·:t limits. 

Conclusion 

If historical earthquakes or past man·~induced seiamicity were to recur 
at Yucca Mountain, the resulting ground moLion would be within reasonable 
design limits. Therefore, the evidence indicates that Lhis potentially 
adverse condition is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

(3) Evidence) based on correlattons of earthquakes with tectonic 
processes and features (e.g., faults) within the geologic setting, 
that the magnitude of earthquakes at the site during repository 
construction~ operation,· and closure ~ay be larger than predicted 
from historical seismicity. 

E:valuation 

Two historical earthquakes of magnitude.M ~ 6 have occurred within about 
200 kilometers (125 miles) of the Yucca Mountain site: one in 1908 at Death 
Valley 110 kilometers (68 miles) southwest of Yucca Mountain, and one in 1966 
nbout 210 kilometers (130 miles) northeast of the site. Within about 
10 kilometers (6 miles) of Yucca MountRin, historical seismic records before 
1978 show that 7 earthquakes were recorded: of these, 2 had magnitudes of 
M ~ 3.6 and M = 3.4; magnitudes for Lhe remaining 5 were not reported. They 
were apparently very small or had magnitudes that could not be determined due 
to instrument problems. A local seismic network with significantly increased 
detection and location capability has recorded 3 microearthquakes in the same 
areu belween August 1978 and the end of 1983. The largest magnitude (~) was 
approximately M = 2 on the Richter scale (Rogers, 1986). 

For the purposes of evaluation of thia condition, it will be assumed 
that historic seismicity is representalive of the earthquake potential for 
the Yucca Mountain site for short periods of tf.me, such as the preclosure 
time frame. This evaluation will~ therefore, not consider design eventa or 
ground mot.1.ons that are associated with low-probability scenarios, because 
the likelihood of a larger-than-historic event is low during the pr~closure 
period. 
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Given the present status of earthquake-hazard assessment, thel'f! 18 no 
ellidence that earthqm ,,{es larger than those observed in th~ histodcal 
records for the geolo;>,~c setting are likely to occur at Yucca MountJin during 
the 90-year predoam'P. period. Published estimatos of recurhnce intervals 
for earthquakes are t"~\d.ewcd in Section 6.3.1. 7.5, for t. 1)e region that 
includes the Yucca Mo·t:ntain site. Recurrence intervals frq· M > 7 earthquakes 
nre reported to be o 1 the order of 25,000 years; fot' M > 6, -recurrence 
intervals are on the order of 2,500 years; and, for M ;-.··5, estimates of 
rec•Jrreoce interv11la are about 250 years. .. 

Conclusion 

Seismicity at the site since 1978 haa been maoif<!~t ~d by earthquakes 
with magnitu"es less than 2, although lo.rger earthquakes have or.curred within 
the geologic setting. 'there is no evidence that earthm.1akes larger than 
those predicted from historical seismicity within tht! geologic setting should 
be expected to occur at the site during the assumed 90-year period of 
repository conatruct.ion, operation, and closure. Therefore, the evidence 
indicates that this potentially adverse condition is not present at Yucca 
Mountain. 

6.3.3.4.5 Disqualifying condition 

A e:lte shall be disquaHfied if, bdsed on the expected nature and 
rates of fault movement or other round motion it is likel that 
engineering measures that are beyond re~sonab y available techno
logy will be required for exploratory shaft construc~ion or for 
repository construction, operation, or closure. 

Evaluation 

Within about 10 kilometers (6 miles) of Yucca Mountain, historical 
earthquake recorda before 1978 show that 7 earthquakes were recorded; 2 had 
magnitudes of M ... 3.6 and M = 3.4; magni.tudes were not reported for the 
remaining 5. They were apparently 11ery small or had magnitudes that could 
not be determined due to instrument problems. Prior. to 1978, ho~ever 1 stan
dard errore of most earthquake locations ~ere + 7 kilometers (+ 4.2 miles) or 
more. A local seismic network has recorde:d 3 -microearthquakeS in the same 
area between August 1978 and the end of 1983. The largest magnitude 
(ML' Richter seale) was approximately M - 2 (Rogers, 1986). Tw-o hiatol'lical 
eal'thquakea of magnitude M '"' 6 occurred within about 200 kilometer-s 
(125 miles) of the Yucca Mountain site, one in 1908' at Death Valley, UO 
kilometers (68 miles) southwest of Yucca Mountain and one in 1966, about 210 
kilometers (130 miles) northeast of the site. 

Thirty-two faults within a 1,100-square-kilometer (425-square-mile) area 
around the site offset or fracture Quaternary deposits. Fi11e faults are 
thought to ha\le last moved between about 270,000 and 40,000 years ago; 4 
faults last moved about 1 million years ago; and 23 faults are thought to 
have last moved between 1 and 2 million years ago (Swadley, et al., 1984). 
At the time of publication of Swadley et at. (1984), no evidence of offset 
younger than 40,000 years had been confirmed; recently available, but 
unevaluated, thermoluminescence dates may indicate on the order of 1 to 10 
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centimeters of fault Jisplncement in eastern Crater Flat more rectmtly than 
about 6,000 years ago (Dudley, 1985). 

Previously publ:i.1:.hed eetimates of recurrence interv!!IJ .. s for ear·thquakes 
were reviewed in Section 6.3.1.7.5. The region including •;he Yucca Mountain 
site is reported t'> h1•ve an estimated recurrence interval for M 2: 7 on the 
order of 25,000 year1; for M ~ 6, the recurrence interval. is on the order 
2,500 years; and .for. 11 2: 5, the recurrence interval is rt" orted to be on the 
order of 250 yeare. The range of reruptur~ times for n.1jor earthquakes 
presented in Table 6-36 in Section 6.3.1.7.5 reflects h·.' location of the 
site on the boundary between two zones with very differe: l' levels of seismic 
activity. One zone is to the south of the site with a v· ry low levf!l of 
seismicity and ve,~y long recurrence intervals for large e<~rthquskea (on the 
order of 190,000 years for M > 7 for the region includin~ Las Vegss)j the 
other zone iu the region to the north where recurrence ir1tervals are on the 
order of 7,000 to 10,000 years for M 2. 7. The range ln estimate.s of 
recurrence intervals demonstrates the wide variability that results for 
differing regions whtn a wide variety of a~sumptions are used. At this time, 
these values can only provide insight regarding possible recurrence intervals 
for faults near Yucca Mountain. Untll detailed fault atudies are fully 
completed, there is large uncertainty regarding the appropriate recurrence 
intervals for these faults. However, the available data (Swadley et al., 
1984; Dudley, 1985; and USGS, 1984) show no evidence t:o suggest that 
recurrence intervals would be shorter than on the order of 25,000 years for 
major (M L 7) earthquakes. It should also be noted that there is no 
information currently available on the seismogenic potential of faults at or 
near Yucca Mountain, so that the occurrence of a magnitude 7 earthquake in 
the area can neither be anticipated nor can it be ruled out. Although USGS 
(1984) indicate~ that fault movement with aurface displacements are possible 
at or near the site, recurrence interval data suggest that earthquakes ths.t 
are large enough to generate major surface displacements are unlikely for the 
preclosure time period of less than 100 years. Doser (1985) reports that 
minimum earthquake magnitudes of 6.0 to 6.5 are required to produce surface 
breakage in the Intermountain Seismic Belt. 

The only available estimate of acceleration at the Yucca Mountain site 
was made under tl-e assumption that faults at the site were not active. The 
most likely peak acceleration at Yucca Mountain was deterministically 
!!Stimated to be approximately 0. 4g (USGS • 1984). This acceleration was 
estimated to result from a full length fault rupture (length, 17 kilometers 
(11 miles), magnitude 6~8) on the Bare Mountain Fault, whJch is 14 kilometers 
(9 mile~:~) west of the Yucca Mountain site. Alternative probabilistic 
hypotheses, formulated on the basis of historical rates of seismicity in 
surrounding regions, and assumptions that earthquakes can occur anywhere in 
the region inc.luding Yucca Mountain, can be used to show that 0.4~ has a 
return period on the order of 900 to 30,000 years. The probability of 0.4g 
being exceeded in 90 years, the assumed duration of the pr.eclosure period, 
under these hypotheses is estimated to be between 0.003 and 0.1 (USGS, 1984). 
These values are in reasonable agreement with previous estimates of 
recurrence intervals for the region.. The probabilistic re!>ults discussed by 
Rogers et alo (1977) and USGS (1984) demonstrate that large uncertainties 
exist in the evaluation of seismic hazard. Different assumptions regarding 
the appropriate recurrence model, attenuation relationships 1 and the 
identification of specific faults as aeis1nic sources, can result in widely 
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different estim11tes or acceleration for a given probability. At this time, 
it is premature to plil, e much confidence in these estimatt:•fl, other L.han using 
them to provide insjght until a more complete assessment enn be made of the 
various input parHmet,~t"S that are required for a probabilh tic seismic hazard 
anAlysis. 

Possible effectFl :m the preclosure operation of a rer •sitory from earth
quakes at or near the site can be considerad from the s t>ldpoint of the 
potentittl for grouud motion and the possibility of surf a ·e Hsplacement. As 
discussed in potentially adverse condition 2, nuclear r· sr~tors have been 
designed and li.censed b;• the Nuclear RP.gulatory Commissic•l •.fith safe shutdo~om 

earthquake acceler~tions of 0.75g and 0.67g in seismically ~ctive areas. 

Owen et al. (1980) revtew the saismic design considen:tions that may be 
applicable to the underground portion of a repository. Experience with 
strong ground moc.ton acting on other types of fltructures a~so provj_des useful 
information. For the underground portion of the repository, evidence is 
available from a number of mines and tunnels in which earthquake damage at 
depth is reported to be less than at the surface (Pratt et al., 1978). In a 
review of the effects of earthquakes on underground facilities, (Carpenter 
and Chung, 1985), the following tentative conclusions are presented. If 
fault displacement occurs through a stte, damage is inev !table; however, 
damage from shaking alone is generally confined to facilities located within 
the epicentral region and may be less than damage to surface facilities at 
the same site. There is an apparent reduction of amplitude with depth, al
though selsmic data for this observation is reported to be mixed. 'fhe fre
quency content of motion is important to the stability of underground 
opentngs, and attenuation relationships should be site specific. Model 
studies indicate that problems may occur in shafts, particularly with waste
handling equirment. Thia illustrates the need for detailed assessments of 
the seismic aspects of shaft designs, hoists, and in-shaft waste-handling 
equipment. All of the above information will be considered during seismic 
hazard studies of the Yucca Mountain site. Jackson ( 1985b) reviewed the 
literature on damage to underground facilities from earthquakes. He notes 
that there are numerous observations that underground structures suffer less 
damage thnn surface structures during strong shaking motion. Jackeon (1985b) 
qualitatively concludes that the probabi2·lty of ~'Sents that are large enough 
to cause dantage is likely to be low (10 to 10 per year) for the pre-
closure repository time frame. He also points out that damage to subsurface 
facilitieH is likely to be localized so that few waste disposal containers 
would be affected, although systems used for r~.trieval, such as the shaft, 
hoist, and transportation systems may require careful consideration regarding 
seismic design requirements in support of the Carpenter and Chung (1985) 
conclusions reviewed above. In general, damt1ge i,; not likely to occur unless 
the underground facility is very close to an earthquake epicenter. The 
primary cause of earthquake-induced failure in underground excavation is 
apparently movement along preexisting fau]t~ or collapse at the portal of a 
tunnel or shaft. 

Seismic designs to accommodate fault displacements have been developed 
for other fadlities including large buildings. The effects of fault dis
placement on the performance of structures may depend on whether the faults 
arE> parallel or perpendicular to building walls and on the chickness and 
characteristics of soil above bedrock (Meehan, 1984). Merritt et al. (1985) 
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point out that although the abt>olute amplitude of displacement may be large, 
this displacement ia often spread over a long length, and that the .1mount of 
distortion at any poi\11 is generally small, often within the elastic defor
mation capacity of the ~tructure. State-of-the-art technology alloWfJ dasigns 
that incorporate flexi' le joints so that the effecta of mir.')r fault movement 
can be accommodated. ;_:r.ttical areas of a structure could r·luo be isolated by 
a sand cushion or othr.···· displacement accommodating materialt. (Meehan, 1984). 

The questions raised in design and licensing for t. vaste-handling 
buEding (WHB) that spans a surface dis placement are sig 'i · icant. A prefer
able design solution for the geologic setting of Yucca l W.!•tain will be to 
locate the WHB, which w·u contain tht:: aurface inventory 1 ~ spent fuel and 
high-level waste, on a location where surface displacemt·nts have not 
occurred. This building location need be only 152 meters (500 feet) square. 
Because of th(:- juxtaposition of surface and subsurface fn~ilitiee at the 
Yucca Mountain site, there is an extensive area that could be acceptable for 
the WHB location. Early design studies are intended to establish one or more 
suitable loc::::tions for the WHB where surface fractures a.re not present. 
Establishing a suitable WHB location using this philosoph_'-/ will be preferable 
to the design and licensing of the facility using seiemiC'. deeigQ technology 
described above. 

A review of the information available on designa to accommodate fault 
displacement in non-nuclear facilities shows that many structures have been 
designed to accommodate offset. For tunnels that cross active faults, an 
approach used in the Californta aqueduct where it crosaen th~ Garlock Fault 
was to design a reinforced concrete conduit; another approach was described 
for the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) System, where tunnels cross the Hayward 
Fault in Berkeley, California. The Hayward Fault has an estimated annual 
creep rate of between 6 and 8 millimeters (0.24 and 0.31 inch) per year 
(Brown et al., 1961). The BART tunnel was oversized and lined with closely 
spaced steel rib sections to permit absorption of tectonic deformations and 
promote rapid repair and track. realignment (Owen and Scholl. 1981). From 
eKperience of damage to underground box conduits during the San Fernando 
earthquake, suggestions for design of reinforced concrete conduits include 
the following: close-spaced seismic joints; construction joints and seismic 
joints placed in the same vertical plane; and avoidance of changes in geo
metry or properties of the cross section. sudden change of direction. and 
confluence near an actlve fault zone. Merritt et al. (1965) suggest a struc
tural design goal that may be appropriate in some cases which ie to provide 
sufficient ductility to absorb the imposed defornation without losing the 
capacity to carry static loads. The T~ans-Alaskan Pipeline was designed to 
traverse active fault zones having 0.6 meters (2 feet) of horizontal and/or 
vertical displacement (DOl. 1972). Table 6-43 summari?.es information on a 
number of facilities that ha.ve experienced strong ground motion or fault 
movement. 

In the well-known case of the General Electric Test Reactor, located in 
Pleasanton. California. a comprehensive structural analysis was completed of 
the safety-related components and systems for both surface displacement and 
maximum vibratory ground motion. Using an assumption of 1 meter (3 feet) of 
offset, an analysis of the reactor building suggested that induced stresses 
in the concrete cote structure would be much less than the cracking threshold 
capacities (Reed et al., 1979). 

''" 
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Table 6-43. Facilities that were designed for and bava_experienced strong ~round motlo~ or fault movement 

Facility 

Fukushima Nuclear Power Plane, 
llOi -;~- ! thrrmp:h 5. 
i .. ~...;... ,e.. t:r~.._ectu£'~~ Je:.p.or!!c 
Location dpproximately 
125 km from epicenter; 
O.l2g lateral ground accelera
tion; 0.25g Maximum peak response 
acceleratioc of the structures. 

Latino Americana Tower, 
Mexico City, Mexico. 43 to 44 
stories high. Locatioo 
approximately 350 ka from 
epiceoter; 0.05 to O.lg 
Lateral acceleration (1957); 
O.l8g acceleration (1985). 

Bunker Hill Tower, Los Angeles, 
California. ~2 stories high; 
loc..-::..ior. approximately 25 lr_m_ 

from epicenter. 

Banco de America, Managua, 
Nicaragua. 17 stor~es high. 
Located immediately adjacent to 
fault that moved during earth
quake; concrete shear wall 
construction. 

Source of Groun~ Motion 

Hiyagi-Ken-oki, Earthquake 
Juile 12, 1978 

Magnitude 1 .. 4 
Focal depth ~ 30 km 
Offshore location 

Mexico earthquakes 
July 28, 1957 

MagnJ.tude 7.5 
Focal depth 25 km 

September 19, i985 
Magnitude 8.1 

September 20, 1985 
Magnitude 7. 5 

San Fernando Earthquake 
February 9~ 1911 

Magnitude 6 .. 4 

Managua, Nicaragua, 
Earthquake 

December 23, 1972 
Magnitude 6.25 

ObServed Effects 

Damage was negligible .• 
Reactors appareritly- -did 
not shut down and all 
5 units were operating 
ll days later. 

Building survived the 
earthquake without 
damage. 

Overall. earthquake 
damage very light~ 
The shear walls ex
hibited only very 
minor cracking. Most 
floors and· wall ar:eas 
eXhibited no signs of 
damage. 

Reference 

Yanev (1978) 

Zeevaert a~d 
Newmark 
(1956); 
Rosenblueth 
(1960) 
ENR 1965a 
ENR 1985b 

Hur.pb.y 197~ 

Meehan et al. 
(1973) 
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Table 6-43. Facilities that were designed for and have experienced stroog ground motio6 or fault·movement 
(continued) 

Facility 

TiQ9D Building, Cotahato City, 
""f~ .......... r." ~:- _ ... ppi;;E.s~ 4 ~!:::>riea 

high~ [.r · _c<.on approximately 
100 km from epicenter; moaent 
frame concrete; 0.08 to O.l8g 
peak acceleration. 

Bay Area Rapid Transit 
Tunnel (BART), Oakland, 
California. Tunnel penetrates 
Hayward Fault. Designed to 
accommodate both continuous 
fault creep aod periodic fault 
displacement associated with 
earth(!uakes .. 

SourcE of Ground MOtion 

Mindanao, Philippines, 
Earthquake 

August 17, 1976 
Magnitude 7.8 
Focal depth less than 

33 k!l. 

Hayward Fault Creep--6 to 
8 mm per year laterally. 
Historical fault movement 
(up to 1.5 m) associ&ted 
with earthquakes in late 
1800s. 

Obseroved Effects Ri:!ference 

Survi~ed the ~artbquake Stratta et ai. 
withoUt structural (1977) 
damage and only a 
slight crack in a .. con..;. 
crete .block parHi:ion. 

Brown e't al. 
(1981) 

N 

"' co 

0 

"' 
0 

0 

0 

"' 



Methodology for assf:~~;Jing significance of seismic and tecto__!lic ev~~ 

A detailed descr. iption of the approach utili~ed to tdentify and resolve 
• licensing issues assuciated with significant seismic and tectonic events is 

being: prepared by th'= Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Inv1 ,;tigationa (NNWSI) 
Project and will be incorporated in the site characf., .. rization plan. 
Significant seiamie !lnd tectonic events are those event;1 that, in light of 
tectonic history and other characteristics of the site, .. uat be con$idered in 
evaluating compl'lance of the repository with the perfm.~.ance objectives of 
lU CFR Part 60 (1983). This description, to be presen· e.• as a position paper 
for discussion with t'1e NRC and the public, will addre If. the formulation of 
criteria to be used tor identifying the significant s~. :ernie and tectonic 
events to be co1:Sidered for preclosure and postclosure dnalyseR. On u 
preliminary basi a 1 the position paper will identify sce1ldrios to be addressed 
in these analyses, including those related to faults at or near the site. A 
rationale will be developed to explain why certain scenarios should be 
excluded or included in the analyses on the basis of either probability or 
consequence. The paper will also evaluate the potential impact of the 
relevant" scenarios on the NRC performance objectlves ar d on underground and 
surface facility design. 

An issue-resolution strategy will also be developed. The specific 
seismic and tectonic events considered for analysis will be discussed in 
terms of uncertainties in scenario definition and data and assumptions to be 
used in analyses. The approach to be used to demonstrate compliance caul~ 
incorporate several sequential steps. Firat, the set of tel~ase scenarios 
for the 3CiGmic and tectonic events that could affect safety during operation 
and retrieval would be identified. Next, failure-mode analyses of struc
tures, systems, and components important to safety would be conducted using 
seismic-initiating-event probabilities and aeismic-destgn parameters deter
mined in accordance with procedures described in the paper. These analyses 
would be used to determine likely and maximum c.onsP..quences of failure with 
respect to radiological safety, considering the ranges of parameters that 
affect these consequences. The results of these determinations would then be 
used in an analysis and assessment of the degree of complianc!l with applica
ble release limits. Finally. the uncertainty in these analyses and assess
ments would be evaluated. The resulting information would be used in an 
evaluation of the impact on design of structures, systems, and components 
important to safety and to determine the implications regarding the design of 
structures to resist failure. The above steps will be iterated and will 
become more. sophisticated as data from site characterization becomes 
available. An iterative approach will also be used to define and refine 
field programs to obtain the necessary data. 

The process just described recognizes that many of the analyses and sup
porting investigations involve state-of-the-art concepts regarding the acqui
sition and use of geologic data in sophisticated analyses. While such 
concepts will be applied for the first time to a repository, the NRC has 
evaluated numerous probahilistic risk assessments for nuclear reactors, which 
include seismic initiating eve~ts. Techniqu~s discussed above are likely to 
be similar to those that have been used for probabilistic risk assessments. 
The analyses, design criteria, and evaluation criteria prepared by the NNWSI 
Project will be presented in an open forum to ensure that the best technical 
approaches are incorporated in the subsequent evaluation of the tectonics 
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disqualifying conditJ.on and qualifying condition of 10 CPR Part 960 (1984), 
the performance objectives of 10 C~'R Part 60 (1983), anJ evaluat:Jons of 
worker ;md public heal-.h and safety. 

Conclusion 

There may be f.-vid.~nce for a very srnall amount of surfl:l\.e displacement 
near Yucca Mountain i1 the past 6,000 years. The c.losest. hlstorical M "' 6 
earthquake occur:ed in 1908 about 110 kilometers (68 milef .. southwest of the 
site. Recurrence 'nter:vals for earthquakes in the regia. ,re reported to be 
on the order of 25,000 years forM> 7 earthquakes, and '-j Lhe order of 2,500 
years for M > 6 earthqtiakee. On the basis of present kr wledge of past 
earthquakes Snd fau1 t locations, a review of currently a :ailable design 
technology, and tMl· plana for identifying the significant seismic .and 
tectonics parameters during site characterization, it is J•Jdged feasible to 
construct, op>3rate, and decommission an exploratory shaft. facility and a 
radioactive waste repository at Yucca Mountain. Therefore, the evidence does 
not support a finding th~t the site is disqualified (level I). 

6.3.3.4.6 Evaluation and conclusion for the qualifying condition on t~e 
preclosure tectonics guideline 

Evaluation 

The brief historical seismic record at Yucca Mountain ahows no 
earthquakes that have produced damaging ground motion (Rogers et al., 1983; 
Rogers et al., 1977; USGS, 1984). Within 20 kilometers (12 miles) of Yucca 
Mountain, the deterministically predicted maximum credible earthquake (M c 

6.8) on any of tl1e lsrgeat of the nearby faults considered seismically active 
could produce a 0.4g acceleration at Yucca Mountain (USGS, 1984). This 
earthquake has s predicted return period on the order of 900 to 30,000 years. 
Published recurrence intervals for earthquakes in the region are reported to 
be on the order of 25,000 years for M > 7 earthquakes; on the order of 2,500 
years for M .2_ 6- earthquakes; and, abou[ 250 years for M ~ 5 ed.rthquakes. The 
estimated rupture length of a fault producing an earthquake of a given magni
tude and the maximum distance froru that fault to a given mean and peak hori
zontal acceleration are given in Table 6-1~4. The magnitude-length relation
ship was derived from western North American earthquakes by Bonilla et al. 
( 1984). The 84th-percentile and mean accelerations of Joyner and Boore 
(1981) and Campbell (1981) were used to compute conservative estimates of the 
distances listed in the table. At this time, it has not been determined what 
pel-centile will be appropriate for ground motion estimates for a repo!'litory. 
Section 6.3.3.4.5 discusses the methodology that will be used to assess the 
signific.ance of possible seismic and tectonic events and to establish the 
required level of conservatism. Additionally, the values presented in Table 
6-44 ar~ provided to show a range of peak acceleration values for different 
sized earthquakes at a variety of distances. Until final evaluations of the 
faults near the site, appropriate assumptions for fault length, displacement, 
and earthquake magnitude are not possible or warranted. Table 6-44 shows 
that to produce peak ecc.elerations in t!xcess of those that have been accepted 
for reactors would require a large event very close to the site~ Given the 
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Table 6-44. Magnitude vs. fault_,length and distance from fault to peak horizontal accelerations 

Magnitude~ 

M 

---
6.0 

6..5 

7.0 

fault length, L8 

(kilometerS) 

s 

9 

17 

33 

CalCulation 
method 

(d) 
(e) 
(d) 
(e) ,.) 
(e} 
(d} 
(e} 

b c Distance to acceleration • 

0.2g 

8/i7 
S/8 

!2/22 
8/!3 

!6/29 
!2/19 
22/38 
!8/28 

kiloUtet,ere 

Q:-3_ ~ O. 7Sg 

-let 
!/2 
-17 
1/3 
2/U 
Z/5-
6/£6 
3'/& 

-1" 
-/! 
-/-
-/1 
-1-
-/2 
-flO 
-13c 

!.Og 

-1-
-1-
-1-
-1-
-1-
-1-
-15 
-1~ 

3
Computed from Bon:Hla et al. (19.84) ~_stern-_NO:rt:ll American data. Log L = 0.566H-Z.44 whe:roe 

M = ~urface •~we magnitude. . 
The numbers before aod 3fter the slasb are the 50th and 84th percenti~ accelerations, 

respecti.wely. - · -
~ypheo {-) indicates that tbese ey~~a- are n.pt likely to generate tbe giVen accelerat~oas.
·computed from Joyner and Boore (1981-) -50th <ii'ld 54th perCerttile acceleration relationships. e - -· - -. . - - . -- - . 
Computed from Campbell .tl ~81): 50tb and 84fb' percentile m:c.eleration --relatton·ships. 
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regional estimates of racurrencH rates for M > 7 on the l.'rder of 2.'-1,000 Yfi!ars 
and about 2,500 yearll for M ) 6, the probability of oc.cun:ence of a damaging 
earthquake during th1~ 90-yea!= preclosure period is likely to be very small. 
Furthermore, the faul1. lengths observed in the immediate ricinity of Yucca 
Mountain do not appeH .. sufficient to generate earthquake.: with magnitudes 
greater than 6 or 6.5 regardless of the recurrence intel·,r,lls. As noted in 
the evaluation of th~ disqual1.fying condition, reasonab\ nvailable techno
logy should be sufficLent to accommodate the seismic desj n requirements for 
the site when they <u·e established during Df.te chHracteti~ ;tton. 

From the standpoint of soismic haz.ud, Reiter and .ls ·ltson ( 1983) point 
out that an approach bl!;JOd on return per-iods on the order , f 1,000 or 10,000 
years have heen i lplicitly accepted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NKt:) tor developing the seismic deaf.gn criteria for nucl•·•.u reactors. Such 
on appr-oach m~y be overly conservative for a geologic rep'.'HJitory. The con
cept of continuing operation or complex systams after a seismic avant must be 
applied to a reactor at the safe shutdown earthquake level, but is not 
relevant for- a reposHory surface facility. The primary-coolant water suppty 
for a reactor- must continue to be avallable for core c.ocling after- the 
seismic event. Because of the pr-eaence of short-lived isotopes, the fuel in 
a reactor- core will continue to generate dacny heal:! at a rate several orders 
of magnitude higher than the repository spent fuel. The noble gases xenon 
and krypton are of particular concern and must be contained along with 
iodine-131 to protect public heatth and safety. Thitl requirement nece8-
sitates the continued functioning of complex mechaniclll and hydraulic systems 
during and after a maximum seismic event ns well as the maintenance of the 
full structur-al integrity of the containment building. In a repository, the 
spent fuel or defense high-level waste decay hE>.nt is low enough to require 
only passive systems. Passive dry storage casks are presently before the NRC 
for licensing for reactor site atorage of spent fuel. 

After emplacement in the underground facility, waste disposal containera 
are unlikely to exper-ience velocities or accel.e.rations that approach the 
velocities and accelerations that will be simulated in drop tests to deter
mine strength for handling purposes. An acceleration of lg at repository 
depth is extremely unlikely; containers will be designed and tested for 
impact velocities that produce accelerations of more than 10 timee this 
value. 

The volcanic. hazard potential at the eite from silicic volcanism is much 
less than that for basaltic volcanism a13 discussed in Section 6.3.1.7.3. The 
possible effects and probability of baaaltic volcanisrn at Yucca Mountain 
during the preclosure period. are thorougt\ly reviewed in eections 6.3.1.7.3 
and 6.].1.7.6. The probability of a recurrence of basaltic volcan_~m causing 
disrupt1£g of the repository facility r-anges between 3.3 x 10 o~:~nd 

3.0 x 10 for the 90-year preclosure period. Because of the low probabili~ 
tiee and small consequences, t.he r-isk posed by basaltic. volcanism is judged 
to be very small during the pre closure period (Link et al., 1982). 

Conclusion 

The only tectonic act:ivtty expected to affect Yucca Mour.tain durtng the 
preclosure period is the occurrence in the surr.ounding reg,ion of. ,~;~mall
magnitude earthquakes. Such activity is likely to produce ground motion that 
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is presently judged to be within the design limits likely to be IJppl!ed to 
nuclear repositort.ef .. and 1a compatible with the requirements specified in 
10 CFR 96Q,S-l(a)(3) (1984). Therefore, on the basis of the abc.ve evalu
ation, the evidence ··loes not support a finding that the f'.ite is not likely to 
meet Lhe qualifying ':ondition for preclosure tectonics l!::wel 3). 

6 3.3.4.7 Plans for site C,haracterization 

During site char tcterization, field investigatiom, rLll be continued to 
further evaluatP tectonic acti.vity at the Yucca Mountain site and in the sur
rounding region (see Section 6.3.}.7, Postcloaure tectonics, for a complete 
diecussion) ., Site-specific attenuation curves will be developed to better 
predict expected ground motion, Potentially active fa1.:.l.ts in the area will 
be carefully evaluated to determine their slip ratea a~d their character
istics. 

6.3.4 PRECLOSURE SYST&H GUIDELINE 

The three precloaure system guidelines establish the overall objectives 
to be met by a repovitory during repository siting, construction, operation, 
and closure. They address (1) preclosure radiological safety; (2) the 
environmental, sc•cioeconomic, and transportation-related effects associated 
with repository development and operation! and (3) the ease and cost of 
repository siting, construction, operation, and closure. The first two do 
not require site characterization for tht! dt!mon~:~tration of compliance; th~y 

are discussed in Section 6.2.2. The third precloaure system guideline does 
require site characterization; a preliminary evaluation of the Yucca Mountain 
site against thia system guideline is presented in this section. 

6.3.4.1 Ease and coat ,of ait;Lng, construction, operation 1 and closure 
(10 CPR 960.S-l(a)(3)) 

6.3.4.1.1 Introduction 

The quaU.fy.fng condition for this guideline is as follows: 

Repository siting, construction, operat.ion, and closure shall be 
demonstrated to be technically feasible on the basis of reasonably 
available technology, and the associated costs shall be demon
~trated to be reasonable relative to other available and comparable 
siting options. 

The preclosure system guideline on the ease and cost of siting, con
struction, operation, and closure is ranked lowest in importance among the 
three preclosure system guidelines because it does not relate dit·ectly to the 
health, safety, and welf.are of the public or the quality of the environment. 
The elements pertinent. to· ·this gu:f.deline are (1) the site characteristics 
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that affect siting, construction, operation, and closure; (2) the (mgineer
ing, materials, and se' 11ices necessary to conduct these ac.tivities; 
(3) written agreement~ oetween the U.S. Department of Enerf;Y and the affected 
State, and the Feder a!. regulations that establish the requirements fc,r these 
activities; and (4) t'•<J repository personnel at the site during siting, 
construction, operation, or closure. 

Th.is guideline WC\lld uot be met tf a large number of ,;pecial measures 
were necessary beet• us'.~ the site had unsuitable surface fer., ,1res; because the 
host-rock charflcteristics, including thickness, lateral x.:ent, and geome
chanical properties, reC'.uired technology beyond that avai ·.1ible at reasonable 
cost; because the hydro\ogic conditions at the site could imit the effect
iveness of reposit .. ry seals or cause flooding in the. underg •. ound workings; or 
because the potential for tectonic activity required unn'<ssonable or 
infeasible de~agn features to protect the workers or the public. Table 6-45 
summarizes the finding for the qualifying condition. 

6.3.4.1.2 Data relevant to the evaluation 

The information presented in this section is derived from those for the 
technical guidelines on Rurface charactedatics (Section 6.3.3.1), rock char
acteristics (Section 6.3.3,2), hydrology (Section 6.3.3.3), and tectonics 
(Section 6.J.J.4). This information is preliminary because the data needed 
from the site-characterization program are not yet available. Furthermore, 
only preliminary concepts of the r:eposl.t(,ry design have been identified 
(MacDougall, 1985). Five important variables are considered in the following 
evaluation: (1) the location of surface features; (2) the method of access 
to the underground facility; (J) the depth of the emplacement level; (4) the 
size o.nd shape of the underground facility; and (5) the method of waste 
emplacement. These variables will be reevaluated and further refined during 
the conceptual design of the repository. The conceptual design will, in 
turn, be evaluated with the information obtained during site characteriza
tion. After site characterization, and thfi!: completion of a preliminary 
(Title I) design, more precise estimates of the eaae and cost of siting, 
construction, operation, and closure will be possible~ 

The discussions that follow describe the activities involved with 
repository construction, operation, and closure and evaluate each of the 
three phases in terms of the available technology. It is assumed that 
10 percent of the access drifts, emplacement drifts, and holes would be 
excavated and stabilized during construction and that the remainder would be 
excavated and stabilized during operation. 

6.3.4.1.3 Evaluation 

Evaluation for repository siting 

Siting activities include: (1) the construction of the exploratory 
shaft facility; (2) the construction of a secondary egress shaft; (3) the 
construction of surface and support facilities, including trailers to house 
offices, medical services, and change rooms, as well as utility systema, head 
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Table 6-45. Summary of analyses for Section 6.3.4.1; pr~closure system guideline: ease and cost 
of siting, construction,, ope!rat:ion, and closure UO CFR 960.5-l(a)(J)) 

Condition Department of Energy (DOE) finding 

QUALIFYING CONDITION 

Repository siting, construction, operation, and 
closure shall be demonstrated to be technically 
feasible on the basis of reasonably available 
technology, and the associated costs shall be 
demonstrated to be reasonable relative to other 
available and comparable siting options. 

Existing information does not support the finding 
that the site la not likely to meet the qualifying 
condition (level 3): no special technology is 
expected to be required; repository activities are 
expected to be feasible on the basis of reasonably 
available technology; site characterization is 
expected to provide additional information for 
planning and design. 

' 
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frames and hoists, ver.!:.ilstion systems, and a road; and (4) laboratory and 
field studies. 

Standard constru.ction and mining practices can be ua~~cl to construct the 
exploratory shaft fac.1 11ty. The secondary agrees shaft wr"'ld be raise.-bored, 
a standard mining ttt('hnique. No unique or nonstandard c.achniquea are 
expected to be requil:,!d for the construction of the suppo:t. facilities or for 
the conduct of labor@tory or field studies. 

The surface charac.teriatics that should be consid ~r .d ln siting are 
mainly the terrain and the surface drainage; both Wi L be carefully 
considered in the plaL:ement ot' the exploratory shaft fa tlity, secondary 
egress shaft, ano. surface support facilities. The su~L,ce facilities, 
shafts, and access routes to them can be located in ger!ct·.llly flat areas with 
well-established drainage sy,tems, No exceptional groun .. 1 support methods are 
expected to be requiredj w:l.re mash and rock bolts should provide sufficient 
ground support to provide for worker safety, 

Hydrologic factors that should be considered in siting activities are 
water availability, potent:l.al for flooding especially wtth regard to sheet 
flo\or', and ground-water conditions that could require complex engineering 
measures beyond those reasonably available. Adequate water supplies are 
available locally. The design and location of the exploratory shaft and 
support facilities would include plans for adequate protection from sheet 
flow, which will result from standard drainage control measures. Becau~e the 
exploratory shaft facility and the secondary egress shaft would be located in 
the unsaturated zone and because of the aridity of the surface climate, 
hydrologic impacts on siting are expected to be minimal. 

The tectonic factors to be considered in repository siting include the 
potential for earthquake-induced ground motion that could r~quire engineering 
measures beyond reasonably available technology during shaft construction. 
Reasonably available technology ie sufficient to design and construct the 
surface and underground facilities to withstand the m$ximum potential ground 
motion likely to occur at the Yucca Mountain site. 

Evaluation for cepository construc.tion 

Construction activities include (1) the construction of surface and 
support facilities, including waste-handling and treatment buildings, support 
buildings, head frames ancl hoista, a railroad, a road, and utility systems; 
(2) the construction of underg~:ound ventilation filter buildings and under~ 

ground facilities; and (3) the excavation and stabilization of ramps, shafts, 
drifts, and emplacement holes (MacDougall, 1985). 

Standard co~struction and mining techniques and practices can be used in 
most of these construction act,iv1ties. Waste-handling and t.re.tJtment (acU
ities, as well as ventilation and filtration systems serving waste
emplacement areas, will be designed and constructed in accordance with 
applicable specifications followed in other nuclear facilities. Activities 
requiring nonstandard techniques will be carried out in a manner that 
provides for the safe handling and processing of potentiillly hazardous 
radioactive materials under all foreseeable normal and accident conditions. 
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The surface ch-.racteriatics that should be consid~red in construction 
activities are main, y th~ terrain and surface drainag~. and both will be 
carefully considere·. in the design and placement of SU\:face facilities. The 
pertinent rock char .. ~cteristics are the thickness and lifteral extent of the 
host rock; the geom •. :-:ha.nical pt'operties of the host roc~ that affect support 
requirements; thetll'.')IJLOchanical characteristics of t:he lv)9t rock that could 
affect the ease ar.l safety of waste retrieval, shoulr retrieval become 
necessary, and othli:r rock characteristics that could c( .promise the safety of 
workers. Host-rock characteristics will determine the ">tact depth selected 
for the emplacement level, and the e1utct depth would i ~h:·ct the ease and cost 
of constructing head frames, hoists and skips, ramps .<1 '!d shafts, and the 
underground facilit:y.. The size and the shape of the e~.=lacement. area could 
also affect the cost of m:f.ning the drifts. 

The hy~rologic factors that shoulC be considered in construction activi
ties are water availability, the potential for flooding from sheet flow, and 
g"round-water conditions that could require complex. eng:l.neering beyond that 
reasonably availabl.'!. Adequate water supplies for repouitory activities are 
available locally~ The design and locations of Aur.fae.s facilities would 
include standard drainage control measures to ensure adequate flood 
protection. The unsaturated condition of the host rock and the aridity of 
the sudace climate both contribute to confid!!nce that hydrologic impacts on 
construction will be minimal. 

The tectonic factors that should be considered in repository construc
tion include the potential for earthquake-induced ground motion. The results 
of studies to date suggest that the madmum potential ground motion at the 
site will not require construction methods or practices that are beyond 
reasonably available technology. 

Evaluation for repository operation 

Operation activities include waste hAndling, preparation, and 
emplacentent; administration and management; maintenance; mining; and 
security. Surface cha"racte"ristics that may affect ope~ation include those 
that could cause flooding in the surface or underground facilities, or 
characteristics that could lead to the failure of engineered components of 
the repository. No pt'oblems with floodlng are expected for the surface 
facilities, and designs will include standard drainage control measures to 
provide protection for both surface and underground facilities. There are 
several rock characteristics that could affect repository operation. Among 
them are the discovery that the boat rock is too th:l.n or laterally 
restricted, or the unexpected occurrence of in situ rock conditions that 
require special engineering measures such as extensive maintenance of under
ground openings to guarantee worke"r safety. The rock characteristics related 
to the"rmomechanical response are also important in ensuring that waste 
retrieval could be accomplished safely and without great cost. All evidence 
to date ~mggests that an adequate area of the host rock is available 1 

although it is possible that additional late"ral at'ea could be useful for 
added flexibility. The in situ conditLons and thermomechanical pt'opert!es of 
the host rock would allow safe operatlon and retrieval, should retrieval 
become necessary. 
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During operation, there are two principal hydrologtc concern1s: an 
adequate supply of watE:•: must be available, and there sho1tld be no ground
water conditions that •,;<IUld require complex technology beyond that which is 
reasonably avai.lable. 1\dG.quate water supplies are availabJ..! locally, and the 
unsaturated host rock w.lUld require no special technology. 

The tectonic chat ·tcteristic of the 1:1ite that could ,_,feet repository 
operation is t:he potential for ground motion severe enough ~·-) disrupt reposi
tory operation, causing injury to p8rsonnel, or causirq: an accidental 
r-adiation release. The ground motion that h likely f".o enlt from natural 
seismicity or man-induce.<] seismicity can be etHimated and 'nerational proce
dures can be establisheo to protect workers and facilities. A signif:Lcant 
impact on operation would be possible only if earthquakes greatly exceeded 
the seismic design limits of the facilities; conservative ·hsign limits would 
be used (Section 6.3.3.4). 

Evaluation for repository closure 

The closure of the repository will consist of backfilling drifts, if 
required, and sealing shafts, ramps, and boreholes. Surfar.e characteristics 
would affect shaft and r.amp sealing, or backfilling if flooding caused dis
ruption of seals or backfill. The t:oc'tt characteristics that could affect 
closure activities or potential ret:rievability include rock instability in 
waste-emplacement boreholes or drifts. The potentiol for thermally induced 
fracturing or other chang~s in rock properties could lead to safety problems 
if retrieval were necessary. Standard drainage control rneasuree are 
suff.icient to guarantee that sealing and backfilling will not be disrupted, 
and all evidence to date suggests that the retrieval of emplaced wastes 
should offer no mechanical or safety-related problems. 

Hydrologic characteristics would be important in closing the repository 
if flooding occurred or if water were not available for closure or retrieval 
oper-ations. Ground-water- conditions could affect closure and retrieval if 
complex engineering measures were required because of unexpected conditions. 
As previously mentioned, standard drainage control measures would ensure 
flood pt·otection, and the unsaturated host rock should offer a benign 
grouncl->JRter envir..mment. Tectonic processes could affect closure activities 
if the earthquake design limits that were imposed were not sufficiently 
conservative to guarAntee the safety of the workers and retrieval of the 
waste, if necessary. Section 6.3.3.4.5 describes the procedure that will be 
used to develop conservative seismic design requirements for a repository at 
Yucca Mountain. 

Cost Estimates 

On the basis of the available site information and design studies 
completed to date, preliminary cost estimates have been developed for the 
repository described in Chapter 5. These estimates were developed as part of 
the u.s. Department of Energy annual evaluation of the adequacy of the one 
mil per kilowatt-hour fee for disposal services and do not represent final 
cost estimates. More definitive estimates will be completed when mos:e 
detailed designs and site-characterization data become available. 
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The esttmated to' e.l life-cycle cost for n repository h .. cated .tn tuff is 
$8.5 billion (198'• de. lara). This includes costs for de,telopment .:md evalu
ation ($1.5 billion), construction ($1.1 billion), op.:!ration ($5.8 billion), 
and decommissioning (i).l billion), The development and ~·valuation estimate 
includes costf:l for s:lte characterization, r~pository cor.~~ptual design, and 
license application~ and technology development, The co•··-l':ruction estimate 
includes costa for r.·;~poeitory final procurement and con. i·ruction design and 
the construction of all surface facilities and a lirnitt number of unde-r
ground waste disposal roomS' and corridors. the operati '1r) estimRte includes 
coats for the conatrur:tion of the remainder of the un<! !tg_round facilities, 
the emplacement of th-l waste underground, and caretakr:· and backfilU.ng 
activities, The decommissioning eacimate includes costs for shaft sealing 
and the decontamination and dismantling of the surface facilities. 

6.3.4.1.4 Conclusions for the qualifying condition on the ease and cost of 
siting, construction, operation, and closure guideline 

The siting, construction, operation, and closure of a repository at 
\'ucca Mountain are not likely to require special technology and are con
sidered feasible on the basis of existing technology. Site-characterizcltion 
studies will expand the existing :1.nformation on host-rock thickness and 
lateral extent, host- rock mechan:l ~.al propert lea, thermo-mechanical proper
ties, the location and characteristics of faults and shear zones, and the 
subsurface hydrologic system. The currently available repository design 
infot~ation, cost estimates, and design requirements will be updated during 
ongoing conceptt~al-deaign activities, The evidence collected and evaluated 
to date does not support a finding that the site is not likely to meet the 
qualifying condition of this preclosure system guideline (level 3), 

6.3.5 CONCLUSION REGARDING SUITABILITY OF THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE FOR SITE 
CHARACTERIZATION 

Oil the basis of the findings stated in the previous discussion of indi
vidual guidelines and made in accordance with Appendix !II of the siting 
guidelines (10 CFR 960, 1984), it is concluded that the evidence does not 
support a finding that the site is disqualified o.nd does not support a 
finding that the site is not likely to meet the qualifying conditione for 
ease and cost of siting, construction, operation, and closure. Therefore, it 
is concluded that the Yucca Mountain site is suitable for site 
characterization. 

6,t, PERFORMANCE ANALYSES 

The preceding sections of Chapter 6 have presented gui.deline-by
guideline analyses of the suitability of the Yucca Mountain Bite for further 
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characterization. Thfs section describes the preclosun>: and post-closure 
performance analyses 1 hat support the preclosure· system f.!:Jideline regarding 
radiological safety af·i the postclosure system guideline. Other a.e,;.essments 
not related to preclo:·11re radiological safety or postclos·p·e perforaa.nce are 
not considered here. 

6.4.1 PRECLOSURE RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY ASSESSMENTS 

The purpose of th:' a section is t.o describe the appr ·lch to the pre
closure radiologi"al assessment, to detonnine whether thE assessments are 
especially sensitive to particular characteristics of the site, and to 
estimate preclosm:e performance based on the existing inf.H"mation. 

6.4.1.1 Preclosure tadiation protection standards 

The preclosure system guideline (10 CFR 960.5-l(a)(l), 1984) for radio
logical safety refers to meeting the applicable safety requirements set forth 
in 10 CFR Part 60 (1983), 40 CFR 191, Subpart A (1985), and 10 CFR Part 20 
(1984). The Subpart A standard requires that the combined annual dose equiv
alent to any member of the public, from operations covered by 40 CFR Part 190 
(1982) and from direct radiation and planned discharges of radioactive mate
rials, not exceed 25 millirem to the whole body, 75 millirem to the thyroid, 
and 25 millirem to any other organ. The requirements of 10 CF'R Part 20 
establish limits to exposure of operating personnel, permissible concentra
tions of radionuclidcs in air and water for unrest.ricted areas, and offaite 
exposure of the general pubHc. The last requirement is that the whole body 
dose to any member of the public in a year be less than Q.S rem, with contin
uous dose limited to 2 rnillirem per hour or 100 millirem in any 7 consecutive 
days. This requirement is generally less restrictive than that of 40- CFR 
191, Subpart A, but may be limiting under certain short-term conditions. 

6.4.1.2 Methods for preclosure radiological assessment 

The preclosure performance assessments will include evaluation of poten
tial releaae and dose and comparison with the requirements of the regulations 
listed in Section 6.4.1.1. The assessments will consider repository 
co~s~ruct.ion and operations including both normal operating conditions and 
unexpected conditions (i.e., those involving accidental releases) • 

The specific analysis for each of these conditions will depend upon the 
designs of the facilities and the waste package. The main purposes of these 
analyses will be to confirm the acceptability of the designs and to identify 
mitigative measures to decrease consequences and preventive measures to pre
clude specific accidents. The analyses may depend on the charactertstics of 
the site and, to the extent that the calculations are particularly sensitive 
to features of the site, these characteristics would need to be identified 
and evaluated with regard to preclosure system performance. 
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6.1 •• 1.2.1 Radiologtr-al assessment of construction activitles 

No radioactiv@ ,.,aste would be involved in the c.Omltructi.on activities. 
However, radf.ation F:Xposure could result from the reltw.se of radon frorn. 
excavated rock and t'tc undergL·ound facility. The amoun 1. of radoo released to 
the environment depends upon site and engineered syster: d1ar.acteristics, 
including: 

1. The amount of natural uranium and thorium in '·h rock; 
2, The charflcteriijtics of the rock (e.g., matri: censity, porosity) 

that affect Cho rate of rndon emanat ton from t'l· rock; 
3. The natural .-.nd induced thormal fielda; 
4. The volume and rock surface-area of underground openinge; 
5. The ventilation flow rate in underground openit"'P~, and 
6. Other engineered features that are not defined nt this EJtage of the 

design, 

Neutron acttva1.ion annlyses performed on Topopah f;pring tuff samples 
indicate natural uranium content to be in the range of L.? to 5.2 parts per 
million and natural thorium content to be in the range of 22.1 to 25.2 parts 
per million (Knauss, 1984; Ramspott, 1983). Using these results, the rock 
bulk density value of 2.12 grams par cubic centimeter (Ttllerson and Nimick, 
1984), and assuming secular equilibrium of the uranium and thorium aeries in 
the Topopah Spring tuff, it is estimated that the radon-220 (thorium series) 
production is approximately 6 picocuries per cubic centimeter and the 
radon-222 (uranium series) production is approximately 3 picocuries per cubic 
centimeters. The concomitant radon emanation rate from the rock, particu
larly as influencad by the induced thl!rmal load from the emplaced radioactive 
waste, it~ nut yet kno\l{ll. Although terJtative dimensions and vent:ilatlon rates 
for underground openings have been determined, the radionuclide releases and 
radiation doses due to natural radon have yet to be evaluated. 

For present purposes, estimates of radionuclide releases and radiation 
doses can be based upon data provided for various types of geologic media 
(DOE, 1980a), These estimates are discussed in Section 5.2.9.1. 

These data ~-ndicate that excavation of rock roughly corresponding to the 
disposal of 70,000 metric tons of heavy metal of spent fuel would result in 
an annual effective whole-body dose for a member of the general population of 
less thlln o.OS millirem. This estimate has been made for excavation of 
granite, the rock with the highest radon release per unit of excavated rock 
of those media evaluated in DOE (1980a); the estimate assumes that the 
release occurs at the point of the excavation. Spec:Lfic characteristics of 
the site such as rock type or environmental conditions would not result in 
greater impacts, because the impact w11l be mitigated with design features, 
particularly features of the underground ventilation systems. 

6.4.1.2.2 Radiological assessment of normal operations 

Neither direct radiation sources nor radionuclide releases during normal 
operations constitute a significant source of; publi.c expoet.~re because. of the 
shielding, packaging, and containment measures that will be taken and because 
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of the large distance chat seporates the waste from the public. The shield
ing, packaging, and ec ttainment measures needed wiil be determined when the 
unit operations have tv.,en specified. The greatest potentit\l for radionuclide 
release during normal operations would occur for the handling of the spent 
fuel assemblies. Uppt:r bounds to potential impacts can ·;.~ estimated for 
possible handling c-pet J.tions and assumptions regarding c.lr.,dlng failure. 

A small fraction of the rode may experience claddi; hilure during 
reactor operation, or during residence in storage pools, In early designs 
the fract Lon of rodo that failed during operation was a m )Bt 1 percent, but 
design modifications huve reduced this fraction to leaf, •·han 0.02 percent 
(\~oodley, 1983), Ther~ is no evidence of transportation· .related cladding 
failures (DOE., 19!8). The fraction that would fail during temporary storage 
is unknown. 1f the cladding of .llrJ.Y of the rods is ruptured during handling 
at the site, a portion of the radioactivity in the spenc fuel could be 
released inside the hot cell. High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) 
filtration systems c.an be assumed to remove virtually all (99.9+ percent) of 
the partic.ulates released from the fuel. For cona~rvatisTl, virtually all of 
the tritium, carbon-14, krypton-85 and iodine-129 should be asswned to pass 
through the system and to be releaaed to the surrounding environment. 

Under normal conditions, handling could only result in cladding failure 
if disassembly of spent fuel elements is performed. For example, up tQ 
0.3 percent of the rods could become stuck in the rod spacers bec.J!U!ie of 
9welling in the reactor core (Funk and Jacobson, 1979), and some fraction of 
these could be rupturE!d during removal from the spacer with lln associated 
releaae of the fractions stated above for tritium, carbon-14, krypton-85 and 
iodine-129. 

An estimate of the radionucUde emissions during normal operstione can 
he made from the expected arrival rate of spent fuel rods, frequency of rod 
failure, radionuclide inventory of the failed rods, and fraction of this 
inventory that could be released. An upper bound to the releaee is cal
eulated by assuming an arrival rate of 3,000 metric tons of heavy metal of 
opent fuel (corresponding to 1 ~ 700,000 fuel rods for pressul'ized-water
reactor fuel) each year, by assuming 0.3 percent of the pina have ruptured 
and will be stud .. tn the spacers during disassembly, and by as~uming that all 
of the stuck rods will be ruptured during removal from the spacers. The 
resulting release fractions are given in Table 6-46. Air concentrations ar!

5 calculated on the basis of a d;spersion factor (X/Q) estimated to be 2 x 10 
seconds per cubic. meter (6xl0- seconds per cubic foot). The calculated con
centrations are compared with the concentration limits set by 10 CFR Part 20 
(1984) in Table 6-46. Potential exposure can be mitigated by apecific facil
ity designs. 

Evaluation of committed dose equivalent to compare with regulatory etan
dards will require site-specific information, such aa exposure pathway data, 
However, bounding estimates can be made for simple cases; for example, when 
the radioactive gases are dispersed in the atmosphere, the whole-body dose 
equivalent for immersion in the dispersed cloud can be estimated by using 
site-independent dose factors (ICRP, 1979). For the \elease in Table 6-46 
and a dose conversion factl>r for kryptan-85 of 2 x 10 (rem per year) per 
(curies per cubic meter) (ICRP, 1979), the calculated dose equivalent is less 
than 0.2 millirem per year. 
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Table 6-46. A~£H.,;Ssment of releases from normal preclosure operations 

Calculaterl 
Fraction concentrar?(m Concentration 

Im>• ntory a 
releasedb in ai·~( • 11mit

3 
Radionuclf.de (·~ .• lries) per year (Ci/m . (Gi/m ) 

--
Hydrogen-3 9 .. 3 X 105 0,0003 lo 8 X 

w-10 2 X I0-7 
103 .. 3 10-7 Carbon-14 3.7 ): 0.0003 7 ,Q X 10 •9 

1 X 
l o 5 X 107 0.0009 3 X 

-7 
Kyrpton-85 8.6 X 1Q

14 :g-11 lodine-129 9.3 X 101 0.0003 lo8 X 10 2 X 

a 
Baaed on 3,000 metric tons of heavy metal of 10-ye~:r.r .. old spent fuel 

arrib!ng in a year (DOE, 1979). 
Based on 0.3 percent failure of spent fuel rods tt:ld fraction of 

radioactive gases from failed rods released from facility., Regulatory Guide 
1.25 (NRC, 1972) indicates that fractions would be 30 percent for krypton-85 
and 10 percent for iodine-129. TrHium and carbon .. l4 arE!: also assumed to be 
10 percent. 

~Baee1 on X/Q • 2 x 10-5 seconds per cubic meter. 
Ci/m = curies per cubic meter. 

eConcen'tration limits .in 10· OFR 20, Appandix B ( 1984). 

6.4.1.2.3 Radiological assessment of acctdental releases 

The estimates of releasee will depend upon the accidents that are plaus
ible at the site. The possible set of accidents to be considered may be 
altered for specific facility design and operational techniques. A broad 
spectrum of potential accidents was analyz:ed by DOE (1979). The most severe 
of these involved hoist failure during the lowering of the waste disposal 
container to the repository leveL As described in Section 5.1.1.2, however, 
the reference access method for transferring waste to the underground 
facility of the prospective Yucca Mountain repository is via a ramp entry. 
Therefore 1 the waste-hoist failure would not be a possible event. 

Aa described in Section 5.2.9.2.3, preliminary safety analyses (Jackson 
et al., 1964) indicate that worst-case accident consequences result from an 
aircraft impe.ct. For this event • the calculated whole-body equivalent dose 
to the maximally exposed individual is 68 millirem. 

6.4.2 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF POSTCLOSURE PERFORMANCE 

This section presents. a preliminary performance analysis for the. proposed 
Yucca Mountain waste disposal system. The objective of thia preliminary. 
analysis is to estimate the likelihood of satisfying the regulatory. require
ments contained in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations in 
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10 CFR Part 60 (198J) and the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
regulations in 40 CFR Part 191 (1985). The results of the aualysb are used 
in Section 6.3.2 in eo. aluating the site against the postclooure system guide
line (10 CFR 960.4-1, 1984). which is based on these NRC ;::nd EPA regulations. 

Because of limitations in the data base and analytil :tl methods. this 
preliminary analysis '_s not intended to demonstrate compJ 1 • .1nce with the post
closure performance uajectivea; rather. it: is intended t<' lilopplement the evi
dence that will be u~ed to eatablish whether the Yucca Mowttain site is suit
abl~ for site characterization. A full performance assc sfl'ent to demonstrate 
complisnca with the pof!tclosure performance objective !.:; ·,')ntingent on site 
characterization and will follow it. 

This section is dtvided into five parts. Section 6. 11,2.1 describes the 
two major sub5ystems of the proposed Yucca Mountain waste disposal system. 
The first of these. the engineered barrier subsystem, is P-valuated by an 
assessment of waste package performance; the second, the natural barrier sub
system, is evaluated at this ttme by evaluations of ground-w-ater flow- and 
geochemical retardation. The individual performance of t:•ach subsystem is 
analyzed in Section 6.4.2.2, And s' preliminary analysis of total system per
formance is presented in Section 6.4.2.3. Sec.tion 6.4.2.1. compares the sub
system and total system performance discussed in earlier sections with the 
applicable requirementB of 10 CFR Part 60 (1983) and 40 CFR Part 191 (1985). 
The objective of these comparisons is to establish a rough measure of system 
performance under the conditions expected in the repoait:ory; a brtef disctJS
sion of the effects of disruptive events on eystem perfOrmance is provided in 
Section 6.4.2.5Q · 

6.4.2.1 Subsystem deGo::fiptions 

For the purpose of these assessments, it is assumed that n repository at 
Yucca Mountain would be constructed in the primary area of investigation 
(Suction 6.3.3.2) of roughly 890 hectares (2,200 acres), The underground 
W"or.king areas w-ould be 200 meters (6% feet) or more below the surface in the 
lo\ .. er portion of the densely welded Topopah Spring Member (Figure 6-25) of 
the Paintbrush Tuff. The present repository concept specifies that 616 hec
tares (1,520 acres) are required for the repository, and mined areas will 
occupy no more than 25 percent of the total area. It is assumed that the 
waste will be emplaced as 10-year-o.ld spent fuel and will reach a total of 
70,000 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) st closure. The rsdionuclide inven
tory is given in Table 6-47. 

The quantities of radioactive waste and the assoc:f.ared radionuclide 
inventories that would actually be emplaced ill the repository have not yet 
been established, and the amount of spent fuel emplaced could he l-ess than 
70,000 MTHM. Other wastes· may be emplaced in the repository in addition to 
the spent fuel. These other wastes may include high-level wa&tee currently 
!n storage st West Valley, New York • .!lnd defense waste processing facility 
high-level waste. 

These wastes have been explicitly factored into the transportation 
analyses in Section 5.3. HOwever, the curie inventories of these wastes 
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Table 6-47. Radiunuclide inventory in repository at 360 and 1,060 years 
afte~:.· emplacement of 10-year-old spent fu.fll 

Half··Hfe 
Radionuclide (ye~rs) 

Cm-246 
Cm-245 
Cm-244 
Cm-242 
Am-243 
Am-242 
Am-241 
Pu-242 
Pu-241 
Pu-240 
Pu-239 
Pu-238 
Np-239 
Np-237 
U-238 
U-236 
U-235 
IJ-234 
U-233 
Pa-231 
Th-232 
Th-230 
Th-229 
Ra-226 
Ra-225 
Pb-2!0 
Cs-137 
cs-135 
I-129 
Sn-126 
Tc-99 
Zr-93 
Sr-90 
Ni-59 
C-14 

Spe~Uic 

activitl' 
(Ci/g) 

·-I 
2.M X 10_1 1.57 X 10

1 8,32 X 10 3 3,32 X 10_
1 1.85 X 10 

9. 72 
3.24 

Radionucl·:.<Je tnvegtory. 
___ -..l(..x9!d.1 /y ''<n' .. '-.£!Mc!-'ru,.,) ____ _ 

t • 10 yrb t ~ :~Oyrc t • 1,060 yrc 

3.1 x 1oi 
1,7 X 10 
0 2 
1.1 X to4 
lo 3 X 10 
1.r x 10; 
3,5 X 10

3 1,6 X 102 
1.7 X lOS 
4,1 X 10

5 2.8 X 102 9.3 X .104 1,3 X 10
2 5,8 X 10 2 3.,2 X 10 2 2.3 X 101 lo6 X 10 2 7 o8 X 10 

2. I -I 
3,7 X 10_

5 lo2 X 10 
9.0 
9.2 X 10-2 

1.5 2 
9.4 X 10-
1.7 
2.2 x w;3 

2,7 X IQ 
3.3 X 101 

4.8 X 10~ 
1.3 X 10 
1.7 lC 10~4 
6.5 X 10

1 3.0 X 102 6.9 X 10 

• bMTU g metric tons of uranium; Ci/g • curies per gram. 
10 years out of reactor, i.e., the assumed time of emplac~ment; values 

taken from tables 3,3.7, 3.3.8, and 3.3.10 of DOE, 1979; .once-through-reactor 
cycle. 

c300 or 1,000 years after closure, i.e •• 360 or 1,060 years out of 
reactor, assuming a 50-year operations period before closure; values 
calculated from 10-year inventories and rounded to 2 significant d.tgits. 
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would constitute lt::r_:p~ than 1 percent of total repository !nventor,y and would 
not have a significant incremental impnct on repository performan,,:e. There
fore, these other W,ll'tes are not explicitly evaluated here. 

The waste dispos >J. system consists of three major CC1-lponents: (I) the 
waste package; (2) th(~ mined repository, including any llllijinecred features 
that are tlpecificall 1 intended to enhance long-terru WIHl :;~·~ containment or 
!solution; and (3) 1.he geohydrologic and geochemical Eli -·ting of the site. 
These three components are described below in terms of t ·1eir subcomponents 
that are relevant to postclosure performance. 

6.4.2.1.1 Engineerod barrier subsystem 

The waste package 

A reference conceptual design (O'Neal et a!., 1984) for a spent fuel 
waste package is shown in Figure 6-28. The waste disp.,.1sal container is 
70 centimeters (28 inches) in diameter, but ir;.s length, including the P:intle, 
may vary from 4.0 to 4.75 meters (13 to 15.6 feet) to accommodate various 
lengths of fuel rods. The container is fabricated from austenitic stainless 
steel with a wall tUckness of 1 centimeter (0.4 inch). This design Will 
accorurnod!lte the fuel rods from 7 pressurized-water-reactor assemblies 
(3.30 kilowatts) or 14 boiling-water-re!lctor assemblies (2.66 kilowatts); the 
fuel rods would be removed from the original. nsaembly hardware and consol
idated to fit in the waste disposal containers. The power loadings of 3.30 
and 2.66 kilowatts are consistent with a J50°C (662°F) temperature limit 
impof>ed to avoid degradation of the Zircaloy cladding around the spent fuel 
(O'Neal et al., 1984), If it is assumed that the initil::ll thermal loading of 
the repository is held to 119 kilowatts per hectare (48 kilowatts per acre), 
then about 18,000 containers would be distributed over 510 hectares 
(1,260 acres.). 

The d~sign shown in Figure 6-28 is the least complicated of the selected 
TElference and alternative design configur<~tiona for this spent fuel waste 
package (O'Neal et a.!., I984). The waste disposal container would he 
emplaced in a single vertical borehole, and neither an overpack nor packing 
material would be used. 

Austenitic stainless steel has been chosen as the reference material 
because of its excellent corrosion and oxidation resistance in environments 
similar to those anticipated in the Yucca Mountain repository during the con
ta1.nment period. The corrosion and oxidation behavior of one austenitic 
stainless steel, AlSI 3041, has been extenaively studied· -Test results to 
date indicate that either uniform corrosion or stress corrosion cracking is 
the expected failure mode for this material in the dominant environmental 
conditions in the Yucca Mountain repository. More highly alloyed grades of 
austenitic stainless steels (AlSl 316L and 321) and the related h.igh-nickel 
austeoitic alloy (825) are also being tested as candidate container 
materials; these alloys are very resistant to localized and stress-assisted 
forms of corrosion (pitting, crevice, intergranular, ~tress corrosion 
cracking, hydrogen embrittlement). Any of these austenitic materials can he 
used for fabricating the disposal containers illustrated in Figure 6-28. The 
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Figure 6-28. Reference conceptual design for spent fuel waste disposal 
container. From O'Neal et sl. (1984). 
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effects of different L1brication and welding processes on the corroHlon and 
oxidation performance ,f the container materials are be!nj~ atudied. So far, 
tests in the expected l'ucca Mountain environments have shown no evidence of 
localized or stress-m>sisted corrosion. Tests to qualif:• the candidate 
container materials &~c continuing, hut because such t;:.t.s have not 
demonRtrated any fHiln·e of 304L by stress corrosion cra·:idng, even under 
extreme cold-worked, l'.>:nsitized, and highly stressed conditions, the modeling 
of containment-barrie~ lifetime will be based on un!forlll' •r'ros!on, which is 
known to occur at ·neasureable rates. Howev(!r, the role o .. stress corrosion 
cracking remains a subjetCt of further study. 

Copper and copper-b~se alloys serve as an alternative cnoy system to the 
austenitic materic . .i.s. Expected corrosion degradation mechanisms and the 
environmental conditions that cause them are different ol'l copper from those 
on stainless r;teel. Alloying additions improve the resistance of copper to 
corrosion in the expected oxidizing environments. H:f.gh-purity copper 
(CDA 102), aluminum bronte (CDA 613), and 70/30 copper-ni•.~kel (CDA 715) are 
being tested. Some nodification to the present referenc•~ and alternative 
waste p8ckage designs may be needed for copper containers. 

The mined repository 

:By the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) definition, the engineered 
barrier consjsts of the waste package and the underground facility of the 
repository. The.se two components combine to provide long-term containment 
and to control the release of the radioactive material into t·he geologic 
Betting. 

The outer boundary of the mined repository haa not yet been cleatly 
defined. The NRC states in 10 CFR Part 60 (1983) that the repository 
includes the underground st.ructur.e, underground openings, and backfill 
materials but excludes shafts, exploratory boreholes, and their seals. For 
the current calculations, the boundary of the engineered barL"ier subsystem is 
defined as a surface coinciding with the wall~ of the waste-emplacement 
drifts and emplacement holes. 

At present, preliminary hydrologic infoL"mation and preliminary design 
data are available to predict the effects of the engineered barrier subttystera 
on water availability at the waste disposal container. While estimates of 
the retardation that occurs inside the boundary of the engineered barrier 
subsystem could be made, the release rate at the accessible environment would 
not be significantly affected because the major sorptive unit is the tuff
aceous beds of Calico Hills, which is some distance below the repository 
horizon. In future performance analyses, the host rock iaunediately sur
L"ounding the waste disposal containers could be treated either as part of the 
engineered barrier OL" the natural barrier subsystem. 

6.4.2.1.2 The natural barrier subsystem (the geohydrologic setting) 

This prel:l.m.inary analysis is directed at two com.pol');ents of the natur~Sl 

barr.ier subsystem: ground-water and geochemical conditions. The most impor
tant aspects of these compone'nts are (l) the volume and flow of water in the 
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saturated and the una<1turated zones of Yucca ~fountain and (2) the geochemical 
properties of the roC'':s and waters of Yucca Mountain as they relate to the 
potential solution, I,.Japenaion, complexing, and tran1:1port. of r1:1dlonuclidea by 
the ground water. 

The available information on the flow of water in tl::r_ :<~aturated and the 
unsaturated zones of Yucca Mountain is reviewed in Secti!,,l 6.3.1.1. Briefly, 
the flow of water t'.·::curs in a thick unsaturated aecti .l (about 500 to 
750 meters, 1>r 1,640 to 2,460 feet thick) and a deep R~· urated zone. The 
ho,;t roc.k for the repository is in the unsaturated zonE: E 11d is characterized 
by low water content; the repository horizon is genenl.. y over 200 meters 
(656 feet) above the "'1ter table. 

Water enters the uneatur(lted zone in the form of p.c-ecipitation that 
infiltratea at the land surface and percolatea generally ·;ertically downward 
until it reacheR the water table. The flow rate of the percolating waLer iB 
determined by the rate of infiltration and by the hydraulic properties of the 
rocks in the unsaturated zone as described in Section 6 .. 3. J .1. On reaching 
the water table, the ground water then moves in a gent·rally horizontal 
direction to the accessible environment. It is driven by a hydraulic gradi
ent approximately equal to the slope of the water table and is controlled by 
the hydraulic properties of the intervening rocks. It is probable that a 
portion of the ground-water flow in the S(lturated zone at Yucca Mountain 
occurs through fractures in the welded units. 

The available information on the geochemical properties of the Yucca 
Mountain site is reviewed in Section 6.3.1.2. 1\etween the t•epoeitory horiz.on 
and the water table, there are several zones containing highly sorptive min
erals, particularly zeolites and clays, !he for~ations in the saturated zone 
also contain varying amounts of clays and zeolites. Because of the sorptive 
properties of these rocks, dissolved radionuclide-bearing compounds may be 
transported at effective 8peeds that are generally lees than the local pore
water velocity; this ia particularly true if flow(l ere confined to the matrix 
of the rocks. The reduced speed results in a transport time over the same 
flow path that is longer than the water-flow time by a number known as the 
.retardation factor, Rf (Equation 6-2). The retardation factor for the jth 
radionuclide spedea, Rf(j) 1 is related to the distribution coeffldent for 
the jth species, Kd(j), by the expression (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) 

bulk density x Kd(j) 
R/J)•l+ porosity 

(6-4) 

Batimatee of distribution coefficients (also known as the sorption 
ratios, Rd) and retardation factors are listed in Table 6-25 for several 
waste elements in six of the tuff units that could be crossed by flow in the 
unsaturated and the saturated zones. These estimates are based on retar
dation by sorption. Other chemical and physical retardation mechanisms, such 
as precipitation and matrix diffusion, may increase the effectlve retardation 
factor, especially for elements with low sorption ratios. The waste elements 
with low or zero sorption ratios, he[l(~e small retardation factors, are 
carbon, iodine~ and technetium. These few elements will be transported with 
a speed nearly equal to that of the ground water, unless they are slowed by 
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physical retardation IJ1echaniame or oonsorptive chemical retardatloo. This 
posaibili ty ie currer11:ly under iove~tigation. 

6.4.2.2 Preliminl!!,L J?,erformance analyses of the major ~~~_£onenta of the 
system 

The performance of each of the three major componen ~ of the waste dis
posal system is e·1aluated here. The results will be ua"ld in Section 6.4.2.3 
to establish a reference ayatem configuration and :Ln Se tLln 6.4.2.4 to make 
comparisons w-uh regul :a tory performance objectives. 

In the remai.1der of this section, and unless otherW'f.se atated, the use 
of the term accessible environment is consi.atent with 40 C":FR Part 191 (1985) 
and means th~ae parte of the lithosphere and atmosphere Lhdt lie at a maximum 
diatance of 5 kilometers (3 miles) in any direr..tion from the original loca
tion of the radioactive waste. 

6.4.2.2.1 The wsate package lifetime 

For the waatc package, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has provided a 
performance objective that calla for substantially complete containment of 
radioactive wastes for 300 to 1,000 years. For purposes of the presaot 
analyses, the containment period of the waste package is assumed to be the 
time during which the waste disposal container ie impervious to liquid water. 
There is. of course, a period of time during which temperatures within end tn 
the vicinity of the containers exceed the boiling point of wttter, and no 
liquid W'ater would contact the waste regardless of the integrity of tlJe 
container; that period of time is not counted in the present analyses. 
Ruther~ the lifetime of the reference container is assessed in terms of ita 
tf!Sietsnce to uniform corrosion, the expected failure mode of austenitic 
stainless steel (see diacuaeion of the w-a..<Jte package in Section 6.4.2,1). 
EHtimstea of the uniform corrosion rate for this and other materials have 
bElen made baaed on data from short-term exposure teats that attempt to 
slmulate the Yucce: Mountain environment. In addition, there are considerable 
dsta in the literature concerning the corrosion prope-rties of .3041 stainless 
steel. 

In loW'-salinity, aerated water w:f.th a nearly neutral pH, thil uniform
corrosion rate for 304L .!!£a1nleaa steel appears_fo be leas chan 0.1 mil per 
year, or about 2.5 x 10 centimeter (1.0 x 10 inch) per year ('Paul and 
Moran, 1963). If uniform corrosion is the only mechanism that acts to breach 
the waste disposal container, ita lifetime will be about 3,000 years. In 
contrast to these results, McCright et al. (1983) have observed a maximum 
rete of 3.7 x 10_

5 
centimeter (1.5 x 10-5 inch) per year for the uniform cor

rosion of 3041 stainless steel in 2· .. monti• expooure taste. In their testa, 
the sample was immersed under pressure at a temperature of 105°C (221°F) in 
water from a well in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain (W511 J-13) and simul
taneously was subjected to a radiation field of 3 x 10 reds per hour. The 
container lifetime under these conditions would be about 30,000 years. 
However, McCright et a!. (1983) conclude that a conservative upper limit of 
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-4 -5 l x 10 centimeter (4 x 10 inch) per year is reasonable for the uniform 
corrosion of 3041 sUd \less steel in the Yucca Mountain er,>~ironment and that 
the expected conta:l.ne• lifetimea are accordingly on the order of 10,000 
years. 

ln summary, the t'ontainm~nt period of the waste packf'~e could range from 
3,000 to 30,000 yean.1 1f waste disposal container failure t~rough mechanisms 
other than uniform C(I!:LOsion can be confidently excluded ; r·~m consideration. 
Since Hufficiont rlata on the vulnerability of candidate ontainer alloys to 
failure mechanisms other than uniform corrosion are no! :·Jt available, the 
lower hound on the range of waste package lihtirnes, 3 Q!JO years, will be 
adopted for the analys·~s of: the reference case in Secti0'-1 6.4.2.3 to achieve 
some degree of cc,.tservatism. 

6.4.2.2.2 Rel~ase rate from the engineered barrier subsystem 

As stated in Section 6.4.2.1, the elements of the r.~posltory that would 
make up the engineered barrier subsystem at the Yucca Mountain site are not 
yet rigorously defined. To facilitate the present asaessments, the inner 
boundaries of this subsystem are assumed to coinclde with the outer 
boundaries of the waste packages, and the rate of radionuclide release from 
the engineered barrier subsystem is calculated as the rate of mass transport 
across the geometrical envelope containing the waste packages. 

AA long ll.S the uncorroded thickness of the waste disposal container 
walls was at least a few microns, there Ct)Uld be no significant mass transfer 
from the interior of the container to its exterior; hence there would be 
little or no release of nonvolatile, radionuclide-bearing compounds. But, at 
sotne ttme (3,000 to 30,000 years), corrosion or other mschonisms will have 
attacked the container walls long enough to have produced·opaningR of suffi
cient size to permit the free passage of water be tween the interior and 
exterior; water could then contact the spent fuel rods· inside the container. 
The amount of water. that could flow into the contniner is limited, however. 
Given the assumed prevailing, downward flux in the rock surrounding the waste 
emplacement bar'} hole, the discharge of water into the container (and, in 
steady flow, out of the container) could be no more than FA (in cubic meters 
per yenr), where F is the flux (in meters per year) and A is the container 
area normal to the flux (in square meters). Thus, f~lj an expected flux of 
less than 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year (F • 10 meters per year) and 
a vertically emplaced reference container (A • 0.33 square meter), no more 
than 0.17 liter (0.04 gallon) of water per year could enter (and exit) the 
waste disposal container. 

Any water that penetrates the waste disposal container could contact the 
Zircaloy-clad fuel rods. The Zircaloy cladding could offer further pro
tection of the bare spent fuel, but the amount of protection is uncertain, 
particularly over the long term. Woodley (1983) examined the characteristics 
of spent fuel from light-water reactors and estimated tho cladding failure 
rate for boiling-water-.reactor fuel designs to be between 1.0 percent and a 
value approaching zero. The lower bound for cladding failures will probably 
remain near 0 .. 0.1 to 0.02 percent (Locke, 1975; Garzarolli et al., 1979). In 
any case, spent fuel cladding will not be 100 percent intact at emplacement; 
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In the present aosesements, any protection offered by the cladding ~orill be 
ignored. Thus, it i.a 81·sumed that any water penetrating the containE>.r will 
always contact thE! bare ~o~aste form contained within the Zi:r.caloy clat;l.ding, 
leading to some dissolu· i.on of the waste and mass transfer· from the waste 
form to the liquid pha•H~ in tht! form of soluble compoun{:" containing 
radion1.1clides. 

According to avail.uble data, the possible masa-transfr r.ates from spe.nt 
fuel to water could vary from essentially zero (for intact. 'ircaloy-clad fuel 
rode) to more than 1 part in 100,000 per year for bare f1 1:· .. elements. The 
latter rates are~ howevf:r, extreltlllly unlikely under Yucc:... i'1ountain condi
tions. Wilson and fJversby (1984) report the initial resull·l from tests of 
spent fuel cladd:l.ng cont_~nment. Solution concentrations tndicate a uranium-
release rate r:f 5 x 10 per year from bare fuel (paUr.ts from a 
13-centim~~er (5-inch) long rod segment) subJOerged in 250 milliliE~rs 
(6.6 x 10 gallon) of deionized water and a release rate of 2 x 10 per 
year for plutonium. These results are similar to release rates measured by 
Stroes-Gascoyne et al. (1985) in a study of the long-tern; diseolution of 
spent fuel in distilled water at 25°C (77°F). Similar stuaies by Wilson and 
Overeby (1984) suggest that release rates from spent fuel mamples with rela
tively large artificially induced cladding defects are still 10 to 100 times 
lower than the release rates from bare fuel. These mass-transfer rates are 
high enough to suggest that, under the low-flu~ conditions of Yucca Mountain 
where water could remain in contact with the waste form for relatively long 
times, use of a saturation-limited dissolution model is justified. In fact, 
under saturated conditions in release-rate experiments (Wilson and Oversby, 
1984), with high ratios of water volume to waste-form area, s0lution concen
trations appear to reach a steady state in less than 30 days. For the large 
flux values that would be typical of fracture flow (considered unlikely at 
Yucca Mountain), solubility k:l.netics may control the release rate, and a 
saturation-limited dissolution model would overestimate the rates. Another 
control on the releaso rate is the rate at which dissolved compounds at the 
wBOste-water interface can diffuse into the flowing water (see Sec-
tton 6. 3.1. 2, favorable condition 4). In .saturation-limited dissolution, 
neither kinetics nor diffusion are accounted for, and each unit volume of 
water that contacts a sOluble compound is assumed to attain a solution 
concentration of that compound no less than S kllograms per cubic meter, 
where S ia the solubility (or solubility limit) of the compound in the 
solvent 1.1nder consideration and is a quantity depending on many environmental 
variables (e.g., temperature • pressure, concentrations of other solute 
compounds). 

The foregoing considerations suggest a way of using the saturation
limited dissolution model to estimate the rate of mass transport across the 
engineered barrier system. Taking a single waste disposal container 
(described in Section 6.4.2.1) as the unit of inventory, the rate of mass 
loss from the engineered barrier owing to dissolution of the spent fuel 
matri~, M, should be no more than the expression, M .. FAS, where, to 
reiterate, F is the flux of water (in cubic meters per square meter per 
year), A is the container area normal to the flux (in square meters), and S 
is the solubility limit of the waste matrix (in kilograms per ~Chic meter). 
If the upper bound on flux is 0.5 millimeter per year (5 x 10 meter per 
year), A 2 _2•33 sq1.1are meter (a vertically emplaced reference container), and 
S ,.. 5 x 10 kilogram per cubic meter, an upper Umtt on the aolubility of 
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uranium dioxide .in ~·aters characteristic of Yuc_"t Mountain (Ogttr.d and 
Kerrisk, 1984), the .. ate of mass lose is 8.3 x 10 kilogram per ~lear. For 1:1 

conta.iner that is 1.1~.9umed to hold 3.3 !!!_~tric tons of beav~ metal, the 
fractional mass reletise rate is 2.5 x 10 per year. Tho rate of mass loss 
in the form of a raJ:t.onuclide-bearing compound may also ilo estimated in the 
same way if S, tbe l'nlubilily limit of the waste matrix, iB replaced with the 
smaller of the two quantities, solubility limit of wae .'! matrix and solu
bility limit of th~ radionuclide-bea~ing compound, and he resulting frac
tional mass reltcas~~ rate ls multiplied by the mass o! the radionuclide 
remaining ln the waste disposal container. For those r.•dionuclide species 
having solubility lim.lts greater than ClH! solubility o; ~he waste matrix, the 
fractional r'elE:'Iase rao::e is seen to be the same sa the it ~tiona! mass release 
rate that applies to the total inventory of the ~ontaine~:. The solubilities 
of several waste elements are listed in Table 6-26. With the exception of 
carbon, cesium, technetium, and iodine (not shown), all ~olubility valuu are 
le3s than or comparable to the value for uranium oxide, 

Flux-dependent rates of mass loss of the type juBt described will be 
adopted for the analyses in Section 6.4.2.3; but they ~re not suitable for 
making conservative estimates of fractional release rates for purposes of 
comparing with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission objective for radionuclide 
releases from the engineered bnrri~r system (generally, no more than one part 
in 100,000 per year). The rate-of-mass-loss formulation described above does 
not includl! mass loss of those solid phasea that are not contained in the 
spent fuel matrix. Oversby and McCright (1984) have deRcribed the likely 
locations and amounts of radionuclides that reside outside of the bare, spent 
fuel pellet. They postulate that four C'.omponents of the inventory should be 
considered in calculat"f..ng release rates: 

1. Radionuclides with releases controlled by matrix diasolution. 

2o Radionuclidee present in part in the pellet-cladding gap. 

3. Radionuclidee present in steel spacers and grids. 

4. Radionuclides contained in the fuel cladding. 

The saturation-limited dissolution models account for component ( l), the 
overwhelming majority of the inventory. The radionuclides of component 
(2) (cesium, iodine, and possibly technetium) usually amount to less than 
1 percent of their total inventory. The high leach rate for cesium-137 
observed by Stroes-Gascoyne et al. (1985) in sections of bare spent fuel is 
probably a consequence of the segregation of a small fraction of the cesium 
inventory in component (2). In any case, the small fraction of the inventory 
residing in component (2) can be ignored in calculations of the long-term 
release at the accessible environment. The most significant radionuclide 
present in components (3) and (4) is probably the carbon-14 contained in the 
cladding. In the present analyses, all carbon-14 is soaumed to be imbedded 
in the spent fuel matrix. 

Ground-water travel times 

Estimates of ground-water ~ravel time from the repository to the acces
sible environment will be needed for the analyses in Section 6.4.2.3. These 
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esti1n.atea are direcllr taken from the arguments in Seetio-:'1 6.3.1.1.~ that use 
various lines of reanoning and evidence to show that 0) 0.5 millimeter 
(0.02 inch) per year -a a reasonable and conservative upper bound on flux to 
use in calculating u·aaturated zone, pre-waste-emplaceme-nt travel time; 
(2) flux below the re:'ository hortzon can be regarded as ,ro;rtical and faults 
are not known to be continuous pathways from the repos.ttrrr:v to the water 
table; and (3) trave'f times between a point 50 meten (11iQ feet) below the 
centerline of the repository and the water table take o ll distribution of 
values (at 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per. year, the mPSI• travel time is 
43,405 years with a standard deviation of l2,800 years) The travel times 
through the saturated zone to the accessible environm.cri S kilometers 
(J miles) from the margin of the repository were aloo )Stimated in 
Section 6.3.1.1.5 but will not be taken into account in the calculations of 
Section 6.4.2.3. 

As e~plalned in Section 6.3.I.t.S, a distribution of ground-water travel 
times is obtained when one takes into account the variable thicknesses of the 
rock units and the natural variability of hydraulic propetties (e.g., effec
tive porosity, saturated matrix conductivity) within each •JOit. The distri
bution of ground-water travel times may alBo be interpreted aa the proba
bilil.y that a nonretarded contaminant particle, which is released at a ran
domly selected point in the repository, will reach the accessible environMent 
in a specified time interval following release. The use of such distribu
tions of ground-water travel times in the calculations of the release o£ 
nonretarded, radionuclide-bearing compounds in Section 6.4.2.3. improves the 
realism of such calculations, since part of the effects of hydrodynamic dis
persion can be included (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). 

Reference retardation factors 

Point eatimatea of porous-flow retardation factors in the welded and the 
nonwelded tuff units will also be needed for the analyses in Section 6.4.2.3. 
These estimates are shown in Table 6-48; they are consistent with the geo
chemical properties of the tuffs at Yucca Mountain described in Section 
6.3.1.2, although the estimates of retardation factors were baaed on dif
ferent rock densities and hydrologic parameters. To be consi~tent with the 
theory of flow in partially saturated porous media, moisture contents were 
used in the formula for Rf given in Section 6.4.2.1.2 in place of porosity to 
generate the estimates of the retardation factors in Table 6-1•8• Also, bulk 
densitiea of 2.33 and 1.48 grams per cubic centimeter were assigned to welded 
and nonwelded tuff, respectively based on Scott et al. (1983); these values 
of bulk density arc different from the value (2.5 grams per cubic centimeter) 
assumed in Table 6-25. A comparison of the two tables, 6-48 and 6-25, shows 
that the resulting differences in retardation factoro are not large and, as 
will be denwnstrated in Section 6.4.2.3, are not essential to the present 
analysis. The largest source of uncertainty in the retardation factor is the 
distribution coefficient, which may vary by factors of 10 or '!)Yen 100 
(Daniels et al., 1982), though it is unlikely that the spatially averaged 
distribution coefficients could be overestimated by factors of 100. The 
estimates given in Table b-25 are believed to represent spatial averages. 

A Stlldy of Table 6-48 reveals that all important rad!onuclide-bearing 
compounds, except those containing carbon, iodine, or tectiftettum, have 
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Tabla 6-48. Distz:fi)utioo coefUci~nts (sorption ratios) and ca.leulat~d 
retiJlrciJtion factors used in preliminary oystem performance 
anoly~as--reference caae 

Diatribution • coefticient, Kd 
(ml/g) 

Re tarda&ion 
-~ _ factor, _!.f.("'-j-1-) ~ 

Element Welded Nonwelded \ 'dded Nonwelded 

Americium (Atn) 

Carbon (C) 

Curium (Cm) 

Cesium (CI:J) 

Illdine (I) 

Neptuni.um (Np) 

Prot;actio,ium -(Pa) 

Lead (Pb) 

Plutonium (Pu) 

Radium (Ra) 

Tin (Sn) 

Htront:l,um (Sr) 

Technetium. (Tc) 

Tbor-ium- (Th) 

Uranium. (U) 

Zirconium (Zr) 

. . ' 

,,, 

: .. 

) • 200 

oc 

1, 200 

oc 

7 . 

,64 

d ,s 

64 

'' .o. 3 

soo<~ 

) • 8' 

sood 

4, 600 

oe 

4, 600. 

7,800 

oc 

,11 

140 

'd 
1 

140 

3.900 

oc 

.sood 

-~,000 

1 

:1!3,000 

6, 700, 

1 

160 

1., soo 

120 

l, soo 

580,000 

2! 300 

1,200 
' ' ~ ' 

8 

12,000 

27 

12,000 

• Unleaa otherwise -indicated~ distribution coefficients (sorption 
were taken from Table 6-25 or were inferred from the sorption ratios 
by Dtniels at al. (1982); -ml/g • milliliters per gram. 

Ca_lc.ulated using vdues of moisture content of lO and 28 percent 
bulk densities of 2. 33 and .1.48 grams per cubic centi11eter for welded 
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24,000 

41,000 

58 

740 

,.v, 
740 

130,000 

530 

2l,OOO 

) 

2,600, 

45 

2,600 

ratios) 
quoted 
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retardation factors :;rester thfln 10. Consequently, carbon, iod1ne, and 
technetium can be re aonflbly RBB\!med to have transport-·time distributions 
identical wilh the ldl:.eJ; L.ravel-time dhtributions dEitwribed in Section 
6.3.1.1.5, whereas ti1e transport··time distributions for the dissolved 
compounds bearing the. other radionuclides sped.es are e~·9ected ·to be the 
water travel-time dh tribution uniformly ahifted to lsrg:!. time$ by a factor 
approximately equal 'o the average retardation factor fo:· the combination of 
rock untts erossed l·l the flow. The latter expectation 111:18 been tested for 
uranium using the n~turdation factors shown in Table 6- ~ and t,he numerical 
simulation of ground-water travel described in Section 6 3.1.1.5; tht! sample 
mean of the transport-time distrl.bution for uranium WE.' 452,303 years, and 
the standard deviatiO". was 77,!15 y~ars. This result f •_ggests that cumu
lative releflses >f uranium (ancl alRo any radionuclide ... ;th a retardation 
factor greater than that for uranium) would be miniscule, even over a 
100,000-year period, and that nl1 species except carl(>n, iod~ne, and 
tedmet.f,um ccw be ignored in the calculations of r$1easrt. to th •. accessible 
cnviron111ent that wUl be presented in the following sectton. 

6,4.2.3 Preliminary sy~tem...E!_rformj!nce analysts 

The purpose of this section is to provide informatio~ for the prelimi
nary evaluation of thf.! Yucca Mountain site against the pOBLclosure system 
guideline (Section 6.3.2). The purpoSe is accomplished :by uSing simple 
methods~ avallahle information, ancl the- results of the preliminify subsystem 
performance analyses in Sectlon 6.4.2.2 to estimate the perforrlience of the 
total sysL:em. The measure of total system perform<Jnce will be giv-en by the 
cumulative curies rclea$ed to the accessible envirOnment in thd form of the 
j th radionudide up to time t after repository dosure. T1mes beyond 100,000 
years after closure are not considered in these anfllyses. 

6,4.2.3.1 System description 

A simple c•mceptual modl;?.l of the proposed waste disposal sYstem at Yucca 
Mountain is shown in Figure 6-29. The level of detail in thU'- conceptual 
model {S consistent \~it.h the present knowledge of the riaturai': and the 
engineered barrier subsystems, as well as the information avail8ble on the 
components of the waste disposal system (i.e., the waste packag.e, the mined 
repository, and the geologic setting), The mathematical relati~nships used 
to quantify the conceptuul model of the total system in these ::··preliminary 
analyses are consistent with the lev-el of detail in that conceptual model. 

The waste package and the mined-repository components described in Sec
tion 6;4.2.1 are contained in the "repository" shown in Figura:-:.':.6-29. The 
waste packages are assumed to be uniformly. distributed thro~-hout the 
repositpry. The radioactiv-ity-release rate Cj in curies per y~er from each 
waste package is g1.ven by 
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where a-1 ie the sped2ic activity for the jth radionuclide and f-1\t) is the 
fractiol't of the invE~n~ory mesa that remains at time l in the fori!T' of the jth 
radionuclide, The 'J!d.Otity M is the mass release rate fl·om the engineered 
barrier subsystem de€·~ribed in Sect.ion 6.4.2.2. Note thc.t the releases of 
the small fraction o:'" the inventory contained in the pel '·-·t-cladding gaps are 
ignored. The total I'Bdioac.tivily release rate from the ngineered barrier 
subsystem to percDlll'-.ing ground water is simply the re "~.aae rate from a 
single waste packsgu times the number of waste packageR In effect, the 
repository is treated as a planar source term for solut: .. · injected into the 
unsaturated zone flux. 

Water flow through the overburd~n and the unsaturtH.. ·J tuffs below the 
repository is as~umed to be uniform and downward; the flt...~ is treated as a 
model parameter that applies only at or below the level of the repository. 
Flow in the •mssturated zone is as described in sectiu:1s 6.3.1.1.5 and 
6.4.2.2.2. The w;ater flow time in the saturated zone ha.~ been ignored 
because adding the saturated travel time makes little difference in the total 
travel time, although retardation in the saturated zone 1r10uld be expected to 
delay radionuclide transport. 

The calculational model used to estimate the transpc•rt of radionuclide
bearing compounds from the disturbed :-.one through the unsaturated tuffs and 
to the water table is a modification of the model that was usP.d to calculate 
releases in the draft version of this document. In brief, the model is basi
cally the analytic. solution to the one-dimensional dispersionless transport 
equation for a single-member decay chain (for example, see Harada et a!., 
1980) with Equation 6-5 representing the time-dependent initial conditions on 
radionuclide release at the repository level. The analytic aolution gives 
the cumulative, total dit~cbarge tu the water tttble (ill curies) of ooe of the 
three nonretarded species, carbon, iodine, and technetium, as a function o£ 
time since closure and of travel tim£! (which is treated as an independent 
variable in this formulation). The distribution~> of travel Limes obtained in 
Section 6.3.1.1.5 are then used to calculate the expected cumulative dis
c.harge of each of the three nonretarded radionuclides up to 10,000 and 
100,000 years after closure by integrating ·the product of the analytic 
solution and the travel-tin~e distributioo over all travel times. For the 
sake of analytical simplicity, the travel-time distribution is assumed to be 
normal in these calculations with mean travel times and standard deviations 
given by the sample means and standard deviations obtained in the numerical 
simulations of Section 6.3.1.1.5. However, an inspection of the empirical 
distributions obtained in Section 6.3.1.1.5 show that the travel-time dis
tribution accounting for all travel-times from the disturbed zone to the 
water table is not a normal distribution; it is skewed towards longer travel 
times more than would be expected for a normal distribution (see Figure 6-7). 
The effect of the normal-distribution approximation on the results of this 
evaluation is therefore to overestimate the curies released to the water 
table over 10,000 years and slightly underestimate curies released over 
100,000 years. The reader is cautioned that this simple calculational model 
has not been benchmarked or validated, but it has been shown to produce 
results that agree with more conventional solutions to radionuclide-transport 
problems., 

In the remainder of this section, the performance of the system in two 
configurations will be calculated with the simple conceptual model just 
described. The two configur'ations are as follows: 
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1. Reference C:_9<lfiguration: The reference configuration for the total 
system is in•·.ended to represent conservative estimates of values and 
conditions !.nat can be supported by the analysos of subsystem and 
component p•.!cformance in Section 6.4.2.2. The rP!fer.,ence lf!olues and 
conditions cl~veloped in Section 6.4.2.2 are coUo,·s:'ted and sununarized 
in Table 6-l, "). 

2. Performance: .. l:lmits configuration: The per forma: ~e-limits configu~a
tion is the same as the reference case except tfl·•t the waste package 
lifetime is limited to JOO years and the £rae i.::mal release_5ate 
from the engineered-barrier subsystem is vari~, .. ::bout 1 x lO per 
year, the upr.er limit on frac.t:lonal release re .es defined in 
10 CFR 60.113 (1983). 

6.4.2.3.2 System analysis 

The estimated radioactivity releases to the accessible enviroml'1ent by 
the model system in the two configurations are listed in Table 6-50. For the 
reference configuration (upper bound flux value of 0.5 millimeters 
(0.02 inch) per year), the fractional release rates were assumed to be pro
portional to the flux, and to occur according to the simple modeJ. of the rate 
of release from the engineered bsrrilr subsystem (Section 6.4.2.2). 

For the performance-limits configuration, calculations we~5 mad~ for 
three val~~s of t~~ release tate that were varied about 1 x 10 per year 
(i.e., 10 to 10 ); the flux in the performance-limits configuration is 
arbitrarily set at the upper bound of current flux estimates, 0~5 millimeter 
(0.02 inch) per year, ':!~ich correspondv to a physically defenRible release 
rnte of about 2 .. 5 x_JO pe_~ year (Section 6.1;.2.2). In order to aehieve 
release rates of 10 to 10 per year at this fluK, the solubility of the 
uranium oxide matrix would ~~ve to be 100 to 10,000 times larger than the 
largest value (about 5 x 10 kilogram per cubic meter) applying to Yucca 
Mountain waters (Ogard and Kerrisk, 1984). Suc.h a circumsta!!fe is clearly 
not credible. Fractional release rates briefly exceeding 10 per year are 
theoreticll.lly possible for the less than 1 percent of tt:le ioventories of 
cesium, iodine, and possibly technetium that are believed to reside in the 
pellet-cladding gaps of the spent fuel (see Section 6.4.2.2*2), but the 
average fractional release rate for these components will probably be bounded 
by the unknown failure rate of the Zircaloy cladding. In any case such 
sporadic release of less than 1 percent of the inventories of cesium and 
iodine would have little effect on the releases to the water table indicated 
under the performance-limits case in Table 6-50. 

6.4.2.4 Comparisons with regulatory performance objectives 

In this section, the results of the preliminary subsystem performance 
analyses, Section 6.4.2.2, and the preliminary system performance analyses, 
Section 6.4.2.3, are compared with applicable regulatory performnnce objec
tives. The comparisons are not intended to definitively show that the per
formance of the subsystems and the total system will meet applicab:le 
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Table 6·-~.c;. SulMiary of values and conditions 
system performance analysis 

Item 

Waste package lifetime 

Fractional relea.1e rate 
from engi~eered barrier ,, 
subsystem 

Flux through repository 
level 

Expected water-·flow time~ 
between disturbed zone 
and water table 

Retardation factorS for 
unsaturated tuffs 

Reference case 
(upper bound flux value) 

3,000 yr 

2.5 x 10-9 per yr 

43,270 yr 

(see Table 6..:.48) 

used in preliminary 

a Uncertainty 

3,000 to 30,000 yr 

0 to 2 x 10-9 per yr 

1 x 10-7 to 0.5 mm/yi 

30,470 to 56,070e 

Consistent with ss 
much as 15 times~ 

' more or less than 
Table 6-48 values 
for diatribu~ion 
coefficients 

~:::g~e~~i~~c~~~~~~~~e~e~:a~:er:~:l~:;:n~! ~~m~~:=~t:P~~;c~~:~ 6~4.2.2). dissolu-
' tion only (for vertical emplacement). 

c SE!ction 6.3.1.1 reports a matrix flux of lese than 0.5 millimeter 
(o.oa inch) per year. 

Disturbed zone is assumed to be approximately 50 meters (160 feet) below 
center plane of repository; see Section 6.3.1.1.5. 

e These numbers are means of ground-water travel time distributions; fu.l1 
distfibutions were used in actual calculations. 

Data from Daniels et al. (1982). 

regulations. Rather, the regulatory criteria are used to detect areas th8t' 
require increased study or emphasis. The comparisons may ·a'iso increase or 
decrease levels of Confidence in the ability of the subsystems and the total 
system to eventually meet the regulatory performance objettives. 

The comparisons are presented in Table 6-51, which lists some- of the 
applicable regulatory criteria, briefly summarizes their content, and pre
senta the relevant findings of aections 6.4.2.2 and 6.4.2.·3. Several 
cnutions are warranted: with respect to 40 CFR 191.13 and 191.16 (1985) 
(items 1 And 3), the likelihood of exceeding the atated release limits is not 
addressed by the analyses of Section 6.4.2.3, and both the conceptUBl and-
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Table 6-50. Preliminar-y estimates of eumulatf.ve radiotu•tivity released 
to the accessible environment from a r.epository containing 
70,000 metric. tons of heavy metal 

---------------
Release rate per year. 

.,.,~c~c~m~. u~l~a~t~i~v~e,_r~a~d~i~o~aeoC'.' ~!:.!.!:.x ( curiea;;. 
10,000 years '00,000 years 

REFERENCE CASEc 
(upper hound flux of 0.5 millimeter per year) 

(d) 0 I • 4 X 10-Z 

(d) 0 o.J 

(d) 0 97 

PERFORMANCE-LIMirS CASEe 
(not considered ._possible ., Yucca Mount.IJ~n) 

1 X 10-6 
0 2.8 X 10-1 

6. 2 
10

3 lo9 X 

1 X 10-5 0 2.8 
X 101 6.! 

1. 9 X 104 

1 x: lo~ 0 2.7 X 10
1 

5.4 X 1 o2 

}.7 X 10
5 

Isotope 
rel~ased 

C-14 

I-129 

rc-:-99 

C~14 • 

I-129 
Tc-99 

C-14 
I-129 
l'c,~~-

C--14 

x"f2~ .. 
Tc.-.9~: 

8 The gr~und-water travel-time distributions calculated in Sec~ion 
6.3.1.1.5 show a negligible but nonzero probability of trav~l times less than 
10,000 years. Accordingly, the calculations of curies released to the 
acces~ible ~nvironment in Section 6.4.2.3.2 predict releases by 10,000 years 
that are not exactly zero, but are tiny fractions of the rele8ses permitted 
by the EPA regulation: for the reference case (upper bound flux value), the 
curies released in_lO,OOO years are less than 0.00001 percent of permitted 
releases; fo~6the thre~5artificial r~~ease rates of the performance-limits 
case~ 1 x 10 1 1 x 10 , and 1 K 10 per year, the cur!es released are 
respectively less than 0.0002 percent, 0.002 percent, and 0.02 percent of the 
perm5tted releases. 

Note that all cumulative radioactivity values at lOOtOOO years are below 
the releases permitted for 10 1 000 yeara by 40 CFR Part 191 (1985). 

~See Table 6-49 text for other parame!§r values. 
Fractional release rate is 2.5 x 10 per year. e . 
Release. rate artificially varied; flux maintained at an upper bound of 

0*5 millimeter (O.O~ inch) per.year. 
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Table 6-51. Comparison of regulatory criteria and the results of preliminary system performance 
analyses for a repository at Yucca Mountain 

Regulatory criterion 

40 CFR 191.13 coti-tafriment: 
requirements 

40 CFR 191.15 individual 
protection requirements 

40 CPR 191.16 ground-water 
protection requirements 

Relevant stipulation 

- ••• cwnulative releases of radionucl ides .. -
to the accessible environment for 10,000 
years after disposal from all significant 
processes and events ..... shall have a 
likelibood of less than 1 chance in 10 
of exceeding the quantities calculated 
according to Table 1 (A~pendh A). 

M~~-for 1,000 years after disposal. Un
disturbed performance of the disposal system 
shall not cause the annual dose equivalent 
from the disposal system to any member of 
the public in the accessible environment to 
exceed 25 millirems to the whole body or 
75 11illirel!lS to any critical organ.·· 

·· ••• for 1,000 years after disposal, undis
turbed performance of the disposal system 
shall oot cause the radionuclide concen
trations averaged over any year in water 
withdrawn from any portion of a special 
source of ground water to exceed: 
(1) 5 picocories per lit€·r of radium-226 
and radium-228; (2) 15 picocuries per liter 
of alpha-emitting radionuclides (in
cluding radium-226 and radium-228 but 
excluding radon); or ••• " 

Predicted 
system performance 

Expected releases of 
radionuclides to accessi
ble environment for: 
100,000 years do not 
exceed release limits 
specified for 10,000 years 
(Table 6-50). 

Waste package lifetime 
is expected to greatly 
exceed 1,000 years; 
radiation that could 
affect members of the 
public would be totally 
confined over this period 
(Section 6.4.2.2.1). 

Waste package lifetime 
is expected to greatly 
exceed 1,000 years; 
soluble radionuclides that 
could enter ground waters 
would be totally confined 
over this period 
(Section 6.q.2.2.1). 
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Table 6-51. Compa~ison of regulatory criteria and the results of preliminary system performance 
analyses for a repository at Yucca Mountain (continued) 

Regulatory criterion 

10 CFR 60.113 ground-water 
travel time requirements 

10 CFR 60.113 waSte package 
containment requirement 

10 CFR 60.113 long-term 
release requirement for 
engineered barrier 
system 

Relevant stipulation 

Pre-vaste-ewplace.ent ground-water travel 
tiae shall be at least l,OOD years. 

Containment of radioactive waste within the 
waste packages will be substantially com
plete for a period to be determined by the 
NRC~ but such a period ghall not be lPss 
than 300 years nor more than i.OOO years 
after permanent closure of the geologic 
repository. 

The release rate of any radionuclide from 
the eogioeered barrier system following the 
containment period shall not exceed 1 part 
in 100.000 per year of the inventory 
present 1.000 years after closure. 

Predicted 
system performance 

Ground-water travel time 
to accessible environment 
is expected to exceed 
43~000 years 
(S~ction 6.3 .. 1.1). 

Expected waste package 
lifetime in the Yucca 
Mountain environment is 
3.000 years or more 
(Section 6.4.2.3). 

Time-averaged fractional
release rates are expected 
to be much lower to the 
Yucca Mountain environment 
than 1 part in 100.000 per 
year (Section 6.4.2.3). 
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mathematical m1.nels used in the analyses are oversimplified. With respect to 
the 10 CFR 60.' :3 (1983) requirements for the wasld: package lifetime (Hem 
la) 1 it could bt!. argued that uniform corrosion ond Ptrese-corrosion cracking 
would not be th~· only mechanisms that contribute to l'f,':lste disposal container 
degradation in the Yucca Mountain environment. C'ther mechanisms could 
involve the st.-11Ctural failure of the containers h' C<lUSe of instability of 
the aurLounding Lock. A statistical model of cont .. ner breaching :1eeds to be 
developed; Ruch a model would necessarily predict f.10me small release well 
befoLe the mean lifetime of the container has e·· .tp::ed. Thia iss11e also 
relates to the release rate of radionuclides aftt.r the containmen: period 
(item 5). 'rhe S<:tual mass-transfer rate appcarH tc be propoLtional to the 
area of tht' wasta form exposed to flowing water through breaches in the 
Zircaloy cladding. The wetted area of waste within the container probably 
would r~t lncreaee abruptly, as postulated in the ~yRtem analyses, but would 
increase slowly and in a random fashion as time elareed, 

The analy~.is of system performance in Sectior. 6.4.2,3 representt:~ the 
performanc.e of the undisturbed waste disposal sys •. em. Uncerta!ntiea in 
predicted system behavlor were not evaluated, and r.:he poss:lbility that the 
waste disposal system could be disrupted by unlikely natural events or 
intentional human. intrusion was not considered. These prell.mina.ry 
asseasmentY were performed with limited data and very "'imple conceptual 
models, 

The preliminary analyses indicate that site charactertzati'on activities 
and studies could profitably focue on the foU.owing -key uncertaintieiS: 

1. Conceptual hydrologic modele of flow -in the unaaturate,d zone at 
Yucc.a Mountain. 

2, The expected physical and chemical environment in the repository for 
10.000 years after closure. 

34 The conditional waste dispoaal container lifetime distributions in 
the postclosure repository environment. 

In addition, these and other assessments (e.g., Sinnock et al., 1984) 
suggest that refinements in the theory of flow and transport in fractured, 
porous unsaturated rock w-ill be needed before adequate postcharacterhation 
assessments can be made, In particular, methode for treating the stochastic 
aspects of flow and transport in fractured, porous media need to be developed 
in order to estimate the effects of hydrodynamic dispersion and chemical 
retardation on potential radionuclide releasee to the acceusible environment~ 
A data base containing estimates of the mean values and other statist-ical 
quantities for key rock propert1ee is aloo essential. 

6.4.2.5 Preliminary evaluation of disruptive events 

The evaluations of the Yucca Mountaf.n site. against the postclosure tech
nical guidelines (Section 6.3.1) contain assessments of the .ef.fec.ts ot. many, 
potentially disruptive natural processes on a repository at Yucca Mountain. 
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Some of the r.r.levant aseeesments in that section Bre summacited in thie sec
tion, which e 1ds with a discussion of the likelihood and consequences of 
human intrueV~n after closure. 

6.4.2.5.1 nt~ruptive natural processes 

Fracture flow 

Travel ti·11e calculations in the unsatura.:,,: zone, presented in 
Section 6.3,1.1.5 (Geohydrology), include t"uctUl'f'. flow in intervale where 
the flux of 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year iR great€!" then the saturated 
matrix hydrauli.c conductivity. However 1 no contht\toua fracture pathway from 
the disturbed zone to the water table is includ~.~d in the calculations. 
Although the formation of new Fractures is conaidt~red unlikely because of the 
highly fractured nature of the potential host rot.k, one of the disrupthe 
scenarioa that will be considered is that of t·te formation of a new 
strm:tural feature thAt could conduct steady hydrologic flow. 

A qualitative consequence aeseasment of such a feature indicates that 
even i.1 the most e1ctreme case where the feature with steady flow develops 
instantaneously after repository closure, there is likely to be no release to 
the acceaaible environment through the water pathway in the next 10,000 
years. Although very rapid transport of any diasolved ll.'aste would be 
possible through the unsaturated zone, travel times in the saturated zone ere 
reported to be at leAst 140 years under current flux conditione and very 
conservative aasumptt~na (Section 6.3.1.1.5). Conservat:tve retardation 
factors (see Section 6.3.1.2 • .3), which are based on the effectiveness of 
matrix diffusion tn the saturated zone, indic.9:te that radionuclide travel 
tlmee are likely to be at leaRt 100 tirnes slower than water travel times, 
This indicates that under cu~rent flux conditions, the saturated zone offers 
a significant protective harrier that will retard radionuclide transport so 
that u.s. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) release limits are not likely 
to be exceeded at the accessible environment under even the most extreme 
scenarios. 

Climatic changes 

Under the moat extreme climatic changes considered possible at Yucca 
Mountain during the next 10,000 yaars, an estimated 100 percent increase in 
precipitation during a full pluvial could increase recharge by as much as 15 
times the present value of 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year (see Sec
tion 6.3.1.4.4 for complete discussion), It should be noted that t:hia 
scenario is highly conservative and may be unrealistic bacause sa much as 
two-thirds of the increased precipitation may become runoff rather than 
recharge. Increaaed precipitation is likely to cause increased flux and a 
posRible increase in the elevation of the water table beneath the primary 
repository area. The potential effects of _increased water-table altitude are 
discussed in Section 6.3.1.4,4, where it is explained that even under the 
maximum position of the water table, a sufficient thickness of unsaturated 
zone will remain between the repository and the water table to matntain 
isolation. ln addition the protection from unacceptable radionuclide 
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releasee that is 0ffered by the saturated zone will 1:-e effective. As sum
marized under t-h~~ fracture flow discussion above, the travel t:~me for radio
nuclides in the fJ:.turated zone is expected to be at .i.aast 100 times slower 
than the travel t'me for water. This provides inc~eaFed confidence that even 
under the most e:x1:reme, low probability scenarios of f! return to full pluvial 
conditions very !'oon after repository closure, releH•~.'I to the acce~sible 
environment in H. ,000 years are not likely to exceed !;he EPA release limits. 

Extreme erosion 

Erosion (Sect\on 6.3.1.5) hAs ~rocee:ded at Yuc;,~< Mountain at a rate of 
less than 1 ., 10-

4 mete~ (3.3 x 10- foot) per year .~or the pest 300,000 
yearfl. Using this rete gives 2.3 million years for the time required to 
remove the minimum repository overburden of 230 rner~rs (750 feet). Con
sequently, erosion without major vertical tectonic mQvement is not a credible 
disruptive process at Yucca Mountain. 

Dissolution 

Dissolution (Section 6.3.1.6) of the host rock ia not erodible at Yucca 
Hounte.in. The silica-rich tuffaceous rocks are insoluble :under present and 
expected physical and chemical conditions. 

Effects of tectonism 

Possible consequences of tectonism were considered in Section 6.3.1.7 
(Tectonics), but none are likely to affect wast~ isolation: faulting is not 
expected to create new grolmd-water pathways to the accaseible environment or 
to significantly lower the isolation potential of Yucca Mountain; the occur
rence of basaltic eruptions at the site is considered unlikely, and other 
changes related to such activity are even more unlikely. Although the region 
surrounding Yucca Mountain ha9 been tectonically active during the Quaternary 
Period, there is no evidence of extreme activity at Yucca Mountain. The 
largest historic earthquake within the geologic setting is reported in Sec
tion 6.3.1.7 to be aM • 6 located about 110 kilometers (68 miles) southwest 
of the site. Recurrence intervals within the region are reported to be on 
the order of 25,000 yeare for M > 7 earthquakes, 2,500 yeare for M > 6 
earthquakes, and 250 years for M:> 5 earthquakes. The potential eff~Cts of 
earthquakes on containment and isOlation will be evaluated; qualitative 
assessments suggest that ground motion associated with earthquakes is 
unlikely to cause disruption of emplaced waste disposal containers. 
Displacement associated with very large earthquakes could dis~:upt contaJ.ners. 
However, under current flux conditions, insufficient water is available to 
dissolve and transport wastes in quantities that would exceed release limits 
at the accessible environment (see Section 6.4.2.3.2). A further barrier is 
offered by the retardation that is expected in the saturated zone, as die
cussed above under fracture flow and climate changes. RegardinG basaltic 
eruptions at the site, Crowe et al. (1982) estimate that the cumulative 
probability that such eve~s will disrue.5 the site within the next 10,000 
years is between 4.7 x 10 and 3.3 x 10 • All these estimates lie near the 
probability lim!ts beyond which disruptiYe event& can be classified as not 
crediblec 
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Human intrusion 

Section 6. \.1.8 (Human interference and natucd re~JOIJr~ea) coQcluded 
that there would be little incentive for resource ~tlCploration of t~ Yuccfl. 
Mountain ~tte i-.1 the near future. There are no kw'·n natural resources that 
have or are pr·D.)ected to have in the foreseeable h'~.r~e ll value graat enough 
to be considen d a collllllercially extractable resour-,•.. Thus. as long as fiome 
records of resource distribution are available, ir J.s highly unlikely that 
people will mine or drill at Yucca Mountain. 

Limited wat.~r resources are present but are ~oc · expected to be amen8.ble 
to exploitation under current or future economic a· andards and needs. It 
should be noted that the most likely re~mlt of e.xcef:lsive ground-water e:xtrac
t.i.on nellr the Yucca M.ounta.t.n aite is an increase tn the thickness of t,he 
unsaturated ~one. Thus, in the unlikely event that· these water resources are 
exploited by future generations. the resulting inc.•:easP. in .the thickness of 
the unsaturated zone would improve the i.solatlon potential of the site. 

The population densiey in the area surrounding the Yucc;I Mountain site 
is very low (See Section 6.2.1.2). The rugged ten•ain, ar.id c.limate, lack of 
surface water • and the deep. ground-water tabla in the area are likely to per
sist in the future and to continue to limit the population densit.y in o.he 
immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Therefore, scenarios for human instru
sion which involve exploratory drilling that accid1:!ntly penetrate~; a waste 
container are likely to have very small population effects. In addition, 
exploratory drilling in the unsaturated zone dol!s not necessarily lead to 
increased radioactive releases along water pathways. The regulations 
add-ressing such human intrusion scenarios (40 CFR 191, Appendix B (1985)) 
indicate that direct relP.aae of ground water from the repository horizon due 
to natural flow or pumping • and the creation of a high pe{meabili ty flow path 
should be considered as the two most severe consequencas of such exploratory 
drilling. With the absence of ground water and the very law expected Uux 
(See Section 6.3.1.;1.5), neither of these scenal'ios are plausible ft?Jr ~;~n 

unsaturated zone repository. Thus, the only potential rad·iation exposure 
would be to the drilling craw due to contact with extracted. waste eontainer 
contents. It may be reasonable to assume that availability of drilling tech
nology would be accompanied by the ability to detect hazo·rdous material. as 
is suggested in 40 CFR 191, Appendix B (1985), Additionally. the probability 
of directly penetrating a Wfi.Ste container is considered to be very low, since 
it involves the compound probability of drilling into the repository and the 
probability of directly striking a waste container. Consequently, human 
intrusion does not appear to be a significant disrupt.iV'e process at Yucca 
Mountain. 

6.4.2.6 Conclusion· 

The foregoing pre,liJnd,nary perfor~once analyses unc.overed no informat.ton 
that indicates that the Yucca MOuntain site is unsuitable for further charac
terization or that it is like·ly to be disqualified "under the postclosure, 
system guideline (Section 6.3.2) after site characterization and more refined 
analys~s of system performance. 
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Chnptet· 7 

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF NOMINATED SITES 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

7.1.1 PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENTS 

This ch&pter presents a comparative evaluatiL \ cf the five sites 
nominated as sui~able for site ~~haracterization: D< -'is Canyon, Deaf Smith 
County, Hanford, Richton Dome, and Yucca Mountain (s~'e Figure 7-1). Each site 
is a preferr-ed site wi.thin a geohydrologic setting: Davis Canyon is in the 
bedded snl t of the Paradox Basin in Utah; Deaf Smit 1·~ County is in the bedded 
salt ot the Permian Basin in Texas; Hanford is in b<u~alt in the Columbia 
Plateau in Washington; Richton is a salt dome in Mi.r,sissippi; and Yucca 
Mountain is in tuff in the Southern Great Basin in Nevada. The process that; 
led to the identification of these sites is describ·~d in Chapter 2. 

The major objective of this chapter is to present a comparative 
evaluation of the sites proposed for no~ination in order to satisfy the 
following requirements; 

1. Section 112(b)(E)(iv) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. (the 
Act), which requires that a "reasonable comparative evaluation" be 
included in the environmental assessments that accompany site 
nomination. 

2. Section 960.3-2-2-3 of DOE's siting guidelines (10 CFR Part 960), 
which requires that a reasonable comparative evaluation be made and 
that a sW1D11ary of evaluations with respect to the qualifying 
condition for each guideline be provided to "allow comparisons to be 
made among sites on the basis of each guideline." 

This comparative evaluation is intended to facilitate the comparison of 
the more-detailed suitability evaluations reported for each site in Chapter 
6. The comparison should assist the reader in understanding the basis for the 
nomination of five sites as suitable for characterization (Section ll2(b)(l)(A) 
of the Act); it is not intended to directly support the subsequent 
recommendation of three sites for characterization as candidate sites. 

7.1.2 APPROACH AND ORGANIZATION 

This comparative evaluation of the five nominated sites is based on the 
postclosure and the preclosure guidelines (10 CFR Part 960, Subparts B and C, 
respectively). The reader is referred to Chapter 6 for a detailed.discussion 
of the structure and the content of the siting guidelines. The eval!.~ation 

presented in this chapter includes both the system guidelines and the" 
technical guidelines. 
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The comparison of the sites against each techni.cal gulde;.ine uses the 
information from the guideline evaluations presentee; in Chapter 6 of the five 
environmental asi·0ssments, whereas the comparisons ag':linst the system 
guidelines summcn·ize directly the evaluations report~.\\ in Chapter 6. The 
approach used to compare the sites against each techrncal guideline is 
summarized be1.o...,. 

In order tc facilitate the comparison of sites o,; the basis of each 
qualifying co.1dition, major considerations were der v-:<i by identifying the 
favorable, potentially adverse, and disqualifying cc;.1•i.!,tions that deal with 
the same general t<}pic. Contributing factors represet dng site characler
istics that are potentially important to each major consideration were also 
identified. ~·he r-elative importance of the major considerations was 
determined priffiarily by the degree to which they contribute to the qualifying 
condition; that is • the stronger the tie between the consideration and the 
qualifying condition, the greater the importance of the consideration. Each 
site was evaluated in terms of each major considerati•"ln, taking into account 
the contributing factors at that site. 

The purpose of identifying major considerations for each guideline is to 
combine closely related site conditions so that the favor..'lble and potentially 
adverse conditions can be considered on balance. A major consideration may be 
broader in scope than the combined scope of the related favorable and 
potentially adverse conditions, in order for it to relate more directly to the 
qualifying condition. Most guidelines that contain a disqualifying condition 
have one or more potentially adve~se conditions that are related to the 
disqualifying condition. Since these potentially adverse conditions are 
considered in the formulation of a major consideration, the important aspects 
of the disqualifying conditions indirectly enter the comparative evaluation. 
Where a major consideration that is needed to evaluate the qualifying 
condition does not have a related favorable or potentially adverse condition, 
the consideration is derived directly from the qualifying or disqualifying 
condition. Not all contributing factors are discussed for each site; for 
brevity, only the factors that contribute to the evaluation of that 
consideration are discussed. The evaluation of each site with respect to each 
major consideration is presented in alphabetical order, by site. 

The major considerations for the guidelines were then considered 
collectively, taking into account their relative importance, in a comparative 
evaluation of the sites. This comparative evaluation describes the sites with 
the most favorable combination of characteristics first and those with a less 
favorable combination of characteristics last. 

The comparative evaluations of the sites are summarized in Sections 7.2 
and 7.3 for the postclosure and the preclosure guidelines, respectively. 

7.2 COMPARISON OF THE SITES ON THE BASIS OF THE POSTCLOSURE GUIDELINES 

The postclosure guidelines are concerned with the characteristics, 
processes. and events that may affect the performance of the repository after 
closure. The objective h to ensure that the health and safety of the public 
will be protected for thousands of yea~s, until the rad~oactivity of the waste 
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haB diminished tJ safe levels. This necti.on preser.ts a comp~:rative evaluation 
of the five noun:1ated sites against the postclosure guidelines. 

7.2.1 TECHNi.C/>l GUIDELINES 

7.2.1.1 Geohych·ology (postclosure) 

The qual:l.fying condition for geohydrology is .,s follows: 

The present ,'lnd expected geohydrologic satti.ng of 11 site 
shall be compatible with waste containment and isolation. The 
geoJ,ydrologic setting, considering the charactedstics of and 
the processes operating within the geologic setting, shall 
permit compliance with (l) the requirements specified in 10 CFR 
960.4-1 for radionuclide releAses to the acr.essible environment 
and (2) the requirements specified in 10 CFR 60.113 for 
radionuclide releases from the engineered-barrier system using 
reasonably available technblogy. 

Major coneiderations 

On the basis of the favorable and potentially adverse conditions for this 
guideline, four major considerations (see Table 7-1) are identified that 
influence the favorability of the site with respect to the qualifying 
condition, These major considerations, in decreasing order of importance, are 
(1) ground-water travel time arld flux, (2) changes in geohydrologic proceBses 
and conditions, (3) ense of characterization and modeling, and (4) presence of 
suitable ground-water sources. These major considerations are, in turn, 
influenced by a number of' more specific geologic and hydrologic properties and 
in situ conditions called contributing factors. 

Evaluation of the sites with reSpect to major considerations 

Ground-water travel time and flux. This consideration covers the 
geohydrologic conditions that control the time of ground-water travel between 
the disturbed zone and the accessible environment and the ground-water flux 
(volumetric ftow rate) across or through the repository and through the host 
rock to the accessible environment. It is related directly to the qualifying 
condition as a measure of the amount of ground water that can come in contact 
with the waste, the amount of ground water available to transport 
radionuclides between the repository and the accessible environment, the time 
delay for these radionttclides to reach the accessible environment, and the 
time available for radioactive decay during transport. This major 
consideration is derived from the first, fourth, and fifth favorable 
conditions of the geohydrology guideline. It is the most important of the 
major considerations because transport by ground water is the primary 
mechanism for radionuclide movement from the repository to the accessible 
environment. 

The contributing factors for this consideration include the hydraulic 
conductivity and gradient, the effective porosity, the degree of saturation,: 
the depth to the water table, the presence of flow through fractures or porous 
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Table 7-1. Gul<Jeline-condi tion f1nding1 by raajor conl1detatiofl--lluohydrology111 • b 

---
tlavh Deaf Ricilt:on Yucca 

Con~·t1on Canyon S11ith l\4nford , .. 1'1ounta1n 

W • .JOit CONSIDI!.II.ATION " GROUKD-WATEII. TRAVEL TINE t.•", FLUX 

Favorable ~ondition 1 

Site conditione aueh that the pre-wauta-
e•placallflnt sro~d-water travel tia.e 
alons any path of likely radionu~lide 
trav1l fro• the dilturbed &one to the 
o~ce.ui ble environa.ant lfould ba 11ore p p p ' p 
than 10,000 J'fii-Uo 

Favorable ~onditton 4 

For diap~1el in the -111tureted .:one, 
at le11t one of the follolfin& 
pra-w1eta-••pla~a~ent conditione eai1ta1 ' p p ... ~: .,, . 
(i) A hoat roc'k ,lnd i ... diltoly 

1urroundtna 1eohydroloat~ un1tl '"''' with lov hydr1uli~ conductivttiea, ' p "' .. ', ~" ·'·,•' 

(ii) A da.nw.rd or pr1da.inantly 
horiznntll hydnulic srldient in '"" hu1t rock 1nd in the i ... diately 
1urroundtna aeohydroloatc unit1. " p .. "' .. 

(iii} A low hydr•uttc aradie~t in an~ 
between the holt rock and the 
imaedi•tely 1urrou~~~-
geohydrologi~ unitl, iiP .. p NP NA 

(iv) High effective poro1ity together 
with low hydnulic conductivity in ., .. ,.,;: 
rock nnita along petha of likely )<' 
radionu~lida travel betlfeen the .r,,_., 
holt ro~k and the s~CB!IIible • ''•lo'\ '"' e11oVit011111ent, : "' NP ., 

" , .. eli,., 

Ft~vorable condition 5 ,,,., ,.-

Pot diapoaal 1n the- un11turat:ed zone, 
at laaat one of the following pre-vaete-
e~place~ent cuoditionl exiata: !lA NA •• •• ' 
(!) A low aud neatly conatant degree 

of aaturat1on in the hoet rock. and 
in the immediately autroundlng 
geohydrologic 1un1ts, .. NA NA .. "' --;, 

(ii) A water table auf;f.i~i~nt;lY -~elq• 
the underground facility such 
that the fully aaturated voids 
~ontinuoua with the water table 
do not enc~unter the host rock. NA NA •• NA ' 

(Ut) A geohydrolo&1c unit above the holt 
rock that would divert the dow-
ward 1nf1ltr"J;ion of wa~er be·yond 
the 11~1ta of the e~placed wsate. NA NA •• .. "' 

( lv) A hoet rock that,_pr~vida~ ~or 
free dra~naga., .. .. "' NA ' 

( ,, A climatic reghl'l in .'l!h.l.~h th& 
average anuual hietorical 
precipltat\on la a small fraction 
Qf the aver~ae annu~l potential 
evapotranaptration. "" " NA .. ' 
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Tabla 7-1. Gui!ltJ:in8'"condition finding• by ujor conaideratioo-gaohydrologylo\ob (c:Qntinued) 

l-dtdit1on 
Davia 

C.nyon 
Deaf 

S!llith 
Richton 

Hanford Doae 

MAJO!t ',ONS!DER.ATION Z 1 C!IAHGES IN GEOHYDilOLOGIC PllOCE$ ~ g:; A)fl) CONDITIONS 

Favorable condition 2 

The nature aotl retu of hydroloaic 
procaaaea oper~tinf •ithin the aeolosic 
let tins durina the 'lu,atarn1ry 'Period 
would, if coutinuen intQ the future, not 
afflc:t or wu:1ld f•vorably affect the 
ability of the seolosic repoaitory to 
iaolat~ the ~•ate durin& the nest 
100,000 yeau. ' ' ' 

Potsntially adveree condition l 

B~cted chengea in geohydrologic: 
conditiona--euch •• chana•• in the 
hydraulie aradiant, 'the hydraulic 
conductivity, tha effec:tiva poroaity, 
and the aro\tnd-water flUll' through the 
hoet rock and the ~tunounding geohydro-
losic unita-auUicient to dsnificantly 
ineraaae the tranaport of radionuelidee 
to the acc:eaaible anvtron.ent 11 coapared 
with ~r.-.aste-eaplace.ent eonditiona. N1' N1' N1' 

~OR CONSIDERATION 31 EASE OP CIW\AcrER.lZlNG AND HODitt!Kr. 

ravo~able condition 3 

Siua that have etratigraphic, 
atructural, and hydrolosic fear.urea 
aueh thftt the aeohydroloaic ayatea 
can be readily cheractetited and 
110deled rith reaaoMble certdftty. 

Potentially edverae eonditi~n 3 

The preaenc:e in the geologie setting 
of atratiJUphic or nructural feltutlls-
auch u dil•ea, Iilli•; faulta, 'abeer 
conea, folda, diaaolution effectn, or 
bring pocketa--if their preaence could 
aisnificantly contribute to the difficulty 
of chsractericinJ or ~odeling the 
aaohydrologic ay&teS, 

N1' NP 

p p ' 
MAJOR CONSIDERATION 4: PRESENCE OF SUITABLE GROUND-WATER SO~CES 

Potentially adverae condition 2 

The pre~ence of ground-~at~r tOurcea, 
auitable for crop irrigation or huaan 
cooauaptinn ~ithout treat~ent, along 
ground-water-flow patha from the hoat 
rock to the accessible environiiM!nt, " NP 

p 

"' 

"' 

p 

" 

.. 

"' 

•• 

p 

p 

I J::.ey: lfA. • not applicable; N1' • for the purpoee of thia compatat1vt~ evaluation, the 
f&vorable or potentially adveree condition 1a not present at the elte; P • for the purpoae of 
thh co•psrat1ve avaluetion, the favorable or iiOtentllllly adver .. condition 1& pretent at the site. 

b A.r.elyael supporting the entriea in thia table an ptei&Dted in Chapter 6 of the 
envirOftll.,ntal &1811Sa&llnt for each Yite. 
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media, nf!t infiltration, the extent of the disturbeci zone, and the distance to 
the accessible en~ironment. 

At each of r ;1e sites there are uncertainties in the conceptual modal of 
ground-water flo•,1, including the values of the key h,vdraulic•parameters that 
control groulH!-wHtec travel time and flux. taking thR uncertainties into 
account, thert~ axe ranges of possible travel timcul hJ_,t·oteen the disturbed zone 
and the accesaib .. e environment at each site. Therel re, ground~water travel 
time was stochastically modeled at each site, usinp, n:~asonably conservative 
geohydrologic assumptions and ranges of hydraulic r-u·,~-meters, Probabilistic 
ranges in travel time and the statistical probabili .. ;· for exceeding travel 
times of 1,000 and 10,000 years were derived for eact. site. In general, the 
ground-~,rat<>r flu." is expected to be low to very low at each of the sites. A 
summary of th~ evaluation for each site follows. 

At Davis Canyon, ground-water travel times from the disturbed zone to the 
accessible environment are modeled as porous-media fl.ow vertically and 
horizontally through a layered sequence of differing lithologies (salts, 
anhydrite, dolomite, siltstone, etc.). The calcu.latc-ri travel times depend on 
the hydraulic conductivity and the effective porosities of the varying 
lithologies, the thickness and continuity of each layer, and the vertical and 
horizontal hydraulic gradients within and between each layer. Because the 
values of these parameters are uncertain, the expected ground-water pathways 
are uncertaln. To quantify this uncertainty at Davis Canyon, a computer code 
was developed to evaluate the probability thQ distribution of travel times 
based on distribution of hydrologic parameters derived from data collected at 
a DOE test well (Gibson Dome No. l) 5 kilometers (3 miles) north of the site, 
various oil test wells in the Paradox Basin, and various published sources of 
generic data, For purposes of analyzing the ground-water travel time, the 
outer edge of the disturbed zone waa conservatively assumed to be at the top 
and bottom of the host salt bed, because of uncertainty in the extent of the 
disturbed zone. The time required for ground water to travel through the host 
salt bed is not incl~ded in the calculations of pre-~aste-emplacement travel 
time to the accessible environment. The overall regional ver-tical hydraulic 
gradient between the upper and the lower hydrostratigraphic units, separated 
by the evaporite section containing the host salt bed, is generally downward. 
Rowever, data collected at the Gibson Domfl test well indicate both local 
downward and upward gradients between interbeds in the evaporite section 
containing the proposed host salt bed. The combined vertical and horizontal 
gradients in the area then result in either upward-to-lateral flow or 
downward-to-lateral flow within the layered sequence. Both the 
upward-to-lateral and downward-to-lateral travel times are analyzed, resulting 
in quite similar distributions. 

The proposed controlled-area boundary for the Davis Canyon site is 
limited to a distance of 1 kilometer (0,6 mile) from the edge of the disturbed 
zone to the accessible environment due to the proximity of Canyonlands 
National Park in the expected direction of ground-watec flow. For a lateral 
distance of 1 kilometer (0.6 mile) from the outer edge of the disturbed zone 
to the accessible environment, downward-to-lateral travel times were 
stochastically analyzed through 1,000 realizations of the model. This results 
in a pcobability of .003 for travel times of less than 1,000 years and 
probability of a .045 for less than 10,000 year·s. The median travel time is 
240,000 years. A distance of 5 kilomete~s from the e~&~ of the repository ~as 
also analyzed in case the b'oundary of the controlled area sho,uld change as a 
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result of datR ckveloped during site characterization in a di.rection away from 
the Canyonlands :ational Park. This analysis results in a pr·obability of less 
than 0.001 for t':twel times of less than ltOOO yean: and .006 for less than 
10,000 years, 'idth a median travel time of 880,000 Y'·•ars. 

The Deaf Sm 1 th site is in a geohydrologic sett:'-'1,1 th.at is conceptually 
similar to that ,,f the Davis Canyon site. A simile.· etochastic analysis of 
pre-waste-emplacement ground-water travel time was ule. The computer flow 
model, as for Davis Canyon, consints of a series oF '.ayers representing a 
sequence of differing lithologies (salt, anhydrite ·11Jlomit:e, dltstone, 
etc.), including the host salt bed. Only downward···t: •-lateral travel times 
were calculated, because only downward vertical hydr.~"tlic gradients have been 
observed in .. he vicinity of tho site. The travel tir1e 1 .. as calculated 
beginning at the bottom of the salt repository bed (c-onsidered conservatively 
as the bottom edge of the disturbed zone) and extend-l.ng 1 kilometer to the 
accessible environment. To consider the possibility that the boundary of the 
controlled area (and the distance to the accessible anvironment) might be 
extended, travel times w-ere also calculated to the maximum .5-k.ilometer 
distance from the edge of the di~turbed zone. The modeling is based on data 
obtained from literature reviews, analyses of water--. .. ell and petroleum-well 
records and pump testing, analyses of drill-stem tests, and analyses of 
laboratory tests conducted specifically for the repository program. There is 
a comparable level of uncertainty in the data bases for the Deaf Smith and the 
Davis Canyon sites. Considering porous-media flow as the likely flow 
mechanism, the resulta of travel-time analyses for an accessible environment 1 
kilometer from the edge of the disturb~d zone, on the basis of t,OOO 
realizations of the model 1 show a probability of .005 for travel times of less 
than 1,000 years and a probability of .107 for less than 10,000 yearst with a 
median travel time of 87,000 years. For an accessible environment 5 
kilometers from the edge of the disturbed zone, the probability of travel 
times of less than 1,000 years is less than .001, and the probability for less 
than 10,000 years is .015, with a median travel time of 500,000 years. 

At the Hanford site, the stochastic analysis of the pre-waste-emplacement 
ground-water travel time used a conceptual model that is consistent with the 
current understanding of the deep ground-water flow- system and considers the 
uncertainties in the hydr~ulic parametP.rS used to predict travel times. In 
the analysis, ground•·W"a.ter flow is modeled along upw-ard and lateral flow paths 
through an alternating sequence of basalt flows in which dense interiors of 
low permeability are separated by flow- tops of higher permeability. The 
vertical and horizontal hydraulic-head gradients used in the stochastic model 
are deterministic; that is, they are based on quality head data obtained from 
piezometers at the site. The transmissivity values used in the model w-ere 
based on site-specific test data that w-ere varied over a reasonably 
conservative range. The range of ef-fective porosity was estimated from 
geophysical logs, core samples, tw-o tracer tests, and values reported in the 
literature. Key hydraulic parameters were conservatively evaluated over 
appr~ciable ranges in the model. The model considers ground-water movement 
that begins in the flow top immediately above the dense flow interior (the 
outer edge of the disturbed zone being within the dense interior host rock at 
an unknown distance from the flow top) of the proposed host rock and proceeds 
vertically upward and laterally to the accessible environment, 5 kilometers 
from the edge of the repository. The model consecvstively does not include 
vertical travel time through the upper part ot' the undisturbed dense interior 
between the proposed repository and the base of the first flow- top above the 
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repository. Th~) range of travel times derived from the model indicates a 
probability of . 3 or less for travel times of less rt"IJ}.n 1,000 years anc;l a 
probability of .:.2 or less for travel times of less than 10,000 years. This 
comp11res with thf·: shortest mediau travel time for th'~ conservative analyses of 
22,000 years, 

At the Rich,.on slte, the accessible environment. is considered to be at 
the flank, or pu;iphet·y, of the sclt stock; therefor., ground-water travel 
times from the distudH!d :(:one to the accessible em{; ~nment (a minimWl1 lateral 
distance of 241, mete:re (800 feet)) are judged to be "'~thin essentially pure 
salt. The mechanism for ground-water movement thro1.~g- the salt is uncertain. 
Because of the duc.dlity of salt, which reduces the 1: ~eli hood of open 
fractures, a~od the extt·emely low matrix hydraulic conductivity and porosity, 
there may be little or no water movement through the i'alt. However, to 
evaluate the travel time from the edge of the disturl,ed zone to the accessible 
environment, porous-media flow was conservatively a.SS'Jllled to prevail in the 
salt. Preliminary geologic studies have not identifioc;l anomalous features 
that would indic<tte the presence of preferential pern·eable flow paths in the 
salt stock. Fracture flow is considered unlikely and is not considered in the 
model. Flow is assumed to obey Darcy's law, and con98rvative ranges of the 
key hydraulic parameters are used; they are based on available generic in situ 
and laboratory data, including geophysical well logs. No site-specific clata 
on hydraulic parrunetera are avaiLlble. If alternative mechanisms of mqvement 
(e.g., diffusion) ere considered, the estUnated travel times to the accessible 
environment woulcl be t~everal million years. 

The results of the stochastic modeling show a probability of less than 
.001 fer travel times less than 1,000 or 10,000 years to the flank of the 
dome, Because of the very low hydraulic conductivities measured for 
essentially pure salt, the calculated times of lateral travel through 244 
meters (800 feet) of salt are very long. Stochastic model calculations range 
over six: orders of magnitude--the shortest being about 50,000 years and the 
median about 35 million ye<11rs. Although the ranges of hydraulic parameters 
used in the analysis are considered reasonably conservative, a great deal of 
uncertainty is inherent in any prediction of travel tl.mes in millions of 
years. Of more significance than the absolute numbers, perhaps, is that the 
very long travel times suggest~d by the analysis inclicate a likelihood that 
little or no ground water is present or moving through an appreciably thicks 
undisturbed mass of salt. 

At Yucca Mountain, the stochastic analyeis of the pre-waste-emplacement 
ground-water travel time from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment 
computes vertical ground-water movement clownward through the unsaturated zone 
to the water table and then 5 kilometers laterally in the saturated tuff to 
the accessible environment. Travel time is calculated from a horizon 50 
meters (lM feet) below the proposed repository downward through a roinimWl1 of 
about 135 meters (443 feet) of unsaturated welded and nonwelded tuff to the 
l•iater table. Most of the total travel time is through the unsaturated zone, 
with about 140 years estimated for the travel time through the saturated zone 
to the accessible environment, once the water table is reached. Uncertainty 
in the variability and ranges in hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity 
are evaluated stochastically in the model, by randomly selecting rang2s in 
hydraulic parameters in a series of 963 vertical columns. The calculated 
travel times range from about 9,500 to 80,250 years. ~\lis is based on an 
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estimated mltxim1m average net percolation of 0.5 mi.llimeter per year. Ten 
realizations we .. ·e run in ear:h of the 963 colwnns of the model, with all but 
one of the 9,6?:;·< total realizations having a travel time of m()re than 10,000 
years. The met1"1 travel time in these calculations ~as about .43,300 yeurs, and 
the median aboul: l1l,6DO, with a probability of abod .0001 for a travel time 
of less than 10,000 years. 

Changes i!~!ll_drologic proces8eS and condit .. •!!.§.· This consideration 
covers the nature and rate of natural processes i' he geologic setting that 
could ultimately change geohydrologic conditions '' c\s to affect the ability 
of a repository ~o iaolate the waste. It is diret~': y related to the 
qualifying condition, which requires that geohydrolt·.dc condi.tions in the 
future be compatible with waste isolation. It is derived from the second 
favorabte condition and the first potentially adven~e condition. This 
consideration is second in importance because the r,receding consideration, the 
ground-water travel time, reflects actual conditiorw, whereas this 
consideration reflects potential conditions. 

Four contributi.ng factors are identified for tt1is consideration: climatic 
change, erosion, dissolution, and tectonics. On the basis of the discussion 
of these factors in Section 6.3.1 of each environmental assessment, it was 
concluded that climatic change is the only one of the four contributing 
factors that has a potential for significantly affecting the hydrologic system 
at any of the nominated sites during the next 100,000 years. Therefore, 
climatic change is the only potential cause of changes in the geohydrologic 
system that is addressed in the summary of site evaluations. 

Judging from the record of the Quaternary Period in the area of the Davis 
Canyon site, climatic changes during pluvial conditions could increase 
precipitation, with a resulting increase in recharge to the ground-water 
system. Although it is uncertain to ~~hat extent higher rates of precipitation 
during the Quaternary Period have affected the hydrologic system, there is no 
evidence that ground-water parameters have changed significantly during the 
Quaternary Period. Also, the low permeability of the evaporite section 
separating the shallow hydrologic system from the deep confined system is 
expected to preclude any significant effects from expected climatic changes. 
Assuming that climatic changes during the next 100,000 years would be within 
the magnitude of past changes during the Quaternary Period, it doea not appear 
that expected changes would adversely affect waste isolation at the Davis 
Canyon site during the next 100,000 years. 

Judging from the record of the Quaternary Period, precipitation may be 
expected to increase over the current levels for the area of the Deaf Smith 
site, with consequent increases in recharge during the next 100~000 years. 
However, becaltse of the low permeability of the evaporite section and the fine 
sedimentary ~nterbeds that separate the shallow hydrologic system from the 
deep confined system beneath the proposed repository horizon, the variations 
in the nature and rates of surficial hydrologic processes that would result 
from ~<tture climatic changes 1muld have little effect on the ability of a 
repository at the site to isolate waste during the next 100,000 years. 

The clima.tic history of the Quaternary Period at the Hanford site 
indicates that any hydrologic impacts due to climatic changes would be 
localized or shallow ~henomena (e.g., glacially induced flooding) that would 
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not significontb change the waste-isolation potentinl of the deep basalt 
environment duri11g the next 100,000 years, The fact.ors responsible for this 
include the low ! ermeahility of the basalt flow intt;dors between the land 
surface and the i·l·oposed repository depth; the relatively low permeability of 
the deep basalt .ctows in comparison with shallow flo1,1 and interbeds; the 
existence of dif!erent flow systems with depth; the :.:!JOrt duration of floods; 
and the likely l"·.t'sistellCe of the arid to semiarid c tmate that has existed at 
Hanford over thl? past 3 million years, 

For the Richton site,, the Quaternary history o' the region indicates that 
climatic changes would have no significant influen<:, ~n geohydrologic 
conditions at the dte. Variatiuns in geohydrologic . rocesses that have 
occur;red in response to Quaternary climatic cycles ana the associated 
sea-level fluctuations result in slight increases and decreases in 
precipitation, hydraulic gradients, and rates of ground-water movement in the 
geohydrologic system surrounding the salt dome. Bect.use of the very low 
hydraulic conductivity of the dome salt, such slight variations in hydrologic 
processes are expected to have minor, if any, effects on fluid movement within 
the dome. Therei'ore, no natural geohydrologic changeJ that would affect waste 
during the next 100.000 years are expected at the site. 

At Yucca Mountain, the climatic record of the Quaternary Period suggests 
that pluvial conditions may recur sometime during the next 100,000 years, 
resulting in increased net infiltration (flux) and recharge, which could in 
turn raise the level of the water table toward the repository. Such changes 
would tend to reduce the time of ground-water travel between the disturbed 
zone and the accessible environment and could result in some increase in the 
quantity of ground water coming in to contact with the waste. 

Esse o[ characterization and modeli~. This consider4tion addresses the 
complexity of the geohydrologic system in terms of whether it can be 
characterized and modeled with reasonable certainty. It relates to the 
qualifying condition becau~e characterization is the procesa of collecting and 
analyzing the data needed to develop and perform the modeling that is the 
means for predicting whether the site is compatible with waste containment and 
isolation. This major consideration is derived from the third favorable 
condition and the third potentially adverse condition. Since it is not an 
intrinsic phyHical characteristic of the geohydrologic setting, this 
consideration is not as important as the first two considerations; however, 
the ability to characterize and model the geohydrologic system with reasonable 
certainty is essential to evaluating the geohydrologic procesoes and 
properties that affect the ability of the oite to contain and isolate waste. 

Some of the contributing factors that influence the ease of 
characterization and modeling are the presence of faults 9 folds, brine 
pockets, dissolution effects, lithologic variations, interrelationships among 
hydrostratigraphic units, availability of teating techniques and analytic 
models, and understanding of flow mechanisms. 

All five nominated sites are9 to varying degrees, presently judged to 
have geologic and hydrologic complexities that could preclude their being 
readily characterized or modeled with reasonable certainty. Appreciable 
differences exist from one site to another in present levels of uncertainty, 
in part because of imbalances in the quality and quantity of available data 
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and stages of sciu,'ltific and technical investigation. A good understanding of 
the geohyd.cology 1. C the site must be dev13loped through the characterization 
process before it ~.~an be modeled with reasonable certf,inty. Modeling, in 
turn, can determine which physical characteristics need to be characterized. 
The difficulty of characterizing a site limits the ab; .• ity to model it to an 
scceptablc lev~l t f certainty. Although the third fa<r,Jrable condition is not 
present and the t'1lird potentially adverse condition i1 present at each site, 
it is expected that ali five sites can be adequately i.u1racteri:t.ed, though 
with varying :.evels of difficulty, in order to model , heir capabilities for 
long-term 't:laste isolation to acceptable levels of Ct rt.ainty. A summary of the 
evaluation for thi11 consideration for each site fall. )~'G. 

At the Dnvis Canyon site, the regional geolo~ic f~amework and limited 
site-specific data suggest that the site is stratigravhicaily and structurally 
uncompli..::ated. Present stratigraphic information inuicates that the proposed 
host salt bed contains minimal impurities and is a p~n:·t of a reasonably 
well-understood sedimentary sequence. Hm~ever, the present limited 
investigations lllave many uncerta-inties, Structural features like faults, 
folds, and dissolution zones within the geologic setting could contribute to 
the difficulty of characterizing the system if they are found within the 
site. Ground-water movement through deep salt beds may be practically nil, 
There is a need to develop a clear understanding of the movement of fluids in 
salt and a site--specific ground ... ~ater hydraulic8 data base and to evaluate the 
potential for significant fracture flow in hydrogeologic unit~ surrounding the 
host rock. 

Because they are in similar geohydrologic settings, the Deaf Smith site 
and the Davis Canyon site are similar with respect to the ease of 
characterizing and modeling. Some~hat more data are presently available for 
the Deaf Smith site than for Davis Canyon, but fewer site-specific data are 
available for the salt sites than for the nonsalt si.tes. The greater number 
and frequency of nonsalt interbeds at Deaf Smith introduce::: ;::omplicating 
factors that are less likely to be present at Davis Canyon. As at Davis 
Canyon, the potential for significant fracture flow in geohydrologic units 
surrounding the host rock at Deaf Smith needs to be evaluated. 

Generically, the horizontal distribution, variations in thickness and 
internal variations in the thickness of multiple basalt flowa like those at 
Hanford may be more difficult to predict with confidence than for a sequence 
of sedimentary rocks like those formed at the bedded-salt sites, but 
site-specific investigations are more advanced at the Hanford site than at any 
of the salt sites. Consequently, the data base is appreciably larger and the 
complexities of site characterization and modeling are better defined at 
Hanford. Geologic features like faults, folds, internal variations in the 
thickness of flows, and variations in original intraflow structures known to 
exist in the regional setting could contribute to difficulty in modeling. 
Although uncertainties remain, preliminary studies have defined ~;orne basic 
geologic and hydrologic characteristics of the site. The existence of 
multiple basalt flows can complicate the characterization and modeling of the 
flow system, as well as provide multiple barriers to fluid movement. Accepted 
concepts and methods for studying saturated flow in a layered geohydrologic 
system are applicable to the basalt-flow system beneath Hanford. In some ways 
this may make characterization and modeling less complicated t.han at sites 
where applicable fluid-flow theory is either more complex or less advanced. 
such as for flow in salt or in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. 
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AL the Richt(l;1 site, the boundaries and dimensim1s of the salt stock are 
easonably well .It fined, Limited ~vailable data on the interior 
haracteristics o 1• the salt stock suggeet that it coru,ists largely of pure 
alt that is free of significant anomalous features (P.,g,, large faulte or 
lantic incl. union',) that would provide important pref: ;·entill.l ground-water 
low paths. Howl~\er, this conc:ept of the dome's iute·,.ic·r is uncertain and 
equires additicH,al data for confirmntion. Also, dat; ()fl the su.trounding 
eohydrologic environment mainly provide a regional J c ture of the 
round-water ilow system outside the dome, with lit'·l~· site-specific 
nformation to define flow relationships near the il -~~-l'face of the salt stock 
nd the adjacent h:··drostratigraphic unitr~. Theae n:<,; r.ionships may be complex 
nd difficult to characterit;e 1 requiring an extensive lata base that would be 
ifficult to acquire. The characteristics of ground-water mcvement, if any, 
ithin sal.t are not well understood. Therefore, therr,· is uncertainty in how 
o charaeterize and model fluid movem~nt within the dome and any exchange of 
round water between the dome and the surrounding geohydrologic units. On the 
ther hand, because the accessible environment at the Richton Dome begins at 
he edge of the salt btock, the controlled area extends only to the periphery 
f the dome. The rnost critical part of the geohydroltogic system to be 
haracterized and modeled is confined to what may be 110 essentially 
omogeneous rnediwn, the interior salt mass of the dome. In this r~spect, the 
low system may be regarded as less complex and difficult to characterize and 
oodel than a system that contains a variety of lithologies or flolo' media 
etween the r·epository and the accessible environment. However, the mechanism 
or ground-water flow in the salt, if auch flo~ is significant, needs to be 
learly defined during site r.harar.terization. 

The geologic setting at Yucca Mountain may be considered somewhat 
omplex, considering the structural history and volcanic origin of Yucca 
'.ountain, and the inherent uncertainties in predicting the lateral and 
·ertical variability of volcanic rock units. Also, the site is relatively 
omplex from the standpoint of the availability cf state-of-the-art models for 
1easuring and analyzing flow in the unsaturated zone rather than the saturated 
one. Known local faulting adds to the complexity of site characterization 
nd modeling. However~ the progress of site-specific geologic and hydrologic 
nvestigations is comparable to that at the Hanford site and more advanced 
han those performed at any of the salt sites. A preliminary site-epccific 
eohydrologic data base has been established, and preliminary details of a 
onceptual flow model of the unsaturated zone, are defined. Advanced 
echniques are being developed to measure and analyze hydrologic parruneters 
nd to provide the information needed to refine models of flow in the 
.nsaturated zone. Because of the need to develop advanced techniques and 
1ethods, the difficulty of characterizing and modeling the site with 
·ea~onable certainty may he greater than at sites in the saturated zone wher~ 
urrently accepted methods may be adequate for characterizing and modeling. 

Presence of suitable ground-water source~.· This consideration addresses 
he potential for radionucliden migrating from a repository to mix with 
round-water sources suitable for crop irrigation o.t human consumption without 
reatment along flow paths to the accessible environment. It pertains to the 
ualifying condition with respect to limitations on radionuclide releases to 
he accessible environment and is derived from the second potentially adverse 
ondition. This consideration is less important than the other three, because 
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it is unlikely- that ground-water resources could be contamir.ated if a site is 
selected on th' basis of its ability to isolate wcu:tes, as reflected in the 
other three co, siderations. Of the five nominated o:lites, only Yucca Mountain 
has a finding .:;f present for the second potential!~· adverse condition. A 
stmwary of the ~valuation for each site follows. 

At Davis .anyon a low-yielding aquifer conta! :ng good-quality ground 
water is preseat at a relatively shallow depth abo·, the proposed repository 
hor:l.zon. However, ground water of good quality u.·a ,le for it·rigation or human 
consumpti011 without' trentment is not present alon1. probable ground-water flow 
paths between thP. dlsturbed zone and the accessib1.! mvironment. Although 
there :is some po\ential for locally upward flow from the host rock, flow paths 
would be di""erted laterally or downward at least hundreds of meters below the 
shallow aquifer because of the regionally do~mward 1~rtical gradient below the 
shallow aquifer. 

At the Deaf Smith site, ground-water flow is expected to be downward from 
the repository horizon. Water along this flow path has high total-dissolved
solids concentrations, making it unusable for crop i-rrigation or human 
consumption without treatment. There is good-quality ground water at shallow 
deplhs above the proposed repository horizon, but upward flow is not expected 
from the host rock. 

At the Hanford site, shallow aquifers containing water of good quality 
exist above likely flow paths from the p~eferred repository horizon. However, 
ground water along likely flow paths between the disturbed zone and the 
accessible environment contains flouride, boron, and sodium concentrations 
considered too high for crop irrigation or human consumption without treatment. 

At the Richton site, the accessible environment is conaidered to be at 
the flank of the salt stock. Therefore, ground water suitable for crop 
irrigation or human consumption without treatment doeG not occur along 
ground-water flow paths between the disturbed zone and the accessible 
environment. 

At Yucca Mountain, flow paths from the disturbed zone in the unsaturated 
zone would be expected to be vertically downward to the water table and then 
laterally through the saturated zone to the accessible environment. Ground 
water along the flow paths in the saturated zone is of good quality and 
suitable for crop irrigation and human cm1sumption without treatment. 

Summary of the comparative evaluation 

The Richton Dome is the rnost favorable of the five nominated sites for
the geohydrology guideline on the basis of the four major considerations 
addressed under this guideline. Althougb site-specific data are sparse, 
resulting in appreciable uncertainty about flow in geohydrologic units 
surrounding the dome, and the mechanism of fluid flow in salt is uncertain, 
ground-water travel times at Richton are expected to be very long, and very 
little, if any, ground-water movement takes place within the salt stock. It 
is likely that no ground water or only very little is contained in the salt 
stock. Uncertainty with respect to the possible presence of anomalous 
features that could significantly affect flow through the dome would be 
addressed during site characterization. Hydrologic proce.o;;ses and conditions 
are not expected to change in a manner that would unfavorably affect the 
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ability of the rep0.Jitory to isolate waste. Modeling of the geo:O.ydrologic 
system surrounding .:he dome is expected to be difficult. The limited data 
base results in ap·:· reciable uncertainty about relatiow>hips bet...,een the dome 
and the surroundint system. HoWt!Ver, because all pathways to the accessible 
environment are ex;--"!:cted to be entirely within the salt host rock, there is a 
high level of certn.i.nty that no usable ground-water sc:1·£'ces would be 
encount!lred along ;--athways to the accessible environm~::<-

Davis Canyon is the next most favorable site wit: Lespect to the 
geohydrology guideline if it is compar~d to Deaf Smi'h on the basis of equal 
distances to the accessible environmQnt. It is slig: L)r less favorable than 
the Richton Dome on the first and :nost important major :!onsideration and is 
equally favorah.le with the other sites on the second m.! jor consideration. The 
pre-waste-emplacement travel time from the disturbed zone to the accessible 
environmept appears to be less than that at the Richtc;1 Dorno, and the travel 
time at Davis Canyon is longer than at the Deaf Smith !iite for equal distances 
to the accessible environment at both sites. The grotr>ld-water flux through 
the salt host rocit, as indicated by the generic understanding of the hydraulic 
properties of salt, may be small if not nonexistent. There is no evidence for 
natural geohtdr.ologic changes that will unfavorably affect the ability of the 
repository to isolate the waste during the next 100,000 years. On the basis 
of regional geologic studies, the structure and stratigraphy of the site are 
considerfld uncomplicated, but because of l.tnce:t'tainties with respect to the 
mechanism for ground-water flow in salt and the unlikely potential occurrence 
of a really extensive, fracture-controlled pathways in the brittle sedimentary 
interbeds, the level of difficulty in characterizing ~nd modeling the 
geohydrologic system with reasonable certainty is expected to be comparable 
with that of the other sites. No aquifers containing ground water that is 
usable without treatment are present along any likely ground-water pathways 
between the edge of the disturbed zone and the accessible environment. 

The Deaf Smith site is less favorable than the Richton and the Davis 
Canyon sites for the geohydrology guideline when the accessible environment is 
equally distant from the disturbed zone at Deaf Smith and at Davis Canyon. In 
such a case, it is less favorable on the first and most important major 
consideration, but equally favorable on the second major consideration. The 
estimated pre-waste-emplacement ground-water travel time between the disturbed 
zone and the accessible environment is shorter than that at Davis Canyon and 
Richton. However, if the distance to the accessible environment at Deaf Smith 
should be lengthened up to 5 kilometers and at Davis Canyon remain at 1 
kilometer, Deaf Smith would be the more favorable site with respect to the 
pre-waste-emplacement ground·-water travel time. Although the ground-water 
flux within the 6alt host rock is expected to be low, the presence of fine 
clastic interbeds in the host rock r~sults in a potential for higher flux at 
Deaf Smith then at Davis Canyon or Richton. No natural changes in 
geohydrologic conditiQns that would unfavorably affect the ability of the site 
to isolate waste during the next 100,000 years are indicated. The structure 
~nd stratigraphy of the Deaf Smith site, on the basis of regional geologic 
studies, are considered uncomplicated. Because of uncertainties with respect 
to the mechanism for ground-water flow in salt and the unlikely potential for 
areally extensive, fracture-controlled pathway3 in the brittle interbeds, the 
level of difficulty in characterizing and modeling the geohydrologic system is 
expected to be comparable with thet of the other sites. Finally, there is a 
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high level of e1~r ~ainty that no aquifers containing ground water usable 
without treatment are present along ground-water pathways betwe-en the edge of 
the disturbed ZO'fl'' and the accessible environment. 

The Hanford .md the Yucca Mountain sites are both less favorable than the 
salt sites, but (~e in a comparable rnnge of favorability with each other. 
Their comparat:ivc- evaluations vary from one major co·':;i.deration to another On 
the basis of av<J .. ' lable information, With respeet to t·be pre-waste-emplacement 
ground-water tnJ,•el time, 'Iucca Mountain is more fa··-·r-3ble than the Hanford 
site. At Yucca !<1ountain 1 the ground-water flux thn .gh the host rock and the 
surrounding geohydrologic units, as indicated by t'•e ~stimated maximum annual 
infiltration o'f 0.5 millimeter, is expected to be • ~")' low, A return to 
pluvial climatic tonditions couH increase the flux 'lte through the host rock 
and the surr"unding geohydrologic units. This could ·llso cause some rise in 
the wat~r table toward the repository and some reduct:lon ln the time of travel 
to the El . ..:cessible environment. Yucca Mountain and Pnnford appear to have 
similar ranges of structural and stratigraphic compl.P.:'(ity with unique 
geohydrologi.c complexities at each site, The comple·dty of fracture systems 
at Yucca Mountain may have important implications for characterizing and 
modeling flow ln the unsaturated zone with reasonable certainty, Uncertainty 
in how to model flow in the unsaturated zone may also add to the diffi.culty of 
characterizing and modeling at Yucca Mountain. Gro1.md-water sources of good 
quality are located along likely ground-water pathways from the proposed 
repository to the accessible environment at Yucca Mountain. 

At the Hanford site, the ground-water flux tht'ough the saturated host 
rock and the surrounding geohydrologic units may be higher than in the 
unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. For the second major consideration, 
Hanford is more favorable than Yucca Mountain, E~pected natural changes in 
hydrologic processes or geohydrologic conditions are not expected to affect 
the ability of a repository to isolate the waste during the next 100,000 
years. Although commonly used modeling techniques may be applied, 
uncertainties in the structural and ~tratigraphic heterogeneity of the 
multiple basalt flows may contribute to modeling difficulties. At Hanford, no 
sources of ground water suitable for crop irrigation or human consumption 
without treatment are present along likely ground-water pathways from the edge 
of the disturbed zone to the accessible environment. 

7.2.1.2 Geochemistry 

The qualifying condition for postclosure geochemistry is as follows: 

The present and expected geochemical characteristics of a 
site shall be compatible with waste contairunent and isolation. 
Considering the likely chemical interactions among 
radionuclides, the host rock, and the a: round water, the 
characteristics of and the processes operating within the 
geologic setting shall permit compliance with (1) the 
requirements specified in §960.4-1 for radionuclide releases to 
the accessible envirorunent and (2) the requirements specified 
in 10 CFR 60.113 for radionuclide releases from the 
engineered-barri~,r system using reasonably available te·-:hnology. 
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Major considera.~.!..~ns 

On the basi~ of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions for thls guidel i.ne (see Table 7-2), three rrajor considerations 
are identified th:,t influence the favorabili~y of the 5lte with respect to the 
qualifying coedit '.on are identified. In order of decte~.sing importance, they 
are (1) the e>tpeded rate of mass transfer of radiom•: lides feom the waste 
package, (2) geochemical conditions that would inhib· the transport of 
radionuclides into the accessible environment, and (J 1 geochemical effects on 
the sorptive properties and stt;ength of the host ro1 ,, 

Evaluation of the ~ites in terms of the major consid~ll!iP~ 

t:las_§_ transfer of ,_radionuclides. This consideration includes geochemical 
conditio~ls in the immediate vicinity of the waste package after tbe permanent 
closure of the repository. It relates direc~ly to the qualifying condition 
through the rates of radionuclide dissolution from the waste form and is based 
on the second ant' fourth favorable conditions and the first potentially 
adverse condition. The mass transfer of radionuclide~: is the mo.st important 
consideration because it describes the processes by which raJionuclides that 
are initially sealed in the solid waste form as part of the waste package will 
be released to the ground-water system (e.g., as ions, complex~s~ or 
particulates) or be contained within the engineered-barrier aystem. The 111ost 
important contributing factors are the volwnetric flow rate of the ground 
water that may contact the waste package and the chemistry of the ground 
water. Other contributing factors include the potential for the precipitation 
and sorption of radionuclides; the potential for the formation of colloids, 
complexes, and particulates; oxidation-reduction conditions; and the c:hemica1 
reactivity of the ground water. A sunwary of the evaluation for each site 
follows. 

The bedded salt of the Davis Canyon site contains little ground water. 
Sources of water in the repository horizon include brine inclusions and water 
of carnallite hydration, which constitute a small fraction of the host-rock 
volume. Thus, the volumetric flow rate of ground water due to the migration 
of these waters at the repository horizon is expected to be extremely lo~. if 
present at al1. Because of their high magnesium content, the brines at Davis 
Canyon are potentially very corrosive for the stainless-steel container of the 
waste package. However, waste-package degradation should be limited because 
the amount of water in contact with the waste is expected to be small. The 
formatio11 of some colloids will be inhibited by the high salinity of brine. 
Because of their high concentration in the brines, chlorides, sulfates, and 
carbonates could form complexes with radionuclides, which may increase the 
mobility of some radionuclides. Although chemically reducing conditions are 
expected in the host rock and the underlying aquifers, the ability of the 
water-rock system to maintain reducing conditions in the presence of alpha and 
gamma radiolysis may be limited. 

The host rock at the Deaf Smith site is bedded salt that may contain more 
water than the rock of the other two salt si~es. The salt of the lower San 
Andres Unit 4 contains intercrystalline muds and interbeds of mudstone 
containing clay; these muds and interbeds could contribute water in addition 
to that provided by brine inclusions. Thus, the total amount of ground ~ater 
that is expected to enter the repository through brine migration should be 
extremely small. These brines 'have a high magnesium content and are 
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Table J .. e, Guideline--condition findings by major con~ideration--qeoch,mistry••b 

------·---·-----
<,.ondition 

Davis 
Canyon 

Dew 
SmPn Hanford 

RichtOM. 
Dome 

Yucca 
1'1ountain 

HAJOR CONS:W RATION 1: EXPECTED RATE OF HASS TRANSfER FR' h "fHE WASTE-PACKAGE SUBSYSTEM 

Favorable condltior. 2 

Geochemical conditiOM.S that pro-· 
mote the predplta';ion, diffusion 
into the rock matr.x, or sorptior1. of 
rad!onuclld11s: inhibit the form;ltian 
of particulates, colloids, ir1.orgonic 
complexes, or organic complexes that 
incre~~e the mobility of radionuelides; 
or inl\ibit. the transport of r4dionuclides 
by particulates, colloids, or COn)plexes. 

favorable conditio~ 4 

A combination of expected geochemical 
conditions ilr'ld a volumetric flow rate of 
water ln the 1\ost rock that would allow 
less than .O.OQJ par,:,nt per year of the 
total radiOr'luCl !de inventory ln the 
repository at 1,000· yeal'"s to IJe dissolYed. 

Potentially t.dv;erse conditiqns 

Ground-water conditiOns ln th• host 
rock that ~ou1d ll!ff.ect the SQ1ubi-1ity or 
the chemical reactivity of the engineered
barrier system to the extent th~t the 
expActed re~o~ltory perfoMmance could be 
compromised. 

p p p 

p p 

NP NP 

HAJOR CONSIDERATION 2: GEOCHEMICAL CONDITIONS THAT WOULD INHIBIT 
RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT IN THF. FAR FIELD 

Favorable condition 1 

The nature of rates of the geoth~ical 
processes operating within the .geologic 
setting during the Quatern,ary Period would, 
if continued into the future, not affect or 
would favorably affl!ct Ute ability ·Of t.he 
geologic rl!pository to iso,late the waste 
during the n,Kt 100,000 years. 

Favorable tondition 2 

Geochemical conditions that,prornote 
the precipitation, diffusion int.o the 
rock matrix, or sorption of radionuclides; 
in~ibit the fol'mation of particulates, 
tolloids, inorga~jc co~Alext$, or organ it 
complexes that inCrease the mobi1ity of 
radionuc1ides; .,r inhlbn· tlie transport 
of radion1.1clides by particulates, colloids, 
or complexes. 

p p p 

p p p 
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Tubho 7-2. Guicll!line-condition findings hy mujor consider.:~tion--t~eochemi~try"·b {continued) 

-· ----------~ 

Condition 
ravis 
c~nyon 

Oeuf 
Smith Hanford 

Richton 
Dome 
• 

Ywcca 
Hountain 

MAJ\'R CONSIDERATION 2: GEOCHEMICAL CONDITIONS Dil.T \.IOULD lNHIBIT 
RAOIONUCLJOE TRANSPORT 11 'fHE fAif fiELD (Continued) 

favor~ble condition 5 

Any combination of g(·ochemica'l and 
physical retardation processes that would 
decrease the r~edicted peak cumulutive 
releases of raJionuclides to the accessible 
environment by a ~actor of 10 us compared to 
those pr<~dicted on the basis of ground·.water 
travel time without such retardution. 

Potentiully adverse condition 3 

Pre-waste-empla.cement ground-water 
conditions in the host rock that are 
chemicully oxidizing. 

NP N. NP 

NP NP 

11t.JOR CONSlOERAT!ON 3: G~OCHEHICAL EFFE.CTS ON THE SORPTIVE PROPERTIES 
AND ROCK STRENGTH Of HOST ROCK 

favorable condition 3 

Hineral assemblages that, 1~hen subjected 
to expected repository conditions, would 
remain unaltered or ..,ou'ld .ilUr to miner.:~l 
assemblages with eqoal or increased c~pability 
to retard radionuclide transport. 

Potentially ad~e~se condition 2 

Geochemical processes or c.onditions that 
collld reduce thl!' sorption -of radlonuclldes 
or degr~de tbe rock strength. 

p 

NP 

p p p 

NP NP NP 

p 

r 

'· 

NP. 

° Key: NP = for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, the favorable or potentia1ly 
adverse condition is not present at the site; P =for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, 
the condition is present at t~e site. 

b Analyses supporting the entries in this table are presented in (:hapter 6 ~f th•. 
envlro~m.ental a:ssessineut for eac~ site. 
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potentially verr corrosive to the stainless-steel container of the waste 
packages, but <::~ e small amount of water expected in the repository will limit 
waste-package d£-t;radation. The formation of some, lr.1t not all, colloids will 
be inhibited by t.he h:l.gh salinity of brine. Becaus:' of their high 
concentrations i.n the brine, chlorides, stil.fates, aol! carbonates could form 
complexes with •·adionuclides, which may increase th, ,r,obility of some 
rudionuclides. While chemically reducing conditior, .are expected in the host 
rock and underl.ying aquifers, tht:l <tbility of the wr;- ~r-rock system to maintain 
reducing conditions in the presence of alpha and b"·'tilula radiolysis may be 
limited. 

The Hanford site may have a somewhat higher flo.-.· rate of water past the 
waste padr.Age than other sites. The bentonite and o·ushed-ba.ealt packing 
material that will surround the low-carbon-steel di~posal containers is 
expected to significantly reduce the flow rate of ground water that could come 
in contact with the waste. The ground water at Hanford has a low salinity in 
comparison with the salt sites and a high pH, which tends to reduce the rates 
of container corrosion. In addition, the chemicallv reducing conditions that 
are expected would lower the solubility of redox-sensitive radionuclides and 
further lower the rates of container corrosion. However, alpha and gamma 
radiolysis may result in iocalb:ed oxidizing conditions around the disposal 
container. Ground water at the repository level contains carbonate and 
hydroxyl ions, which could complex with escaping radionuclides, thereby 
increasing their mobility. Interactions between the waste package and ground 
water may result in the precipitation of ~ron-silica that would tend to 
scavenge radionuclides. In addition, sorption is expected to play a major 
role in the retardation of radionuclide transport. 

Richton Dome is probably driest of the salt sites because of the small 
quantity of brine inclusions typical of domed salt. The volumetric flow rate 
of ground water at the revository horizon from brine migration is expected to 
be extremely low. As a result, waste-package degradation should be limited in 
spite of the inherently corrosive nature of brine. The formation of some, but 
not allt colloids should be inhibited by the high salinity of brine. The 
chloride &nd sulf&te present in the brine could form complex with, and thus 
increa.ee the mobility of, some radionuclides. While chemically reducing 
conditions are expected in the host rock, the ability of the water-rock system 
to maintain reducing conditions in the presence of alpha and gamma radiolysis 
may be limited. 

The Yucca Mountain site is in a geologic environment with a very low 
ground-water flux through the candidate repository horizon. The low salinity 
and the nearly-neutral pH of the ground water would tend to reduce the 
corrosion rate of the disposal container; however, the ground water is 
oxidizing and would tend to make the waste-package environment somewhat more 
corrosive than water with lower oxidation-reduction (redox) conditions. The 
potential for the formation of inorganic complexes in the ground water of the 
Yucca Mountain site is probably low because of the very low salinity of the 
water, although the carbonate present in the ground water may increase the 
mobility of some radionuclides. The neerly-neutral pH of the water is 
conducive to the low solubility of oxides and hydroxides of some 
radionuclides, eGp~cially the actinides. In addition, interactions between 
the waste package and ground water may result in the precipitation of 
iron-silica~ which would tend to scavenge radionuclides. 
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Radionuclidc .!.·:ansport, This major conaideration relates dit:ectly to the 
qualifying conditi,, 1 with respect to the natural barrhr.s that \orould inhibit 
the transport of roJionuclides into the accessible envir:onment; it is based on 
the first, second, ,md fifth favorable conditionB and t'le third potentially 
adverse condition. The contributing factors that are ':t:e most important for 
the quantitBtive E:' aluation of radionuclide tranoport ·n:d retardation include 
sorption and prec:ipitation as well CIS redox condition•. A summary of the 
evaluation for e111.~h site follows. 

At the DaviE; Ccmyon site, the geochemical proce1 M~t; within the host rock 
are not expected to bo nltered by anything other that' !;e dissolution of the 
,host salt, and available data suggest that dissolution .dll not be a problem 
at Davis Canyon. The aalt contains very small amounts of clay minerals that 
could enhr~nce the sorption of migrating radionm~lides Conversely, the high 
ionic strength of the brine would tend to decrease th\l ~orptivo capacity of 
these clays. Redox conditions in the interbeds within the salt cycles and in 
the aquifer benea~h the salt of the Paradox Formation are reducing, which 
decreases the solubility of some key redox-sensitive J:~dionu.clidee. However, 
the chloride and carbonate, which are present in the brines in high 
concentration, could form complexes with radionuclidea, and this may increase 
the mobility of these radionuclides. However, sulfate solubility 
relationships may limit the concentrations of some radion"clides. 

At the Deaf Smith site, geochemical processes would not be expected to be 
altered by anything other than the dissolution of the host sa!t, and 
dissolution is not expected to be a problem at the site. The salt of the Deaf 
Smith site contains numerous mudstone inclusions and interbeds, and 
approximately half of them are composed of clay and clay-shed particles. 
Although it is p()saible that the clay could increase the ,o;;orption of migrating 
radionuclides, the high ionic strength of the brine tends to dec~;ease the 
sorptive capacity of the clay. Ground water in the aquifer that unQerlies the 
salt cycleR of the Palo Duro Basin is reducing. which further decreases the 
solubility of some key redox-sensitive radionuclides. However, the chloride 
and carbonate present in the brine could form complexes with raQionuclides, 
the~eby increasing their mobility. However, sulfate solubility relationships 
may limit the concentrations of some radionuclides. 

At the Hanford site, little change is expected in the geochemical 
processes within the basalts because of the depth and the saturation of the 
repository horizon. The dense interior of the host rock should afford some 
degree of physical retardation for radiQnuclides. The geochemical environment 
of the site is favorable for the precipitation end sorption of radionuclides 
(i.e •• reducing ground water and abundant secondary clays and zeolites from 
lining fracture and fragment surfaces). The secondary mineral assemblages 
that would be formed are believed to be stable under the temperatures expected 
in the disturbed zone. Since the data on colloids, particulates. and organics 
are limited, these factors cannot be fully evaluated at present, The ground 
water is of low salinity, but it contains carbonate and hydroxyl ions that 
could form complexes with radionuclides. 

At the Richton site, the geochemical processes withiq the host rock waul~ 
not be expected to be altered by anything other th~p dissolution. Av~ilable 

data suggest that dissolution should not be a problem at the site. The salt 
of the Richton Dome is predominantly halite with a very lo~ water content, 
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Available data lnggest that the water contained in fluid inclusions in the 
salt is reducinE and should decrease the solubility of some redox-sensitive 
radinnuclides. Uecause of their high concentrationB, the chloride, sulfate, 
and carbonate present in the brines could form comp1.'K.es with radi.onuclides, 
thereby increasing their mobility. However, sulfaL! solubility relationships 
rnay limit the, cc:1centration of some radionuel:l.des. 

At Yucca Mountain, little water is expected to 1.:iSS through the tuff, 
The predominant mode of water migration is current \y thought to be matrix flow 
along much of the ground-water-flow path. Sot·ptio 1:1d diffusion are expected 
to delay or retari the migration of radionuclideo. ~h.e oxidizing nature of 
the water may inh1bit radionuclide precipitation and 'lorption for 
redox-sensitive radionuclides. The abundance of highly sorptive secondar-y 
clays and zeolites along ground-watet•-flow paths shvnld provide a sorptive 
barrier to most radionuclides. Redox-sensitive rndiomtclides like technetiwn 
may not be retarded by sorption. The low salinity of the ground water would 
be conducive to the formation of some colloids since certain actinides form 
colloids in dilute nearly-neutral waters. Since tht:· data on colloids, 
particulates, and organics are limited, these factors, cannot be fully 
evaluated at present, 

Sorption and rock strength. This consideration addrEsses geochemical 
processes that could adversely affect the sorptive capacity or strength of the 
host rock, or both. The consideration relates directly to the qualifying 
condition with respect to the retardation of radionucl:l.des by natural barriers 
in the repository and along ground-water-flow paths to the accessible 
environment; it is derived from the third favorable condition and the second 
potentially adverse condition. Sorption and rock str~ngth are considered less 
important that the preceding considerations because they would affect only a 
small percentage of thi!l total rock mass surrounding the repository. Change in 
the sorptive capacity of the host rock minerals is the most important 
contributing factor under this consideration because of the potential effect 
on the retardation of rndionuclides. The major contributing factors for this 
consideration are the stability of mineral assembla~es, the effects of mineral 
alteration on sorption, and the effects of mineral alteration on rock 
strength. A summary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

The mineral assemblage at the Davis Canyon site may contain carnallite, 
which could dehydrate when subjected to repository heat and release 
magnesium-rich brines. High-magnesium brines would accelerate the degradation 
of the waste packages anrl subsequently lead to a release of radionuclides. In 
addition, alteration of the carnallite could reduce the strength of the host 
rock. However, the quantity of carnallite at the Davis Canyon site is 
expected to be ~mall, and carnal! ite should have little effect on radionucl ide 
containment. 

The mineral assemblage at the Deaf Smith site includes interbeds and 
inclusions of mudstone. It is assumed that these consist of approximately 50 
percent clay minerals that may dehydrate under the geochemical conditions 
within the repository. Ho~ever, because of the small volume of clay minerals, 
the alteration of these materials is not expected to affect the retardation of 
radionuclldes or the strength of the host rock. 
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The host r,1d: at the Hanford site consists of basalt and a number of 
sorpt i ve seconda n minerals (e.g. , clays • zeal i tes). Labor a tory tests suggest 
that repository c HJditions muy r-estJlt in the for-matiu>! of a rn.in13ral assemblage 
similar to the :ow··ondary minerals formed naturally in basalt as a result of 
hydrothermal alteration. Although the hydrothermal ccnditions near the 
repository could ;nlversely affect tile sorptive capaci :y of some of these 
minerals, ther~ .l: abundant evidence that hydrotherma: ~auditions could alter 
the volcanic mat.;..r.ials to mot·e sorptive matedals (e, • , <:lays and zeolites). 
In general, the effects of th~ r-epository on rock stn.,lgth are expected to be 
negligible. 

At the IUch.ton site, the rnim~ral assemblage consi ts mainly of halite 
with some anhydr:lte. l3ecau!l~ of the stability of the mineraLs at this eite, 
it is expected that no geochemical alteration or reduction in rock s~rength 
would affect the transport of radionuclides. 

The mineral assemblage in the host rock of the Yucca Mountain site 
consists of 98 percent quartz, feldspar, and cristobalite, with small amounts 
of secondary clay~: and zeolites. The sorptive capacit,r of the host rock is 
likely to be slightly reduced by tOe dehydration of clays and zeol!tes in the 
disturbed zone and remain unaffected in the surrounding rocks. Only very 
small amounts of volcanic glass are likely to be present. Rock strength is 
not expected to b€1 affected by the geochem.ical conditions in the repository. 

Stunmary of comparative evalua. t ions 

Hanford and Yucca Mountain are the most favora,ble sites for the 
geochemistry guideline. These two sites are expected to havs the most 
favorable geochemical conditions with respect to the waste package and 
radionuclide retardation, The basaLt at Hanford should reapon4 favorably tQ 
geochemical conditions in the repository by creating additional sorptive 
capacity. Hanford also ha,s more favorable redox conditions. Yucca Mountain 
has unsaturated conditions as well as the additional radionuclide-retar4ation 
effects of matrix diffusion. 

The Davis Canyon, the Deaf Smith. and the Richton s:l.tes are favorable for 
all major considerations and are esaentially equivalent with respect to the 
geochemistry guldeline. They are lees favorable than the nonsalt sites 
because the sorptive capacity of salt is very limited and the brines at these 
three sites could reduce the lifetime of the waste package. Moreover, the 
geochemica,l conditions in the salt sites are not expected to enhance the 
retardation of radionuclides through the alteration of the host rock to th£1 
degree that is expected at Hanford. The amount of brine, however, will 
probably be small, and the transport of radionuclides by this brine is likely 
to be quite limited. Therefore retardation due to geochemical effects may be 
of limited importance. 
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7.2.1.3 Rock 2.!:!-l!!acteristics_(postclof:;ure) 

The qualif.1 ing condition for postclosure rock eharacteri~tics is as 
follows: 

The prt:\sent and expected characteristics oJ- ':~1e host rock and 
surroundito< .. units shall be capable of accommod· Ling the thermal, 
chemical, 111echanical, and radiation stresses e '~cted to be induced 
by reposHory construction, operation, and cl<1S"re and by expected 
interactions among the waste, host rock, grou d 11ater, and 
engineert:!d components. The characteristics oi ond the processes 
operating wi .:hin the geologic setting shall pen-..i.t compliance with 
(1) thr requirements specified in §960.4-1 for radionuclide releases 
to the accessible environment and (2) the requ~l"ements set forth in 
10 l:FR 60.113 for radionuclide releases from th-r.:~ engineered-barrier 
system using reasonably available technology, 

Major conaideraHons 

On the basis of the qualifyl.ng, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions for this guideline (see Table 7-3), three major considerations are 
identified that influence the favorability of the sitos with respect to the 
qualifying condition. In ordet" of decreasing importance, they are (1) the 
potential effects of repository-induced heat on waste containment or 
isolation, (2) the complexity of engineering measures required to ensure waste 
contairunenl and isolation, and (3) flexibility for locating the underground 
f~cility to ensure waste isolation. These major considerations are, in turn, 
influenced by a number of more-specific rock properties and in situ conditions. 

Evaluation of the sites in terms of the n~jor considerationg 

Effects of repository-induced heat. This consideration is derived from 
the second favorable dondition and second and third potentially adverse 
conditions. The factors contributing to this condition are the thermal 
properties of the host rock, such as thermal conductivity and the coefficient 
of thermal expansion; mechanical properties, such as a sufficiently high 
ductility for fractures to he~l; thermomechanical behavior, such as the 
potential for thermally induced .fractures; and geochemical conditions, such as 
the potential for brine migration and the hydration or dehydration of mineral 
components. This consideration also takes into account the effect of 
repository-induced heat on the integrity of the host rock and the surrounding 
rock units. Because of the potential effects of these factors on waste 
isolation, this major consideration is more important than the other two. A 
Bummary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

At Davis Canyon, the effect of repository-induced temperature increases 
after closure can be favorable because of increases in the rate of salt c.reep, 
which would seal the underground openings and reconsolidate and recrystallize 
the salt backfill. Adverse impacts from a temperature inc.re&se would include 
the migration of brine within the host rock to the heat source and an increase 
in gas pressure if brines or gases are present in significant quantities. 
Limited site-specific data indicate very little brine is present at Davis 
Canyon. The adverse geochemical impacts from a temperature increase could 
also include mineral alteration and the dehydration of carnallite, but test 
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ro1bh l-3. Guideline-condit,ior\ findir1gs by m<J.jor considf>ration-· 
rock char<J.ct~ristics {postclosure)a.~ 

Conr:itiofl 

--------
Davis 

C<J.nyon 
Oeat 

Smith 

---------
Hanford 

Kichton 
DOJ!le 

MAJOR (()NSHlERATION 1: rOTHITIAL IHPACT OF REPOSIT01'--HlDUCED HEAT ON 
WAST( CONTAlNHENT OR lSOLAT1 .1 

Favorable condition 2 

A host rock ;~ith a hi,:h thermal 
conductivity, a low cuefficient of 
thermal ellpa.ns:.,n, or sufficient 
ductility to seal fractul"es induced by 
repository construct'ion 1 Qperation, or 
closure vr by interactions ilmong the 
Wilste, host rock, g1•ound water, and 
engineered components.' 

Potentially adverse tqndition 2 

Potential for such phenomena as 
thermally indl!ced. fra.ct.l.lre:s, the 
hydrati!)n or dehydt'a\it;~fl of T)'lineral 
componeht~'. brine mi~i'atioh, or other 
physical, chemi'eal, or l'adi·ation-re1ated 
phenomefla that could_-~e,,,)<p,el)e[! to 
affect ;~aste co,ntainflle~~ or isol<}tiofl, 

Potentially adverse condition 3 

A combination of geolOgic struct.1,1r&, 
structure, geoch~mical and t~ermal 
properties, and hydrologic conditions in 
the hqst. ,rock f.nd,,,~.~rround,ing unit1 such 
that th" heat _gefltr~t.;d by, the 111a$te could 
significafltl'y decl-eaSft' the lso'ht.lon 
provided by the host.·· rbek as compared with 
pre-waste-emplacement conditions. 

p p p p 

p NP p 

NP NP NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 2: COMPLEXITY OF ENGINEERlNG MEASURES REQUlRED TO ENSURE 
WAST£ CONTA!NME~T ANO !SOLATION 

Potentially adverse condition 1 

Rock conditions that could require 
enginee~\ng m,asures beyond rea,onably 
available technology for the construction, 
operation, and closure of the repository, 
if such measures are necessary to ensure 
waste containment or isolation. 

NP NP NP 

Vucco1 
Hountuin 

p 

NP 

NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 3: SIGNIFtCANT FLEXIBILITY W HOST-ROCK DIHENSIONS TO ENSURE: ISOLJ\itOr/ 

favorable condi~ion I 

A host rock that is sUfficlent1y thick 
and laterally extensive to allo;~ 
significant flexibility in selecting the 
depth, configuration, and location of .the 
underground facility to ensure isolation. 

p NP p 

8 Key; NP" for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, the favorable ,or potentially 
;;~dverse condition is not present at the site; ·p:: for the purpose of this,comparative evaluation, 
the condition is present. at the site. 

" Analyses suppo,r-t.ing the entries in this table are Pf'!!l'Sented in Chilpter 6 of the 
environmental assessment for each site. 
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results to date indicate that impacts froiJI alten~thm or dellydration are not 
significant if the carnallite is under confining pressure. 

At the DeR{ Smith site, repository-induced ten.p~rature increases in the 
salt w-ould com:dbute to creep effects like those 8- Davis Canyon. The rate 
of salt crec·p 13 eKpected to be higher at the Deaf. :·tri"Lth ~ite than at Davis 
Canyon. The p,,tential for creep-related disturban• s to the interbeds and 
aquifers above the repository adds complexity at t~ •.. Deaf Smith site, 

At the Hanford site, repository··induc:ed tempt ·;:-t.ure increases may alter 
the permeability of the rock mass, through changes • ·, fractures. It 1ofill also 
increase the :ln aitu stresses in the vicinity of tbe excavations, possibly 
resulting ill a readjustment of the rock mass aud alt.erations in the local 
hydrologic regime. The rates of hydrochemical reac::lons among the various 
components will increase with the addition of heat. This is expected to have 
a positive effect on the isolation capabilities of the Hanford site. 

At the Richton site, the effect of the repositPry-induced temperature 
increase on salt creep is expected to enhance the illolation capability of the 
site. The rate of salt creep at the Richton Dome is expected to be similar to 
that at the Deaf Smith site. The absence of stratification and the higher 
purity of the salt at Richton Dome should result in a less-anisotropic 
mechanical response to the temperature increase. The Richton Dome has a lov 
brine content, and therefore minimal effects from brine migration are 
expected. Thermally induced uplift could affect the caprock (gypsum) over the 
dome, but modeling results indicate that such uplift ia not expected to 
adversely affect the isolation capability of this site. 

At Yucca Mountain, the problems associated with repository-induced heat 
are negligible, primarily because the underground facilities are in the 
unsaturated zone. The thermal pulse will modify the permeability of existing 
fractures since thermal expansion decreases the permeability CJf the rCJck mass, 
which in turn reduces the potential for new fractures. The Yucca Mountain 
site has some rock-mass heterogeneities that could cause an undetermined, but 
probably not adverse, response to heat (from both the variability of the 
content of lithophysae and the regions in which the tuff has been welded to 
different decrees). Although only preliminary measurements from surrounding 
strata are available, the rock stresses are not expected to be increased to 
unaccepteble levels by the thermal response. 

Complexity of engineering measures. This consideration includes in situ 
characteristics and conditions that could require engineering measures beyond 
reasonably available technology to ensure waste containment and isolation. 
Engineering measures relate directly to the qualifying condition through the 
specification that reasonably available technology is to be used to meet the 
requirements of the engineered-barrier system. It is derived from the first 
potentially adverse condition. The major contributing factors to this 
consideration are the uncertainty about the durability of man-made sealing 
material after closure and the effects of the in situ environment on 
engineered-barrier performance (e.g. • the effects of brine on the disposal 
container). Complexity of engineering methods is considered lesa important 
than repository-induced heat effects because of the greater potential of heat 
effects to impair the isolation capabilities of the site. A s~ry of the 
evaluation for each site follovs. 
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The sealing <•f boreholes and shafts at Davis Canyon is not' expected to 
require complex ef,gineering methodR. The processes of sealing a repository in 
salt can be accomtlished with technology developed in the salt-mining 
industry. With regard to interactions between the waste and the host rock, 
brines at Davis C; •. )yon, if present, could accelerate lhe corrosion of the 
waste package. 

Like Davis C;~.nyon, the Deaf Smith site is not e>. ·~cted to require complex 
engineering rnl'thods. The site is expected to requirt} 1>articularly careful 
sealing to isolate the shaft from the Ogallala aquif r. The repository can be 
sealed by technolo~y developed in the salt-mining in.u,try from experience in 
drilling in the Pal) Duro Basin. Interactions between the brine that may be 
present and e e waste packages could accelerate the co;··rosion of the waste 
package, which could diminish the containment capabilities of the 
engineered-barrier system. 

The ability to properly seal shafts and boreholeil in basalt and to 
confirm the long-term effectiveness of seals are major concerns at Hanford. 
In particular, the sealing of the overlying aquifers tram the repository 
horizon will require additional engineering measures to effectively isolate 
the waste. With regard to interactions of the various components of the 
engineered-barrier system, the expected presence of a geochemically reducing 
environment after closure and the sorptive properties of the secondary 
minerals formed in fractures in basalt are likely to enhance the containment 
and isolation capability at Hanford. 

At the Richton site, shafts through the overlying saturated sediments and 
the caproclt can be sealed by using technology similar to that used in mines in 
other ElR.lt domeR.. The R.ealing of the repn.11itory is nnt expected to require 
complex engineering measures. Interactions between the brine that may be 
present in the Richton Dome and the waste package could accelerate the 
corrosion of the waste packase, which could diminish the containment 
capabilities of the engineered-barrier system. 

At Yucca Mountain, the host rock is unsaturated; furthermore, 
construction experience at the Nevada Test Site shows that technology for 
borehole and shaft seals is readily available. In addition, since the seals 
~ill be required to perform only as well as the overall rock-mass 
permeability, long-term seal performance requirements are not particularly 
demanding. With regard to the interactions of the various components of the 
engineered-barrier syntem, the expected rock and geochemical conditions are 
favorable. 

Flexibility, This consideration pertains to flexibility in determining 
the depthf configuration, and location of the underground repository. It 
relates to the qu,llifying condition because flexibility in locating the 
repository at a site increases the favorability of the site with respect to 
the qualifying condition. Added flexibility in locating the repository will 
help avoid geologic features or anomalies that could adversely affect the 
isolation capabilities of the site. Even after requirements for preclosure 
flexibility have been satisfied, added flexibility may still be necessary to 
satisfy this postclosure consideration in terms of the depth of excavations, 
the orientations of drifts and their intersections, and the location of 
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seals. A greater volume of host rock could provide isolation capability over 
and above the (le ~rea deemed minimally acceptable. 1Jr1 this ba1ia, tha 
contribution of dexibility to waste isolation is L•ita than that of the other 
two considerat.i011S for tbltJ guideline. A swr,mary of the evaluation for each 
site follows. 

The boot r ck at Davis Canyon is expected to o! (~~- dgnificant 
flexibility in !,hat the available thickness appears .o be several timea 
greater than the required thickness. In addition, ... 1~:: potential host rock 
extends latet'ally undurground for lTiil.UY kilometers. ·he prese;lce of 
significant interbeds 1 impurities, gases 1 and stru'. t·tr.ol features and their 
potential for fld-..Jrse effects au flexibility are not yet well defined at this 
site. 

At the Deaf Smith site, numerous interbeds may .~.imit the vertical 
flexibility of locating a repository with respect to isolation 
considerations. In contrast, the host rock is expected to extend laterally 
for a considera!Jle distance. The presence of impur5.t:ies, brines, gases, and 
structural features and their potential to adversely affect flexibility are 
not yet well defined. 

The U~nford site appears to offer restricted vertical but extensive 
horizontal flexibility with respect to isolation considerations. The 
thickness of the basalt can vary significantly over short di~tances 1 and the 
predictability of host-rock thickness is considered to be uncertain because of 
a limited data base, 

The Richton site provides significant vertical flexibility and adequate 
lateral flexibility, Unfavorable internal structures wtthin the salt dome. 
could be encountered during site characterization; if present, they would 
diminish the flexibility for locating underground facilities at this site. 

The host rock at Yucca Mountain offers significant vertical flexibility, 
but lateral flexibility is restricted by minor faults, shallow overburden, or 
site anomalies. The lateral homogeneity of the potential hoat rock outside 
the primary repository area has not been established. 

Summary of comparative evaluation 

Yucca Mountain is the most favorable site on the baais of the two most 
important considera,tions. It is expected that the response of the host rock 
to the heat loading of the repository would have an overall favorable effect. 
Furthermore. the long-term seal-performance requirements at Yucca Mountain are 
not expected to be very demanding. Although the flexibility for locating the 
underground facility is limited at YuccEt Mountain, this does not outweigh th~:~ 

favorability of the other more important considerations. 

The Davis Canyon and the Richton sites are next in favorability for the 
rock-characteristics guideline. At Davis Canyon, the repository-induced 
temperature increase is expected to improve the performance of the site by 
increasing the rate .of salt creep, which would seal the underground openings 
by reconsolidating the salt backfill. However, the impact of the ·brine 
migration toward tbe heat source needs to be assessed. The sealing of 
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boreholes and shaft:~ at Davis Canyon is not expected tv require complex 
engineering mel bow·:, Davis Canyon is also expected to offer significant 
flexibility in lac.: •,lng the repository because of its .lower brine content. 
The Richton site L more favorable than Davis Canyon for. the 
repository-induced beat connideration, Richton is les.-, favorable than Davis 
Canyon and Yucca ~1',untain on the basis of the major cO"•<>ideration for the 
complexity of engi.neering methods because of potentiBl vr.oblems with sealing 
the repository from the overlying sediments and capro< ·.• The Davia Canyon and 
the Richton sites are equally favorable with respect <.<, hogt-rock 
flexibility, On the basis of these comparisons, Dav s Canyon and Richton are 
approximately equal in favorability under this guide . ._f,,e, 

Hanford is somewhat less favorable than the Yucca ;1ol).ntain, the Davis 
Car.yon, aad the Richton sites for this guideline. Although Hanford is very 
favorable with respect to the effects of repository-induced heat, it may 
require complex engineering methods because of potential difficulties ih 
sealing the overlying aquifers from the repository hor·izon. There has been 
little experience in sealing hard-rock mines to the d·~gree that will be 
required for the repository. Hanford also appears to offer restricted 
vertical flexibility with respect to isolation considerations. 

The Deaf Smith site is considered to be somewhat less favo~able with 
regard to the rock-characteristics guideline. It is the least favorable site 
for the major consideration of repository-induced heat because of 
more-extensive interbeds. It is also the least favorable sHe under the third 
major consideration because the presence of interbeds limits its vertical 
flexibility. However, these considerations are not Hkely tO aignifiCat).tl)' 
affect the ability of the site to contain or isolate waste. · 

·'' 

7.2.1.4 Climatic changes 

The qualifying conQition for the cUmatic changes guideline is as foU.owsi 

The site shall be located where f~ture climatic 
conditions will not be likely to lead to radionuclide 
releases greater than those allowable ~nder the 
requirements specified in §960.4-1. In predicting the 
likely future climatic conditions at a site, the DOE will 
consider the global, regional, and site climatic patterns 
during the Quaternary Period. considering the geomorphic 
evidence of the climatic conditions in the geologic 
setting. 

Major consideration 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions for this guideline (see Table 7-4), one major consideration is 
identified that influences the favorability of the aites with respect to the 
qualifying condition: the effect of fut~re climatic changes on the ability of 
the site to isolate waste. Contributing factors include Quaternary climatic 
cycles and the in situ conditions at a site. The n~jor consideration is 
directly related to t~e qualifying condition through the consideration of 
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Table 7-4 Guidl'line-condition findings by major ~on~.ldtriltion--dimatic change"'" 

--------·---·-------
Condition" 

favorab1" conOiti~•l 1 

A surface-water- system such that expactad 
climatic cyr.le~ over the naxt 100,000 
years would not adversely affect waste 
isolation. 

favorable condition ~ 

A geologiC setting in whh:h climatic 
changes have had little effect on the 
hydrol~gic system througho~t tha 
Quaternary Pari~q;_ 

F'otentially odvf!rse .condition 1 

Evidence that th~ water table co~ld 
rise sufficiently over tha neMt 10,000 
years to saturate the underground facility 
in a previously unsaturated host rock. 

Potentially advetse'condition 2 

Evidence that cll~tic ~hanges over 
the n~11t 10,000 years could cause 
pertuftjatlons hi the h'ydroulic'gradient, 
the hydraulfc. conductivity, the ~tffectiv• 
porosity, __ pr ,t~e groa,~nd-water, flulf 
throug!J the host rock ll.nd th'tJ surrounding 
gaohydrologic units, sufficient to 
:oig-nlficantly increilse the tr6-n:oport of 
radionuclides to the accessible environment. 

Davis 
Con yon 

p 

NP 

NA 

NP 

01J If 
Sm· I h 

NP 

NA 

NP 

Hanford 

p 

NP 

NA 

Richton 
Dome 

p 

NP 

NA 

NP 

p 

" Key: NP:: for the purposll' of this comparative evaluation, tile favorable or potentially 
advl!'rSil' condition is not present at the site; P = for th~ purpose of this comporative evaluation, 
the condition is present at the site. 

b .Analyses suppor~ing' the entrle:~ in this table are presented In Chapter 6 of the 
environmental assessment for eacll site. 

cAll the conditions in this table are associated with ontt·~Mjor consideration: the effect 
of climatic changes on the ability of the site to isolate the waste. 

. " ' 
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climatic changes '=hat may affect waste iaolation. It is deriv·ad 
favorable conditi. ms and tho two potentially adverse conditionfJ, 
the evaluation fo.t each site follows. 

Evaluation of sit'::ls with respect to the maJor consid-. ___ ~tion 

from the two 
A summary of 

At the Davi;. Canyon sHe, climatic changes duri." the Quaternary Period 
are thought to hr.1ve increased precipitation by as mu. • as 120 percent. 
Increased pre~:ipitation during the Pleistocene may '•R ·e increased recharge 
rates and flow through hydrostratigraphic units as ·. ~ . .:. as rates of erosion 
and dissolution. Sstimatea of increased precipitat~? are based on regional 
data that cover th..o- last 13,000 years anc! site-speci.fi' geomorphic data. 
Although it i.: uncertain by how much increased precip:f.tation affected the 
hydrologic system,. it does not appear that changes of the same magnitude would 
adverselr affect waste isolation. To establish bounding cases for the 
potential effects of increased precipitation on the hydrologic system, a 
simple worst-case assumption was made in wh:lch increased precipitation raises 
the water table to the ground surface in the Abajo Mo•.mtains. The resulting 
hydraulic gradient between the Abajo Mountains and th~ Colorado River is not 
significantly greater than the present maximum apparent hydraulic gradient 
estimated from hydrologic tests. Preliminary estimates of the rates of 
eros:l.on and dissolution during the Quaternary Period, if projected into the 
future, would not affect the isolation capability of the host rock, because no 
significant changes in flow parameters, such as porosity or permeability, have 
been identified in the Quaternary Period. Preliminary estimotE:-a of the 
maximum rates of incision over the next 100,000 years are approximately 40 
n~tera (132 feet). Although increased rates of incision may alter the 
surface-water system, increased incision at the surface is not expected to 
affect the integrity of a repository at a depth of 885 meters (2,900 feet). 

At the Deaf Smith s:!.te, regional data indicate that lower temperatures 
and increased effective moisture occurred during the Pleistocene. The 
Quaternary record suggests cyclical increases in precipitation during pluvial 
cycles. Increases in precipitation during future pluvial conditions would 
increase surface-water pending and growth of vegetation. The increased 
vegetation would tend to decrease the rates of erosion, though localized 
increBses in e~osion could occur near escarpments. Although these climatic 
changes would change the surface-water system, they are not expected to reduce 
the waste-isolation capabilit:l.es of the host rock. Potential effects of 
Quaternary climatic cycles on the hydrologic system include changeb in the 
rates of recharge and increased rates of dissolution at salt margins. 
Inr.reased recharge to the upper hydrostratigraphic unit would result in en 
increase in the hydrologic gradient between this unit and the underlying 
units, but ~odels of this process show no significant effect in the underlying 
units for more than 10,000 years. Although the data are insufficient to 
quantify the effects of these changes on the hydrologic system, there is no 
evidence to suggest that Quaternary climatic changes had a significant effect 
on the ground-water system. 

At the Hanford site, if glacially induced catastrophic floods recurred, 
they would alter the present surface-water system by increasing runoff, the 
rates of erosion, and pending. The net effect of catastrophic flooding would 
be sediment aggradation. These changes in the surface-water system would be 
short-lived and are not expected to significantly affect the confined aquifers 
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of the Grande Hnnde basalts. If glaciation were to recur, tho major adverse 
effects would bf' increased recharge from meltwater a-11d cntasl.rophic flooding. 
Increased rech,u ge may be expected to cause soma rif;e in the potentiometric 
surfaces of sha· low aquifer systems, but the transhmt nature of increased 
recharge is sue~· that significant long-term effects .,n the confined aquifers 
of the Grande R(,nde basalts are not expected. 

For the R.i,!hton site, the data are insufficiet) to quantify the effects 
of future climatic chanses on the surface-water sys. ·lm. HoW"ever, regional 
data suggest that, if the climate returned to a gl \C ~nl maximum, increased 
precipitation would slightly increase erosion and ,.round-water recharge, 
During the late ~iaconsinian glaciation, the ~ea l~\ 1 in the Gulf of Mexico 
was 100 to 130 meters (330 to ldO feet) below the pr,,t>ent mean sea level. 
This regional change in base level, combined with regional uplift, resulted in 
stream Pntrenchment. Geomorphic evidence in the re~~on suggests that stream 
entrenchment in major rivers was on the order of 30 meters (100 feet). This 
would have ltttle effect on the deep confined ground-water system around the 
Richton Dome. A future interglacial cycle accompan;i.ed by a melting of the ice 
she<!ts equivalellt to Pleistocene interglacials caul<! cat~se a rise in sea level 
of 5 to 10 meters (1.6 to 32 feet). An. equivalent rilile in sea level would not 
inundate the surface of the site, which is at least 50 meters (164 feet) above 
the mean sea leveL Thus, the analysis of regional data suggests that future 
climatic changes would not affect the ~urfac~-water or the ground-water 
systems to the extent that the isolation capabilities of the site would be 
affected. 

Analysis of data on the effects of cUIJII;lte changes in the vicinity of 
Yucca Mountain sugge&ts that surface-water systems changed little during the 
Quaternary Period and are not expected to change sigo.ificantly in the next 
10,000 years. The present surface-water system was established by early 
Quaternary time, It is unlikely that the maximum probable climatic change, 
from arid to semiarid conditions, would cause a significant change in the 
present drainage system. Climatic data suggest that Quaternary climatic 
changts had the following effects on the ground-~ater system: increased 
recharge; increased elevation of, and gradients in, the water table; and 
upgrade shifts in discharge points. Oata from the region suggest that the 
effects of these chauges were minor. One exception may be the effect of 
increased re~harge on the hydrologic system, though the magnitude of the 
increased recharge has not yet been quantified, 

If pluvial conditions were to occur, increased recharge llll:IY have a 
significant efhct on. the ground-water flux and may raise the level of the 
water table. Preliminary modeling of increases in the water table during a 
full pluvial cycle, assuming a 100-percent increase in prec::i.pitation, suggests 
a maximum rise of 130 meters (427 feet), Such a rise in the water table would 
not saturate the repQsito~y. Furthermore, considering the various sources of 
uncertainty in the modBl--such as the method used to simulate recharge, the 
assumption that the response of the water table is instantaneOUij 1 and the use 
of a two-dimensional model to simulate three-dimensional flow--the prediction 
of a 130-meter rise in the water table is uncertain and may not be realistic, 
It is unlik~ly that !~creased recharge from a return to pluvial conditions 
would significantly increase radionuclide tran&port to the assessib~e 
environment. 
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The nvailahJ .l data suggest that the Davis Canyort~ Deaf Smith, Hanford, 
and Richton sites are equally favorable ~ith respect to the major 
consideration anL the guideline on climatic changes. At these sites changes 
in the surface-wl'.ter system over the next 100,000 ye,: s aro not expected to 
adversely affect isolation capabilities. Climatic cl._w~es during the 
Quaternary Perio11. may have had minor effects on the ··ound-woter 61ysterns. In 
the next 10,000 years, none of these sites is expect i to undergo climatic 
changes that would decrease the ability of the natt."oJ ~ barriera to isolate the 
waste. 

The Yucra Mountain site is less favorable than t: .. \! other sites because 
future climatic changes may produce a significant increase in recharge to the 
geohydrologic: system. Assuming an eventual return t,) pluvial conditions, 
preliminary modeling suggests that increased rechargt~ may increat>e the 
ground-water flux, decrease the ground-water travel time, and increase the 
elevation of the ~ater table. The potentially increased flux, combined with a 
substantial rise in the water table, introduces grea~er uncertainty in 
assessing the potential effects of future climatic changes on the Yucca 
Mountain site, However, climatic conditions during the next 10,000 years 
would not be likely to significantly increase radionuclide releaaes to the 
access:lble environment, 

7.2.1.5 Erosion 

The qualifying condition for erosion is as follows: 

The site shall allow the underground facility to be 
placed at a depth such that erosional procesHes acting upon 
the surface will not he likely to lead to radionuclide 
I'eleases greater than thoae allowable under the 
requirements specified in §960.4-1. In predicting the 
likelihood of potentially disruptive erosional processes 
the DOE will conSider the climatic, tectonic, and 
geomorphic evidence of rates and patterns of erosion io the 
geologic setting''during the Quaternary Period. 

Major consideration 

Oo the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions for this guidelf.ne (see Table 7-5), one major consideration is 
identified that influences the favorability of the sites with respect to the 
qualifying condition: the effects of erosional processes on waste isolation. 
The major consideration is derived from the three favorable conditions and the 
tw-o potentially adverse conditions and evaluates effects of erosional 
processes on waste isolation. It is directly related to the qualifying 
condition through emphasis on the ability to isolate waste. 



T<lbi,! 1-5. Guideline-condition findings by major consideratit•n~-erosion•·b 

Condition' 
Oavls 

Canyon 
D!!~f 

Sm · · .. h Hanford 
R i cht."on 

DOme 
Yucca 

Mountain 

favorable COildit'i•l 

Site condition~ that permit the 
emplacement of waste ilt a depth of 
least 300 meters {9B4 feet )below 
the directly overly ground surface. 

favorable condition 2 

A geologic setting where the nature and 
rates of the erosional procesus that 
have !.een ppera~ing du•·ing the Q~atern().ry 
Period are predicted to have less than 1 
chance in 10,000 o"'er the next 10,000 yet~rs 
of leading to releases of radionuclides to 
the accessible ••nvironment. 

favorable condition 3 

Site conditipns su~h that waste 
eKhumation would not be eKpected to 
occur during the f1rSt 1 ·million 
years after repository closure. 

Potentially adverse condition 1 

A geologic setting that shows evidence 
of extreme erosion during the Quaternary 
Period. 

Potentially adverse cdndition 2 

A geologic setting where the nature and 
rates of geomorphic processes that. have 
bel!n ,~&rating during .. the ·Qu.,ternary Period 
could, during the first 10,000 y_ears after 
closure, adverse"ly affect the ability of 
the geologic repository to isolate the waste. 

p 

p 

p 

NP 

NP 

p p 

I' p p p 

p p 

NP NP NP NP 

NP NP NP NP 

8 Key: NP = for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, the favorable or pote~tially 
adverse condition is not present at the site; P" for the purpose of tllis COI!Iparati"'P evaluation, 
the condition is present at the site. 

b Analyses supporting the entriP.s in this table are presented in Chapter 6 of the 
environmental assessment for each site. 

cAll of the conditions in this table are associahd with one major consideration: effects 
of erosional processes on waste isolatiQn. 
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Contributirlfl', factors include the depth of waste emplacement, evidence of 
extreme erosion luring the Quaternary Period, the f>'3t.cntial for uncovering the 
waste, and thtl !.HHlssment of future erosion rates ancl geomorphlc processes on 
the basis of the climatic, tectonic, and geomorphic (Vidence of erosion rates 
and patterns dur ... ng the Quaternary Period. These fl'!"~Ors cannot be evaluated 
individually to ·oake a judgment on the qualifying cc,·CJI:ion; they must be 
evaluated toget·,,-'!r, It is for this reason that onl;:· o·~e major consideration 
is identified. A summary of lhe evaluation for ee.ct s.ita follows. 

Evaluation of s!-E_.es in terms of the major consider< ·:_Jcn 

At Davis Can;.on, the host-rock unit (salt cycle ,) is estimated to occur 
at a depth o~ approximately 885 meters (2,900 feet). During the Quaternary 
Period, erosion in the candidate area has been almost continuous, though 
long-ter:11 rates of incision ere not thought to be extreme. Stream erosion is 
predicted to erode no more than approximately 3 metei·s (12 feet) below the 
present ground surface in 10,000 years. Streams in the region have bee-n 
predicted to erode up to 240 meters (800 feet) into !;heir present channels 
(using long-term incision rates) during the first million years after 
repository closure. The Quaternary geologic ~ecord indicates that geomorphic 
processes should not adversely affect the ability of the repository to isolate 
the waste. This includes a preliminary assessment of the eastward propagation 
of the graben systems west of the site, Considering the planned depth of the 
repository, present knowledge suggests that it is highly unlikely that erosion 
will lead to releases of radionuclides to the accessible environment in the 
next 10,000 years. 

At the Deaf Smith site, the host rock is in Unit 4 of the Lower San 
Andres Format:.on, where the top of the unit is 700 to 760 meters (2,300 to 
2,500 feet) below the surface. No evidence is recorded of extreme erosion at 
the site. Extrapolation from a relatively high river-incision rat~ in 
Holocene time shows erosion to a depth of 63 meters (210 feet) in the next 
10,000 years. Projections of average Quaternary conditions indicate that 
erosion of 100 meters (330 feet) would occur over the nexl: 1 million years. 
Projections of Quaternary erosional conditions indicate thal the waste would 
remain isolated after 10,000 years. Considering the planned depth of the 
repository, it is unlikely that erosion will lead lo releases of radionuclides 
to the acc~ssible environment in the next 10,000 yesrs. 

At the Hanford site, the depth to the Cobassett How top is 869 to 943 
meters (2,850 to 3,093 feet). The site does not show evidence of extreme 
erosion during the Quaternary Period. Because the depth of erosion is 
geomorphically controlled by base level, future incision is limited to depths 
above the minimum sea level. Past glacially induced sea-level changes 
indicate that erosion at the site could proceed no further then about 440 
meters (1,443 feet) above the top of the candidate horizon. The depth of the 
candidate horizon and the geologic setting of the site are such that the waste 
would not be expected to be uncovered during the first million years after 
repository closure. There is little chance, if any, of erosion leading to a 
release of radionuclides to the accessible environment over the next 10,000 
years. 
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At the R:ie)lton site, the waste \>'OUld be emple.ced at a c''epth of 646 meters 
(2,119 feet). ,'lo evidence of sustained extreme erN;,ion during the Quaternary 
Period is faun.!. in the geologic setting of the site. The geomorphic processes 
that have beer. in operation during the Quaternary f"!.,r!od have rosulted in a 
long-term eros~-'.Hl rate of 1.2 meters (4 feet) per J.·,OOO years. This rate 
would n~sult ir. the removal of 120 meters (394 feet 1 uf material in 1 million 
years, leaving 526 meters (1,718 feet) of materiBl .ver the repository. The 
chance of eroai.on l:'ernoving the entire thickness of .verdome sediments is muoh 
less than 1 in 1 million. Thus, it is very unlik, 1:· that erosion over the 
next 10,000 years would lead to any radionuclide 1 '!Jeasel.l to the accessible 
environment. 

At Yuc .. a Mount!dn, the minimum thickness of the ovP.rburden above the 
repository would be about 230 meters (750 feet). Fu:..• about 50 percent of 
Yucca fi!.uuntain, the overburden is more than 300 met"t'rs {984 feet). Average 
stream-inci9ion rates during the past 300 1 000 years have not been extreme, and 
there has been little change in the patterns of eroHion at the site during the 
Qunternary Peri,)d. On the basis of average stream-j ncision rates, the 
shallowest portion of the repository ia expected to remain buried much longer 
than 1 million years. Over a period of 10~000 years, erosional process~s 
would be expected to remove only 1 meter (3 feet) of overburdon. The 
probability that erosion would induce a loss of isolation is hss than 1 in 1 
million over the next 10,000 years. Thus, although the Yucca Mountain site 
does not meet the favorable condition on the depth of .emplacement, it appears 
that the probabilities of erosion causing a loss of isolallion are lower than 
those considered credible in EPA regulations (40 CFR Part 191). 

Sumnary of t:he comparative evaluation 

At all the sites, the underground repository can be placed deep enough to 
protect it from erosional processes acting on the surface. The predicted 
rates of erosion are low at all five aites. All waste-emplacement horizons 
are too deep for credible geomorphic processes to adversely affect the 
performance of the repository. Although the rates of erosion vary from site 
to site, the variation is not significant. None of the site& is expected to 
erode to such an extent that the waste would be uncovered dur.ing the first 1 
million years, It is also very unlikely that erosion at any of the sites 
would result in releases of r'adionuclides during the first 10,000 years. 
Therefore. all sites are approximately equivalent with respect to the erosion 
guideline. 

7.2.1.6 Dissolution 

The qualifying condition for postclosure dissolution is as follows: 

The site shall be located such that any subsurface rock 
dissolution will not be likely to lead to radionuclide 
releases greater than those allowable under the 
requirements specified in §960.4-l. In predicting the 
likelihood of di8solution within the geologic setting at a 
site, the DOE will consider the evidence of dissolution 
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1vithin that s.~tt.i.P.g during the Quaternary Period, including 
the locatiom and characteristics of dissolution fronts or 
other dissol1·~ion features, if identified. 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and pn':~"':ntially adverse 
conditions for this guideline (see Table 7-6), one ma ·Jr consideration is 
identified thr,t influences. the favorability of the sites with respect to the 
qualifying condition: evidence of host-rock dissolt :hn during the Quaternary 
Period. This rnajo;· consideration is influenced by .s .. :1·~ral contributing 
factors, such as tne solubility of the host rock undm nonextr~me geologic and 
hyrlrnlngir~ !"oudlt:lons, unnsunl grounrl-water !"hf'mistry, .ond evidence nf 
significant dissolution during tbe Quaternary Period. The consideration is 
directly t·elated to the qualifying condition through concern about the 
disruption of the natural and engineered barders by the dissolqtion of the 
host rock. Such disruption would result in the potendal for exceedins; the 
radionuciide-reltlase limits set by the NRC and the EP/\, A SUIMlary of"the 
evaluation for each site follows. 

Eval_uation of sites in teems of the maJ.Q!_consideratio~ 

The Davia Canyon site is 16 kilometers (lO miles) from the nearest known 
or potential dissolution feature. Although data on the rntc of migration of 
dissolution fronts in the Paradox Basin a~e not available, the rates estimated 
for other basins suggest that a dissolution front would not reach the site for 
at least 10,000 years. However~ it should be noted that the use of such an 
extrapolation technique increases the level of uncertainty in this estimate. 
Other known and suspected dissolution features in the area include the 
Lockhart Basin, 19 kilometers (12 miles) to the no~th; Beef Basin, 22 
kilometers (14 miles) to the southwe~t; the Needles F'ault Zone, 18 kilometers 
(11 miles) to the west; and the Shay/Bridger Jack/Salt Creek graben system, 16 
kilometers (10 miles) to the south. Data derived from field mapping and 
geophysical logging near the site have not revealed features that would 
indicate Quaternary dissolution. However, the saline ground waters of the 
overlying Honaker Trail Formation and the underlying Leadville Formation are 
thought to i.1dicate past or continuing dissolution of the salt in the Paradox 
Formation. 

The Deaf Smith site is somewhat further from active dissolution fronts 
than Davis Canyon. Dissolution at or above the repository level is kno\ofl'l to 
occur 103 kilometers (64 miles) to the west, 29.8 kilometers (18.5 miles) to 
the north and 118 kilometers (73 miles) to the east of the Deaf Smith site. 
The rates of migration for these dissolution fronts have been calculated from 
data on the level of salinity in streams. These data suggest that the most 
rapid rate of migration for the dissolution fronts is 0.98 meter (3.2 feet) 
per yenr for the eastern front, while the northern front is migrating at a 
rate of 0.0008 meter (0.0024 foot) per year. The rate of dissolution for the 
western front is expected to be even lower. These calculations are based on 
the assumption tha.t the dissolution front is uniform, which could 
underestimate the actual rate of dissolution. Within the basin, interior 
dissolution is evident in the uppermost salt sequence beneath the High Plains 
aquifer, as indicated by data from dissolution wells. However, the rate of 
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Table 7-{. GlJidolline-condition findir1gs by major COI1sid;!rutiOrl-·-dissolutiona.~ 

Cor1di t ion" 
Oo1vis 

Ctwyon 
De<lf 

Smi Har~ford 
Rich tor~ 

Dome 

-----·------- ·--------
F;~voruble condit.i >n 

No evidence thnt the host rock withifl 
the site was subject to sigr~ificar~t 
dissolution during the Quo1ternary Period. 

Poter~tially adverse condition 

Evidence or dissolution within the 
geologic setting--such as breccia pipes, 
dissoiut1on cavities, significant 
volumetric reduction of the host rock 
or surroundir~g strata, or any structural 
collapse--such that a hydraulic 
ir1tercoMection leading to a loss of 
waste isolation could occur. 

p 

p 

p p 

' NP p 

Vuccu 
Mountair1 

p 

NP 

"Key: NP:: for- the purpose of this CO!IIparative evaluaticn, the favoraDle or poter~tially 
adver-se conditior~ is not present at the site: P = for- the purpose of this comp~r-ative evaluation, 
the condition is present at the site. 

b Analyses support~ng the entr-ies ir1 this table are presented in Chapter 6 of the 
environmental ass~$smer~t for each site, 

<;All of the conditions ir~ this tabla are associated with one major- consider-ation: effacts 
of dissolution processes on waste isolation. 
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dissolution is very slow aud has been estimated to be 0.000061-• meter (0,000021 
foot) per year. No dissolution fronts near the Deaf Smith site or in the 
interior basin aJ c expected to intersect the repository horizon in loss than 
100,000 years. 

The rock at the Hanford site consists of minera · '> that are not readily 
soluble, and sir, -,Hi cant dissolution leading to radi ·V.Jclide releases from the 
site is not consi.dered credible. It is highly unlik..,ly that dissolution will 
occur along ft·actures within the repository during •:r after the thermal phase 
to the extent that the permeability of the fracture S>'stem will increase. The 
permeability of th~ fracture system will probably dec ~ase because of the 
.alteration of glass and the formation of clays and ze(>lites within the 
fractures. 

The Richton site has no topographic depressions over the salt dome, and 
limited data suggest that the Tertiary sediments overlying the dome are 
laterally continuous. There are two relatively small. closed circular 
depressions just off the eastern flank of the dome th~t appear to be the 
result of near-surface processes; however, at this time, their origin is 
uncertain, Samples of ground water from a ahallo~ fresh-water aquifer reveal 
possible saline anomalies on the oouth side of the dome (downgradient of the 
dome). These anomalies were identified on the basis of a very limited nLUllber 
of boreholes; therefore, the origin of the high salinity level in the water of 
the upper aquifer is unknown at this time. Possible origins for the 
salinities include salt-dome dissolution, variability of aquifer conditions, 
and artificial contamination. 

The Yucca Mountain site is composed of rock whose minerals are not 
readily soluble, and significant dissolution leading to radionuclide releases 
from the site is not considered credible. It is highly unlikely that 
dissolution will occur along fractures within the repository during or after 
the thermal phase to the extent that the permeability of the fracture system 
will increase, 

Summary of comparative evaluation 

Hanford a~d Yucca Mountain are the most favorable sites for the 
dissolution guideline because the host rocks and surrounding unit consist of 
minerals that are not readily soluble. 

The Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Richton sites are less favorable. 
Available data suggest that dissolution probably occurred at each salt site 
during the Quaternary Period, but the rates of dissolution sre too low to lead 
to a loss of waste isolation. There is, however, considerable uncertainty 
associated with these rates because of the limited data base for each site. 
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7.2.1.7 Tectonl_S'~stclosure) 

The quali.fy.hg condition for postclosure tectonics is as follo.,...s: 

The ~.~itc shall be located in a geologic setHa~ where 
future tect.:nic processes or events will not be likely to 
lead to rnJwnucllde releases greater than thos' tdlowable 
under the requirements specified irL §960.14-l. :1 

predicting the likelihood of potentially disrq>t 've 
tectonic processes or events, the DOE will cor ,JJer the 
structural, '' tratigraphic, 3eophysical and seL .. r. ;,c evidence 
for the nature and rates of tectonic processes a :.d events 
in the geologic setting during the Quaternary Per·iod. 

Major consid~ration 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions for lhis guideline (see Table l-7), one unjor consideration is 
identified that infLuence!:\ the favorability of the ~lites with respect to the 
qualifying condition. This major consideration concernH estimates and 
projections of igneous activity and tectonic processes over the next 10,000 
years and the effect of these processes on radionuclide reteases. It is 
directly related to the qualifying condition through the evaluation of 
radionuclide releases attributed to potential tectonic phenomena. It is 
derived from the favorable condition and the six potentially adverse 
conditions. 

The contributing factors for this major consideration include evidence of 
tectonic or igneous activity during the Quaternary Period, the likelihood for 
the next 10,000 years of te~tonic and igneous events that could alter the 
regional ground-water-flow system, the historical record of seismicity, the 
correlation of earthquakes with tectonic features, evidence of Quaternary 
tectonic processes (especially at the repository sit€) 1 and the potential 
effects of tectonic and igneous events orL the repository. The rates of 
igneous and tectonic activities cannot be evaluated individually; these 
conditions must be evaluated tosether to determine their impact on the total 
isolation system, and therefore only one major conoideration was identified 
for this guideline. A swnmary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

Evaluation of sites in terms of the major considerations 

In the geologic setting of the Davis Canyon site, Quaternary uplift has 
averaged less than 0.60 meter (2 feet) per 1,000 years. Although no surface 
faults have been identified at the site, Quaternary faulting may be present in 
the vicinity of the site at Shay Graben. These fauits, however, may be 
related to salt. dissolution rather than tectonism. These faults do not trend 
toward the site, nor have preliminary investigations shown any surface faults 
at the site. No known igneous activity has occurred within the geologic 
setting in the last 2 to 3 million years. No earthquakes have been observed 
within the site, but the historical record of seismicity is limited. The 
Paradox Basin has been classified as a relatively low seismic hazard region. 
However, there is a possibility that the south Shay Graben fault may be 
capable of producing an earthquake larger than any observed in the geologic 
Betting. The geologi.c record does not show that any natural impoundments on 
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T,1ble 7~7. G·1id!!line~condition findings by major· cOr'lsideration-tectu:lics (postclosure)••~> 

Conditione 
Dov is 

Canyon 
0Htlf 

Smi ':h Hanford 
Richton 
D~• 

Yucca 
Mountain 

---···---------
Favorable conriitir.n 1 

The naturf' and ·ates of ign11ous activity 
and tectonic prucesses (such as uplift, 
subsidence, faultil'lg, or folding), \( C\ny, 
operating w1tnin the g11ologic setting 
during the Quaternary Period would, if 
continued into thf future, have less than 
l ch.J.nce in 10,00!'• over the first 10,000 
years after closure of leading to releases of 
radionuclid~'s to the ~cce$Sibll? en"ironment. 

Potenti~ily adverse condition I 

Evidence of actiye fol):ling, fo.ulting, 
diapirism, uplift, subsidence, or other 
tectonic proc~s~·es or igneous activity 
within the geologic setting during the 
Quaternary Period. 

rotentially adverse condition 2 

Historical earthquakes within the 
geologic setting of such magnitude and 
intensity that, if they r&curred, could 
affect waste containment or isol,o.tion. 

Potentially adverse conditior'l 3 

Indications, based Or'l correlations of 
earthquakes with tectQnic processes and 
features, that either the frequency of 
occurrence or the magnitude of earthquakes 
within the geologic setti·ng may increase. 

Potentially adverse conditior'l 4 

More~frequent oc~urtences of 
earthquakes or earthqut)kes of hioher. 
magnitude than are representative 
of the region in which t'h"e geologic 
setting is located, 

Potentially adverse condition 5 

Potential for nat~ral phenomena such as 
landslides, subsidence .• or volcarlic 
activity of such magnl'tudes that they 
could create 1arge-sca1~ surf~ce-water 
impoundments that could change the reg\Qnal 
ground-water flow s~s~em, 

Potentially adverse condition 6 

rotential for tectonic deformation.s-
such as uplift, subsid11nce, folding, or 
faulting--that could ~dversely affect 
the regional ground-water flow ~ystem. 

p 

NP 

p 

NP 

NP 

NP 

p p NP 

,, p p p 

NP NP NP NP 

NP p NP p 

Nr NP NP NP 

NP NP NP NP 

NP NP NP NP 

a Key: NP : for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, the favorable or potentially 
odvers11 condition is not present at the site; P: for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, 
the condition is present a~ the site. 

b Analyses supporting the entries in this tabl~ are present~d in Chapter 6 of the 
environmental assessment fo1· each site. 

"'All of the conditior~s in this tabll!- ar11 associated with one major consideration: nature 
and rate:> of tectonic processes and igneous activity that may affect waste isolation. 
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the scale necessa!·y to cause large changes in the re~lone.l ground-water-flow 
system occurred ll the geologic setting. Regional uplift will not affect the 
physical integdt·r of the repoai.tory and will be too small to significantly 
modify ground-wa~·:tr-flow systems in the next 10,000 yr-ars. Reactivation of 
the basement fauJts beneath the site is possible, but it is doubtful that 
displacements 18rge enough to propagate these featuH·:·> through the ductile 
rocks of the Par .. tdox Formation would occur in the ne~. 10,000 years. In 
general, tectonic data indicate that the likelihood disruptive tectonic 
events is very low and suggest that igneous or tecton•c activity at the Davis 
Canyon site could not lead to radionuclide releasee 1r•·eater than regulatory 
limits after repofdtory closure, 

At the Deaf Smith site, data were collected by rt?Viewing published 
literatu~e and conducting preliminary field surveys. There is no evidence of 
igneous activity during the Quaternary Period at the Deaf Smith site, The 
nearest igneous activity during the Quaternary occurred about 160 kilometers 
(99 miles) west of the site, outside the geologic setting. Quaternary 
tectonic prClcesses were probably negligible near the slte. Regional uplift or 
subsidence is not recognized, but the posdbility thtlt these processes 
occurred on a small scale during the Quaternary Period has not been ruled 
out. The site is located in a region of low se:l.smidty. Quaternary faulting 
and folding of a tectonic (or seismogenic) nature are not recognized in the 
Palo Duro Basin. No large damaging earthquakes have occurred in the geologic 
setting during the period of the historical record. The terrain of the site 
and its vicinity is flat and would not be affected by natural phenomena large 
enough to cause large-scale surface-water impoundments. Small amounts of 
uplift or subsidence are not likely to adversely affect the regional 
ground-water flow over the next 10,000 years. Some uncertainty exists because 
site-specific information on subsurface faulting has yet to be fully 
evaluated. However, the likelihood of disruptive tectonic events affecting 
any releases of radionuclides after closure is thought to be extremely low. 

For the Hanford site, preliminary estimates of the rates of tectonic 
deformation suggest low long~term average rates of strain. Volcanism in the 
Columbia River Basalt Group ceased approximately 6 million years ago. 
Although Quaternary volcanism has occurred in the western Columbia Plateau, it 
appears to be more closely related to volcanism in the Cascades. There are 
faults within the Colwnbi.a Plateau that are interpreted to have been active 
during the Quaternary Period. Seismic actl.vity has been monitored at Hanford 
since 1969, but detailed seismic monitoring at the proposed repository depth 
is only beginning. Some of the faults in the geologic setting could be 
associated with earthquakes larger than the historical maximum. Available 
data do not permit the precise determination of slip and recurrence rates for 
specific faultsj however, on the basis of current knowledge, earthquakes near 
the site would be relatively small, with long recurrence rates for larger 
events (a magnitude greater than about 5.5). Earthquakes are not currently 
associated with mapped geologic structures, nor do hypocenters align in a 
manner that suggests unmapped, buried, or steeply dipping faults occur in the 
Pasco Basin. It does not appear that natural phenomena or tectonic 
deformations would create large-scale surface-water impoundments that would 
cause significant changes in the regional ground-water-flow system. 

Although the rate of deformation at Hanford does not appear to be 
significant enough to affect the release of radionuc:).ides, there is 
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co11siderable t..mcer~ainty l,lecauF;e micr·oeurthquake BWarms have beE!n observed in 
the basalt during the past 16 yenr;,;, though no Bwarms have occu.rred recently 
in the basalt at t\e site. The potential effects of microearthquake swarms on 
system performnnc.:· (including the ground-water-travel ':ime, system 
geochemistry, and waste-·package integrity) sur;gest th-1t: the likelihood of 
tectonic phenmner,:·. affect.lng the site's ability to is=•'l'lte waste o"er the next 
10,000 years is 'l.!ry low. 

At the Richton site, the evidence from the geolo~ t.c setting suggests lhat 
no igneous activity and only minor tectonic activit) c·..::curred during the 
Quaternary Period. The princ:l.pal active tectonic p::-~•1l'JSS during the 
Quaternary Pedod is regional uplift. Diapirism doefl !Ot appear to havh' 
occurred at the Richton Dome, There has been no igneous activity in or near 
the Missbsippi salt basin since the Cretaceous Peric-d (about 60 million years 
ago). There is no evidence of Quaternary aeismogenic fault movement in the 
geologic setting, and the infrequent seismic activity that does occur is low 
in magnitude, The nearest known earthquake epicent~t· is 75 kilometers (45 
miles) away. Th~ region baR no large surface-water impoundments from tectonic 
or igneous processes, Projections of uplift based on Quaternary data suggest 
that its rates are too low (0.01 meter per 1 1 000 y·ear.'.l) to adversely affect 
the ~egional ground-water-flow system during the next 10,000 years. On the 
basis of the Quaternary record, future tectonic processes and events are not 
likely to be disruptive, and the likelihood of disruptive tectonic eventa is 
very low, 

Much of the background data for the evaluation of tectonic activity at 
Yucca Mountain hos been developed through many years of study related to 
nuclear weapons testing at the Nevada Test Site. The assessment of futu~e 
tectonic processes is uncertain and difficult for Yucca Mountain. There is 
evidence that volcanism and faulting occurred in the vicinity of the site 
during the Quaternary Period. In addition, the seismicity of the region is 
not understood well enough to rule out the possibility of large earthquakes 
(magnitude of 7 or greater) occurring in the region after closure. According 
to previously published estilfl8tes of recurrence intervals, regional return 
periods for earthquakes with a magnitude of 7 or greater are probably on the 
order of 25,000 years. At present, a preliminary conclusion could be n~de 
that the north-trending faults at the site should be considered potentially 
active, even though the absence of fault scarps ond the low level of seismic 
activity suggests they are not active. The geologic setting of Yucca Mountain 
is not yet well enough understood to preclude the possibility of future 
earthquakes larger than those that have occurred at or near the site. 

The formation of large-Bcale surface-water impoundments by natural 
phenomena like landslides, subsidence, or volcanic activity is not likely in 
the area of Yucca Mountain. There is also a very small potential for tectonic 
deformation at the site of a magnitude that would affect the regional 
ground-water flow. On the basis of available information, it appears unlikely 
that volcanic events or future tectonic processes and events would adversely 
affect the containment and isolation capabilit:\es of the repository, although 
numerical probabilities have not been determined for most processes. This 
conclusion is based on the moderate (although uncertain) probabilities of 
tectonic events, the likelihood that the ground-water travel time is long and 
the flux is low, the selection of waste-emplacement areas away from 
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recognizable fa.ult zones, the structural integrity of the wa..rt.e package, and 
the geochemical choracteristics of the site. 

The most f:•vorable sites with respect to the pHI:closure '.:ectonics 
guideline are L1vis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and RichtOI' Although the Davis 
Canyon site appilars to have a higher rate of tectord.~ activity near the site 
(as indicatE-d by potential Quaternary faulting). t ·e.:-e is a very low 
likelihood that tectonic events could lead to rele.~s·~9 at any of these sites, 
and none show evidence of igneol'S activity in the ge• logic setting. Active 
faulting may also be present in the geologic setting of Davis Canyon, but no 
surface faut.:s have been identified at the site, and seismic and geologic 
evidence qualitatively suggests that the region will be stable over the long 
term. '!'he available data suggest that there is very little likelihood of 
disruptive tectonic or igneous events during the next 10,000 years at all 
three sites. Both the Deaf Smith and the Richton sites have experienced no 
igneous activity and insignifieant tectonic activity dudng the Quaternary 
Period. There are no known Quaternary seismogcnic faults in either geologic 
setting, and the level of seismicity at both aites appears to be very low. 

Hanford is slightly less favorable tl1an the salt sites for this 
guideline. There is some evidence that deformation is occurring within the 
basalts at Hanford, but the pattern of deformation qualitatively matches the 
pattern of known seismicity, suggesting that earthquakes and rupture planes 
W'Ol1ld be relatively small and recurrence times generally long. There is some 
uncertainty because microearthquake swarms in the basalts have been observed 
during the past 16 years. In addition, no microearthquakes (nonswarm) have 
been observed within the repository site at the depth of the basalts. The 
likelihood of tectonic phenomena affecting the ability of the site to isolate 
waste over the next 10,000 years is vei'y low. 

Yucco Mountain is less favorable than the other sites. Quaternary faults 
are preaent within 1 to 6 kilometers of the site. Their effects on the 
potential for ground motion and on ground-water flo~ need to be assessed. The 
likelihood of volcanism may be higb enough for volcanism to b~ considered in 
performance assessment. However, the effects of igneous and tectonic activity 
on system performance (qualifying condition) at Yucca Mountain are not 
expected to lead to radionuclide releases greater than those allowed by 
regulation. This assessment accounts for ground-water flux and travel time, 
W8ste emplacement away from recognized fault zones, the structural integrity 
of the waste package, and the geochemical characteristics of the site. 

7.2.1.8 Human interference 

The potential for human interference after the closure of the repository 
requires an analysis of (1) the natural resources at or near a site, 
addressing historical, current, and future exploration for, and uses of, these 
resources, and (2) site ownership and control. Evaluations of these two 
separate technical guidelines are· provided below. 
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7.2.1.8.1 Nalut~l resources 

The qualify.r.ng condition for n;1tural resources i.s as follows: 

This sil..e shall be located such that--cons·: ·'ering permanent 
m1~rkers ancl records and reasonable projections \l~ value, 
scarcity, :,nd technology--the natural resource·. including 
ground watt~r suit<1ble for crop irrigation or h 111n consumption 
without treatment, present at or near the sit• ill not be 
likely to give rise to interference activitie i1at would lead 
to radionucltde releases greater than those all ~able under the 
requirements specified in §960.4-1. 

Major consid~rations 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and l·,otentially adverse 
conditions for this guideline (see Table 7-8), three major considerfltiona ar~ 
identified that influence the favorability of the sites. In decreasing order 
of importance, they are (1) evidence of subsurface mi.ning, resource 
extraction, and drilling sufficient to affect containment and isolation; (2) 
potential for foreseeable human acti.vities that could affect containment and 
isolation; and (3) potential for postclosure intrusion for resource 
extraction. Although the major considerations are listed in decreasing order 
of importance, the differences in their importance are small, particuLarly 
between the second and the third (~onsiderations. 

Evaluation of the sites in terms of the major consid~r~tions 

Eviden~~ubsurface mining, resource extractlon, and drilling 
sufficient to affect containment and isolatioQ. This consideration assesses 
the potential effects on waste containment and isolation of existing mines and 
drillholes within the site. Contributing factors include the presence of 
activ~ and closed mines as well as evidence of deep drilling and related 
resource extraction. This consideration is derived from the second and the 
third potentially adverse condition and is the most important major 
consideration because existing mines or drill holes could act as pathways for 
radionuclide migration to the accessible environment, A summary of the 
evaluation for each site follows. 

At the Davis Canyon site, existing uranium mines extend to a maximum 
depth of 11 meters (35 feet) and are restricted to the Chinle Formation, which 
has been eroded from most of the repository operations area. Thase exi~S~ting 

excavations are not thought to be extensive enough or deep enough to affect 
the repository. No drilling is known to have occurred within the site. The 
nearest hydrocarbon-exploration borehole of appreciable depth is 8 kilometers 
(5 miles) from the boundary of the repository operations area. 

There is no subsurface mining al the Deaf Smith site. There are no known 
wells that penetrate below the Ogallala aquifer and no known 
hydrocarbon-exploration holes at the site. Deep drilling at the site is 
unlikely to have occurred in the past, 
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Table 7-B. Guideline-condition findings by major consideration--natural resources•·" 

.::ondition 
Davis 

Canyon 
Df!af 

Smith 
Richton 

Hanford Dome 

~1f1-1DR •"ONSIDERATION I· EVIDENCE OF SUBSURFACE HrNl<"C, RESOURCE EXTRACTION, 

YuCC<l 
Mountain 

AND DRILLING SUffiCIENT TO I ;ft:CT CONTAINMENT AND ISOLATION 

PotP.fltially adver~·~ condition Z 

Evidence of subsurface mining or 
extraction for· resour~ce1 within 
the .~ite if it could <lffect waste 
containment or is&.ation. 

Potentially <ldverse condition 3 

Evider.ce of drilling within thf! 
site for any purpose other than 
repo~itory-site evaluation to ~ 
depth syfficient to affect waste 
containment and Isolation. 

NP 

' 
.. 
' NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

HA.JOR CONSJOEAATIOH Z: POTENTIAL FOR fOfi.ESEEAOIJ.E HI.IKL\N ACTIVITIES 
SUffiCIENT TO ~ff[CT CGHTAIHHENT AND ISOLATION 

Potentially <ldvl.'rse condition 5 

Potenti•l for foresee<lble human 
activitfe·s such aS 'Q'I"ol.lnd-water 
withdrawal, e~tensive Irrigation, 
sub-syrface injection of fluids, 
underground pumped storaae, military 
activities, or the const~uction of 
large-scale SYrface-water impoyndments-
that could ad.llfrSI!l.Y ~hange portions of 
the !jround-w~:ter flow .system importilnt 
to waste isolatlcln. ' 

NP •• p 

HAJOR CONSlOERAT[ON 3: POTENTIAL FOR POSTCLOSUAE INTAUSJGN 
TO EXT~ACT RESOURCES 

Favorable condition 

No known natYrjll reSQYrces that have 
or ··are pro'jected to have· in the 
fore-seeable fyture 11 value great 
enough to be considered a commercially 
extractable resource. 

Favorable GOndition 2 

Groynd w.ater 1tii"h" 'JQ,,'.ooo Pfrt~ per 
mi 11 Iori 'or mol-e';O'-fi'total"l:l 's~J01ved 
solidt ·a-lOr\9' aoy path of·Hkel}' radio
nuclide trjlve.l from the ~ost rock to 
the accessible_ environ~~nt. 

·0'018: ' . . ' 

NP NP NP 

p p NP 
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NP 

p 

NP 

liP 

•• 

p 

NP 
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Tat:-t: 7-8. Guideline--cond•tion findings by major consideration--n<Jtur<Jl 
resourcn•· t> (Continued) 

Davis 
Canyon 

Or·, • 
Sm' • ; Hanford 

/"'A,JOR CONSCOERAT!ON l: POTENTIAL FOR POST 
TO E~TRACT RESOURC 

O~;URE HHRUSfON 
(Continued) 

Potenti~lly adverse condition 1 

Indications that I he site cOiltllins 
nclturall y occvrri1·,1 materi o;1l s, wllett1er 
or not clCtu--..lly identified in such form 
that (i) ec~nomic extraction is potentially 
feasible durir~g the foreueable fLiture 
Clr ( i ~ 1 such materials have a greater 
gross value, net value, or commercial 
potential than the average for other 
areas of similar s\ze that are repre
sentative of, a•·•d locahd in, the 
geologic setting. 

Potentially advorse condition 4 

Evidence of a significant concen
tration of any n{lturallY occurl'ing 
m<lhrial that is not wld1rly aval"1ab1& 
from other 1ources. 

p p 

NP NP 

Richton 
Dome 

p 

NP 

Yucc;, 
Mountain 

NP 

NP 

• l<ey: NP = fol" the pul'pose of this comparative avaluat!on1 th1 favo.-abl@ or potentia11y 
cldverse condition h not present at the site; P,. for the purpose of this cCHnp"l"ativa ev"luat.1on, 
the condition is present at the site. 

~ Ancllyses supporting the entries in this t<Jble are presented in Chapter 6 of thlt 
environmental assessment for eclch site. 
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Current and past mining or extraction activities in the are·a of the 
Hanford site incJ., de some quarrying for sand and gravel as well as a small 
natural gas fleld that ended production in 1941, The quarries are excavated 
pits that are gent··rally less than 18 meters (60 feet) deep. The gas field wns 
located approximth .. ~ly 11 kilometers south of the site No other current or 
past production o:: hydrocarbons has been reported wit11 en 100 kilometers of the 
larger Hanford S:," :e. Recent hydrocarbon exploration <~1 the Colwnbia Plateau 
has been focused 1m the sedimentary sequence beneath ~w basalt; wells drilled 
to date have been noncouunercial 1 but some natural gar. has been recovered. 
Although methane haG been found as dissolved gas in ~1ound water from the 
Grande Ronde Formation beneath the site, the hydroctJ "~on potential for this 
area is speculativ<·. at best, Boreholes drilled near ·~·\e site for: purposes 
other than re,ms-1 tory-site evaluation are significantl,- shallower than the 
candidate repository horizon and would not affect waste containment or 
isolation. 

At the Richton site, there is no evidence of borHholes, shafts, or other 
excavations that penetrate the repository horizon within the salt dome. E{ght 
mineral-exploration boreholes have been drilled into 'Oalt with a maximum 
reported penetration of 6.4 meters (21 feet). Within 10 kilometers (6.2 
miles) of the dome, 34 sulfur-exploration wellD and 32 petroleum-ex~loration 
wells have been drilled. The water wells within the area are $h~llow (leGs 
than 366 meters (1,200 feet)) and are drilled into the upper aquifer, The 
closest fluid-injection wells are at least 4.8 kilometers (3 miles) froni the 
flank of the dome. Waste containment and iBolation are not expected to be 
significantly affected by the presence of shallow boreholes or the potential 
for increased dissolution associated with the petroleum-explOration Wells on 
the sloping flank of the dome. 

There has been no subsurface mining or extraction of resources at Yucca 
Mountain. There is little likelihood that unknown excavations exist at the 
site other than shallow prospecting pits. Before the repository 
investigations began, one borehole had been drilled 7 kilometers (4 miles) 
southeast of the site (water well J-13), and another had been drilled 
approximately 15 kilometers (9 miles) to the northeast (water well J-12). 
There has been no drilling at Yucca Mountain for purposes other than 
repository-site evaluation. 

Potential for foreseeable hl~n activities that could affect containment 
and isolation. Factors contributing to this consideration include the 
potential for ground-water withdrawal, irrigation, the injection of fluids, 
underground pumped storage, and large-scale surface-water impoundments. 
Changes to the site's ground-water system can directly affect the releases of 
radionuclides to the accessible environment. This consideration is derived 
from the fifth potentially adverse condition and is the second most important 
major consideration. Changes to the site's ground-water. system can directly 
affect the releases of radionuclides to the accessible environment. This 
consideration is not as important as the first major consideration because it 
is based on projected, more speculative human activities that may affect 
isolation, whereas the first consideration is based on existing evidence of 
resources that could affect isolation. 
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In assessbj! the like} ihoocl of post closure intrusion, thf.' DOE will 
consider the est :I .nated effectiveness of the permanent markers and records 
required by NRC 'egulations in 10 CF'R Pert 60. Humat;-intrusion events are 
considered to be credible only if it iB assUIIted that the monuments provided 
for in the NRC r,· "ulations are permanent enough to >lf-'t'Ve their intended 
purpose. Thur., ;n evalun.ting this major consideratir(,, the envit'cnmental 
assessments hnve qu11litatively considered the effectl :eness of marker!3 and 
records in reduc .. ng the likelihood of human intrueio: J,n the controlled area. 
A s\Unmary of th~1 evaluation for each site followB, 

Because of limited potable water and resources { .. thin and near the Davis 
CAnyon site, the p)tential for foreseeable human acti· ~ties to adversely 
affect the ground-water-flow system i.<> expected to be very low, 

At the Deaf Smith site, good-quality ground water· that is sultable for 
irrigation and domestic use is drawn entirely from the Ogallala aquifer. The 
ongoing derletion of the Ogallala aquifer will not reverse the do~mward flow 
potential at the site. The potential for the subsurf~ce injection of fluids 
is considered to be low because of the low potential ~or petroleum development 
in the future. 

At the Hanford site, there is a potential for ground-water withdrawal for 
irrigation, In~;ufficient data t~re available to determine whether such human 
activities could adversely change portion!! of the ground-water flow system 
that are important to waste isolation. However., it is believed that, even if 
portions of the ground-waste-flo01- system were to change, there would be no 
significant effect on waste isolation itself. 

At tha Richton site. the potential to adversely affect the 
ground-water-flow system is expected to be vet·y low. Potential human 
activities are very unlikely to affect ground-water travel through the salt 
stock; this includes activities that may change fresh-water aquifere. The 
likelihoo~ of pumped storage in the controlled area is also expected to be 
very low, considering the permanent markers and records. 

Although potable ground water is present at the Yucca Mountain site, 
future generations are not likely to drill for water from the t.op of Yucca 
Mountain, because it would be easier to drill for water in the surrounding 
areas. Because isolation depends primarlly on the thick unsaturated zone, 
withdrawal of water outside the controlled area would not adversely affect the 
ground-water system important to isolation. 

Potential for postclosure intrusion to extract resource~. Thia 
consideration includes estimates of, and the potential for, postclosure 
intrusion for resource extraction. Contributing factors include the presence 
or indication of resources (including water) at the site, their value, 
scarcity, and depth, as well as their availability from other sources. This 
condition is derived from the first and the second favorable conditions and 
the first and the fourth poteotially adverse conditions. 1'his consideration 
is third in importa[Jce because the potential for resources is bused on 
speculative or indirect evidence. Nev~rtheless 1 this consideration is 
significant because exploration for, or the extraction of, resources can 
create pathways for radiOnuclides to reach the accessible environment. A 
summary of the evaluation for each site follows. 
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Uranium and ·;anadium deposits are present in the vicinity of. the Davis 
Canyon site, and · ome pr.oduction has occurred at the site itself; however, the 
uranium resources at the site are believed to be less aignifil:.ant than those 
in other parts o~ southeastern Utah. In addition, commercial-grade 
underground potaa,. deposits are present in the vicini'':' of the site, but they 
may not be economic because they are located at excea1• .. ve depths and are less 
extensive than d~·)osits in other parts of Utah. Smal ;1.,nounta of sand, 
gravel, and potable water have been extracted in the ~·.::inity of the site, 
None of these rel:lources has greater potential within , .1e area of the site than 
outside it, Potential hydrocarbon resources are bel •_eved to be significantly 
smaller within the site than in similar areas outsid the site. The 
ground-water is of poor quality, with the total di.asvl ·ed solids exceeding 
10,000 parts :)er million. 

At the Deaf Smith site, ground water is being ex,.~·acted from the Ogallala 
aquifer. The use of this water resource does not pea~ a threat to the 
long-term integrity of the reposltory. Ground water o,long the lilr.ely pathways 
of rac\ionuclide t.ravel is not sui.table for human consumption because it 
contains dissolved solids at concentration exceeding l_OtOOO parts per 
million, The hydrocarbon potential at the site is not considered to be 
significant, but exploration for oil and gas in the future cannot be 
discounted. No other mineral resources, such as uranium and construction 
aggregates, are present in unique quantities at the site, The bedded salt may 
be considered a halite resource. There are no known concentrations of 
naturally occurring materials that are not widely available from other sources. 

At the Hanford site, there are no known metallic or petroliferous 
resources that have or ai·e projected to have a value great enough to be 
commercially extractable, However, ther-e a1·e indications thal the site 
contalns ground-water resources and natural gas that may be economically 
feasible to extract in the foreseeable future. Although hydrocarbon source 
beds may exist beneath the basalt, there is no evidence to date of significant 
concentrations of any naturally occurring resources that are unique to the 
site. 

The Richton Dome is the largest of 35 shallo\o· salt domes in the 
Mississippi salt basin. Because of its size and depth, it is an excellent 
candidat~ for underground storage. The purity of the salt (91 percent sodium 
chloride) also indicates that the dome may be a candidate for salt extraction 
by solution mining or conventional mining methods. ln comparison with other 
shallow salt domes. the potential for storage or salt extraction at the 
Richton Dome is above average because of its large size, even though salt is 
widely available from other source .!I and the dome 'u potential use as an 
underground storage facility is not unique. Commercial hydrocarbon resources 
are not known to exist at the Richton Dome. 

Yucca Mountain has no energy or mineral resources for which extraction is 
feasible in the foreseeable future. No known resources are present at Yucca 
Mountain that have greater corrmercial potential than those in other areas in 
its geologic setting, nor is there evidence of any significant concentration 
of potentially valuable resources at Yucca Mountain. The mineral-resource 
potential of the Yucca Mountain site is considered low. The ground water 
along likely flow paths of radionuclide travel has less than 10.000 parts per 
million of total Uissolved solids. 
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Swrunary of compar0;~ -:.ve ~valuation 

On the basis c-~ the three major considerations, 'i1"eca Mount.oin is the 
most favorable sitej Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Hanford are comparable; and 
Richton is the leaJ:t favored site. The differences amt <.g the sites, however, 
are small. Thi.3 :h dgment i.s based on the fact. that th11,:e is no evidence at 
any of the sites ct: subsurface mining, extraction, or ddlling sufficient to 
affect containment or isolation. There is also no ev:J .-.!nee at any of the 
sites of a significant or unique concentration of any 1 aturally occurring 
mineral or energy resources. It is ell.pected that tht: t.ae of permanent markers 
and recordn will re1.luce to very low values the likeli.K·od of human intt"usion 
within the controlled area at each of the sites. 

The likeli.hood of any resource occurring at the 'iucca Mountain site 
appears t0 be very lo~. The potential uae of the deup dquifer outside the 
controlled area will not affect containment and isolat:i.on. 

The Davis Ca;tyon, the Deaf Smith, and the Hanforcl gites are approximately 
equal in favorability on the basis of the speculative potential for 
resources. There is a very small potential for the use of the shallow aquifer 
outside the controlled area at the Hanford site to affect the 
ground-water-flow system important to isolation. 

Richton Dome is the least favorable site because of the speculative 
potential for resources~ the possibility of undetected boreholes, and the 
potential fate using the dome for underground pwnped storage. 

7.2.1.8.2 Site ownership and control 

The purpose of the postclosure guideline on site ownership and control is 
to help ensure that the repository can function far into the future without 
adverse human interference. This guideline specifies that the DOE, in 
accordance with the requirements of the 10 CFR Part 60, is to obtain ownership 
of, and surface and subsurface rights to, land and minerals within the 
controlled area of the repository. A similar guideUne on site ownership is 
provided for the preclosure period. The putcpose of the preclosut'e guideline 
is to ensure that surface and subsurface activities during repository 
operation will not be likely to lead to radionuclide releases greater than 
those allowed by applicable regulations. 

The DOE has determined that the necessary land area and controls are the 
same for both the postclosure and the preclosure periods at the five nominated 
sites. Whichever site io selected, the DOE must obtain ownership as well as 
surface and subsurface tcights before commencing preclosure activities; there 
is no basis for distinguishing among the sites on their site ownetcship and 
control status at the beginning of the postclosure period. Therefore~ all 
sites are considered to be equally favorable for this guideline. 
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7.2.2 POSTC.LOSU\E SYSTEM GUIDELINE 

The resultg of preliminary system-performance aE"sessments are described 
in Section 6.4.~ of each environmental assessment at:d briefly reviewed here. 
These prellmi na t1 assessments are based on 1 imi ted 8 ''~"~} ogic, hydro logic, and 
geochemical inf,;, ;rna t ion, p:re 1 iminary conceptua 1 modi"! s, and relatively simple 
analytical techniques. The DOE is therefore not ye\ prepared to provide 
assurance that regulatory criteria will be met at fin" of the sites. These 
preliminary assessments do, however, appear adequa1·~ for evaluating the sites 
ogainst the postcJosure system guideline. Hol.'ever, r:1e different approaches 
to the evaluation of performance, the preliminary nfit ;re of these assessments, 
and the unce'"'tainties in the par·ameters on which the a.nalyses ore based all 
limit the ability to compare the sites in the manner required by the 
implementation guidelines for site comparisons that w:ill support the 
recom;nendation of a site for development as a repository. To provide a 
comparative context for understanding the postcloRurl~ system guideline 
evaluation in Chapter 6, a brief discussion of the e''<duation of each of the 
sites with respect to each of the capabilities addre~oosed by the guideline is 
presented below. 

The guideline addresses the following capabilities of the geologic 
setting at a site: 

1. The capability of the geologic setting at the site to allow- for the 
physical .separat:liori of the waste from the accessible environment 
after closure in &ccordenoe with the requirements of the EPA standard 
in 40 CFR Part 191, Subpart B, as implemented by 10 CFR Part 60. 

2. The capability of the geologic setting at the site to allow for the 
use of engineered barriers to ensure compliance with the requirements 
of the EPA and the NRC. Two requirements are pertinent here: (1) 
the time of substantially complete containment (i.e., a period 
between 300 nnd 1,000 years); and (2) the limit on the rate of 
radionuclide releaRes from the engineered-barrier system (i.e •• one 
part in 100,000 per year of the individual radionuclide inventory or 
one part in 100,000 per year of the total inventory calculated to be 
present at 1,000 yeara after repository closure, whichever is 
greater). 

Capability for was.te isolation. The results of the preliminary 
assessments indicate that the EPA standards would be met at all of the sites. 
For example. the mean time of ground-water travel from the repository to the 
accessible environment is expected to be much longer than 10,000 years at each 
site. On this basis alone. there is little likelihood of any release for 
10,000 years or, more specifically, of exceeding the EPA standard for 
cumulative releases during this period. In fact, the results of the 
calculations for the preliminary assessments indicate that releases are likely 
to be negligible for much more than 10,000 years at each site. Similarly, 
calculations of ground-water quality indicate that the EPA's ground-water 
protection and individual-protection requirements will be met at each of the 
sites. For the Hanford site, the calculations show to a high level of 
confidence that less than SO curies of iodine-129 and carbon-14--and no other 
radionuclides--would be released to the accessible environment in 100,000 
years. The calculations. for, Yu,cca Mountain indicate that less then 100 curies 
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of technetiurn-99 mld negligible quantities of any otheJ:" radionudide could be 
released in 100,01),. years. The analyses for the salt sites sho~o• no release in 
100,000 years unde·· expected repository conditions. 

Because of thiJ different characterist:l.cs of each -~~ the sites, dHferent 
approaches to the .1erfor.mance analyses and varying lev·::J r. of conservatism have 
been used for eacl aile. For example, the constraint :•n release due to the 
slow degradation of the waste form was not taken into .c.count in the analysis 
of the Hanford site, The analysis of the Yucca Mounta•n site does not 
consider the spatial distribution of waste packages I {J)'(IUghout the repository, 
but assumes that th·~ release oCcurs from a single loc.t' ion in the host rock. 
Transport and retaroation in the saturated zone are not considered in these 
analyses as well. The margin of conservatism resulting from such assumptions 
in each c.:ase is not known at present. However, it is believed to be 
sufficient to compensate for the uncertainties in the site data. The 
preliminary performance assesaments do not provide ovldence to aupport a 
finding that any of the sites would not adequately isolate the waste from the 
accessible enviroument, 

Requirements for engineered-barrier performance. Preliminary assessments 
of the engineered-barrier system indicate that this system would meet the 
regulatory performance objectives at all sites. For example, the analyses of 
waste-package performance indicate that the ~ontainer lifetime is expected to 
exceed the 300- to 1,000-year requirement for substantially complete 
containment at ~~ch site. The expected container lifetime for the Hanford 
site exceeds 6,000 years. The analysis of the container under the conditions 
of the Yucca Mountain site gives a lower-bound estimate of 3,000 years and an 
expected lifetime of 30,000 years. At the salt sites, the lifetime of the 
container is calculated to be even lange~, because it is expected that 
sufficient water will not be available to cause corrosion failure of the waste 
package. 

For each site, the calculations of the rate of radionuclide release after 
the failure of the waste package suggest that the criterion for the rate of 
release froro the engineered-barrier system would not be exceeded. At the 
Hanford site, the release rate for most radionuclides would be well below the 
regulatory criterion because of the diffusion-limited transport and the 
limited solubility of these radionuclides in the ground water at the site. 
For the few radionuclides that are highly soluble, the calculated release 
rates are less than 4 percent of the release-rate limit. 

Without taking into account the solubility of the ~adionuclidea 
themselves, the fractional release rate calculated for the Yucca Mountain site 
is 2.5 X 0- 9 per year, Well below the limit of 1 X lQ-s per year, because 
of the low rate expected for waste-form dissolution. At the salt sites, since 
it is expected that the waste packages will last indefinitely, the rate of 
radionuclide release from the engineered-barrier system is expected to be 
zero. 

Extremely conservative assumptions were used in making these estimates, 
For example, in all cases the calculations are for releases from the waste 
package, which is expected to provide an upper bound to the release from the 
total engineered-barrier system. In addition, any containment offered by the 
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spent-fuel cla~lding was not taken into account in any of the analyses, [n the 
analysis of th:. salt sltes and of the Hanford sit£ 1 the slow dissolution of 
the waste fon(l .. which can limit the rate of radionu-:lide release, was not 
taken into account. In the analyses of the salt s ... 1·.es and of the Yucca 
Mountain site, it wos assumed that all packages fa".' Bimultaneously. Again, 
the degree of t'Jnservatism provided by these assw.nt :.ions is not known at 
present. Ho\ole ,er, the analyses appear to be sufH ·.ent to indicate that there 
is no evidence that the performance criteria for til, waste package and other 
engineered 1Jarriers would not be met at each of t1 9 nominated site~. 
Furthermore, the available data and the pt:"eliminal . .f analyses based on these 
data have not idtmtified any conditions or featurea -Jt any of the sites that 
would prevent th~se engineere~ components from meeting the performance 
requirement,:. 

The different approaches to the evaluation of performance, the 
preliminary nature of these assessments, and the uncertainties in the 
parameters on which the analyses are based all limit. the ability to compare 
the sites in te.:ms of these results, In each case the analyses are very 
simple. The interactions of the various factors that determine subsystem and 
system performance are not yet known. Finally, the analyses that can be 
conducted at present are too simpla to address th@ full range of uncertainties 
that should be addressed in order to provide an adequate comparison of the 
sites. Therefore, because of the preliminary nature of these performance 
assessments, it does not appear that a comparison between and among the sites 
on the basis of the postalosure system guideline is practicable at preSent. 

7.3 COMPARISON OF SITES ON THE BASIS OF PRECLOSURE GUIDELINES 

The preclosure guidelines address (1) preclosure ra~iological safety; (2) 
the environmental, socioeconomic, and transportation-related impacts 
associated with repository siting, construction, operation, and closure; and 
(3) the ease and cost of repository siting, construction, operation, and 
closure. Both technical ·and system guidelines are provided for each of these 
three categories. 

7.3.1 PRECLOSURE RADIOLOGICAL,SAFETY 

7.3.1.1 Technical guidelines; 

There are four technical guidelines on preclosure radiological -safety: 
(1) population density and distribution, (2) site ownershlp"and control, (3) 
meteorology, and (4) ·offsite installations and operations. The objective of 
these guidelines is to protect the health and safety of the public and the 
workers at the repository by keeping exposures to radiation within the limits 
prescribed by regulations. This section presents a comparative evaluation of 
the five nominated si·tes 'ag~·inst these guidelines. 
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